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Absftact

Changes in society, technology, and practice have created a significant demand

for atchitecrural graduates who can balance ptactical concerns with cdtical and

abstract thinking. The current model of architectural education as it exists in

academia, is hard pressed to supply this demand.

This thesis seeks to redress this situation by connecting three maxims:

1) Strengthening the master-student dialogue is key to adequately exposing

student designers to the issues involved in designing buildings that are fit

fot purpose, cost effective, sustainable and a delight to clients and users.

2) Sketching, a "designerly'' way of thinking, is an integral part of this dialogue.

3) The computer in design education should direcdy contribute to helping

students design buildings that are fit for purpose, cost effective, sustainable

and a delight to clients and users-

The thesis argues that due to the myriad of issues connected with architecture

in today's societyn the effectiveness of the srudent/master dialogue in

architectutal education has been weakened somewhat. At the cenEe of this

dialogue is the sketch - a conversation benryeen head and hand. The thesis will

argue that by furnishing students rvith an "expert hand", the sketch becomes so

empoweted as to enrich the dialogue, raising the level of students' exposure to

architectural issues. The suggested medium for this empowerrnent is the

computer.

Moving sketching into the digttul realm as a direct means of thinking and

leaming is an innovative way of providing students with an n'experC' digtt"l

hand. The sketch, for the student, becomes 
"n 

ingslligent conscious tool that

supPorts and informs exploration. fn tum, the empowered sketch presents the

student with the many issues that compdse contemporary design problems. The

result of this upliftment is a richer didogue between student and teacher about

architectute that is fit for purpose, economical and envkonmentally aware.



Preface

\ Z"s ago as a student I discovered christopher Alexander's pattant

Y l-nguage. Alexander's book laid our for me a smorgasbord of
'JL' architectural ideas that were subsequently incolporated into the design

projects of my student years. My grades not only improved but I had \*/hat can

only be called an epiphany; I "got" ir. I did nor ardve at this understanding

merely because I used the Patten Language, but ratheq in using a "language"

when communicating with my teachers, I learned about the issues that made

atchitecture uork.Tltose pieces that comprised my "language" are still with me

as I recombine and re-interpret them for new design situations-

Today, r zm a studio teacher. lwhen I talk to students and enquire about

practical aspects of rheir schemes, they look at me with blank expressions. I've

since discovered thaq when designing, students tarely use reference books.

They often speak of being stuck when something as simple as rhe location of a

window (which has a lot to do with comfort, gualiry, meaning, poetics or

simply, the way rooms are inhabited) could liberate them and carry the scheme

forward. I often find that I have to repeat the same fundamental information

(found in most refetence books) to ten different students in a row. I have also

noticed that when architectural students lack underst-ditg about the things

that make atchitecture work - fundamental ideas like inhabiation, user comforg

circulation, sensory stimulation and their relation to the for:rr of space - my job

becomes harder and more frusuating.

This thesis is a bit like solving a design problem. The "problem" in rhis case is

the apparent inability of the teacher-student dialogue to provide students with
the confidence ro design buildings rhat are habiable, sustainable and

constructible. In design, it is possible to arrive ar a solurion by developing an

argument. Let us use rhe analogy of a window (something that will featue a lot
in *ris work) as a basis for laying out the argument (see table pr below).

As demonstrated in the table, research is a little tike design. Each situation is

linked to other "problems" and it is through reconciliation and iteration that a

possible solution can be arrived at.
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The Education ProblemThe Window Problem
The room is dark

Why is the room dark?

Because there is no light.

Why do we need ligbt?

We need light to use the mom for a

particular function.

The aim therefore is to let in adequate light.

How do you admit light?

Light is transmined through windows.

How do windows transmit light?

What is the component that kansmits light?

Glass Transparency is one option.

How does glass transmit light?

What if we change glass transparency?

Experiment with different glass types.

Clear glass recommended option.

Why clear glass?

Specifications
Let there be light.
Testing the glass.

Design Education is challenged to produce
graduates that know real buildings.

Why is this so?

Design Education is in rouble because it is
sruck in academia. Students do not get

enough practical knowledge

Why should we care?

Architects lack confidence ofthe public,
status in society and position in industry.

Aim is to facilitate practical knowledge in
graduates and create a reasonable balance in
commodity, firmness, and delight.

How is this practical knowledge passed on?

Desip studio facilitates the transference of
knowledge.

How does studio work?

Which aspect of studio is responsible?

The part that does it is the deskcrit

How does deskcrit facilitate fransference of
knowledge?

What ifs.

Experiments to find questions students ask
and answers tutor would give if they were
right there

The computer as a solution

Why the computer?

Definitions
A digital design coach
Testing the design coach.

Table P.1. The problem of the window.

The thesis ptesents a solution that is by no means the only answer but rather

one elegant answer. The result ir x digital design coach that, through sketching

and in enriching the relationship between teacher and studeng teaches the

student about architecture that is habitable, susainable and constructible.
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Introduction

54o/o of respondents who had at least started talcing the ARE

[Architecturi Registntion Exam] said that their educadon did not

it.p*. them weffor the exam.. ' (2003 lntemship & Career Survey)'

rchitecture today is an increasingly comPlex affair' In

addition to new social and culnral norlns' architects are

inundated with constandy changing information

regarding new materials, sustainable processes and complex

builcling types. This inundation is made arduous with the crrrent

trends of sustainability bolstered by eco-friendly legislation,

standafds and codes. As a tesult, schools of architecure are under

pfessure from the profession and society to provide graduates of

architecture with the requisite skilIs that chatacterise good design

thinking suategies as well as promote responsible design. well-

documented reports commissioned by the professional bodies

over the last few yeafs also indicate a growing divide between the

wodds of architectural education and practice. schools of

atchitecture, especially in the last decade, have been accused of

not doing enough to educate the student about the needs of

building users today. Practitioners claim among other things,

recent graduates are technically incompetenq lack a sensibility to

the real wodd of architectural practice and are a burden to train.

This siuation has dire consequences for the practice of

archirecture and the architecr's position in the building industry.

Due to a lack of familiarity with the inforrnation required fot

building architects are slowly relinquishing control of the building

process. They are no longer seen as the building team leaders and'

due to the proliferation of proiect managers, are sometimes

viewed as "design consultants". Not only is the profession

regarded in a bacl light by the industry but also the perception of

the pubtc about architects and architecture is also seemingly

negative. Architects are often perceived as arrogant and aloof

without empathy for the plight of the building user' Not being
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adeqrrately infooed about how buildinp work the young

of a milyarchitects the opportrelrity to build and rurin &e

sustainable commurdtF

To avert the gradual deeline of the ptofession

concerted effott to effect a teviBlisation

education. By aligdr€ it with the dernands of a txrer,tieth

centwJ smiety there is amp-le opporunity to some of the

must be a

atchitectr:ral

educationprofessiond and societal perceptions of

and atchiteerute.

Aim

Redressing thls sinration is the overarcrlrqg- oim of {hb thesis. The

intention is to s€arch fot asd Brovide a tnedrs which

gfirden$ may be helped to produce mote culturally

aad, socidly significant architectrrte that is fit forltputpose, cost

effective, environmentally ftienilly and pleasing tu liottt client and

user. In other wotds, thc plovision o-f an archi that wodrs.

T.tre end resuh as proposed by this thesis is the

a teaching rind knming tool that combiues domains: the

design studio, the act of sketr&ing and thc

Oeei,gtt

nholgn axll

Flgure 1.1 The Trtnlty

Computz;rv
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Three Domains

Design Studio

A rhousand years ago' Vitruvius determined that architecture is

co-dependentontheoryandpractice@owlandandHowe1999).

Architecrural design is therefore best leamt by apptying acquired

knowledge (theory) to the task at hand (practice)' The main

instrument for the dissemination of design knowledge in this way

is the design studio' In a situation that closely echoes the

apprentice/mastet model of antiquity' students learn design by

workingthroughsenesofdesignproblems'nrithcloseinteraction

with the studio master'

Thismodel'however'hasevolvedftomthepracticeorientedreal-

ffi "ffi ::ffi :':;::';'::::rffi:;T*
s$denr rearned the craft in the time and space of actual building

sites, but today studios are places where theoretical nodons about

architecture are considered without being adequately grounded in

the reality of how architecture works or is used' Despite this the

studio remains the most desirable rn€ans of teaching atchitectural

students. Any anempt to inuoduce effective tools and methods in

design education that can ad&ess the current simation should

therefore exist within the design studio'

Sketching

Architects solve problems by thinking visually' This activity where

images are used as fundamental obiects for decision making has

been called gaphical thinking' desrgn drawing or simply

sketchingr. It can also be defined as the reflective conversation

il*"n *,n*"r9tqor]!:-rse of 'pen.and q9!:1-?:lcan alsotake the form or

quick scale model construtts to visualise in a.preOo-minanity tn'""'Citen:ig'al wav' The emphasis ol

the thesis, however, ," o,iit" xtnoiof sketching "*"iiltn,i 
wo*s or Da Vinci, corbusier' Kahn' Aalto

and others and is seen ";;;;i.gd.o4 "r 
tn"t"iiiion-oiaiinitecturat desisn' The premises 

"

discussed coutd be extenoec to piysicat or otgit"r;;;;iting out doing so .ouTo compiicate the simplicity

;;;i;;t ol the ideas proposed in the thesis'
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with images and ideas conveyed by the act of drawing and

making. Most design decisions are generally based on the ability

of designers to take advantage of sketching and use the

"conversation" as an aid to their powers of visualisation. When

sketching, the designer understands an idea by putting it down on

paper "to see if it works". It is the medium through which design

is realised. It is also the one of the means thtough which students

and tutors communicate in design studio. The design expert sees

more design issues in the sketch than the student. The sketch

however allows the easiest means of exposing srudents to design

issues by applicadon. It vrill be atgued that any intervention in

design studio therefore should include the sketch as part of the

solution.

The Computer

The computer - the ubiquitous technology of the late wentieth

century - has in recent years siguificandy redefined the product

and process of architecture. Both practice and architecturd

education have been affected by the dominance of computing.

The classroom, design studio and curriculum of schools of

architecture are noril/ overwhelmed with digtr"l technologSl. The

computer, however, is extensively used for represenation,

communication and the generation of form. Nevertheless, despite

the innovative and imaginative deployment of design computing,

the teaching of architecturd design has been affected litde and

proceeds much as it has done before comPuters were incoduced

into design schools.

There is great potential in using the computer as a teaching tool.

Technology's dominance ensrres its presence in any effort to

significandy enhance how architectue is taught and understood.

In order to take advantage of the computer's potentid however

there needs to be a change in attitude in education's apptoach to

the tool.
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Integrating the domains

These three domains - design studio' comPuters and sketching -

form the nucleus of this thesis' By examining them separately and

in combinadon, it will be dernonstrated that' by integrating the

suengths of sketching and computing there is a viable

oppornrnity to provide in the desigu studio a more balanced

goup of skills' In this way we can influence architectural srudents

towards a more responsible attitude to design' Architecn'rral

practice also stands to benefit from this altemative as it opens up

oppornrnities for continuing education' assistance in specialised

fields and keeping abreast of technical knowledge'

Research Methods used in this study

Research is not simply searching for infonnation' but also making good

use of what is found' so it can f"J t" discovery (Oma & Stevens'

1ee5)'

This thesis is an exercise in qualitarive research and utilises a

mrmber of inquiry tools to develop a grounded theory' Qualitative

research, in this case, is defined, as ,,an! kind of research that

produces fiodinp not arrived at by any means of statistical

procedures or other means of quantificadon" (Suauss and Corbin

1990)' There are different approaches to qualitative research;

three of the most common ones in architecnrral research are

grounded theory, ethnography' and intelPretivism (Groat and

\ilatg 2002)' Grounded theory was used as the main suategic

aPProach taken bY this research'

Grounded Theory

Grounded theory, as defined by Groat and \0ang (2002)' is a

suategic approach to qualitative research where the "researcher

seeks to enter a setung without pfeset opinions or notions, Iets

the goings-on of the setting determine the data' and then lets a

theory emerge from the data' Once the theory is proposed' ot-her

similar setrings can be studied to see if the emergent theory has
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explanatory power" (Groat and Wang 2002).In other words the

research is undertaken without a preconceived theory or a

hypothesis per se and, similat to the design process, allows a

theory or understanding to emerge from the datu This

subsequently determines the direction of and ensuing actions in

the study.

The grounded theory methodology is associated with sociologists

Bamey Glaser and Anselm Strauss (Groat and Wang 2002).

Strauss describes the approach as "the development of theory,

without any particular commitrnent to specific kinds of data, lines

of research, or theoretical interests" (cited in (Groat and Wang

2002)). Because grounded theories are drawn ftom rheories they

"are likely to offer insight, enhance understanding, and provide a

meaningful guide to action" (Groat and Wang 2002). An

important feanrre of this approach is the use of an intensive,

open-ended, and iterative ptocess that involves at the same time:

Data collection

Codtng or data analysis

Memoing or theory building

(Groat and'Wang 2002)

Grounded theory involves the movement back and forth between

these three activities before a theory can emerge.

The current study was an open ended, iterative process of

discovery similar to how designers design. T'ike design, the work

evolved as a series of moves in which an idea was questioned,

tested and confirmed subsequently informing and directing the

next move or idea. Also, like desigu it was neither wholly ad hoc

nor haphazard and involved a selection of techniques and tools

based on a general idea or direction for the research.
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Evolution

Increasingly architectural researchers have been advocating for a

more integrative approach to research (where multiple methods

are incorporated in one study) (Groat and \ilang 2A02)' This work

is a continuation of that trend. The study smned as an

investigation into the absence of computers at the front end of

the design Process and emerged proposing a possible aid for use

in the teaching of design. It used various research instruments for

analysis and testing. It then used the resulting information to

advance and direct the research. Thetefote, with rhe use of

various Prim^ty information gathering techniques, the work

evolved in the following stePs:

1. A" i"q"ity (nsrng the delphi method) into the use of

comPuters in architecture ftom the view point of

students, educators and practitioners;

2. As a response to the findings' a special protocol andysis

was designed to determine the kinds of information

exchanged in the conversations designers engage in u/ith

the sketch. This was used in two situations. one situation

was a design studio (for a larger sample) and it was

determined that it was also a good way of encouraging

students to explicitly express design ideas and moves'

Two design studios in two different countries were used'

The second situation involved a student and 
^

practitioner;

3. Then, the data gatheted through questionnaires and

observations v/as examined, compared, and analysed;

Out of this, a prototyPe of a design coach was designed

and tested in an experimenal sinration using the protocol

analysis technique designed gadisl;

Finally, the prototype was upgraded for wider use and

tested in an actual design studio.

4.

5.
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Secondary lnformation Sources

Throughout the research, secondary information sources

(literature review) were used to inform the process and aiign the

grounded theories with esablished works. This included sources

on the history and use of computers in architecture (I'Jegroponte

1975; McCullough 1996; Fallon 1997), on sketching paseau 1989;

Lockard 1982l' Herbert 7993, Goldschmidt 1991), digt"l

sketching (Gross 1996; Do and Gross 2001), design methods

(Alexander 1964; Archer 1979), design thinking S'owe 1987;

Lawson 7997), history and theories in architectural education

(Crinson and Lubbock 1994; Kostof 1'977; Chafee 1977). Of note

was an excellent resource in design teaching methodology - Tlc

Design Sndio by Donald Schon (1983) - that, even though dated,

provided the ftamework that focused the research. In addition to

books and monographs other information sources tended to be

periodicals (especially Duign Studies and the Jo*nal of Arcbiuaural

Education) and conference proceedings generated by the

CAADRIA, ECAADE, ACADIA and CAAD Futwes

organisations. Secondary sources were also consulted for the

definition of the appropdate research methods, as a background

for understanding results.

Primary Information Sources

Primary information solrrces were diverse and incorporated

several different forms of i"q"ity and in some cases integtated

and uansformed existing forms. Tools of discovery included:

Aspects of the delphi method for ardving at a consensus'

A special protocol analysis in a quasi-experimental sening.

Informal interviews and paper based questionnaires.

The method of obtaining users opinions and attitudes towards

technology used in this work was a mrncated version of the
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Delphi method. Olaf Helmer and Norman Dalkey of the Rand

Corporation first developed the Delphi Method during the 1960s'

Although it was originally developed for technological

forecasting, it is now used in several fields ranerng ftom business

and education to science and medicine'

The goal of the Delphi method is to arrive at a grouP consensus

about an issue under lnvs5tigttion through the exchange of

information and ideas. This is done by gi"g each participant an

equal oppornrnity to voice opinions whilst preventing bias due to

posidon, starus or dominant personalities, as is characteristic of

group dynamics. The method is usually conducted

asynchronously by transmitting a series of questionnaires either

by mail or online, to a pre-selected group of expetts or individuals

whose opinions or iudgments are of interest'

Stage 3

Figure i.2. Delphi method used In this study

Due to time consuaints, it was thought that the Delphi method

was ideal for this research because it could provide an immediate

consensus on the issues surrounding comPuters in atchitecture'

The variation of the Detphi method used by this study thetefore

comprised of three stages (enough to get a "feel' of the subiect

mattel for funher investigation)'

Stage 1

'A Discoune about

Cornputers in Dcsign
bas€d on e

Discussion Session'
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The original quest was to find what were the issues involved in

using computers in architecture. Provocative statements ril/ere

distributed to practitioners and students.

The first stage involved sending questionnaires in the form of

eight provocative statements to leading architectural practitioners

in the city, faculty members of the Victoria University of

Wellington School of Architecture, and students from the

Computers in Architecture course at the school. Responses to the

statements were interesting and comprised of diverse ansurefs.

From theseo a small rePresentative section of the practitioners,

members of faculty (with extensive practical experience) and the

students, who took part eadier, were selected and invited to a

discussion session. This session (stage 2) sought to clarifr issues,

as well as expand on items, that arose in the stage one. The final

stage involved sending a rePort of the discussion session to the

participants and soliciting feedback.

Protocol analysis used in the field of psychologf, has been used

extensively by design researchers Gt"niog in the eady 70s) as a

method to elicit inforrnation about design thinking. Protocol

analysis was chosen in this research because of its ability to

examine closely designers' activity. Based on the ptesupposition

that sketching can be seen as the meeting of the "hand" and

"head" to achieve a design solution, a unique Protocol analysis

experiment (termed Double FI) that put human subiects in both

these roles was developed for this work. One subiect plays the

role of the "hand" while the other is the 'ohead"- the nvo

elements that ate involved in the design "conversation" called

sketching. By breaking down and considering sketching in this

way, this variation of classical protocol andysis could (it was

posnrlated) discover how "intelligent" the hand should be to

enhance design by reflection. This erperiment was repeated on

several occasions; in some cases with large amounts of subiects.
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In addition to these two forms of gthedng data' questionnaires

with both multiple-choice and oPen questions were used

throughout to assess students' reactions' anitudes and beliefs'

Duetodmeconstraints'itwasimpossibletoassessotherfactors'

suchasinfluencesonstudioworkinthelongterm.Itmustalso

be acknowledged that the study cafl only be used to indicate the

reaction of one set of atchitecure sftdents educated in New

Zealand'. It considered and selected a limited nurnber of

individuals from arnong a small population of architecture

students and practitionets as opposed to random selection ftom a

large diverse population' The display of the questionnaire results

incharts,therefore,shouldnotbeinterpretedasastrategyto

generalise the findings, but rather as a visual' easy-to-understand

format for iustifying the conclusions' whose external validity

limitationsateacknowledged.Inthefuturethisstudycanbe

carried out v/ith other students in another culture or geographical

location'

Significance of StudY

The education of the architect has not changed significandy since

Vitruviuswroteaboutitinhistenbooksonarchitecture'\i/hileit

has moved ftom the building sites of antiquity into academia" it

has maintained an apprenticeship model that has come up short

in recent yean' There has been criticism ftom the public'

profession and governments and allegations that the current

model of architectural education are flot providing students with

the requisite skills sought by potential employers' Schools have

been accused of producing graduates that lack adequate

preparation for the demanding wodd of practice'

The challenge aPPears to be the provision of an innovative and

effective way of facilitating a suitable balance between the

learning of design and practical issues' The context for this
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panicular challenge are the current situation in architectural

education and the advances in technology available today.

The significance of the study exists linking ideas about learning by

sketching, dtgtul sketch recognition, and comPuter based

education 'u/e can influence the capabilities of architectural

students towards a more responsible consideration of design.

Architectural practice also stands to benefit from this

demonstratioo as it opens up oppornrnities for continuing

education, assistance on specialised fields and also as checklists.

An instance of this is shown that the comPuter when used in

coniunction with the sketch can transform how design is taught in

schools of architecture and by extension how practice can best

benefit from an interacdve design aid.

In the end this research is about providing students and tutors

with quality conversadons about architecture.

The Thesis

This disseradon is broken

divided into chapters.

Part One

4 parts; each part is further

Architectural Education - exposes the misalignment between

teaching and practice. This misalignment, brought on by the

immersion of studio in academia, is discussed against the

!26kgtound of the development of design studio. After tracing

the origins of the modern design studio and stating the challenges

that exisg the composition of the studio is next analysed to reveal

that any intervention in the snrdio has to be established within fte

context of the student/master dialogue. It should be noted that

the word ruster is used throughout this thesis to mean both male

and female studio teachers. The word is used to create a closer

connection to the medieval filasters who tutored their apprentices

or students.

ulto
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The ttuead of argument for this part is as follows:

1. A critical examination of design education and its

disconnection to Practice'

2. A critical examination of desigu studio as a vital

comPonent of education'

3. An examination of the master/sildent relationship as a

critical part of leaming about architecture'

Paft Two

Having determined the importance of the relationship between

rutor and sfudent, the medium of design and interaction is next

examined. The sketch, the central element in design' is examined

though lircrature befote empirical studies of the relationship

between head and hand are carried out'

Suppoted by empirical work using exPerts and novices' and

analysing interactions between Quist and Peua (Schon's examples

in his book Design Stildil), we establish the interaction between

,,expert, and ,,novice,' lgygaling that there are basic fundamentals

that are told to students that could be obtained in reference books

if they knew that they could find them there' Second is the

determination of what these basic fundamenals or comPetencies

are using empirical evidence gathered from protocol analysis and

a unique experiment called "double h" (Fleads and Hands)' \Yr'hat

skills are needed to be a designer? How do designers seParate

what is in the head ftom what is in the hean' There ale some

fundamentals that transcend time and place, for example the need

for natural light. These make up the facnral context that

determines architecture' Fundamentals include environmental

factors and physical factors (venical movement)' This empirical

work leads towards a design coach that teaches students of

architecnrre basic competencies needed for creadve leaps and

includes interviews, protocol analysis and discussions'
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Steps in this part include:

1. Esablishing sketching as the medium for design.

2. Reponing on empirical studies that involve master and

student.

3. Identifring the relationship between novice and experg and

aspects in the tutor/student inrcracdon that can be enhanced

by the empowered sketch.

Part Three

In part three, the role of the computer in atchitecnrral practice

and education is critiqued. The first traces early work in the field

of architectural computing from Ivan Sutherland's thesis on

computer graphics to crurent studies in photo-realism and genetic

form modelling. This examinacion presents a clear picture of the

changing influence of technology on architectu.re. It also suggests

the development of a new paradigm for man-machine interaction.

The next chapter then shifts attention from the general to the

specific. It concentrates on architecturd education with a specific

aim. The main purpose is to establish the fact that schools of

architecture l"tg.ly consider the computer as a form of media or

tool, for which students need to develop a proficiency fot

utilisation in practice. The use of computers in schools should (it

is suggested) take a much latger role in helping tutors educate

students.

The steps for this Part will be thus:

1. Examine the use of computers in architectural practice

and education. Demonstrate that despite innovation in the

use of computer, how design is approached has remained

essentially the same.

2. Demonstrate that the computer is undervalued as a tool

to teach design and show the need for computer-aided

teaching in architecture.
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3. Reveal current technology in sketch recognition that

autoflrates the Process.

Part Four

Part Four will discuss the nature of a digd design tool' The first

chapter sets about defining the principles and assumptions that

would govern the tool. spre will define and reveal the strucnrre of

rhe tool. The next chapter will present empirical evidence of the

information component of the tool in use. Finally students (and

tutors) are provided 'with a leaming tool that helps beginning

students grasp the idiosyncrasies associated wfth bringing diverse

and often conflicting concePts together' The studenCs handle on

these issues allow for a much more liberarcd dialegue between

teacher and student. The steps in Part four are:

1. Define the concepts behind the design coach'

2. Show empirical evidence of the tool in action'

3. Speculate on the "firlal" form of the design coach'

Conclusion

Finally, rhe conclusion to rhis work will discuss the potentid role

such a tool can take in education and practice (as an aid for new

building types) and how education will be uansforned by the

tool. It will discuss limitations and advantages, placing a high

value on the tool and will de6ne where it will fit in education and

practice. The tool also has the potential for use in practice

possibly in the continuing education of practitioners' Some

preliminary conclusions will be drawn, as well as a preview of

possible future consequences and the suggestion of further work

in the area.
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A Design Coach

This thesis takes the view that the current flux of information in

education and practice demands the use of technology as a close

parmer in the design learning process. This work, as described

before, is an iterative cycle of observation, analysis, and discovery;

an activity not unlike the design Process. The design coach

proposed at the end of the study, like the products of design, is

simply a possible solution to an existing situation. The

circumstances being, a discemable lack of av/areness of

architecnrrd graduates to the issues that conribute to an

architecture that works. AIso, like design, it is indeed possible that

this solution can be implemented (with some adiustrnent) in a

different context. In this case, it can be used to facilitate the

continued education of the architect in a modern society, where

information shifts and changes. By enhancing and enriching the

zone of interaction v/e can effectively improve on the student-

rcacher dialogue allowing higher quality learning and a greater

response to the challenges of education.

Finally

The two concepts that underpin this thesis ate hence:

l. If architecture students are to appreciate and produce

architecnrre that is habiuble, functional, cost effective,

sustainable, environmentally friendly, meaningfirl and 
^

delight to clients and users then the convetsations that occur

in the zone of interaction between student and teacher must

be supported and enhanced.

2. The sketch, which exists at the cenffe of the zone, when

empowered by digital technology can help to accornplish this.
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chitectural Education today

'1ve a51 operaring a 19O0-year-ord educarion pro$am directed toward derivery of a 500_year-old model architect as wc head into the 2lJccnrury,' (professor Gr;c"r, parermo
cited in Boyer & Mitg"ng 1996:13)

Figure 1.1. Earty Architects (Source: Kostof 1977:35)

rchitecrure is one of the oldest professions that exists in contemporary
sociery. It has accumurated knowledge and traditions (like other
professions of similar age) that can be traced back thousands of years.

For insance: the three "characterisdcs" of architecnre (uti/itas, fnnitas, uenustas)

as proposed by the Roman architect vitruvius two thousand years ago, are sdll
referred to in schools of architecrure around the wodd. As in other professions,
these traditions and principles are ransferred from one generation ro another
through a rigorous sysrem of education, internship and iniriadon rhat takes

2 
Translated - utility, firmness and delighf
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several years before the fledgling professional is deemed fit to be a Part of the

profession.

The education of the architect has changed significantly since Vimrvius

described k in Duen libi de Architectara (Ien Books on Architecture) $.owland

and Howe 1999). Since then the "young2' ptofessional's training has evolved

from the building sites of antiquity - where the student was exPosed to the

nuances of architecture by actua@ doing it - thtough the Mddle Ages, the

humanism of the Renaissance, the academies of the 18e and 19d centuries,

articled pupillage and the Modemist ideals of the 20d century, to digital studios.

Today, schools of architecture, located i.o universities, contirrue the uansfer of

knowledge, tradition and praxis in the profession3.

This evolution, however, has not been without its consequences. In the last

decade, the education of the architect has come under shatp criticism. There

have been allegations ftom numerous critics that curtent students ate led "fat

from the fundamental disciplines of architecture and into the realms of bad art"

@uchanan 1989). Other critics daim tlat the ctutent system of learning is

remote from reality and the Process of design (Cdnson and Lubbock 1994).

Some claim "design education as undertaken in the schools of architecture

appears to be preparing students for models of practice that are no longer in

ftrll accord with the cuffent professional context" (ttJicol and Pilling 2000).

In 1993 the collaterd architecture organisations in America - The Amedcan

Institute of Architects (AIA), American Institute of Architecture Students

(AIAS), Association of Collegiate Schools of Architecture (ACSA), National

Architectural Accrediting Board (NAAB) and National Council of Architectutd

Registration Boatds (NCARB) - commissioned a thtee-year study into the

profession of architecture. The final lePort was released in 1996 and given the

dide: Building Communig - A Nea, Fatare for Arcbitedarc Eduution and Practice (it is

frequently teferred to as'oTbe Boyr Rrpot' in honour of the late Ernest Boyer,

one of the authors, who died during the production of the rePoft). In the much-

cited report, Boyer and Mitgang 0996) advocated a renewal in architectural

3 There are some schools however that are wholly independent of the universi$. The Architectural Association in

London and the Boston Architectural Centre are two such schools.
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education and practice based on essential goals, one of which was a curriculum
connected to practice.

The NCARB subsequentry created a askforce, composed of both educarors
and practitioners' and charged rhem to evaluate the issues raised and
tecommendadons made in the Boyer feport From the report the task force
identified seven essential issues for educarion of which priority one was;

Students need sreater €xposure m real and pT,.:."I **::.^y4 experiences dudngschool, includin! expo.*. to ,h. U"drr*, ,i.i.rtecture ftIill 2000)

Io address this issue rhey recommended among other things:

- the name 'design studio' be changed to 'architecture sftdio, to more
accurately reflect the entire integrative process;

- that architecture studio be the bridge between education and practice;

- there be a bettet barance/ntegration benveen the study of design and
the study of ptactical issues in school.

More tecently, in 1999, the RIBA comrnissioned a review of architectural
education' Led by the respected ptactitioner sir colin stansfield smith, the
commiffee found:

" '91()\\tltli{ lnonr:llics bcnr'<'ctt architccrural cducarion as transrltccr bv tht. 
'ni'crsities antr rjrc

rr':tirilrr.t4 ltntl ctlucatirrll .i-:rrchitcctural sru<lcnts ;rs a \.(rcati()' (srnith lgg,)).

This was further intelpreted as a sense of disconnection between practice and
academia. They recommended rhe following

- A seven-year continu'm of credits to replace the RIBA parts r, 2 asd3;
- the promotion of specialisms and research;

- practical and management skills to be integrated into rhe curdcurum;

- the promodon of interdisciprinary project work in the design s*dios as
part of the core curriculum.

(Smirh 1999).

In July 2001, the commonwealth Association of Architects (cAA) hosted a
conference in Hong Kong' The conference, with the theme of ..Remaking 

the
Framework of Architecrural Education for the 21" cenruqy',, sought to initiate
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critical dialogue wirhin the framework of education to reach a social consensus

(processes and outcomes) on the significance of architecnrre for the 21"

century. According to the confetence organisers:

The symmetricd clarity of [apprenticeship/practice and academia] is increasingly

confined by the lack of innovative visions and parallel strategies to engage the

conditions of uncertainty and inconsistencies in the new social and cultural environment

(Iaken from the CAA Brochure for the event).

The need for change in order to Produce atchitects capable of dealing with an

increasingly complex and ever changing society was also emphasised by the

organisers.

Finally, in Euope a fecent survey of architectural educatots by rhe European

Association for Architectural Education (EAAE) revealed that rhere was a

significant lack of confidence regafding architectural education's role in

producing architects who respond well to the contemPorary challenges in

architecture. !(/-hen asked an open-ended question about the single most

imponant challenge in architectural education respondents answered with

cofirments such as:

- *Bridging th. gap between academic theory and everyday design Practice",

- "More practical aspects about technologies with the aid of exercises",

- "To stop thinking architectural design is only a matter of formal design."

The teaching of sustainable architecture, envirorimenully responsible and

practical design, was seen as a high priority. In fact, when prompted, neady

90o/o of the tespondents voted for a high consideration of "Sustainable

Development" in funrre architectural education' This left the EAAE to

recornmend one of the challenges facing education as "unique contribudons to

the implementation of Sustainable Development in the wodd of designing

space, buildings, and constructions (EAAE & CEMBUREAU 2001).

This section of the thesis @art 1 - Architectural Education) charts the history

of architecnrral education; the challenges associated with it and oudines a

reasonable direction towatds meeting those challenges. This chapter, in

particular, pfovides the background for the challenges facing architecturd

education today. It is presented as a coocise history of atchitectural education
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focussing on the movement of learning ftom the sites and workshops of the
masters to the classrooms of academia. It illustmtes the separation of the
intellecnral act of "design" from practical knowledge (how architecnrre is
constructed and inhabited). This meamorphosis, which illustrares rhe move
from the real to the vinual, has had a far-reaching effect on the education of the
architectuml snrdent creating new challenges for 21,, century education.

Educating Architects - From vitruvius to Alberti

25
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Figure 1.2. vitruvius's crassification of tempres according to the arrangementof colonnades (Source: Ghing 1929)

Vitruvius

Marcus vitruvius polrio, in Dercm libn de Arcbitectara, stated that all works
executed by rhe archire*'s expertise (enhanced by various d"isciprines and
specializgd knowledge) were evaluated by seasoned judgment that was informed
by ptactice and reasoning (R.owland and Howe rggg). with this in mind,
vitmvius considered theory and practice learned simultaneousry to be essential
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to the architect's education. He prescribes that the education of the architect

was subject to:

Reasoning [or theory] ... the abiliry to demonstrate and explain... ttkin in] the principles

of Proportion @toadbent 1995)

and

Practice... tJre continuous and regulat exercise of employment where manual work is
done.. . according to the desigr of a drawing (Broadbent 1995).

He expands this by suggesting that the architect be educated and among other

things be:

skilftl with the pencil, insuucted in geometry, know much history, have followed the

philosophers with anentiorl instructed in geometry... @roadbent 1995).

An architect's education in ancient Greece4 and Rome thetefore had two

components; tlteorl that to Viruvius ril/ould include such things as propofiion

and tlre orders and practin, which would be training on the job of the actual

building (with the associated technical knowledge). Geofftey Broadbent (1995),

in his anicle ArcbinArtral Education indicates that in his opinion nothing has

changed in the education of the architect since Vitruvius'description. He says:

Our students are 'skilful with the pencil' - or these days the comPuter; they do indeed

'know much history' and, in the most productive schools, 'have followed the

philosophers with attention', even though the philosophers may have changed from
Plato to Heidegger. Certainly they ate lnstructed in gpomety', although that may be

computer-aided (bid.).

If we accept this statemenq then the significant difference between what

happens today and Vitruvius's era described previously is not the knourledge

that is or was taught but rather its delivery and effectiveness thereof.

a Broadbent implies that the Roman methods were based on the earlier Greek model.
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Figure 1'3: working on a mediavaf site (source: Harvey lg72:cover)
When speaking about delivery, the point we should be observing about this
period in time in history is the phrase "on rhe job,,. Most of the temples in
Greece and Rome were drawn frrn size on the surfaces from which they were
constructed. The snrdent or apprentice would have done, or at reast assisted in
the layoug geomeffy and other activities, leaming rhe craft as they weot along.
By actually engaging with the ,"sk at hand the sildenrs were in fact haning fu
doing or applying knowledge ro a rear rask, an important characteristic of
Iearning' when appryrng knowredge to practice the apprentice would be
exposed to how materials and processes fit within the architecture aod how the
architecture should respond to human habitation (among other things). This
could be regarded as practical knowredge. As we shan see, over the ages the turo
(theory and practice) have been essential parts of the architect,s educarion.
Today, however, there is a distinct favouring towards the rheoreticar side. $rhile
what can be regarded as theory has been greatly expanded, the teaching of
practical knowledge (or the things that contribure ro constructible and habitable
buildings) has been left to lectures divorced from the teaching of design.

27
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Lodges and Guilds

Figure 1.4. The temporary structure that often made up the lodge seen on the
right in thls image. The lodge was essentially a workshop made ol tlmber and
thatch where students learned the craft of making buildings- (Source:
Coldstream 2002)

The origins of studio-based architectutd uaining have theit roots in the craft

guilds of the Middle Ages. The craft guilds seem to have odginated in the

Roman collegiums, which wete voluntary associations of trades that were

evenhrally aken undet state control in late antiquity. Membership in the guild

was herediary until about the 13th centuff when the craft guilds fully emerged

and the system of apprenticeship gained cuffefrcy (Coldstream 2002, Kostof

1.977). Tbe medievd architects were guild members, master-builders who were

carpenters or masons and moved from site to site setting up their workshops or

lodges (fig"r" 1.4) as bases from which to conduct their work In these lodges

apprentices worked and learned the skills of the master designer or artist. They

also learned all aspects of the profession ftom carpentfy or stone cuning to

business adminisuation to planning, mathematics, and engineering in the guilds

and family workshops (Rosenfield 1977).
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Behind every archircct stood the education of the lodge and the often fanatically
guarded formurae of the uade. These lodges while marntaining the
mastet/apprendce relationship for uaining acted as ..schools,, 

where .,secrets,,

or the procedures for achieving certain results were passed on to the next
generation of craftsmen. Distinguished practitioners added to core knowledge
by seting down exemplars dedved from their own experience (Kostof 1977).
These exemplars in the form of model books (figure 1.5) were not meant for
general circrilarion, but only for the teaching of the initiated (who were
instructed not ro di*lg. trade secrets to outsiders).

Figure 1'5' Notebookl.r.gr a master, 13th century. The notebook waa meantas an aid for the practitioner, teacrrinfirrm techniques of carpentry andmasonry and the 
"tgl,t.I!ng. Such-pattern books recorted rheaccumuratedknowredseor*re1oo!e"iJgg_"jil"'";;-;;rrience.They

were not meant to circurate oeyoni*rE -osed circre of the iiJie. lsource:Kostof 1977:90)

Apptendceships usuany rasred seven years, beginning at 
^ge 

thifieen or
fourteen' This was fo'owed by three more yea,. of improvement as a
joumeyman in which rime was spent on the iob gaining practical e4perience in
different types of work. Apprendces were trained ro master and to memorize
the many problems in practicar geometry which were solved by means of rule
and compass, leamed by rorc and passed down from generation to generation
ftIerbert 1gg3). A lot of the raining was based on estabrished tradition and
happened on sire. Drawings consisted largery of georneaic layours derived from
and functioning directly within the consrruction process ftIerbert tgg3),

29
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DrawingS h"tiog to do ditecdy with laying out the work were often contained

within the building itself (Flerbert 1993) and inscribed on the walls and floors.

These used primary tools like the suaightedge, squate, comPass' and dividers

and tended to be rule-bound mechanical construction draurings that telied on

practical (rather than theoretical) geomeuic principles. The design of all-

impotant details was executed on the buildi.'g site itself. The hand of the

architect was to be found everywhere on the actual fabric and with it that of his

apprentice. Today this is no looger so. Todan through the act of drawing the

designer is divorced ftom the reality of the site. This separation of the architect-

conceiver ftom the reality of the building Ptocess actually began to occuf duling

the Itdian Renaissance.

Figure 1.6. A bullding site in the fifteenth c€ntury (Source: Goldstream 2fi12)

A Private School

During the Renaissance small grouPs of humanists would gather infotmdly to

discuss philosophy. These gfouPs were called Academies after the philosoghical

school conducted by Plato in rhe garden known as Academe, near Athens

(Egben 1980). These academies started out as free discussions of literary and

philosophicd topics but eventually became more stnrctrred with esablished

coulses oflech:res by experts in specific fields like architechrre.
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Flgure 1.7. A Roman mosaicslrowrng pr"t9,s Academy (source http://wrw_h lstory' mcs'st'andrews.ac. u Mr istorilpletoisp ray/prato.htm r)
Architectural training began to change during the 1470s with the establishment
of a private school by r,orenzo de Medici of rhe grear Frorentine family. The
school was influenced by the wdtings of Leon Battista Alberti (Broadbent
1995). In his Eeadses Alberti reasoned that of all the arts, archirecnrre was the
most predisposed to theory and unlike paintins sculpture, riterature and poetry,
it (architectute) could be developed philosophically (Brcadbent 1995).
Modelling his sta.nce on that of vitnrvius that sared the archirect should be
immersed in borh theory and practice, Alberti sqgested that the architect was a
scholar when he unot€r in the preface of his teatise (De rc acdficatoria),,,an
architect is not a carpenter...trre manual worker being no more flan an
instn:ment to the architect." In the eyes of the hurnanists and scholars of the
Renaissaace, the uaditionar medieval nu.ster masoa was no ronger sufficiently
educated to adequately deal with the asks of burlding with knowredge and
undentanding @ttlinger rg77). Renaissance ardsts sought to disance
themselves ftom the craftsmen and made it their business to brrng out the
intel,lectual elernents in their art flenkins 196|).
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Flgure 1.8. Renaissance Facade by Alberti (Source: Ching 1979)

Lorenzo's school, therefore, was set uP in direct opposition to the

apprenticeship system, which had still survived from the Middle Ages. The

Academia Platonica, as it was called, was sited in a garden, which Lotenzo owned

on the Piazza San Marco in Florence. He appointed Bertoldo di Giovanni, a

sculptor who had studied with Donatello, as his Director and personally

selected the students who studied, ate and slept in buildings within the garden.

In the garden, students studied first hand, sculptures, drawings and models by

contempofary rusters. As an indication of quality; graduates from the

Acade'.'ia included Leonardo da Vinci, who entered n 1475, and Michelangelo,

there ftom 1480. No doubt, Alberti's treatises were used in the "classroom" but

as Broadbent points out:

The crucial point is that an Academy... proved a mote than viable altemative to simply

working on the job with a master by which architects, painters aad sculptors had been

aught until then (Btoadbent 1995:85)'

Here, architects wefe taught to think more philosophically whilst the learning of

practical mattefs became one steP removed ftom the reality of the site. The

shifting of atchitecturd education from leaming firsthand on the iob to learning

in academia had begun.
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Figyl-e 1-9. Jacopo Bertora, construction of a Rotunda.The professionalarchitect, accompanied..by his schorarry advisors, pr"""ni" [iJ prans to themanuar workers who wit carry them out. lsourcei ko"toii-si] ro,t
The influence of drawing

The change in thinking and training was reinforced by a shift in the rore of
drawing in design. Around 1500 the sketch or snrdy drawing emerged as a
design tool among archite*s. study drawings made ir possible ro ser our graphic
conjecnrres portraying innovative and not yet exisdng architecturar forms. It
effectively separatecr design from the physical act of constnrcuon by its
emphasis on manipuladng graphic symbols, or representarions (Herbert
1993). Herbert in linking this fundamentar change to cuffent design practice
today refers to the sketch increasingly separating the designer from the realiry
of construction (figure 1.9):

" 'the transidon ftom medieval to Renaissance design altercd the fundamental codes thatdetermined the role of drawing in design, establi11i""g ,h" .d;;;G;ili upp.or.h todesign still in use tgday'ihis 
"p!ro".h offcri R.n",.r^r,..'-.r'.r-ig'ers {rearer

:_lryr*"iri.* for graphic manipulation at the cost 
"r 

_.r."rirrg ,n! ..;;;i"" of designtrom constuction' Todair, nerv questions concerning ,.prcs.itarion, ir"nrp"r.n.y, *aaccess to an exrcmal re_ariry - questions that challengi the exisring fr.rnJamenml codes _suggesr the potenrial for another change in th. ,!l"don "r ari*i"fi" consrructronftIcrben 1993).
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Academia and Architecture Education

The Ecole des Beaux-Arts.

Inspired by the Italian renaissance and post tenaissance models, the European

academies of the 16'h, 17s and 18'h centuries sought to satisfo the demand for

more practitioners by cenualizing those aspects of architecture that could be

taught in lecture classes (Beinhart 1981). The French, in particular, set uP

several academies aimed at countering the uade guilds that were not under royal

control. This was not unlike Lofenzo's motives earlier in Florence. The first

academy - the Acad6mie Francaise - v/as founded around 1635 and it wasn't

unril 1671 before rhe Acadimie Royale d'Architecture was founded under Louis

)([V @,gbea 1980). Initially a "discussion group" of eminent architects who

advised the King on architectural matters, this group also sought to "bring forth

a more exact knowledge and a mote coffect theort'' (Sroadbent 1995). The

Acad6mie (as a result) set uP a school so that young architects could share in

the expertise of the academicians. The new school gave public lectures t'wice a

week with subiects ranglng from adthmetic, geometry and perspective to stone

cutting, mechanics, and military architecture.By 1717 Lhese were transforrned

into a two or three year course with a clear intention to:

.. .elevate the architects ftom the construction sites and studio workshops, ot atcilcrsrto a.

structured institutional envitonment (Yee 2001).

Or as Broadbent states:

Raise architects ftom the status of craftsman to that of philosopher (Broadbent 1995).

The master/apprentice model of passing on knowledge still ptevailed, for whilst

the school offered only lectures, no design studies were taught. The acrual

learning of drawing and design took place in the studios or ateliers of the

patonfpracdtioners (masters), independent of the Acad6mie. Following the

trend set during the Renaissance, the workshop was no longer at the

constnrcrion site but had become a studio or atelier located elsewhete. Drawing,

understandably, became the frst skill a student would learn (Chafee 1977).

'0fithin this education system originated the split between lectures and studio as

obser''red in modem atchitectural education'
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Figure 1.r0. Interior court of the Ecore de-s Beaux-Arrs. The court contarnedpraster casts of Gree,< ano noman icir,hg" to, stuoenis t-o'rtroy. tt arso
i?J#* 

part or the parthen." tr"titl (sourcei ioJoi iifrzus,Drcxrer

The Ecole des Beaux-Azfr emerged in 1g19 after widespread refotrns to rhe
academies during and after the French Revorution. The Ecore charged no
nrition and was open to Frenchmen and foreigners between the ages of fifteen
and thi*y who could pass rhe entrance exams. students en,oled as aspirants
after ptoviding proof of age and a lefter of recommendarion. After choosirg -atelier rhey began prepadng for the entrance examinations, which took about
rwo years or less. The exams, both wdtten and orar, tested such subiects as
mathematics, history and drawing. After passing the exams rhe sildent was
admitted to the Ecore in the second crass. At this point the srudent was called
an iliue de I'Ecote du Beaax-Aftt andmoved on inro the fust crass after f'lfiuing
various obligations and gathedng enough aaburr or points from the
problems/projects or compedtions (called corcours) attempted. This took
anywhere from rwo to four years. once in the fust class the studenr ,ook part in
cot'chilff that werc more complicated than the class below. The student could
stay here until he was thirty entering as many corco*sas he vrished. The final
step resefved for the best students was rhe competition for rhe Grand prix de
Rone' Qffered to only one snrdenq the pdze senr rhe winner to the French
Academy in Rome for four to five years, at the expense of the governmeat. on
his return the sudent was likely to be employed by the sate.

JJ
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Figure 1.11. An atelier at the tum of the century. (Source: Drexler 1977:91)

Ateliers

Certainly ftom the beginning of the 19th century, the work of the students was

directed by the Ecole which provided resources (hk. * excellent library)'

provided lectures, set the problems or competitions (concotn) to be wotked on,

presided over the first twelve hours of the students' design (er loge),

administered the final juries and displayed the results. The task of teachiry design

was still the prerogative of the master ot patmn as he was called. The patrons,

though still practising architects, usually had their own offices (separate from

the ateliers) where they carried out their own commissions. The ateliets at this

point ceased to become practising offices but rather private design schools ffee

2001).

Whilst the pauon was the head of the atelier, the ateliers rvere acnrally mn by

tlre students (ikus). One member was elected to collect dues, which would pay

for reng coal, books and the patron's fee. It was the patron's iob to pass by the

atelier two to *ree times a week to colnment on students' preparations for the

cnncours. Under an air of "profound ceremonial respecC'(Chafee 1977)bewould

spend the time moving from student to student gti"g criticism- At each able

he was followed by most of the iliaes who stood behind him listening to every
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word' The patron would show what needed to be developed, point outefroneous aspects, and cornment on proporrions and facades among otherthings' At the end of twenty or more such o.conversations,, 
he wourd leave theatelier' which wourd erupt in discussions and expranadons as soon as hedepaned' chafee (1g7n reports on an acco'nt of the paftonJean_r,ouis pascal

in the 1870s...

In the atelier it did not s::m ro take him an instaot-to realize the possibirities of anysketch thar his pup'.migh. p,r,1'"-r#'fr,, *o r,. 
"r*"y, i.nr,r.".,*., happilyconvrnced that our sketch was not worth furier troubre, 
"r;;^;;.i., op.o.d ,oartistic possibilities in it of which; il;;;;.a, eil*;;;;i" go throughthe days and nights require{ to -^r..-ariJJ?*i"g"lHe-had 

"-*r"i"rnr power of
a;"-#?r9;:oncepdon 

of his pupl;fi&;s hd;;;; ffi;l own way...

These pauon-pupil "conversations" characterised how teaching was done in theatelier' By criticising and talking about students' designs each patron ttansmined
theit theories of architecture in the most effective way, face to face with theirstudents (chafee 1977)' Architecnue as aught at the Ecore des Beaux-Ars wasnot leamt in the actual environmenq but rather in isolated studios duringconversadons where the subject mafter and objects of leaming werehypothetical projects in Architectual Composition.

The project

The focus of the Ecole des Beaux-Arrs, the design projecq was emphasised bythe rmportance of atchitectural composition and the coilc,ars d,em,ation.

'*ctures were given in subjects like theory of architecrure, mathernatics,
physics' chemistry, perspective, building law and construcdon but they weremostly optional. Chafee reiterares this observation:

None of [the] rectures were compurs ory * anystage of the curriculum. onry those on

rffi.:1trili:*:::st?*:n#:#****#r*#'murudtully attended; many of the others seem ;;;;.." rgnored (chafee I977).
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Figure 1.12. Student prolect at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, 1891. On the left is
the esquisses and on the right is the rcndeled seotion (Source Kostof
1977:2261

After students moved up the ladder ftom bei.g an aspirant and admitted to the

Ecole as iliae fu lEcole des Bcailx-Ads they endured several competitions or

cnttcoflrs d'imuhtion. These competitions were the method by which students'

leamt ho.*r to design. There were two types: etqilsses (sketches) znd pmjets nndu

(rendered proiects). Issued rnonthly, the programs for the clncutrrs alternated

bernreen esquisset and prujets rendus, For the second dass, the programs for

uquisns that required one dtauringafter nvelve hours of study were often parts

of buildings, facades of even a village fountain. For the Pnjets nn&ts that

required tkree large drawingt submined aftet two months the progtammes

repeatedly used were a small school, an assembly hall, a small railway station

and so on (Chafee 1977). For the first dass the programs were a bit more

complicated. Typical first class uquisns might be parts of larget buildings

(entrance ways, single bay of a la€e hall) or small single Pwpose buildings

(boutique, dock tower). Typicd first class pnjets rendus wete schools, museums,

hotels, theatres and large houses (Chafee 1971). The maior rcltnilrs for the

Grand Prix de Rome had even more complex programs (usually for a

monumental public building) and included: museums, hospitals, universities,

embassies and cathedtals. At the end of intense competition the students

submitted beautifully drawn proiects in a mosdy neoclassical style and

theorising and architectural speculation werc encouraged (Chafee 1977). These
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submissions were often defensibre subjectivery (onry on grounds of ..good
taste" and innridon). A j"ty of professors and guest architects judged proje*s,
usually rvithout rhe snrdents present and used dre same criterion by which the
students designed, thatis ..good aste.,,

Figure 1.13. student p-roiect, Ecore des Beaux-Arts. The same student in thesame competition as figure 1.12 did thisrendered section. l,iote the ,.white,,
area for the roof structure. (Source: io"tof 1, /TI:2261

Technical Attitude

The anirude of rhe Ecole to technicar mafters was reflecred in a decrining
emphasis on construcdon, the difficulties srudents had passing construction andin the drawings produced for rhe coflc'urs. From rg23 there were fow
construcdon c,nc,rff - wood, iron, stone and consrrudion ginirah _ each Iasting
about four months. To be promoted the student had to get credit in each of the
fout concouts' Interestingly, in 1867 construcdon was made into a single concours,
lasdng only three rronths. The construcion concourr required about a dozen
drawings, showing how a projected building wourd be put together, with
aftention to the detailing of srone, iron and wood, and with mathematical
calculation thar the building would stand. According to chafee, passing the
construcdon requirement seems to have been the hardest task in the second
class (chafee 1977). The lack of interest by snrdents in construction was

39
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reflected also in the drawings produced in the design rcltcottrs. Although the

curtcuilff (especially the Grand Prix) encouraged students to arrive quickly at the

essentials of a large architecturd problem witlout being bogged v/ith d6tail, this

led to the subsequent neglect of ornamental or stfuctural details. The

requirements by early cnttcotlfi of a "profi.le" drauring, commurricated t
preference for beautifi:l and appropriate general forms instead of details of the

structure of roofs, floors and walls. In early comPetitions (as eady as 1759) the

roof structure was indicated in detail but in later competitions was soon

replaced by * area of white paper (fig. 1.13). The system was subsequendy

deemed by its critics as "displaying a deplorable lack of intetest in and

knowledge of modem developments in structure" (Egbert 1980)'

The Beaux-Arts in America

Across the Atlantic, during the late 19th century, the Beaux-Arts system of

architectural education was being imported into the United States. The

conventional method of uaining at the time was an office training system

interestingly called apprenticeship. Here sn:dents worked for a small wage or no

wage ar all in an architect's office and attended courses offered by technical

schools or instihrtes in the evening (Schoenauer 2002). Another more elitist

method was for the student to head off to Paris for education at the Ecole des

Beaux-Arts. The demand of a rapidly expanding country for practitioners

ev€ntually surpassed the supply of uained architects (ftom the few established

offices or abroad)flenkins 1961). In addition to this, members of the profession

became aware of the need for an increased scientific content in architectural

education. This need, it was assumed could be met only in a formal educational

setting like a university (Schoenauer 2002). The establishment of a school of

architecture at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (t"fIT) in 1865

satisfied this. MIT was followed by the Universiry of Illinois at Urbana in 1867

and Comell University in 1871. By end of the century there were no less than

ten schools of architecrure located in Universities.

For these schools the Ecole des Beaux-Arts was seen as the ultimate model fot

architectural uaining. The reason for this is obvious. At the time the only

teachers of architecture were trained at or influenced by the Ecole e.g' Richard
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Moris Hunt Hence, the influence of the Ecole was quite sftong, both thro,,gh
educators with the experience of the envirorrment returning from paris5 and byinstitutions deriberately emularing the French sysrem (crinson and Lubbock
1994). By l9z0 mosr schools of architecnue were located within universiries
and employed the French system of education.

British Architectural Education

Articled pupilfage

The state directed educarion of rrre Ecole des Beaux-Ans supported by ateriers
con*asted with the system in Briain rhat was running paraller with it at the time- Ardcled pupinage. Ardcled pupilrage was a modificadon of rhe medieval
apprenticeship sysrem, the difference being - under apprenticeship an
apprentice exchanged his labour for instruction from a masrer; but under
pupillage an articled pupil paid a premium to be taught. By the end ofeighteenth cenhry it was dre most commor (but not the only) system of
ttaining architects in Britain. About 50o/o of all entrants to the occupation of
architecture were trained through pupillage by 1g00 (stevens z*'z).Although
its strucrure q/as never universally defined, its cornmonality was maintained
throughout the nineteenth century. The 50% rado rose quickry in the opening
decades of the nineteenth century to disprace other entry points into the
occupation, such as through the bu'ding trades. pupillage was not seen assufficient raining in and of itserf and was often followed by foreign ravel.
when the "graduate" returned from overseas he usually entered severar of the
compedtions used to select architects for proiects. lrinning a competition
would denote that an architect was competent ,o practice by himserf,

c-

;:ll"fJ$"?li[iffi;"?"T"H"ni[1ri:XX;;*:ilff::;ii: and 1e68 and mosr architecture schoo,s had ar
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Figure 1.14. Scene trom Martin Chuzzlewit(Source: Crinson and Lubbock
1es4)

For the "student", the period of pupillage lasted for an avelage of five to six

yeam. Candidates started at age fifteen or sixteen (occasionally it would begin at

rwenty-one after a university education) and were often expected to have a

background in languages and some knowledge of mathematics, geometry and

drawing. After paying the required premium, the pupil was exPected to learn the

"art or profession of an architect". Although there were various interpretations

of what this meant, it was generally understood that the pupil would be Uained

in architectural drawing, measuring, site wotk and the general running of an

office (there wete often variations on this) (Crinson and Lubbock 1994).

The quality of the system (which was largely unregulated) depended a great deal

on rhe qualities (and integnry) of the pupil master. Architects could exploit the

sysrem by taking the premium and simply using theit pupils as assistants. A

good example of this abuse is Chades Dickens' Mr Pecksniff in his 1844 novel

Manin Cbuglewit (figore 1.14). Even though this form of training u/as oPen to

abuse there were architects that saw the potential of the system as a better way

of educating architects. Crinson and Lubbock (1994) speak of a lecnre

delivered by Robert Sandeman at the London Architectural Society in 1847:

Sandeman directed the pupil-master to oversee a progressive development of the pupil's

abiliries. In the fust year there would be drawing instruction by sagps and directed

reading, 'keeping the Poetry of the Art from [the pupil]'. The second year would have a

varicty of office work with as much drawing to scale as possible. The third year would
concentrate on visiti.g and reporcing on works and assistance in suweys, giving liberty
for the pupil to follow up sciences and practice perspectives. In the fourth yeat the pupil

would be chief assismnt ar every survey or levelling and would develop elevation
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often this prepaution, which included the non-desigmng asks (which actually
took up mosr of the time in a rypicar nineteenth-cenrury office) of pracdce, was
supplemented wirh comprementary classes at the Royal Academy (for lectures
and exercise in drawing from the cast) or in the many provinciar architectural
clubs and associations such as those at Glasgow, g4lnsrrrgh, Newcastre,
Manchester and Birmingham, which gave prizes and ran occasional classes
(crinson and Lubbock 1994). In 1890 rhe RIBA issued a model form of
agreement for pupils and masters. This ardcle specified that permission should
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drawings, perspecdves and corouring. In the 6nal year the pupil would be given designsto proportion and execute, he wourd take out q*rrtities, Iever, survey and makecalculations (Sandeman lg47 cited in Crinson and Lutbock t99qj.-', 
"--

Here they further describe rhe activities of the pupils of Richard Norman
Shaw's office:

In shads office they were given severa.l weeks, tdal^period before any articres weresigned. Then th.v *1.. usuily anicled fo. tht.. ro flve yea$ on premiums betweendl00 and d300... iibid.).

Table 1'1 displays Jenkins' (1961) documenation of work done by an articled
pupil inJohn Soane's Office.

19 December lglo-
e$gts Soane's officeFebruary 1811 im - Successfutt

;"""":H"#trj,ffi:"r,::, ji*.^"j9:?t@i,d'"FnJ"oii",l,Ji"""oi,gone day on mourdinos and anorhet on t" rr."""n 6r# #"r;r#3#l
fa.Les 

twg days, whir-e four are spent on the ronic. These studies curminatewith an eraborate drawing ot ttre corintni"n iiro"r 
"n 

*ni.iir,J$#;eleven days.

:-l19T.d in making a survey of a house in Monrague ptace and
lf,::,"::j:iy,1s: I3'rhe work at Durwich correse.

;X,"j,*::::Tebr tne orawinss.ro iilr;i;;i"-#;;ter,s rectures at rhe
Summer of 1A13 - Produces 

"f5j!1'f:l,-s as y'et uncompteted r".lo"""L.I
- Practicar matters-cirectinj rh; d;;"n-orpi 

"r 
accounts (earry in 1 I 1 4),

:j*ils^Tr*:::--1ry[rlons from det"ir pi"n, for a vicarase, andrecording the proqress of the work on tr,e enirance to the Rotunda at theBank of Enolanrt -
Early 1816 Spends.

Soane, (who died the previous NovemhcrlLate 1816
articles and sets off on a tour of ltaly and Greece.

Table 1.1 Documentation of work done by a pupirin John ao"n.a-on-(Source: Jenkins 1961)
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be granted for pupils to attend lectures and classes in order to PrePafe for the

RIBA examinations (Crinson and Lubbock 1994).

The system of pupillage when used to its maximum benefit effectively gave the

young architect the advantage of being taught in an environment where

architecture was actually practiced. Even though the office was sePafated from

the site, learning was connected indirecdy to the act of making and the realities

of architecture by making the student learn on "real" ptojects.

Figure 1.15. Crystal Palace, by Joseph Paxton, at London, England (then Sydenham), 1851, moved

1852, burnt 1936. Heralded at the time as high technology, the exhibition hall was built out of
prefabricated and wrought iron elements. The'ridge and turrow' roof glazing system was specially
devised for the occasion.
(Source: Great Buildings Online - http://www.greatbuildings.com/bulldlngs/Grystal-Palace.html)

These realities eventually became complicated in the context of the industdal

revolution. New materials like steel and glass demanded new construction

techniques (fig 1.15); new building types like railway stations and factodes

(spawned from the invention of the steam engine) were commissioned; and

new science meant diffetent configurations and planning for hospitals. This

made the educational process facilitated by pupillage more difficult. Although

small offices provided some experience in building and office practice, the best

experience of pupillage was generally gained whete the office was large. There,

fledgling architects could undenake a variety of graduated tasks on a number of

types of commission. The complexity of practice no longer afforded the srudent

a balanced and structured education within the uaditional period of time.

This state of affairs subsequendy influenced the questioning of atchitectural

education. By the mid-lgth cennry there was a growing dissatisfaction with the
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sysrem of training. This dissatisfaction in addition to other compraints led ro anincreasing number of potendal British pmctitionen becoming interested in orgaining experience in the French sysrem in paris or the American schools. Tocope with the increasing complexity of pracrical building requiremenrs andmethods of building construction, other institurions were introduced. Theseinstitutions ot technical colleges provided evening class instruction rn the moretechnical aspec* of architecture (Russell 2002). Dissatisfaction from young
architects also led ro the estabrishment (in rg47) of the Architectural
Association (AA) school, rhe first school of architecture in Britain. The final
model to be used in Britain, however, did not emerge without debate and some
experimentation.

Education and the Arts and Craft

The movement ftom pupillage to organised day architecrural schools in Bdain
pursued a path of expedmenation largely influenced by the .?rofession 

or Art,,
debates that occurred during the last decade of the cenhrry. The debate, which
took its imperus from issues surrounding the syllabus of the RIBA examination,
sharply divided the architectual world (powers 19g4, Davey 19g9). It alsobrought into the open ideas about the true nature of architecture that had beengrowing in importance since the 1860s and through the 1gg0s. Even though itseemed solely about the RIBA and the Parliamenary Bin for registration, the'?rofession or Art" (a ritle invented by a Times sub-editor) debate of 1g91,

argues Alan Powers (1984), was in fact about rhe "training and qualification ofarchitec$"' This was teflected in the wide experimenhtion with education thatoccurred at the time.

one of the experiments used an afts and crafts approach, involved the practical
asPects of architectu-te to tackle what was perceived as rhe shifring ofatchitectute from the practicalities of building and inhabiation. Archirects likeNorman Shaw, T.G. Jackson and william Lethaby pursued this approach.
collectively they argued for more practical instruction in atchitectural training.T'G' Jackson s,"rcd this position clearly when he wrore in an essay:

Ow proper field is not confined to the office; we are, or should be, still mor€ ar home inthe workshop or the building rtr.a' ou. ur.iiii?r'. nor.rr,. hwyer and rhe doctor, butthe ctaftsman and the artisanl and if the *.rrii.o rrr*ld choose to be his own builder or
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cafuman and carry out personally the works he designed, he would be doing what was

done by our predecessors, whose handwork we oow take for a model (|ackson cited in
Powets 1984).

Jackson and others advocated the putsuance of this thinking in the emerging

schools and criticised those schools that did not Pursue this system. In a paper

ro the Architectural Association in 1891, Jackson criticised the design work

done in the school for its lack of contact with the realities of building

What struck me as paniculady amiss was that the authors of these designs had seldom

or never considered how theit desigps were to be carried out There were open timber

roofs that looked pretty enough on PaPer, but which I was obliged to Point out could

not be constructed because timber was not to be had 3 ft wide flackson cited in Powers

1984)

Lethaby also criticised student work in a school in Birmingham:

...few of the students show a tendency to think over much of their design as a prefiy

thing on paper rather than as a representation of a building desigred fot common use.

Such students should think more of what would make a strong serviceable, pleasant

looking htitding than of what will look like a picturesque and 'artistic' &sign Q*thaby
cited in Powers 1984)

The approach as advocated by Irthaby and others focussed on teaching the

practicalities of design. Courses fePeatedly focused on the sensitiviry of

matefids, the ability to adaPt form and matefials to a giv€n Problem and the

sense of place expressed through building. Expedments in such training

occrured mainly in London schools. At the AA's "School of Design and

Handicraft" Owen Fleming Put Practical work befote design work and used

such techniques as pfactical demonstntion or ParticiPation in bricL:work,

catpentry and other uades. Visitors also came in rotation to ctiticise the

pfacrical wofk of the class and at one Point the foreman for a maior

constmction work v/as invited powen 1984). At the LCC Cenual School

where Lrthaby was pdnciPal, subjects were treated "from the point of view that

afchirecture should resPond to the facts of modem life." (Ricardo quoted in

Powers 1984). Building trades schools wefe founded in Brixton and Regent

Sueet (which subsequendy became Parts of Polytechnics), which, while they did

not convince about the medts of practical training, facilitated young building

students to cross over into afchitecrure (Powers 1984), Outside London, frrrther

experimentation occrrfed in Glasgow, Edinbuqgh, Leicester, Manchester and

other places, which varied in their leaning towards arts and crafts.
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Atound 1906 the sysrem of architecturar education in Bdtain began to shift
towards acadernia. Although interest in the .,arts 

and crafts,, approach was high
ititi"lly, it declined in the face of the perceived superiority of the French system
flenkins 1961, cdnson and Lubbock 1994) (tabre 1.2). The American model
was also viewed favourabry since it integtated the French approach wirhin
universities. consequentrn universities, led by such schoors as Liverpool
university, gadually offered architectural educadon on more conventional rines
&awing inspfuation from the French Ecole des Beaux-Arts and the American
universiry schoors. Architecture was seen in these schools as an ..absfiact 

visual
an with rules of composition to be understood,, (powers 1gg4).

British French

Lectures
Library Open twice a *eEk foia

2/week
2 | ibraries 

"onstutrt 
I yiuai taU t e_-designated period with

some students having

Traveling
$!perior _collection.
unce In three years Grand prix oe notnel eve.v year-

Maintenance Small allowance for 2-3 5yeanw;ttra@
after

scholarsh

and duration
while in
Rome

years

Table 1.2' A comparis_on between the Briilsh educationar offering and that ofthe French. (Source: Crinson 
""d 

il;;k1994)
The Beaux-arts (or rather the American version) gradualry became the system of
choice for education in Briain. changes in the architecturar education
landscape reflected this. For instance, after 1971, the RIBA examinations were
altered to include a finar thesis subiect (which demanded classical solurions), the
Rome scholarship was esmblished and work was being carried out on the
creadon of a central school of advanced architecmtar study (like the Beaux_
Arts) before being intemrpted by the war of 1914 @owers 19g4). By 1974, the
dominant model of architectural education (certainly in most western countries)
was variadons of the Beau.x_Arts system located in Universities.
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From the Bauhaus to Oxford

Bauhaus

The approach used by the Ecole des Beaux-Arts towards education maintained

the perception of the architect as the producer of drawings and co-ordinator of

works. This was in lieu of the idea of the architect as someone involved in the

making of architecture. The architect was seen as totally sePafate from the

builder, engineet or surveyof and so "study in schools was considered more

professionai the more elevated it was from hands-on building ... [with] less

emphasis on constrLrction" (Cdnson & Lubbock 1994).

Flgure 1.16. Frontispiece of the Bauhaus Manifesto (Source: Westphal 1991:7)

The modernist reaction to this perception at the end of the First World War

was embodied in the estabtshment of the Bauhaus - the most influential design

school of the t'wentieth century. The Bauhaus was set up in 1919 under the

direction of Walter Gropius at Weimar, Germany and combined the existing

Academy of Art with the School of Arts and Crafts. The basic philosophy of

the new school used the ideal of the medieval workshop and craft guilds for

inspiration. It argued that in order to produce a totally designed and unified

environment *uough standardization, creativity, and rational analysis all art and

craft had to be integrated. Gtopius made this explicit In the Bauhau Manifesto:
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Architects, sculptors, painters, we must all nm to the crafts. Art is not a ,prcfession,.
There is no esseoriar arer.rr.. u.*."r]r,. ardst and the crafrsman. The artist is anexalted rouo*"n'.]l-:are momenrs.gi -rp*og* moments beyond the control of hiswilt, the gtace of heaven may cause his wotr. ," br;;;;;; ;.;;-, proficiency in hiscraft is essentiar to every adir. Therein lies a source of cteative imagination.

"'let us create a new guild of caftsmen, without the class distinctions which raise anaffogant barrier between craftsman and artist (Gropius r919.i;; w.stphal r991).

The school vowed to generate a guild spirit linking artists and craftsmen. This
would be expressed by riving and working as a communig rike the anonymous
humble sronemasons, carpenters and others fiom the craft guilds who built the
gteat cathedmls.

In the early years of the Bauhaus, students were trained in craft, drawing and
pai"ting, science and theory. The educationar methods emproyed in the
Bauhaus were influenced byJohannes Iften who aught there benveen 1919 and
1922.ltten himserf was influenced by educationar theorists Iike Froebe! Dewey
and cizek' The educational methods (intended to be appried to children,s
education) focused on studies and findings of child leatning (crinson and
Lubbock 1994)' This was exptessed in the six-month basic course or vorkttrs
devised and run by Inen that dealt with analysis of form, colour contrasts,
composition witrr rextures, problem solving and expressive freedom. The
vorkurt moved from simple concepts and progressively became more comprex.
To ltten, the vorkarswas a spititual rebirth for his students, retuming them to a
child-like stare, from which rhey would (with his help) develop rheit inbom
abilities' According ro crinson and Lubbo ck (1994), the vorkurs marked a
radical shift away from the ideas unde'ying both academic training and
pupillage that objecdve knowledge and skills were built on the basis of prior
learning. rn contrast, Itten advocated that every problem had to be thought out
from scratch (cdnson and Lubbock 1994). The idea was thar each problem
existed on its own merit and you basica'y reinvented the wheel each time.

49
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Figure 1.1 7. Bauhaus Metal Workshop (Source: Westphal 1 991 :8it)

After the Vorkurs, students spent the next three years leaming craft in a

workshop with a "workshop maste!" in charge. There were workshops that

individually dealt with different materials: wood, metal, fabrics, glass etc. The

workshops were used to produce products for sale, therefore reinforcing the

craft/work ethic - the practical approach - of the Bauhaus. In line with the

workshop/craft philosophy, students were called apprentices, iourneymenn and

iunior masters and the general progfalnme was based on: "manual skills,

avoidance of rigidity, creativiry and individual fteedom of expression" (Brown

2002). The principal idea of the training was: leaming by (through) doing or

making. Even the painters who ca:ne to the Bauhaus, taught art skills in this

sinration: not "high art" theory, but the theodes and practice of colour,

geometry and the analysis of forrn @rown). In this environment, students were

immersed in the realities of their craft.
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3"T;i"i.J,X"Th:lTtrJiill,lon",.oion,rheovanDoesburs,le2s.Fishr:
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The Bauhaus was always in a constant state of flux. In the early years ftefore1922) rhere was a "mixnrre of social commirmenq expressionism, and craft _

based mystical romanticism" @rown 2002) padarly due to the influence of
Itten (who wore priestly robes and had a mystic air about him). During this
early period the workshop was seen as a "sacred prace,, equivarent to a
monasrery in the Middre Ages with an craft workers (masrers and apprentices)
dedicated to a great creadve harmony (Brown 2002).Around 1922 theBauhaus
began to succumb to the influences of the Dutch De sdjl movernenr (fig. 1.1g)
and Russian constructivism. A crafts approach to design ,q/as not actively
embraced by these movements that saw the process of design as one of form
making derived from an analysis of function. Under De Stiil and constructivist
influencg the workshops were no longer seen as craft uaining places where
design arose our of cnft techniques but rather cen*es for the production of
design prororypes - which were designed fimr in sndios.Design and crafr (the
making of rhings) were sprit inro tvo different processes - design and
production (crinson and Lubbo ck L994, Brown). The design studio hence
became rhe rnost imporant part of the Bauhaus teaching environment whete
design then production became the key sequence. .whereas 

before the
workshop had been dre centre of the Bauhaus, now it was the design snrdio.
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Architecture at the Bauhaus

It is interesting to note that atchitectual uaining did not 
^pPe^t 

at the Bauhaus

until after the shift in focus to the design studio. For a long time in its history

the teaching of architecture did not take place at the Bauhaus (it previously

occured in the office of Walter Groprus). Gropius'aim was to have the crafts

well established before the architecture cou$e began @roadbent 1995). It was

not until 1928 when Gropius felt that the crafts had matured enough that he

introduced a nine-semester architectufe course headed by Hannes Meyer. A

year after the introduction of the architecture cotrse Gropius resigned ftom his

position and Meyet was appointed Bauhaus difector. Meyer radically changcd

the program to one that emphasised the architect's social responsibility and

tesearch-based design methods (Risebero 1979). He ftrrther divided the course

into two parts: theory and practical building. Subiects taught included

psychology, sociology, economics and engineer-taught subiects like heating,

daylighting, ventilation, statics, building design and technical drawing

(Sroadbent 1995). When Mies van der Rohe replaced Meyer as director in 1930

he eliminated psychology and sociologr ftom the curriculum and teplaced them

with "handicraft, technical and artistic training" (Ivfies cited in Broadbent 1995).

Students could bypass the basic course (Vorkurs) and could enter, with no

experience in the othet craft workshops, the workshop on principles of

building. In addition to the pteviously mentioned envhonmental subiects

students were taught building law, mathematics and physics, apanrnent and

town planning and design of urban infrasructure. Mies himself taught studio in

the last three semesters. These modifications effectively shifted the uaining

away from actual constfuction to where, according to Broadbenfl "there wete

no live projects any more or any social content in the work" @roadbent 1995).

The "radical" methods of the Bauhaus however wefe not tolerated by several

conservative gfoups in Gernany most important being the Nazis. The ideals of

the school - freedom of thought for the individual along with tesponsibility to

society - found itself at odds vdth the authodtarian naEufe of the Hider

government (Westphal 1991). After moving from tD7eimar to Dessau and going
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through fhree ditectors - Gropius, Meyer and Mes van der Rohe - the school
was eventually shut down by the Nazis in 1933.

In the 1930s many schools in Britain and Amedca made a dramatic shift away
from the French merhods of the Beaux Arts towatd those of rhe Bauhaus
school. This shift can be tinked to the new German immigrants escaping the
Nazis during the mid-30s. For instance lfalter Gropius became rhe head of the
architecture department ar Harvard university in 1936 while Ludwig Mies van
der Rohe became the head of the architecture school at rhe Illinois Instirute of
Technology in 1938. These changes resonarcd among the schools in America
and Btitain.

The Bauhaus had tremendous influence on design thinking and teaching. It
influenced the change from learning design according ro preset requirements
(aesthetics) to rhe acnrar learning of design as an activity of individ,ralism.
unlike the Beaux-Arts, which depended on copying and unders,lding
historical styles and methods, teaching in the Bauhaus cenrred on reaching
individual creativiry as a means of problem sorving. This was something the
Beaux-Ars had refused to accept. AIso rike apprenticeship and pup'rage,
instruction at dre Bauhaus was of a practical narure, providing actual work with
materials in rhe shops and on buildings under construcdon.

unfornrnately, the Bauhaus also defined the further separation of design from
the act of making compledng the shift of learning from the building sites into
the classrooms. Although the Bauhaus challenged rhe Beaux-Arts tradition of
design education, the basic snrdio-based learning model remained unchanged.
Tt'is model involved the student doing a hypotheticar ask and being criticised
by a studio rutor or master. !(/hile this was termed "learning by doing,, and was
celebrared as a merit of the Bauhaus, it is clearly not similar to the learning by
doing experienced prior to the Renaissance. Learning design hence became an
absftacr acdvity divorced from the rearities of building. Because snrdents no
longer had an investment in the tangible producg they relied heav'y on
idealised notions of it. This was a conrinuance of the diminishing of practical
knowledge from rhe act of designing. In the end the Bauhaus, which started our
as an "anddote" to trre Beaux-Arts approach to architecture and teaching,
ended up reinforcing ir.
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The Oxford Conference

For three days in Apd 1958, hand picked educatots and members of the RIBA

Board of Architectural Education met at Magdalen College, Oxford to discuss

the state and future of British architectual education. At the end of the

"Oxford Conference" six "recommendations for action" were decided upon:

1) The level of education for enry upon uaining should be raised to

correspond with that for university entrance;

2) Entry to the profession through courses based on, and leading to, the

external examinations of the RIBA were restricting to the development

of a frrll uaining for the atchitect and should be discowaged and

eventually abolished;

3) All suitable architecrural schools should be 'recognised' and situated in

universities or institutions where courses of compatable standard can be

conducted;

4) Courses of uaining should be either frrll-time ot combined or sandu'ich

courses in which periods of raining in a school altetnate with periods of

uaining in an office;

5) Other forms of uaining should be provided for students who do not

wish or are not likely to become qualified architects; and

6) The development of post-graduate snrdies in architecture should be

encouraged so as to enlatge the range of specialised knowledge and

advance the standards of teaching and ptactice'

flenkins 1961, Martin 1958)

This vras the tuming point ot "epochal event" (Russell 2002) that defined the

form of education that exists today (in Bdtain at least). Crinson and Lubbock

(1994), however, argue that this was simply the consolidatioo of a series of

events involving the modemist elements of the RIBA. According to Cdnson

and Lubbock (1994), these elements sought to eliminate the RIBA examinations

(which they thought $rere out of date) and advocated an academic approach to
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architecture 
'rat 

was besg suited to "the modernist ethos,,. Here they offer an
explanation:

frhe conferencel,cleatly 
-expressed 

the grovring sense thar [RIBA examinationsJ wereinappropriate and out of to,rch *irh .8nt"mporary needs; 
-th", 

* att.,npr to assesssrudents'acquisition of a static body of knowreige;r;;;;;;;Ltl*o ,r,. flux of thesocial and technologicar wodd. The conrinued irirt o.. or iligi.*r-i*tions mightalso eoable many ichools ao ,.rrr"lr, ,.lativery *-il r.o- ..rorroing poricies.Examinations also enabled the continuatign of pupillage wirh all its accumulatedassociarions with the ad hoc, and its myths 
"r 

n.gl..itui;i-.oLip, ir.rr""..
"' those vety examinations were now seen as supporting the continuation of a pracdcethat excluded the range of modernist irrt r..t and forrns of uaining. The accumulative,skill- and knowledge-lased aims 

"f p;tix; were anatlema to thise bureaucratic andacademic modemrscs.

The schools rather than pupillage would now be the ideal place for modemist initiatives,espeeially those versioni 
"r d. s"rrh",rs method .hi.i ;;;.o...iorbr. outsidethem... (Crinson and Lubbock lgg4).

Regardless, the "oxford conference,, made colleges, universities and
polytechnics responsibre for the transmission of knowledge in architectural
education' Raising the standards of entry inro architectural schools and
recommending rJrar courses should be fi:ll_dme (or sandwich)o arrd held in
universitiesT ot similar institutions made sure the architects education was more
academic rather than practical. Leslie Manin confirmed this by staring in his
repoft of the incident "[the r:nive*ities] wil expect and have a right to expecr
that knowledge w'l be guided and developed by principles: that is, fot tbeof, (my
emphasis) o'taftin 1958). The education of the architect (by vimre of its
location) was directed ro a vision of Architecture as an academic pursuit, rather
than a pracdcal discipline, with design more rigorousry underpinned by theory
(crinson and Lubbock 1gg4). The process of distancing the architect from rhe
act of building begun so many years ago during the Renaissance was now
complete. The subsequent movement of architecturar training from the site and
into the studios of academia (a culrninarion of 2000 years of change) is
chara*erised today in a disrinct (or seemingly so) sepamtion of theory/design
from the realities of architecture. At the so.rce of this claim or observation is
the current challenges faced by schools ofarchitecture todav.

-

" A sandwich system meant three years in, one y""l-oyj, foilowed by two years rn and one year out-the system thatgenerally prevails today in British schools.'r" n.i"i* there is no time spent out.' university rever architecturar education n"o o""i'"rr"ady estabrished in the usA.
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Education in the late Twentieth Century

Dudng the 1970s as Modemism lost its credibility and architecnral thought

retreated into the academy, an explosion of atchitecrurd theory spearheaded by

personalities like Venturi, Tschumi, and Eisenman occurred in most schools of

architecture. Academic location facilitated this trend as schools were pressured

to achieve the same standards, academic norms and vdues as other disciplines

within the universiry (Gutrnan 1987, Stevens 2002). Technical research became

an important criterion for appointrnent and promotion and while important for

informing teaching and increasing the knowledge base, it became increasingly

theoretical. Research was not necessarily ptactice-oriented and took place in

particular sub-disciplines, e.g. Iighting research as a branch of physics,

engineering or physiology (Stevens 2002). However, the areas that took uP most

architecnrral focus were (and probably still are) history theory and criticism.

Architectural uends like postrnodernism, deconstruction, neoclassicisrn" and the

current enthralment with genetic algorithms was a result of this focus.

Archirectural schools became places for such activity where academicians

frequently referred to the work of philosophers like Foucault and Derrida.

The last three decades of the twentieth century more or less mainained this

direction as established by the Oxford Conference and other initiatives in

American Education (for instance; studytng architecture solely at the graduate

level). By the start of the 21st century, the transference of knowledge, tradition

and praxis in *re profession was carried out by schools of architectute located

in universities and quality conuolled by local architectural bodies (ike the AIA

or RIBA).

Architecture Education TodaY

Architectural education in 2003, while largely diverse has several elements in

comrnon. General$ most schools start rvith an introductory first-year course

devoted to the fundamentals of architecture. This resembles in some way the

Bauhaus Vorknrs and embodies the Bauhaus philosophy of unleaming or

deschooling. This is followed by three or four years of study culminating in a

8 There may be subtle differences depending on the location of the school.
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"first degree"- In Britain and some commonwearth countries studen$ spend a

lT,:',-."n. 
architectural practice after finishing their frst degree @JBA pa",

r7' rrrS 
's 

tollowed by a two-year diploma course in which students continue
the pattem of the second and third years. In Americae and other countries (ikeNew Zearand) sn:dents do not rake a .,break,, 

but rather s,,y in school for fiveyears before doing two years of ..internship,, 
before registration.

Thete are some schools however that are independent of rhe academy namelythe Architecturar Associarion (AA) in r,ondon and the Bost.n Architectualcen*e (BAc)' It is interesdng to note that Boston Architecturar cenffe utilisesa system of education to inregtate both acadernic study and professional
experience. This is quite sim'ar to pup'rage and pre 206 cenn'y Bririsheducation where students work in the design profession dudng the day andaftend classes at night. In contrast the Architectural Association (AA) whilesePafarc from universities and "academic" teaching engages in ..avant-garde

elirism" (crinson and Lubbock rgg4). TheS more than any other school, aretheoretically based.

"study'' in schools of architecture consisrs of work done in design snrdio andother supporting courses. srudio is the focal point as ir was in the Beaux_Artstradition and rhe part of it rhat is least questioned. Although, on paper, studioakes about 4ooh of the curriculum, dme and effort usuany mkes up roughry
60oh to 8}o/o of the rotal time. According to Crinson and Lubbock; ..No 

suchstudios existed either in pupinage or in the bu'ding lodge, where reaming todesign was an integrar part of rearning to draw and tre other functions of anoffice apprendceship." (crinson & Lubbock rgg4). As in the Ecole des Beaux_Atts' studio projects (usualry four to twelve weeks long) generally grow incomplexiry and scare as the year(s) progresses. In addidon to design studio rhereare lectures on the history of architecture, structures, construction and othersubjects' These subjects are usualry assessed by examinadons or ongoingcoursework. In all cases the finar year design project s5rrary requires students todesign a comprex scheme of their own choice, a kind of ..maste1piece,,

s 
tn America there are *l:ill yg professionar 

"rr1!:.]yr9! 
programs. A five-year Bacheror of Architecture program

#lLT:}i{ i.,lXl!?.iny::te. 
or hrcrritJt-u'" i':ig,,.11 r"rri, mi""'v"l* oi unaccreoiteo undersraduare study), whichnot to 

'iminateil;';il;;:iff:t,l?:*"ffiXfr3',,frt5fl;i"#:ll#Lre is cunenrv ri"i"L"oli"te on wn6ine, oi
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reminiscent of the final project in the Ecole des Beaux-Arts. This scheme is

usually hypothetical and lacks most of the variables that govem the realities of

architecture.

If we look closely at today's education we can see it is essertially not much

different from the Ecole des Beaux-Arts. The following similarities exist:

- Training for atchitecture is firmly established in some kind of academy

(universityJevel institutions) where the design project dominates the

curriculum.

- Studio teaching takes up alatge portion of the syllabus and is located in

a studio or atelier vdth a cultwe of its own.

Teaching in studio is accomplished primarily through individuat rather

than group instruction. The teacher interacts with the student at set

intervals to review the student's work so far.

Students are given increasingly complex problems as they move up in

years. There is a grand proiect at the final year where the student

espouses a personal theoretical position.

Design projects are suPPlemented by lectures and elevated above

technical aspects of the curiculum.

Students'work is assessed by a inry system that uses outside evaluators.

Technical (and other) subjects are taught outside of studio in lectures.

Words such as chatene and iury still exist in the vocabulary of some

schools.

A Difference

It can be argued that despite these similarities one (seemingly) major difference

in education today is the application of digital technology in schools of

architecture. In some studios, the drawing board has been shtrnted aside in

favour of the computef. The architech-ue school at Columbia University, for

instance, recendy established a design coufse called '?aperless Studio" because

all the design phases in the third-year digtrl media architecture courses were
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done on computers (pontgrau and perbellini 2000). Many other schoors have
established sirn'ar proframs @oyer and Mitgang 1996) wirh a growing number
requiring students to purchase cAD-capable laptops ohtgang 1gg7). soon
(*ithin rhe next five, rcn or more years) students of architecture woddwide will
be using the compurcr as the main instrument for producing design work for
examination. physical models will stil be used but they will be generated from a
computer-milling machine using the latest cAD/cAM technorogies. The use of
freehand sketching udll ,"ke prace on a digrtar tabret and study drawings will be
dgttal representadons of architecture and other digrt^l design iterations.
Facifitated by Internet technorogies, researchers and educators ate
experimenting with vi*ual Design Studios 0/DS) and are being immersed in
vi*ual Design studios rhar are a means of linking studios separated by distance
and in some situations, time. A few schools have also begun ..onrine 

iuries,,where students are cridqued by practitioners and facurty around the world
(N{itgang 1997).

The influence of the Beaux-arts on education today is enduring, and the change
in tools from the pencil and drawing board to the computer seems to be the
only major difference between educarion today and that of a cennry ago.
Despite its novelty, however, the compurcr has been adapted to the culture and
rituals of architectural education. The 500-year joumey from pen and paper to
computers has provided the context for a design education that has remained
basically the same: students learn in a smdio by doing hypotheticar projects and
being criricised while knowledge is supplemented by lectures.

Architecrural education, regardless of media and environment, remains
immersed in rhe teaching model of the Ecole des Beaux-Arts and hence inherits
its problems. Far reaching advances in building technology and science has only
intensified the same flaws that characterised the French system. As a resulg rhe
same cdticisms of the Ecore can somehow be leveled at the cwrent model of
education, that is: producing students who display a lack of interest in and
knowledge of modern technorogies, issues and processes that affect (and are
affected by) architecnrre.
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Gonclusion or the Room is Dark

More than a thousand years ago Vitn:vius suessed that an aichitect's education

should result in the mastery of both practice and theory. He said:

Architects who have aimed at acquiring manual skjll without scholarship have never

been able to reach a position of authority to correspond to their pains, while those who

relied only on upon theories and scholarship were obviously hunting the shadow, not

the substance... (Rorvland and Howe 1999).

This position embraced the need for a marriage of theory and practice in

architectural education. This marriage was evident on the building sites of the

Middle Ages where the student was exPosed to the theories of geometry and

the knowledge of construction within the project itself. The direct involvement

in the planning and realisation of actual building proiects facilitated a

wholesome integrative education for the asPiring architect.

This environrnent for leaming was eventually uansformed, dufing the

Renaissance, as a result of the profession's shift from manual Processes to the

art and theory of design. Albeni advocated this shift by seeding the idea that

architecture was predisposed to theory. The use of the sketch of study drawing

influenced the shift by allowing Renaissance architects to become scholars and

artists who investigated theories and coniectutes through &awing. The stahrs of

the architect was thus elevated from "one who made" to o'one who designed".

The next significant step in the evolution of design teaching from

apprenticeship in medieval society to srudios v'ithin academia q/as embodied in

the institutionalisation of architectural education between the 176 and 19'b

centuries. Alberti's viewpoint was maintained through the Acad6mie Royale

d'Architecnrre (which was in turn modelled on the academies of the

Renaissance). The Ecole des Beaux-arts, which emerged out of reforms to the

academy, promoted the split betrween technical knowledge and design.

Technical knowledge was acquired through optional lectures in lecnrre theatres

while design was taught abstracdy in an atelier. The Ecole des Beaux-Arts

established the atelier (or design studio) as the centrePiece of learning and used

the hlpothetical ptoiect as a tool for learning.

Alternate approaches to this model either failed to challenge or reinforced it'

The counter approach to the French, the pupillage system in Britain, failed to
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evolve into a credible forrn of srnrcrured practicar training in the face of rapid
technological advances. Experimentation with alrcrnare models, in pardcular thearts and craft approach to education, failed to offer an altemadve to the highlytouted French and American education s,

the Bauhaus) ."-0,. ;;;;:ffiil,-"" ;T::::ffiTH.t
ftom the leaming of design and emphasised theory as the focus of design.
Todan education is characterised by elemen* of the Beaux-Arts model ofdesign education' Design is taught in design studios, rechnorogy is taught inlecture theatres' the focus of education is the project and students, works are
assessed by juries' Alotg with the characterisation come the weaknesses of theBeaux-Arts' Design (an integradve activity) is separated ftom the requisite
technical knowledge base (which is delivered in a different environment). TheBea'x-Arts model of ..leaming by doing, used today is devoid of muchconnecdon to the real world. Hypothetical design projects offer rimreoppornrnides ro tesr solutions by exposing them to the rigors of design

decision_making and judgment as they occur in reality.

These weaknesses are highlighted by the significanr differences from fheeducational pracdces of the middles ages. Even though architecturar educationis still about mentotship and apprenticeship in which the snrdent learns theskills (theory and practice) needed for his/her craft by watching and miroringtre more experienced rnaster' this has changed significantly. In the past, theproiect was realised to the end and not subject to other timelines. The student
wourd see firsthand the projects impact on conrext and use. Today designproblems attempted by students are nrely more than ten weeks rong, reavingstudents wirh no dme for resorution, appreciadon or reflecdon. Dudng dremiddle ages, ancillaty knowledge (e.g. structues, serwices) was leamed at the

same dme while doing the projeff. Today they are taught in differenr corusesfrom studio leaving it to the student to make the connection.

It would be reasonable to say' cuffent architecn'al training is attdbuable to theevolution of teaching from apprendceship in medieval society to universiry
lecture fheaEes' serninat foorns and snrdio today. rt is also reasonable tocontend that the dilemmas identified above in the prevailing model of design
education are consequences of the location of educarion in academia. I-oosely
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speaking, one would associate the academy with the act of thinking and creati.g

knowledge, however, thinking requires hypotheticd premises. Architectue,

unfornrnately, exists in the "teal" iust as it is located in the "imagined". In the

medieval lodges students did not iust leam how to design or think but also how

to integtate all the fiuny aspects of architecture (and literally witness their

integration) on an actual site. The academy as it stands, countefs this, making it

a difficult environment for effective instruction in architecture.

The position, with regards to the academy, sugests a pressing need fot a

possible "felocation" of architectural education. There are severd reasons why

this would not be a good idea:

'Bdocalixg" is expensiue. The suong influence of the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, for

one, has produced a design studio so embedded in architectural education and

reliant on the academy that any changes would require significant restructuring

of the prevailing system. This would be an expensive (time and money)

proposition even at the best of times.

Pmbkn Based L.earning. Leatning techniques based on the proiect are "widely

promoted as a method of achieving deep learning and simultaneous rlatule

participation within the educational process" (Skinnet 2000)' Removing the

project from teaching would deny students the advantages of experimenAtion

and focus.

Ahenate gstems nigbt not support hacbing. Giving the student the oppornrnity of

watching an experienced designer tackle a problern" go about implementing its

solution, and reflecting on the end-product (as was done dudng pupillage)

would be an ideal situation. The complexity of building and the motivation of

market forces make this a difficult option. It would be difficuit for fi.rms to find

the time, adequate proiects or staff to provide adequate coaching that bdances

the intellectual and the practical in a structured environment.

Tbe tuputation of the academl. Institutionalised education Promotes learning

outcomes that are more easily predicted, controlled and standardised in the

instinrtion. There is also the general PercePtion in society that anything outside

formalised institutional education is of lesser value and lower calibre.
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since it is crear that architectural instruction in academia wilr not or cannot beabolished, there may be no alternative but to continue with the cuffenr model.It rnay however be possible to remedy some of the apparent deficiencies of the"simulated" studio setting by modi$ring selected aspects as wet as the mannerin which the student interacrs vrith the traditionar studio proiect This movenonetheless embodies some challenges (inherent in the presenr model) thatconspire against such remedy. In the next chapter we wilr rook closely at theconsequences of the cuffent pedagogical model and the lssultanl challengesfacing any effective remedies to architectural education.
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2. Challenges fa.irg Architecrural Education

"A lot of archicecture scho'l talk is more of .art chat and riterary t'eory thanarchitecrure. In either case, students are deflecteJfrom rhe true n"*r. of architecture:the elevation, throueh education, of 
_gagmarics tothe level of poetics,, (r.oben stemquoted in Arcltincni, Aqgust 1996 p lOl "

urrent educational methods to prepare sfudents for contem porfiy
pracdce have been a cause for concern in several architectural
organisations around the wo'd. Mitgarrg and Boyer in reporting to the

Associarion of colegiate schoors of fuchitectute (AGSA) claimed to have
found a serious "disconnecdon...between rhe rwo separate wo'ds of
archirecrure educarion and pracdce" (Boyer and Mitgang 1996). These and
other negative observations and comnents (crosbie 1995, Gutm an 1.996,
Gutrnan 1987, stevens 2002) make it evident that architecturar educadon is
failing in some way to provide graduates with the kind of educadon needed for
pracrice' These criticisms place schools of architecrure (which, according to
Yatt (1993), already emphasise theory) under significant pressure from the

Figure 2.0 EAAE survey Resurts (source: (EAAE & .EMBUREAU 2oo1)
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profession. Schools are therefore compelled to teach a suitable balance of skills

that produces studeots with adequate practical knowledge.

This compulsion has been confrrmed by several reports on the subject. In the

Mitg"ng and Boyer report of 7996, as part of a framework for renewing

education to deal with the challenges of architecture today, the authors

recommended a reconnection between education and practice (Boyer and

Mitg^ng 1996).In addition, a recent survey by the European Association for

Architectural Education (EAAE) found that in the opinion of European

architecnrral educators, o'sustainable architecture and societally responsible

architects" and the "better transfer [of knowledge] from theory to practice"

were the most impoftant challenges facing the education of atchitects (EAAE

& CEMBUREAU 2001). In response to these recommendations there needs to

be a viable means of helping snrdents produce architectwe that is inh2[i12fls,

functional and responsible envitonmentally. This should be done without

dirninishing the value of history, culture and theory in architectural education.

Chapter one traced the issues oudined above to the location of architecmral

education in academia. It was determined that relocation was not a viable

option to remedying the situation. Instead it was recommended that any temedy

should address the deficiencies in the model and selectively modiff aspects that

could contribute to teaching students about architecture that is inhabitable,

funcrional and responsible environmentally. This chapter (Challenges facing

Architectural Education) oudines some of the features of architectual

education that pose challenges to effectively defining a path of tenewal. Meeting

these challenges forms the basis for any respoose to the concerns of the

previously outlined reporrs and findings. Ttre chaptet concludes by identifying

the design studio as the setting for such change.

Challenges to lighting the room

As obseryed, most writers, critics, comminees on architectural education have

identified a colnmon challenge facing architectural education today: students

seem to lack the practical knowledge needed to create architectue that is fit for

purpose, cost effective, sustainable and a delight to clients and users. As

explained in the previous chapter this situation is bome out of the acute
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separarion of designing ftom the sites of building. Remedying this apparent lack
of practical knowledge is influenced by the fo[owing characteristics:

- Architecmte is considered an intellectual pursuit or .,high aft,,.

- The product of design is often valued above the process.

- The ovenrhelming complexity of technology resticts the time allocated for
technical srudies.

- The split in curriculum between taughr courses and studio affects students,
perception of their insegtation.

- Adding an importanr dimension like sustainability places pressure on rhe
students' workload.

These featues translate into the chalenges to be overcome and the
oppornrnities to anticipate if students are to recognise that architecture is cost
effecdve, sustainable, constnrctible and a deright to users in addition to
embodying absrrac ideas.

Architecture -,,high art?',

The location of schools of architecture in academia favours the perception of
architecrure as high an. This is reinforced by the continued d.iscernment of
architec* @y architects) as erite professionals who are independent and
superior ro other players in the building industry @uchanan 1gg9). It is indeed
this attitude that has governed the transformadon of architectural education;
from the buila;t'g sites tfuough the Renaissance to its cuffent starus or existence
within rhe universities and academia. Locating design education in academia has
given (perhaps unintentionally) legitimacy to the expedmentation of new forms
and abstract ideas. This ultimatery separares the aim of experimentation from
rhe idea that architecrure is immersed in reality. yan (1993) confirms this by
arguing that schools of architecture tend to emphasise personal vision over and
above problem solving skills resulting in the narrow definition that design is
"the exploration of proportional aesrhetic, possibilities onry,, (yatt 1gg3).
Crinson and Lubbock (1994) also argues:
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.. . despite the rhetoric of functiondism, the space [made vacant by the abolition of the

Orders and other Beaux-Arts paraphemalia] was filled by the discretion awarded to

teachers within dre studio. Design, emptied of culture or nodons of tradition, became

the resulr either of abstractions from manifold reality or of persond expressive impulses.

The obvious and to some extenr admitted casudties of this were a marked diminution of
interest in established notions of sound building as well as in ptacrical building skills and

drawing ability (Crinson and Lubbock 1994)'

The result of this approach is particularly appafent in the find proiects

undertaken by senior students in architecnrral schools. In most schools the final

proiect is chosen and pfogrammed by the student arrd attemPts to make a

*gr*d architectural statement of surpassing genetality, even PerhaPs siteless in

its effort to render firlly the Purity of its intellectual endeavour" (Flogben 1989).

To Peter Buchanan (1989), these studio ptoiects ate increasingly gaphically

elaborate, visually compelling, coflcemed with immediacy and impact and yet

lacking elements that make it fit for PurPose, cost effective and sustainable

@uchanan 1989).

The reason fot this, theorises Yan (1993), is the notion that studeflts are being

taught that architecture as art is exciting, creative, intellecnrally gratifring and

celebrated. On the other hand architecture as technology and practice is

tedious, has no room for creativity, and is something to be leamed after the

exciting years of architecture school (Yatt 1993). In his article entided: lVhat is

umng uith Architunral Edttcation? Alnost Ewrytbirg Peter Buchanan (1989) is a

bit less forgiving as he claims that redity is dismissed as too mundane and

demeaning to stimulate students' creativity (Buchanan 1 989).

Responding to this could involve emphasising technical knowledge in schools

over and above intellectual pursuits. However, all "the constfaints and

complexities required by society, users and clients are critical to the vitality of

the architecture" (Yaft 1993). The critical thinking and problem-solving skills

acqufted in a theory-oriented coufse is essential for students to approach the

new challenges of sustainable gowth and technological building in the 21st

century. An intellectual approach enables students to critically adfust their

thinking to adapt to and accommodate faPid changes taking place in culnre and

technology. This requires or demands an equal consideration of art (or theory

meaning) alongside science or technology. The challenge is, thetefore, to make

rcchnical knowledge available and mofe interesting to students while

I
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maintaining suiable investigations in rhe aesthetic and theoreticar aspects of
architecture.

Product or process?

Another circumshnce that is rerated to rhe crurent state of architectutal
education is the prevailing favourabre amirude towards the architectural product
at the expense of the process of design. As a regacy of Beaux-Arts educarion,
architecrural form as a product that exists for its own merit is communicated
(intentionally or unintentionalry) to students as imponant. In the design studio
the student is taught how to design or synthesis disparate elements by means of
criticisms, demonstradons, and instnrcrion The srudents, abirity to pull various

il:il: H',..:,:",:x * ;ff ;J::::,*::J ;":*.:
educadon' the dynamic, interactive process of design is rarely evaluated and
acknowledged. According ro Claridge (1979):

Design comperence is "iudged almost excrusively ol m: .foa produ* - the physicalproduct as represented, ,r.rrrly, ,f.r*gf, a""-'r'r'*a models (Claridg€ 1g7g, g).

claddge's observation is particularly evident in the effon students put into
architectural presentations (graphic or otherwise) and the assessment of these
"products" by rutors in ordet to fumish grades. one main reason for this bias
lies in the process of conducting a "finalreview", which normally privileges the
ability to produce stylish "presentation" drawings, no mafter how inadequately
the undedying design issues may have been worked out In reviews (or final
crits)' reviewers co[unent on the "objects" srudents present before them rather
than the realisation of the product. There is also no explicit reward for students,
comprehension or analysis of uset or client needs (l.,licol and pilling 2000).
Rarely does an evaluadon of student work include examination of the many
steps that led to a final design: the muhitude of ever-changrng sketches and
alrcradons to models' Rarely also does it involve consideradon of a diary of
decision-making showing awareness of the many complex parameters of a given
project eVeber and Schnier lggg).

The use of computers or digital technology in education pelperuates this
probrem by offering exciring new pfospects in graphic represenmtion and
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visualisation. With architectural education being product centred, students tend

to think of design computing mofe as a way of imptoving a) the image of the

product or b) simply, the product putton et al' 2002).

Additionally, while the product is rewarded and assessed, the process is left

largely for the sudent to learn or "pick up". The consequence of this is rhe fact

thar students of design often miss the evasive notion that design is a deliberate

and conscious act. According to Andy Pressman: "students should be made

conscious of the design process" and focus less on the product since this tends

ro niurow the focus fot architectural practice (?ressman 1997). They miss that

not only is the design pfocess important, but also the knowledge that there is a

process to be learnt and mastered. It is therefore important for the student to

realise the existence of a conscious Pfocess of puning the parts together. Any

other focus offers litrle opportunity to make useful explorations of alternative

methods and approaches to design.

Because emphasis on aPPeafance takes precedence ovet the Pfocess and the

quality of ideas behind the design proiect, students often forget about life

rvithin their buildings and instead tend to get carried away with the notion of

the building as an aesthetic envelope. The shrdent then fails to consciously

employ a means to assemble a product that is safe for users, fit for purpose and

pleasing to the senses. To make mafters wofse, the sn:dent as a result is

penalised when this ability to synthesise is not reflected in the final ptoduct.

Unfomrnately, due to the myriad of technical issues involved in design, the

teacher rarely has time to show students any explicit ot systenratic method of

design. Also, due to implicit messages uansmitted by design teachers, it is not

communicated enough to students that learning desrgn not only involves

creation but also largely involves the recognition and analysis of problems and

the contexts within which they exist (I-edewitz 1985, Dutton 1987).

A sensible tesponse to these issues would be to change the anitude of students

towards pfocess. This can be achieved by promoting the leaming of process as

the main objective of design teaching, By understanding the student's design

process and communicating that understaqding, the teacher can encourage the

student to recognise and undentand the "discovery - invention - production

pfocess" (LedewiU 1985). This requires mofe time allocated to teaching and
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learning' This promotion wourd give the student a grasp for manipuraring the
issues of design or at least an awareness when there are essentiar issues rnissing
from the finished product.

Too much technofogy, not enough time

Another argumenr that seems equally valid craims that rhe difficulty in achieving
a proper skills balance by students is attributable to the sheer vorume of workthat characterises architectural education. In the 1940s, Harvard,s JosephHudnut calculated the length of time it would take to learn everyrhing on a rist

;:#.ff"' ::::.:;:,J:::, T;::, T.il ,ill, H".:,J:
students today have even more on their plate to grapple with than their
predecessors of fifty yeats ago since the technological achievements of the last50 years have dramatically increased the number of issues rhat exists wirhin
atchitecture' Today, there is 

^ grcat deal more to the buil.ling disciplines than
ever realised in the previous 2,000 yeats. we know more abour buildings than atany other time in history and have a finer control over the environmenr This
increased scale of builcling and fine-tuning results in a greater complexity inplan' structure and fabdc. Robert Gutrnan confums this by observing that this
intricacy is caused bv:

tr}"ffiTffi;H ;1,1,*;'#ri:.ffi'",g{:1 . }pg* reading,o,he
rooms and .p"..,, 

",,J -o". *i:4! ;; ;;;;1'ffff#r.,.:;ff1*'Tffi,:"7
iiffi**t'control "sysrems"'*ti.t, *uriu."lrf,"grrt a in the toal design (Gutrnan

Technology is not the only contributor to the volume of work in education.
Due to widespread changes in sociery such as changing paftefos of living andworking' an ageing population and concern for the environment in terms ofsustainability and conservation, architects are increasingly caled on to
demonstfate gfeatet sensitivity in rheir designs to the needs of building users,
socrety and the environment (Irtricol and Pilling zxoq.This ..social,, 

sensitivity,
coupled with the technical complexity of buildings, can only be achieved udth
more rhan a passing knowledge of the issues.
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The pressures for the modern student to know more and assume greatef

responsibility upon graduation is overwhelming even when tempeted with the

realization that rot all needs be leamed in school. Though no afchitectule

course today is 22 years long, the student is expected to know as much as

possible from Hudnut's list in the four to five years of srudy. He/she is

expected to accumulate this knowledge from a very wide base ranging from

factual rnatters to conceptual ones, from being scientifically and practically

based to less tangible matters (Claridge 1979). The student is also required to

select from this the information relevant to each particular design task, and to

seek out additional information aPPfoPriate to particular needs (Claridge 1979).

The difficulty to achieve this lies not only in the "shorC' time span of education

but also the fact rhat studio teaching is not sufficient to cover all the areas of

knowledge in architectural education. This is also made difficult because there is

usually time and energy for only one srudio cotuse each semester. Also, if the

only source of knowledge for the student is the studio then he/she could not

attain the required body of knowledge in the few studios dudng his/her studies.

This problem has been recognised and responded to in various ways. One

response to this increasing comPlexify is usually to cover more matedal in

existing courses or add new coutses (adding to the courseload of students or

decreasing the number of electives or generd study coufses). According to

Brady (1996), architecture is already infamous for high workloads, which causes

increased pressures on students and an unhealthy studio culture. Other

solutions include applpng studio-qlPe problems to lech-rre courses and shadng

studio with other courses. However, students would find it difficult to find time

to do so maoy studio problems adequately and it is sometimes ditficult to

coordinate because courses often do not coincide in terms of pace, personnel

and time (Brady 1996).

Due ro the changeability of the issues and the rapid acquisition of information

about the wodd we live in, no matter what action is taken to minimise the

imbalance between time and technology it still remains a concem. The current

situation has been Pfoven incapable of supporting the amount of pmctical

knowledge that the studenr has to leatn to create an architecnrre ttrat works.

Since the studio is not linked to an ongoing proiect where technical knowledge
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is dispensed when it is needed, there needs to be a means or method through
vhich relevang practical knowledge is transmi&ed to the student The challenge
therefore is to find some mea's of dispensing technical knowledge into studio
at the right time withour compromising the teaching of design. The response to
this challenge is linked inextricably to the problem of integration.

Disintegration of courses

Successfirl architecnre occ'rs when the various disciplines are effectivery
integrated into a cohesive proiect. To achieve this cohesion is one of the
essential skills of the architect. other skills involved in seeing possibiliries and

ffiT':-:#* H#: ;"ilffi :",:ff ':lj:::.:';:ff ::
Parts' and to provide a medium in which things can come together (Smith
1999)' These slrill5, q'L1.1, ate required for a muld-disciplinary contexg are not
only practised during actual construction, but are honed and developed when
learning to design. According ro Stansfield Smith:

There is a dynamic equivalence between the skflls_ needed to deverop a desrgn proposaland the st'ill5 1"6'6''" 
T*r:.".i:--tgt't p-p".a -;;;ffir#;.iossiu'iry toposr occupancy evaluation qsmitt tWlj.

The complexity of modem buildings and the need for multi-disciptinary
teamwotk almost dictates that an important challenge to architectural education
is the successfirl integration of other specialist disciplines (stnrctures, systems
etc.) into design sn_rdio.

This challenge is difficult to overcome when the nature of design education is
taken into considetation. In keeping with the Beaux Arts modef most schools
ofarchitecture have a basic curricular split between lectures and design studios.
rn lectures, the student is expected to learn general principles and fundamental
bodies of knowledge, which dirsss and inform all aspects of the design. This
includes such subjects like history and theory strucnrres, environmenal
sysrems' and costing. In the studio, the student is expected to appry this
universal knowledge to the solution of a particular design problem. In other
words, "lecfufes provide the basic knowledge without which design would be
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random and arbitrary, the snrdios apply this knowledge creatively and make it

concrete" (Gelernter 1988).

This split in the cutticuium has had far reaching effects on desigu education. As

it stands, students are expected to refer to dre large body of knowledge built up

through lectures fot use in studios. Howevet, lecture teachers in many schools

complain tlat the essential concePts taught do not seem to show up in snrdents

design schemes; and design teachers complain that students do not know the

fust thing aboug say, structures, even though they have sPent years in lectures

about structur.rro (Gelernter 1988). This dilemma can be atuibuted to the fact

that separation of activities in studio from those in lecnrres contributes to the

misperception that the activiries afe sepaiate (Ledewiu 1985). As a result

students often miss the connection between acquired knowledge (lectures) and

applied knowledge (studio). The technological asPects that influence

inhabitation are therefore lost on students as they fail to connect the t'vo. To

make matters worse, lecture coufses and studio courses rately complement each

otherrr (Gelernter 1988) and those who teach design are typically not the same

people who teach in the knowledge areas. This is perpetuated because, as

argued by Purcell and Sodersten Q002), "at a fundamental level there is no

direct connection between knowledge that is relevant to what is to be designed

and the process of learning how to desig." (?urcell and Sodersten 2002). In

effect, the students seem to be expected to work out the relationship for

themselves.

Gelemter argues the point further by claiming that this situation is a result of a

"naive and misleading concePdon of how knowledge is acquited and applied"

(Gelernter 1988). How knowledge is acquired and applied has to be carefirlly

considered if a truly integrative education is to be achieved. In his finalist essay

for the AIA/ACSA Walter Wagner Forum entided: lYhat is the most impoftant

singh cbange ,tecessary in tbe cducation of architects? Bany Yatt (1993) describes these

two kinds of leaming as Instruction and Application (see table).

to 
This has also been the experience of this writer.

11 Lecture courses seem to stick to one timetable (sometimes four years long) while studios deal with issues that require

technical knowledge that studenls (especially beginners) will acquire years later (Gelemter 1988).
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Teacher is active, student absorbs
lmparts'Body of Knowledge"
Lecture

Y]gllo: leaming: passes on what others have leamedlmparts knowledge to student

Student is active, teacher guides
lmparts 'Experience'
Lab/Studio
Direct leaming: trial and enor, practi@
Extracts knowledqe from exercisa

Both types of learning are interdependenr and essentiar rowards the deep
understanding of a particular field or subject especiany if the smdent is to
achieve any self-sufficiency (Yatt 1993). According to yatt, instrucdon without
application may be consideted irrelevant and application without instruction
may reinforce bad habits or simpry be too slow ffatt 1993). Gerernrer sees
interdependence as unavoidable since:

Knowledge offered in advance of aoy attempt to appry it cannot find a conceptuarschema in the student's mind in which ro reside, fi"r ;; r.q;.d;.r-.*a can onry bedeveloped while struggling with a particular probl"m (G"h;,.:;t;0r-'

and

"'anempting ro struggre widr a design problem in advance of commanding any cogrutiveschemata, or solution types, is aoo-.a se faiturs, for the ,*i."i",iilrrot possess theessential starting point from which design ideas evolve (Gelern*;LSq.

As stated in chapter one, architecturar design exists as theory and practice or
ptinciples and their apprication. For the student to consciously appry what drey
learn to produce an atchitecture that works, application and acquired knowledge
must be allowed to evolve in such a manner as ro supporg adiust and define
each other.

The lack of integration of rerevant knowledge into the design process is widely
recognised as an important issue within schools and some aftemprs have been
made to deal with the situarion ffavuz lggg). some schools try to integrate
knowledge by linking studio with other subject areas. Recogrusing that
integration is difficult while a student is just gaining proficiency,udth a subjecg
they purposefi:lly inset studios with a focus on integtation, utilising knowredge
that was to be gained earlier in the corrse (Dutton et ar 2002).In these
instances, studios are taught by facurty teams who jointly formulate the assigned
project and work together to create coruse materials that are mutuany
reinforcing. one such exampre occrrs at victoria University of lfelington
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where the cenual emphasis of the studio in question is to address the attributes

of the therma! acoustic, and visual in the making of atchitecrure' Both the

measurable and poetic atributes of the sensory are worked with as a means of

enriching the language of students' architecrure @onn and Daish 1998)' Tutors,

however, have to deal with more issues in this format because of the double

emphasis of the sudio.

Other schools attemPt to make studios dependent on all other coursewofk of

de coursework to studios. This is difficutt to maintain and often results in a

fesricted curriculum. Some schools do not afternpt to reconcile lectures and

srudios but rather fall back on the Pfemise that the university is the place for

cooceptual work, and rhat the reality of design proiects will become evident

once a srudent begins work in an architecturd office fWeber and Schnier 1999)'

With the pfessrues of today's society, most Pfactices hardly have time to exPose

the srudents in a structured way to the practical issues connected to design'

The challenge for design educadon therefore is making the knowledge relevant

to design, an iflrcgral pafi of leaming to design, while maintaining the integrity

of that knowledge area. The fact is, only through such integradon can students

fi:lly appreciate the relative importance of specialized areas of knowledge to the

,whole. This would ^t least approach the condition earlier found in

apprenticeship and pupillage where the student was given the oppomrnity to

acquire practical knowledge while experiencing its application. Then, a strong

link between the two was consequently clear and indivisible to the apprentice'

At no time has a fesponse to this challenge been more critical than in the 21st

cenrury where sustainability is essential for the built environment.

Typical Lecture
or seminar

Victoria - 20pts during one school year.

CSA - 4 pts during one school Year

Design studio
with its system of
critiques

ViAoria - 40pts during one school year.

CSA - 16 pts during one school Year

Table2.2. How are courses weighted in Archltectural Education? The table

shows the difference in credit plints between lecture courses and design

ituJio at two schoots of archatecture (with different systems) (Source:

vi&oii" University of Wellington, Prospectus 20m & Caribbean School of

Architecture, Prospectus 2001/03).
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Sustainabfe Architecture

Today' more than any other period in history an integrated approach toatchitecture is necessary for success. current concems about the wen being ofthe planet places atchirecrs in the responsibre position of leading the way to amore environmentally friendly archirecture. This move (which ta-kes place onseveral fronts) ro protect the planet has placed panicurar imporance on the ideaof "Green Architecture" or an archirectute of sustainabirity. Darrene Brady(1996) defines "Green Architecture,, as a ..term used to identifrenvironmentelly sound buildings that lncorporare ecologically sensitiveproducts, energy efficiency, adaptive reuse, and building permaoence,, (Brady1996)' one of the challenges in the EAAE survey was rhe notion of sustainablearchitecture in schools' susainable archirccture is comprex and mtrltifaceted. Itinvolves several issues: building for posteriry, mainaining presenring andadapting existing building stock and being envirorungnra'y responsive (sun,wind' Iight' site)' It involves social and culrurar responsibiriry and awareness andundersanding of how users perceive an architectutal design from the point ofview of inhabitation, "complete with scale, colour, and right,, @rady 1996).Those core comPetencies that students need to know in order to producetesponsible sustainable design require a solid grasp of rhe several issues rhatimpact on sustainable design. Responsibre design involves examining andmarupulating the issues as specialist items bur most imporantly also as parts ofan integrated systern. As Brady states quite emphatically: ..The 
key to achievingsustainability' whether in architectute, business or the environmenq is the abirityto undersand the larger contexr,, (Brady 1996). The prace for reaming thisintegtation is the design srudio; unfornrnately as outlined earlier, issues such ashkitg studio with other courses' the attitude of students ro technical subjecrcand a neglect for the notion of process all conspire ro undermine this objecrive.

Though an essential part of the issue of integration, sustainability is crucialenough for special attention. while designing the studenr musr be aware of rheissues that affect architecture in general and sustainabiliry in particular. Thechallenge' therefore' would be to encourage an av/areness of sustainabirity by
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allowing those issues that direcdy affect this important coocern to be accessible

to the student when designing.

Virtual Environment

Imagine a musician learning to play the piano iust by reading books about

music or practising on a wooden replica with painted notes CWeber and Schnier

1999). Imagine a juggler learning to iuggte by simply reading about it. Just as the

musician needs to play on a real instrument to learn and the juggler needs to

appreciate the weight of the balls and the reality of gravity, so should it be

favourable that the architect leams about architecture through the actual

making of architecture. This scenario @y no means perfect) occurred during the

Middle Ages in the lodges of the guilds. Since then, however, the environment

for leaming about making architecture has become increasingly virtual.

According to Weber and Schnier (1999), this fails to propedy PrePare students,

because it "rests on the efroneous assumPtion that theory can adequately

simulate ptactice" Seber and Schnier 1999).

In studio, srudents undertake proiects that simulate and simplifr practice. Schon

calls this a "virtual wodd"; relatively ftee of the pfessrres, distractions and risks

of the real world to which it nevertheless refers (Sch<in 1985). In this virnml

environment sfudents PfePaIe for professiond practice through hypothetical

design exercises that simulate problems encountered in the red architectural

world. This has its benefia. Teaching in a virtual environment allows the

teacher to focus on particular themes or issues in the studio. The projects used

(most times) are therefore typicdly the construct of the teachet, and reflect any

particular focus of the srudio. This allows the student the oppomrnity to engage

with particular notions. However, learning in a virnral environment often cuts

the srudent off from other issues that impinge on decisions in the real world.

Lack of outside variables and evaluation pararneters exacerbates the virnrality of

learning.

Architecnual design is a complex shifting endeavout. It requires that a designer

constantly make decisions according to Pafameters, few of which he or she

acnrally controls. In the real wodd, outside influences on the design process

include the demands of users, clients, building regulations, engineers, and
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quantity s'rveyofs. Design is therefore a matrer of conshnt negodation, inwhich the designer must consider, appraise and reconcile many aspects of thefinal product. when the srudio projects are ser up, however, there are lit'e
external variables included for student decision_makirg. A virhrar environment
cfeates a vacuum for studens to design in. This leaves students in nearly firllcontrol of all variables, creadng a false sense of the design process. They do notas a result cate enough about the impact that the design has on surrounding
environment and the people who use it. In nrm they rery on the tutor to te'them what is needed.

,^ 

** dilemma arises when the criteria used to appraise srudent work doeslot match those applied to real buildings. Finar ..reviews,, 
ofren give studenm

many false impressions about the qualiry of their work, and objective criteria arerarely introduced' even though they exist in actual architecturar practice. Bycontrasq "teal proiects must ultimately pass the test of time and be measured
against acfual contexrual, aesthetic, constuctive and economic goals and
standards,, (lVeber and Schnier lggg).

The virtual world' while having a clear advantage over real sites @y allowing
experimentation and focus), displaces the sn-rdent's rearning from the realities ofarchitecture' In iq the snrdent (who has linle experience of the ,.real,, 

world)
struggles ro define a rcalistic model of the problem or come to terrns with therules embedded within it' He/she has no idea how the design will perform inthe physical world and so is more willing to suspend ..physical 

rules,, and ignorelimitations' This is replaced by aesthetic rules, which rcquire no testing.
consequently the student designer has no appreciation of the issues concemedin making the environment cost effecdve and responsive to the user. It istherefore the teacher's responsibiliry ro reveal rhe realities lacking in thestudent's vocabulary' This subsequently reduces the time afforded to o'rer

asPects of teaching design' Practical knowledge is gained in the context ofteality (or the rules of such reality). since it is physically impossible ro reachwithin acrual ptojecrs, the challenge therefore, would be to embed the r'Ies ofreality in the virnral environment, while allowing pardc'lar foci as needed.
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Conclusion

At the beginning of the 21st cenrury there is a general belief within the

architectual profession that schools of architecrure are not doing their best to

prepafe students for the rapidly changing wodd of practice. Students, according

to critics, are not getring enough exposrre to the practical issues of architecture.

It is the opinion of practitioners that schools should be doing more to integrate

realism into its "theoretical" curriculum. At ptesent there is a call for positive

action in architectural education by integtating practical knowledge in design

projects. A cerrain means of achieving rhis is the broadening of srudio to allow

students to explore the science and practice of architecture in addition to

traditional explorations of the art (Yan 1993). For a solution, the teaching of

theoretical knowledge (creativiry intuition) has to be balanced with practical

knowledge.

To illusrrare the importance of this balance let us use the analogy of the artist

(someone the architect is considered to be). An artist can scarcely produce a

good work of art based simply on a Pefsonal vision of the piece. For the artist's

vision to be effective the artist must have an intimate knowledge of his/her

media and tools. He/she must know the reaction of the brush tluough oil ot

watercolour and the effect of the stroke on the texture of the canvas etc. This

technical knowledge enables him/het to cfeate a richer result' Similarly the

sculptor cannot in faimess cfeate a meaningfirl piece of work without

knowledge of the materials he/she uses in his/her task. And so it is with the

architecg practical issues such as environmental control, structure and other

technical issues are a part of the palene for architectural creativity. If the

architect does not have a grasp of the tools and materials related to his/her

craft then how can he/she create architectue?

A current debate within the American profession surrounds the AIA's

endorsement of the idea that sudents should be allowed to take the

Architectural Regisuation Examination (ARE) immediately after graduating. In

a poll on this issue, 55o/o of respondents (all in practice) agreed with the idea

while only 40% disagreed (Ifigang 1999). In the same poll, 6670 voted that

there should be a better balance betvreen time spent in design studio and time
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devoted to other subjects such as technicar and business aspects of the
profession (Mirgang 1,ggg).rf implemented this could mean that schools wourd
have ro emphasise more practical and technical knowredge ro meer the
requirements of the examination. Achieving this would require a shift in
architectwal pedagogy but without losing the benefits of the studio design
culture.

Balancing theory with practical and rechnical knowledge in the curiculum
would help students to produce architecture that is inhabitable, experientiar,
functional and responsible. The way forward, therefore, is overcoming the
challenges facing education today as a resurt of education,s existence in
academia. The challenges are:

- The current moder is incapabre of supporting rhe amount of technology to
be uansferred.

' Schools value or favour theory and the product above practice and process.

studio is disconnected from acquired knowledge making it difficult to
implement imporant issues like sustainability.

Design is taught in a vim:al environment.

Thete must be a possible channel for rhis resrrgence or renewal that does not
requfue restructuring and changing what is considered by some as a good way of
teaching design. This solution should:

create an envfuonment where a balance between theory and practice can
exist.

create an environment where a balance between product and process can
exisr

cteate a virrual environment that contains relevant experiences from the
real wodd.

Allow timely, relevant and integrative knowredge of technical issues.

Allow an accurate av/areness of sustainabitry through integrative and timely
disseminadon in studio.
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The enduring Lga.y of apprenticeship in architectural education is the notion

that the student will teceive a deeper knowledge by leaming through the

process of doing and mfuroring the processes of the mastet. This indicates that

the solution must be implemented in an environment where the student is

exposed to the challenges of design by actually engagng with the task (real or

hypothetical) and master. With origins in the 19th century Ecole des Beaux Arts

this environment, the dcign studio, is the primary fneans of teaching design in

architectural education today. It is, apparendy, the only place available to

architectural education where snrdents xe expected to btiog together

knowledge from the different disciplines to inform the development of their

architectual designs SJicol and Pilling 2000). The only oppomrnity students

have to leam by experience, to grow by exploration, to integrate all they've

Iearned, is in the studio lYan 1993). Studio wofk must broaden to provide a

forum for exercising all the skills taught in architecture schools' Any attempt

therefore to introduce effective tools and methods in design education that can

remedy the current situation has to be within this realm. \fhen one starts to

propose a new apptoach to an existing condition or a neril tool it is important

to explain the existing circumstances and exPose any drawbacks that the new

approach or tool is meant to address. This is done by examining the place

vrhere it all happens... the design studio.
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3. Th. Design Studio

The a&aoced wodr in design is catried on, as in all our schools of architecture, by
means of problems and criticisms. The designs are arways sarted by eight+o;
pteliminary sketches made by the student witho,.,i guidan.e ot arsisraoc.. These sketches
are criticized before the class and then each suJ.rrt elaborates his design, u/ith such
modifications as ate suggested, undet the daily cdticism of the instructors over f],edo*ing boards. The problems usually occupy a month or six weeks.

RePort on thc scboot ofAnhite*rn ar Hennrd in tbe AnhitcaaralRcnrd- Janc 1907

Figure 3.0 A Design studio at victoria university of weilingnon.

conbnuing concern of architecnrral practitioners is the petcepdon

that gnduates leave schools of architecture with insufficient awareness

of the technical and practical aspects of architecture. This occurs as a

rcsult of the instimtionalisation of architectural learning. The features of this

institutionalisarion are challenges, extolled in the last chapter, thar face

architectural education today. we have examined the cause and effects of these

challenges and finally sated that in order to meet those challenges we musr
understand the place that is most affected by rhem - the design studio.
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The design studio has many strengths and weaknesses. on one hand design

studio fosters creadve d.iscovery, exploradon of ideas, and critical discussions

(Dumon et d,. 2002). on the other hand, this method of teaching (or its results)

has not kept pace with the changing context of society and practice. As a result,

the studio has been linked to the inabiliry of students to grapple with issues that

face 27"'century society (Chapter 2)'

Having stated rhe problem, the aim of this chapter is to commence the

progression towards a reasonable solution. It begins the process by critically

describing and analysing the design studio, searching for aspects that could lead

to its suengthening. Beginning with the pedagogicat aims of studio, the chapter

proceeds to discuss the various elements and events that characterise the desigu

studio and support its methods. It will be revealed that learning occurs during

the conversations the student engages in d"nng these events. The pros and

cons of this style of teaching is debated before isolating the key component of

studio that can assist in addressing the cdtical issues that face architectural

education todaY.

The Design Studio

The design studio socially, physically and pedagoscally occupies premier

position in design education. The extract at the beginning of the chapter was

taken from a repoft on the School of Arcbitecture at Harvard in 1907. It could

have been wdnen exactly word for word about any school of architecture in

2003, almost 100 years later. Today, studio continues to retain certain academic

and social uadidons that characterised architectural education one hundrcd

yeafs ago, namely, its perceived importance in the ctlriculum of schools.

Despite changing educational and professional attitudes, the typical design

studio has nor diminished in its importance as an academic subiect and physical

place within architecmrd education'

The design studio is stjll poruayed as "active sites where students ate engaged

intellectually and socially, shifting between analyric, synthetic and evaluadve

modes,, putton 1991). Writers and commentators have referred to it as the

,,hearr and soul" (Ryan et al. 1991) of architectural education or the "distincdve

holy-of-holies of architectual education" @oyer and Mitgang 1996)' Others
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view it as the place where "rhe erhos of a profession is bom" (cuff 1991) or as

the synthesiser of architecnrral knowledge:

At its best, the design. studio sequence provides the connective tissue that bdngs

9*F*'ptogressively, the many elements of architecture education (Boyer and MiBa;g
19e6).

Donald Sch6n and other writers view srudio teaching as a 
q'usefirl model for the

creative and self-critical laiming necessary to develop reflective professional

ptactice" (skinner 2000) and a "rnodel of excellent leaming', @ritgang 1gg7),

making it the 'tery model of education in all the professions,' (Broadbent 1995,

Skinner 2000).

Design studio comrnands from both students and faculty the most tirne, energy

and resources in the school. students consciously spend a hfuh proportion of
theii academic energies in sn:dio. Other courses like structures, environmenal.

science, construction, history and ptofessional practice get scarce attention and

some shrdents have been known to neglect classes and assignments from othet

subject areas in ordet to complete a studio proiect

Figurc 3.1. Arehiteeture students trying hard to meet e deadline ln deslgn
studlo,

The imporance of the design sudio is evident in its role in definiag the

relationship architecrure school has with rhe rest of the university. rt is the

design studio that accentuates the uniqueness of architecnrral school in the
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university. One of its unique feanrres is the student-teacher contact time srnce

the highest amount of srudent-teacher contact hours in the universities are

often located in the design studio. fn some cases, this raflges from 8 to 12 hours

a week for a group of students and sometimes as much as 90 minutes of one-

on-one contact Per student pet week. At present, architectural schools sit

academically uncomforably (wirh only a few exceptions notably Architectural

Association and the Boston Architectural Cenue which do not sit at all) within

the universiry envfuonment. The design studio reinforces this discomfon by

being craft like and imprecise without the dgour of the intellectual arts and

without the objective methodology of the natufal sciences flohnston 1995).

Aims of design studio

As a social experience, the design studio is a phenomenon that fledgling

architects carry with them fot the rest of their careers. If asked, many architects

can reminisce about and acknowledge the late nights, exciting proiects, a sense

of community and personal sacrifice that characterised the studio. However,

while there is general agfeement among commentators about the social role the

studio plays within schools and the value it has, there seems to be a lack of

consensus as to the pedagogical aims of design studio'

Besides its complexitl, the diversity of opinion about the aims and obiectives of

rhe studio is perpetuated by the fact that adopting the design studio as used in

schools of architecture was no singular deliberate act It u/as not formulated as a

result of carefirl research, testing and implementation but rathet based on

established and successful atchitectural Uaditions (such as apptenticeship) and

modified to fit the era in which it existed, Studio work in schools of architecture

has been so well established that the basis on which it proceeds has become

uncritically accepted. This is not to say that design education doesn't have its

aims and obiectives, buq rather implies that most written material about its aims

and obiectives rcnd to be hindstght *d interpretive. Each inteqpfetation is

inherently based on rhe interprerer's bias and educational beliefs. As a result

thete are conflicting views as to what the outcome of a studio education should

enmil.
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some commentators Iink design studio education to a specific way of seeing

designing. 
lelkis uluoglu (2000), for instance, sees design as praxis where

actions are not impulsive or habitual but rather conscious and intelligent. To
him, design is not merely an activity based on skilts. subsequently he descdbes

design teaching as providing the student with a self-conscious experience about
what s/he is doing pluoglu 2000). In addition ro rhis, design teaching is

supposed to embody knowledge of architecture and design in general while
providing rhe individual with the tools of using this general knowledge to the
solution of specific cases and with a personal style pluoglu 2000). Sacie
Burtelson claims that design is a process of making decisions where each

decision has a rationale, argument and a reason behind the decision. According
to her, students are expected to learn the ptocess of design, which is a certain
way of thinking or acting in a certain design situation @urtelson 199g).

other commentators go beyond simple starements to create lists of aims that
intersect. Stefani I-edewitz (1985) at rhe start of her anicle Modek of desigtt itt
stadio teacbing in the Joumal of Architectural Educarion lists three basic facets

that the snrdio has the responsibility of teaching. The first is the acquisition of
new skills. ds66lrling to Ledewitz:

It is where students leam and practice a number of new skills, such as visualization and
represenation (Ledewitz 1 995).

students express, explore, and manipurate ideas tkough draudng and generaly
"discover" by having a conversation with the dawing. Secondly, design studio
provides sftdents a new language with which to communicate (kdewitz 19g5).

She goes furrher to quote Donald Schrin describing design as:

...a 'graphic and verbal .?-ng""g. game,, in which drawing and alking are
complementary and inextricably linkia p.a"*it" tOAS;.

According to Ledewitz:

\Jflords like "fbrrn" and "scale" have new and complex meanings that are not easy to
internalise. Leaming to explore and communi."t. id.", .rrro&r ;*"g is a new
experience for most srudents (Ledewitz 19g5).

Finally Ledewitz claims that the scudio is a place where srudenrs learn to .think

architecurally' (Ledewiu 1 985).
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She goes on further to say each of these thtee asPects - nelv skills, new

language and "architectural thinking" afe actually interdependent for the

student to get a complete learning experience. It is difficult and ineffective to

isolate each element, as each becomes a means of leaming the others, thetefore

integraring these is a big part of leatning to design, for instance (and using

Ledewitz's examPles):

Drawing skills... are essential to leaming to commuoicate spatial concepts' ... Leaming

,o ,..oioir" atchitecrural issues can inform and aid the development of visualization

skills (I-edewitz 1 985).

John wade (1977) when speaking about studio instruction in his book

Architecture, Pmbhns and Putposes has other views of the intentions of studio

leaming

The student designer, in his experience of studio instruction and of both the informal

and formal criticiim process, leams a great deal about design and about problem solving'

The leaming occus in a number of distinct areas'

Firsgthedesignsudentleamsagreatalnountabouttheprobflsolvingprocess.He
learns design il th. ,"*" w"y thai some people have supposedly leamed to swim - by

l.i"g thr;r" into rhe warcr. Leaming design by being thtown into-an ocean of desigr

probi.-, is certainly not a painless *"y ,o l.^*, but having leamed, there is much the

designer knows.

Second, the design s$denr leams a great amount about what things influence design

solutions. He seei how different students produce different kinds ofsolutions and how

different time limits affect the kind of solution a student is able to produce' In addition

to leaming how to design he leams what some of the influeoces on desiga are and can

thus exert some control over the qudity of solution he achieves'

Third, the design student leams a great amount about cooperative problem solving. The

social intetactions he experien."t it his fust team problems are amoog the most intense

in his school .rteer. H. 
^leams, 

some of the essential communication techniques required

in any cooperative effort. tf it is possible to say what some _of 
these are. It may be

porriil" to help the student take bener advantage of what he has learned as he moves

into practice fJ0ade 1977).

More recently other coJnmentatots have taken a broader view and see design

education as a means of leaming skills for life. According to Nicol and Pilling

(2000), architecilre students do not need to learn iust about architectufe and

design skills but also how to leam, manage and take resPonsibility for their own

learning throughout life (I'Jicol and Pilling 2000). Doing this involves leaming

the process of identifying accessing and evaluating new inforrnation and

relating it to the task at hand effectively. To Broadbent, design is about asking

the right quesdons. He claims teaching design is about fittditg what the

question actually is rather than simply being a matter of teaching how to solve
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problems (Sroadbent 1g95). Guita Fadvarsadti (2001) perceives design

education as the means of educatirg .,people who are aware of what happens in
the wodd around them, who can criticize the existi.g situation, produce

solutions' and at the same time accept the responsibility for the decisions they

make" @arivatsadd 2001). A key component of this is the ability to criticise the
work of others as well as your own work.

Despite the apparent lack of consensus about what the design studio should be

teaching there are a few feanrres that remain consi2nt in most contributions to
the debate. Foremost, design is seen as a conscious (and personal) and
deliberate activity and teaching in studio should reflect this. Students should be

taught that design involves decision-making. Successfi.rl decision-making

involves asking the right questions by being critical of existing conditions and
critical of self-generated conditions. This is best achieved by using acquired

skills, acquired language, acquired information and personal insight as tools of
criticism, The student has to have the ability to construcf and reconstnrct
information - relating ideas - by identi$,ing and criticising issues involved in
making the "right" decisions. For this to happen, the student has to be acutely

aware of the issues involved. These issues or conditions are based on context,
resources and meaning conveyed. It is imporant to reiterate that the design

studio is highly praised as an effective method of teaching architecure students.

The question is, howevern wherher the srudio is well suited to making the
student aware of the issues that constitute or contribute to the right decisions in
the 21" century.

Anatomy of the design studio

The form and composition of the design studio varies fiom schoor to school.
In some schools, studio is segregated into years and develops witrr each

successive year (building up on material ftom the year before). other schools

while keeping the yea$ separate, teach each year as separate units not
connected to previous years save the skills required to achieve the goals set out.
some schools (like Royal Melbourne Instinrte of Technology (RMIT) and the
Architecnrral Association) u 'lize 

a unit system where an instructor who declares

a clear architecrural position coordinates each unit. Students then choose to join
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one of these design trnits, in which they remain for the year, being taught

together with upper year (or lower year) students. In other schools the studio

might be linked to a community project or employed by other cowses (e.g.

smlcttues, construction) where students are given hands on experience. sam

Mockbee's Rr:ral Studio at Auburn University is an example of this. Despite this

diversity in approach, the events, rituals and people of the studio itself vary very

slightly ftom school to school'

So, what happens in the contemPorary snrdio?

The Scene

The irnportance of the design studio today in architecnrral schools is seen in

physical temrs by im teladonship to other spaces within the schooltz' This is

manifested clearly by its usage and location. Unlike other coutses where

shrdents spend time in lecture thea6e and classrooms for up to 2 hours, studios

are occupied and used fot 24 hours. A physical position in the studio fePf,esents

to the student a home base in which other activities in addition to designing can

take place.

Figure 3.2 Scene from Vlctorla Unlvenslty Studios - 2nd year and Final year

The srudio scene often occur::i in an open space with drawing desks arranged in

a formal ot infomral pa$em depending on the strucnre of the school. In some

studios, desks are arrarlged inwardly building work niches for particular grouPs

of smdents who like to v'rcfk in the same 
"i.ioity. 

Incteasingly today computets

are part of the mix. The shrdio usually contains students of the salne yeaf

although it is quite common to integrate students of adiacent years. The walls

ffiomeschoo|so|architec.turethatdonothavestudiosorspace.sforstudentgtowork
together. ln these schools students work at home and come in to meet with their tutor8 for deskcrits'
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and pinup boards in the studio are often covered with images and sketches.

Half finished models lie around with waste material on the floor while friendly
banter floats across the room. peter Monaghan (2001) sums it up well when he

descdbes a design srudio at the Universiry of Minnesota:

" 'a ctowded toom of beat-up ables squeezed together in happenstance combinations.
From numerous vases' cups, and coffee cans sprout pens and pencils, fert-tip pens,
pasrels, as well as many other drawing tools. Pins, tacks, nuts, bolts 

"te 
scattered about.

Cardboard and balsawood models sii half-finished or half-recycled amid sctaps of the
raw materials that went into them. A cut-up running shoe? A hard hat? In dswers
beneath the drafting tables lie +e luxiliary iools of te trade, a broken porable cD
player, coffee cups, a plastic bottle of Tylenol $4onaghan 2001).

The Players

There are several players involved in design studio: the key prayers being the
studio insrructor and the student (see chapter 4). The sudio instructor or
master is often an experienced practitioner and/or academic. The instructor
coordinates the studio, determines trre educational aims of the projecg sets the
design problem, assernbles and makes available reference material, conducts the

desk crits, usually orchestrates the formal review(s) and does final assessment

and grading. Depending on the size of the design class, rhe studio master is
assisted by srudio tutors who are usually practitioners, academics, or recent
graduares. Turors (including the studio masrer) are charged with the task of
opening students up to the inricacies of designing by ,.modelling 

appropriate
behaviour, values, design strategies, and thought processes" (Schon 19g4)

These tutors are given charge of a manageable group of students (about 12)u.

students vary in age, race, gender and often background.Th.y can be teenagers

recendy graduating from high schoo! persons who have spent a large amount
of time working as architecrural draughtspeople and are now getting a formal
education or persons who spent undergraduare years doing majors srightly

related (or not related) to architecture. Usually the pdor educational experiences

of new sudenrs do nor prepare them sufficiently for the pedagogical aspects of
the design studio.
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13 
Reported experiences have shown the studio dynamic changes significantly if the ratio exceeds 13 to one. (ochsner2000).
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Figure 3.3. StUdents come from diverse backgrounds. (source: Architectural

Becord, Aug 2fi12:&4)

other parties involved in the studio are external critics as well as other students

in the school. Extemal ctitics are usually academics/practitionets (sometimes

celebrated) not directly involved in the sening of the educational obiectives of

the studio.

The Project

The pedagogical experience of the design snrdio is rooted in the technique of

"leaming by doing". As practiced in the Beaux-Arts model, students ar€

presented with a hypothetical "design problem" and allowed to explore

solutions, encountering failure, success and frusuation along the way' This

approach to teaching has been formalized in recent years under the heading:

Problem-Based Learning eBL). The basis of problem-based leaming is the

setting of a problem allowing the student to direct their own leaming through

the seeking of solutions to the problem. Under close supervision and tutelage,

they engage in a search for solutions, learning not only the facts of the situation

and possible solutions but also the prccess of discovery. Recendy, it has also

been found that other professional disciplines such as medicine, engifleering

and mathematics, among others, use variations of this technique' In architecture

it is the foundation of the design studio'
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In the studio, each learning expedidon revolves around a panicular project or
series of projects for the semesrer. The project or task is formulated based on

the obiectives the instructors want to achieve during the period. Projects usually

involve the design of parts of buildings, whole buildings, building complexes, or
parts of cities and towns. These, typically, comprise of a design problem in the

form of a building program - a stipulated set of design requirements. The

program comprises of one or sorne of these elements:

- A social condition in which students have to grapple with cultural issues

related to a pardcular building rype. e.g. rhe design of a small arr

museum or church.

- A theoretical position or anitude

investigation.

- List of rooms (accommodation)

funcdonal requircments.

A site (real or imagined) or conrexr is also given as pan of the design

problem.

Figure 3.4. Beginning student deslgn proiects ranging from abstract issues of
form and shape to pragmatic lssues of circulation.

Projects usually increase in complexity and objecrives *roughout the academic

life of the srudent. Beginning srudenrs usually stan by receiving projects that

develop an undersranding about architectural principles, spatial concepts,

functional organisation, and visual composition. As the student moves through

architectural school, projecrs get longer (final year students sometimes work on

projects one school-yearJong), more complex and more "architectural', in

towards architecfwe that requires

with respective sizes and specific

I
-fl
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nature. Advanced levels projects incorpotate the oppomrnity for the student to

express his/her personal theoretical position(s). Here students sometimes

formulate their own Pfograms. Complexity, however, does not necessarily

depend on size of cost. It depends on the numbet and difficulty of the dotgt

issues involved in a given project. A house for a family with a strong cultural

identity on a restricted site could be more complex than an office building or

factory.

The life of a ptoject comPrises of a series of events. The issue of the profect is

the first event and sometimes involves talking about the Progfarr\ discussing

logistics and answering any questions for cladty. Depending on the educational

morives of the problem, the instructor might talk about any technicaf

theoretical and social/cultural positions the project is meant to address. At this

point the class will probably visit the site (in cases where a real site is used) and

interview clients (in cases where a real client is used). Students are then left to

start developing schemes that address design issues embedded in the proiect.

Unlike the classroom ot lecturi theatre, the real wotk of the design studio as a

vehicle for snrdent learning and skills development occuts when the student

puts forward ideas representative of a proposed solution. In addressing the

problem the student goes through several evolving fomrs from the batest of

sketches in a notebook through comPutef explorations to frrlly developed

drawings and models (physical or.ligital). All these forms are used to addtess in

one way or another all aspects of the problem the student is aware of. At

various points during the proiect the student may be asked or required to

present his or her project for evaluation and cdticism. The studio master has to

see the proiect and give a critique before the student moves on. Leaming and

teaching in the studio therefore does not take place in one scenario but through

a series of situarions (stops and starts) in which students are criticised and given

feedback about their work. These situations take the form of desk crits, gouP

crits or pin ups, intermediate reviews, and the often-controversial final review

Together, these situations, contribute foindy to "the refining of knowledge

through the reflective act of desigrt'' (Boyer and Mitgang 1996).
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The Desk crit(ique)

A key comPonent of studio instnrction is the individual desk crirr+. Short for
critique; the desk cdt is where students atrempt ro reconcile the problem with
individual rutors providing supporr in a one-on-one siruation. This dialogue
t^Les place in the studio at the desk of the student During these meedngs the

tutor helps the student:

\Iflorh through difficult issues, demonstmting appropriate design thinkio& and often
making normative remarks about design objictives, itr"t gi"r, La t .trriqu.s (Sch<in
198s).

Figure 3.5. A typical desk crit

The material rhat forms rhe basis for these discussions are typically rough
sketches, or rough physical models. These are often multiple in intent and

unresolved. In the conversadon with the tutor, the student will restate the

problem as they understand ir, outline any issues being ad&essed to solve the
problem, present their solution (or series of alternate solutions) and any
problems encounrered, The tutor then responds by 1) exposing any problems
with the chosen direction, 2) making the design siuation clearer to the student

ffid/or 3) poinung out any impracticalities or technical difficulties involved in
the proposal. The student then goes away, takes or leaves the advice, before

returning to repeat the dialogue.
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ta 
This has been called other things in different schools around the wortd - tutorials, desk reviews, consuttations. ln thisthesis it will be termed desk crit.
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Figure 3.6. An gloup discussion comprising of students ol one hrtorial suts
group.

The Group Crit

The group crit is a slightly expanded version of the desk ctit In it the student is

a parr of a small selection of the class (sometimes a grouP of four to six) who

pin up work or gther around someone's desk with the tutor. The student

whose work is being examined will lestate the problem, outline any issues being

addressed to solve the problem, Present their solution (or series of alternate

solutions) and describe the process used to arrive at that point' Once this is

done the work is oPen to criticism and discussion by both the tutor and the

goup. The advantages of fhis review indude (in addition to genera'''rg

di-ffereng sometimes conflicting corlments about the student's proiect)

exposing the student to the multitude of attitudes and approaches tourards the

proiect as demonsuated in the other proposed schemes as well as helping the

student develop a sense of self-criticism. The student is taught critical

awafeness, to think critically, to undersAnd criticism as the central theme of

leaming to design.

The Interim Crit

The "interim" crit or teview is often seen as preparation for the final crit but

compared to rhe final review it is decidedly informal. An imporant distinction

of this crit is that it often occrus at specific points in the life of the profecq for

instance after the site analysis, or the first notion of form' Involving students of

the entire class, this crit requires that students Present their latest solution to a
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small iury or panel' This panel includes other studio instnrcbrs from the school

of architecture, practidoners, even clients intimately familiar with rhe design

problem in practice.

Formal Reviews

The review or iury is a distinct telic of the Beaux-Arts educarion where the

submissions from studenrs u/ere judged by extemal critics and awarded points

or aahurs. Today the main form of assessrnent in design studio (in most schools)

is ttre final review. Formal rcviews give students a chance to pmctice both their

vetbal and graphic presentation skills. The snrdents are expected to erprein *1gir

design response, through words and drawings, to an audience which sometimes

does not share the history of the studio, and which rnay be sceptical or hostile

to their approach. Most students view this as one of the more important fonns

of critique, as the procedure is mote rigorous and it is often scheduled at the

end of the design project.

Figure 3.7. A final review in progress.

The final review, ctit or iory "" 
it is called in some schools have come under

severe criticism recendy. Nicol and pilling argues that the review lays the

foundations for an advetsarial relationship benveen presenter and listener,

which is then taken forward into the professional's dealings with non-architects

$'Jicol and Piling 2000). Another criticism claims that it is rhe breeding grognd

of architectural iargon (cuff 1991). Here, the architect does not leam how to
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talk to the layman (the future client) but rather engages in "architectute speak"

with the critics. Others claim that the iury system is the cause of untold

psychological disuess among students and if handled improperly does not

contribute to leaming (Anthony 1991). Writers have also written books on the

subject and suggested altematives to the crit (Doidge et al' 2000; Anthony

1991). Interestingly, when asked if th. i*y system of evaluating design work

was abusive, undemrines teamwork and should be reconsidercd, 69oh of

respondents to a recent-r4rcbitectsralRzcordpolldisagreed (Iv1itpng 1999).

The lecture/ discussion session

Adiunct to on€ on one exchange aod reviews, the studio instructor fllay meet

with the entire studio class or small groups to discuss vatious asPects of the

problem under investigation. The format of these "meetings" which may take

place on a weekly basis can either be in the form of a lecture or semfurat'

Matters discussed of Presented often include the review and critique of a

number of design precedents, theoretical and cultural issues and special skills or

techniques, for example comPuter skills that will help to successfirlly address

the problem. Students are given the oppornrnity here of discovering abstract

ideas about architecnfie and applying it ditecdy to t]reit work.

lnformal interaction

Figure 3.8. Students interact informally by working in close proximity.
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Alongside these "organised" learning situations, students are immersed in the

informal learning that takes place as a resulr of close interaction with their

peers. The attemPt to capitalize on informal learning is reflected in the usual

open layout of the studio, where smdents can monitor each others' progress

and overhear cornments by the instructors on othet students'work. Students

will informally critique each other's projects, comp,ue approaches and in the

Process learn various design skills, drawing and model construction rechniques

from each other. As a resulg the studio takes on a life of its own ofren reflecting

the morale of the students. According to Cuff: "good students exhibit certain

behaviour: they produce more drawings, sketches, models and snrdies of
altematives than anyone else, and in so doing set the pace for the entire studio',

(Cuff 1991). A consequence of this is a culture of cooperation that defines the

studio experience for students as one student commented ro Dana Cuff:

The long hours of work in a common studio space forged us inro a close knit group of
men and women who were marked by our dedication, induance and talent. !/-e shared
the excirement of leaming ro sec the world in a new way... (cuff r991).

J.M- Richatds even goes as far to say, "even in the best equipped schools

[students] learn more from their fellow students than from the staff appointed

toinstructthem." s.ichards 1974). This is no different from the ateliers of old,

which were actually run by the students (dtiuu). younget snrdents learnt from
older students as they assisted the best students in their preparation for the

competition for the Grand Pix de Rome and discussed amongst themselves the

cofirments of the Dafton.

Conversations

The design studio is the main teaching tool in architectural education. Its

Presence is a result of tradition rather than purposefirl implementation and like

coundess other traditional activities it is accepted uncritically and rarely

examined for flaws. The challenges outlined in chapter 2 show cleady that the

featwes that make it unique also add to its inability to prepare the graduate for
ptactice. Fornrnately, it is one of those featrres that ultimately can resolve the

current situation.

The feature referred to is the pedagogical nature of che studio. This narure can

be described as Socraric or conversant: a dialogue between student and the
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emerging design, between student and instructor, between student and peers,

between student and jurors, as well as between the student and the societal

contexr to which the design is meant to address (Cuff 1991; Schon 1984;

Ochsner 2000; Dunon 1991). This differs from other teaching practices that

present wide-ranging concepts and assess students' sliill through particular and

direcred application (chapter 2). This nature is made explicit through the events

of the proiect. The events are actually different conversations the students has

during rhe life of the project that contributes to his/her critical awareness.

Conversations inform the design decision making of the studenl The student

assesses and criticises each decision based on his or her conversations. The

nucleus of value lies in the feedback the student gets from the conversations.

The value or impact of each event (it is argued) is based on the level and quality

of the feedback. For instance, the final review has a low level of feedback

because the student is intimidated, the jurors sometimes do not discuss the

main educational obiectives of the ptoiect and it occurs only once in the

project. On the other hand, the feedback ftom group crits is higher since the

student has more time to ingest what is being said, is intimate with the proiects

being discussed, the situation is less formal, and he or she can actually have a

conuersation with the persons involved. Based on this scale, it can be deduced,

that the feedback from the one-on-one conversations with the hrtor offers an

extremely high level of feedback. In fact it is second only to the conversations

the student has with his/her own work. Enhancing this convetsation in studio

is the key to meeting and overcoming the challenges facing studio.

Gonclusion

The main pedagogical tool at the heart of atchitecnual education is the design

studio. Teaching in studio is achieved though proiect based leaming techniques

where projects are a variety of real or hypothetical situations where the student

is expected to take certain decisions, become critically awate and exPress his or

her intentions or choices through coherent visual forrn. These problems or

ptojects are diverse situaCions with different approaches, themes, focuses, and

contexts requiring the student to rely on the conversations that come out of a

series of events which individually and collectively, conuibutes to these
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obiectives' These events ranging from the public arena of the 6nal review to the

informal with peers in studio and the one-on-one session with the studio master

involve a Socratic "gro. and take" about the design proposal under

development. It is through this "give and take", interactions, conversations that

the student learns about architecture.

Success in conversations is dependent on the information avrilall. to the

student for use duri.g the conversation. The more infomration about a

situation a designer has, the more readily he/she can make a decision or

contribution to a conversation. The right decision or contribution is based on

the relevant information for a specific siruation. Although this information is

readily available, a beginning designer somefimes has no idea such issues exist

or even where to look. More often than noq in the opinion of the studeng these

are the very issues that seem to "get in the way'' of the solution. Unless the

ptoject is technically oriented, the snrdent is usually expected ro self leam from

reference books, the technical and social paradigms rhat have implicadons for

rhe users of the solurions proposed.

Remedying this situation requires the student to be more awafe during

conversad.ons to get more valuable feedback. We have already established in

chapter Two rhat weaknesses in the features of studio (anitude ro process,

information ovedoad etQ conspire to make this difficult. Challenging this

mandates empowering the sn-rdent, to get maximum feedback. of all the

interactions or conversations in studio, the most valuable for design feedback is

the desk crit.

If design education revolves around the design studio, then the deskcrit is the

linchpin that provides the suppoft. The deskcdg the interaction between

student and master is that aspect of design educarion that most closely echoes

the apprentice/master relationship of antiquity. It is also the most private of the

critical arenas that srudents find themselves in and the closest ro self-criticism.

The interaction and qualiry thereof between student and teacher is at the heart

of design education. It makes the biggest contribution to the students

understanding of architecture. It is this interaction that determines how the

student views the wodd and comes to an understanding about architectural

design. Examining this intenction gives the greatest possible chance of deriving
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a means of enhancing the relationship. Enhancement subsequendy will aid to an

extent the closing of the gaP between academia and practice.
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4. Stodent and Master
The mark of a successfi:l educaror is not skill in persuasion - but the 21firy 1q .ti,leg
(sr.) *ith the educatees fui a mode of teciprociry ltauto Freire cited in Dunon 19g7:1g)

Figure 4.1. A dqsk crit in sesslon
(sgurce:http://online.caup.washington.edu/dmg/presentafions/ecaade2000.br[
2.TraditionalTo2Ostudtoe/3.Crits.html)

revious chapters have revealed that practitioners regularly complain that

recent archirecrure graduates lack the skills needed to make the

transition from academia to practice, less arduous. we have

documented leading cornmentators on the profession and commissioned

reports lamendng the discord betureen practice and education, and

recommending that more attention should be given to such ..practical,'rnatters

like sustainabiliry energr conservation and community. we have established

that the "place" where the requisite renewal or transfornation within
architectual education should be located, is the design snrdio.

l?hereas design srudio is the most important element of desiga education, the

regular meetinp the student has with the desigu tutor is the chief component in
design studio that gives it definition and validation. The desk crit has always

been the core of educational activity in the srudio and while ernbodying the
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master-appf,entice model this dynamic relationship is perhaps the richest (Cuff

1991) and ceftainly the most imporant found in architecure school' It has been

equated ro the psychoanalyric relationship that exists between a patient and

therapist and includes psychoanalytic characteristics such as mirroring,

transfetence and counter-transference (Ochsner 2000)' Helena \D7ebster Q002)

describes it as:

...a kind of .ritualised transaction'in which students (as novices wishing to ioin ttre

architecnual communiry) Present their architectural 'understanding' through &awingS

and words for legiti;tion by their rutors (as 'experts' and 'g3tekeepets' to the

communiry) (Webstet 2002).

The interaction of student and teacher is considered by students as a dch source

of leatning €ipte 4.2) and sometjmes results in lifelong ftiendships between

faculty and students (Anthony 1991). It is this relationship that distinguishes

schools of architecture ftom other departrnents s/ithin the university' The

amognt of contact hours benveen teacher and student is among some of the

highesg with studen$ and tutors spending as much as 90 minutes Per week in

"casual" conversation about a design ptoiect'

STUDEIITS' RESFONSES TO:
HOW IIUCH DO YOU USUALLY LEAFN FFOT...?

Inbnnd d.q.tdont dt |rl8rcld (n r 15)

Dd(cilsgltn h!fiuctd (n. l9l)
tut66ad( (n.lCI)

lBgruaofccttlhbrn (n. 19'1

S-h.dstdbfllclo.B (n' 19)

P6lhro ctlicim (n. tgq

lnt tlmlrits -yourpoi.q (n' 6m)

D6f cdtswft dbrstudonb (n. 15)

Vbfitgclb (n-184

ffstu hrl6 - othcr dr,rdsl!'pt*tca (n. 195)

Negdivoctfiditt (n - ls)
Fhc iub - ottFr dud.ftt pmFca (n . lga)

' FhdFric-}!.ItProitct (n '6G!)

I

nothlng

45
rnty

much

Flgure 4.2. K.Anthony confirms the value of the desk crit by rcporting that

stidents feel they leain most from informal dlscussions and desk crits with

neir instru"tors lnd teast lrom final revlews. (Source: Anthony 1991)
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The tole the desk crit plays in design education indicates that it holds the key ro

any Process or merhod aimed at improving the capabilities of graduates upon

leaving architecture school. In order to instigate a renewal in education or
suggest ways or means towards closing the gap between education and practice,

u/e cannot avoid considering this intetaction. In this chapter we will investigate

the pedagogical natue of the interaction. Our understanding from this

investigation will provide the basis for describing how students can come ro an

understanding of design and architecture. This will identify rhe "zone of
interaction" which exists in a virn:al space and uses drawing as its medium and

environment. In the end it will be established that the sketch has to play a key

Part in preparing design education meet the challenges currently set before it

The Master and the Student

The desk critique specifically (also termed the desk crit or individual tutodal

depending on which school and in what conrinenr you happen to be located) is,

broadly speaking, the only evenr in architecture school where students and

tutors (masters) formally interact one-on-orle. It is where the chief educational

exchange about design solutions takes place, and the student by means of
criticisms, demonstrations, and instruction is taught how to design. This

"private" interaction occurs in the public studio space during the allocated

period on the school timetable for design sudio ("trd sometimes by

appointrnent in the rutor's office). These sessions will usually last anywhere

ftom 20 to 40 minutes per student. The amount of time spent with each

individual student is dependent on various factors! a predetermined allocation

of time for each student in the class; the amount of nrtors in the class; amount

of information presenred by the student; rhe student's progress etc. These

sessions provide a regular oppomrnity for the tutor to provide personal

guidance to the student while becorning familiar with the student's personal

style of working or designing. This personal guidance includes formulating their

design strategy, refining design values as well as discussing general design

Processes by "reflection-in-action" (Schon 1985). In other words the student

learns "how to think like an architect" (Schon 1985) or acquires the ..artistry of
designing" (Schon 1984).
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Figure 4.3. A desk crlt with ttflo students (Source:
htt-p://rvrryw.lorgemlnd.net/dlaryti2|0/0?12002'01/photo/dlary-2fi12'01'photo'
2002013103.JPG)

The master-student dialogue occurs in the context of reviewing the snrdenCs

sketches (which consists of trvo and tlree dimensiond drawings), detail

drawings, atd/or physical study models. Sometimes the master explicidy

demands these exhibits and sometimes the choice of the appropriate

representation of the solution is left up to the student depending on their level

of skill, knowledge and/or location of their enquiry. The cooversation usually

cofilmences with the sudent explaining the cr:rrent situation. This includes the

various moves taken, the positions of difficulty and future directions he/she

wants to uke. The tutor then analyses the situation (ie. uies to determine what

the student gndetstands, what the student's problems are aboug aud what the

student needs to know (ibid)). In light of what the student offers (visual and

artal) the hrtor resPonds bY:

- evaluating the qudity of the solution or design strates

- restructuring or reinforcing design ideas with the use of analogies and

alternate inteqpremtions, demonstrations;

- commenting on the technical aspects of a particular approach;
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- gtvtng suggestions of panicular suategies that could provide

enlightenment of a pardcular aspec of the problem.

The master or tutol may seek to clad$r by demonstrating what he/she thinks

the student should learn. This is done by sketching over or in the vicinity of the

student's offering and talking to the student. The good teacher, when sketching,

tries to establish clear telationships bet'nreen what is being said and what is

being demonstrated (sketched). The snrdent then attempts to grasp or translate

the meanings and instructions received from the master. He/she takes on board

the suggesdons or coaching instructions as they appeal to him/herr goes

ttrough another design iteration before rehrming and re-presenting the

development to the tutor at the next meeting. The rlialogue is then repeated

'llitlrin the framework of the changes and continued discussion ftom the last

session. This cyclical activity (which incidentally resembles the iteration

involved in design activiry) takes place until the final review.

The preceding is a more or less general description of the activities involved in

the master-student interaction. fhs dialsgue however is much more complex

than this, with the quality of the learning dependent on various factors e.g. the

quality of the maste!, the environment and the student's willingness to leam.

Most importandy though, it is dependent on what the srudent brirp to the

dialogue - both abstract (ideas) and concrete (&awings/models). To determine

options fot a revitalisation we rnust, however, go deeper and examine the

pedagogical foundations that make it such an important and valuable learning

tool.

Pedagogy

The value of design studio instruction cannot be overstated. The snrdio has the

potential to be the interdisciplinary Lrena for the integration of all aspects of the

student's education (Btady 1996). It is in the master-student interaction that the

srudent learns how to assemble the many divergent aspects of architecture,

develop a personal attitude towards design process and gain an appreciation for

the practical issues that determine architectue. It is here that values can take

root and become a part of the individual. These are the values the student will

carry with him or her when they graduate and start to practise. In order to
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develop in students an appreciation for environmental issues pertaining to site,

climate, wind, light, and other issues that make architectufe habitable (in short,

a sense of realism), we must examine the pedagogical underpinnings of the

master-student interaction.

Literature that oudines the educational base of the communication between

student and mastef is surprisingly scafce. While a lot has been written about the

design srudio itself (and the events that occur in it), litde has been written about

the character of the dationship bet'ween student and master. At present, apart

from a few papers, there exists litde established theory about the centfal

interpersonal relationship in architectural education (Ochsner 2000; Webster

2001). Nevertheless, the most comPrehensive pedagogical examination of

student and master comes from Donald Schon in his publications: Tbe Deign

Studio (7985), Educating tbe Rcfleaiae Pracitiotter (1988), andThe Btflediae Prartifioncr

(1983). Unfornrnately this influential study (still cited more than two decades

after publication), which covefs the design studio in great dstail, is not about

the merits of the interaction for the benefit of architectural education. Rather it

presents the design studio as an exemplar, offering valuable lessons for other

professions. Despite criticism of some of Schon's ideas, particularly lack of

recognition of the asymmetrical power telationship in desk .ti6rs (Dutton 1991)

and "dubious research methodology" flffebstet 2002), and its age, Donald

Schon's srudies still present the clearest picture of what actually happens when

the studio master meets fhe student. It is his analysis and inteqptetations that we

will use to get a pedagogical image and determine a viable solution to our

siruation.

Paradox and Predicament of learning (or teaching) Design

Architecnud design is subde, imprecise, cultually rooted and involves

synthesising or analysing various parts of the "problem" in order to understand

or reveal the overall "essence" or solution. The teaching of it relies on implicit

responses to "attempts at solving the so-called "wicked problem5"ta that only

i5 
See ?nother Dimension" in this chapter for more discussion of this point.

to nvicked problems" is the name given to the kind of multivariable problems that comprise the design ol a building. lt

cannot be solved by a process of logical deduction or by applying a series of formulae. The solution is usually found by

trying to understand the problem. For more on lricked problems" see chapter 11.
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define themselves when a solution is soughr" (ochsner 2000). unlike other

coutses that usually have predefined answers, in architecture, students are

expected to develop a personal anitude rowards design. In effecq the student

aoswers the design problem by attempting to cfeate a particular, highly

distinctive solution. Because of its personal nature, design teaching is therefore

"hands off'. studenrs must End their own way through the problem with
pedodic intervention from the master. The process, as mentioned, is not
predetermined and hence the master cannot tell the student how ..best" to
design. It is somerhing rhe studenr has ro find for him or herself by doing it.

For the uninitiated srudent this can be an experience of uncefteinty and

ambiguiry resulting in a loss of competence and confi.dence (Schon 19g4). The

student is unsure what is required and the master cannot explain the process

because it can only be understood through the experience of doing it. The
rnaster therefore cannot engage with the student until the sudent has generated

an inidal response to the design problem, creating a basis for the interaction to
exist. Schon (1985) refers ro this phenomenon as rhe ,'paradox and predic,rment

of learning to design". According to Schcin, at rhe start of learning to design the

student does not and cannot understand what designing means. The student

finds the -tiutry of "thinking (and doing) like an archirecr,, to be elusive,

obscure, alien and mysterious. conversely, the studio master is aware that

students do not inidally understand the essential elements of designing but
cannot reveal these things at the onset, because the fundamental concepts of
designing cannot be gtasped outside the context of doing (Schon 1gg5). schon
remarks that only as the student "immerses him or herself in the studio

experience, the experience of trying to design, can he or she create the

condidons in which to begin to understand what the studio master says or
does" (Schon 1984). Ochsner (2000) echoes this by saying:

Design education is fundamenully about leaming "trust,' in a process - a process of
discovery., the endpoint of which cannot initiallf b" ktto*n .ri.u.o prediited. (..) a
Process that involves much psychological risk: it tolerates, even revels in, ambiguirla it
offers no guaranrees thar success will-be achieved; it is a gadual p.o."r, of dlicooery
that is often besr approached thro'rgh wide two and three-dimensional non_linear
exploration; and it cannot even be explained to beginners, but still requires a beginning
before the instructor can offer assistance (Ochsner 2000).
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Reflection in Action

Once an initial move is made by the student who is not sure what to do or what

to know in order to know what to do, the studio mastef has the responsibility

of "lighting the way". There afe two suategies that the lnastef employs -

showing and telling. The snrdent has the reciprocal responsibility of imitating

and listening. In showing the mastet m y demonstrate some asPect of the

process that the student should leam or simply imitate. This gives the srudent

something to imitate. In telling the master may "tell" the student something

about designing - a general description, specific instnrction, suggestions, and

questions - in which case the student is expected to listen. Studio masters differ

in their preference of strategY.

\(/hatever the suategy or combinarion employed, two conditions have to be met

if the snrdent-nuster dialogue is to be successfuI. One - showing and imitating,

telling and listening must take the form of reciprocal reflection - in - action and

two - the context must be one where the student is actively engaged in trying to

design. (Schon 1984)

Flgure 4.4. Reciprocal reflectlon-in-action. Student on the left, tutor on the

right.

Reciprocal reflection in action

Schon expands on this nodon of reciprocal reflection in action by stating

The srudio master, when he wotks we[ Uies to figure out what the studen-t understands,

what the problems are abour, what he or she needs to know, all of this ftom the main
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evidence of observation of the studentts designin& The studio master's interventions,
theo, are experiments which test both the studio master's grasp of the student's
understanding and the effectiveness of the intervention, In this way, the studio master
reflects-in-action.

The student tries to grasp the meaniog of the master's showing and telling arid seeks to
translate what is grasped into his or her own performance. Each such periormance is an
experiment which expresses the sense the studeot has made of what has been observed
or heard and tests the means by which he or she translates that sense into the task of
designing. In this sense, the student reflects-in-action. (Schcin 1984)

This process of the student and masrer performing and responding to that

Performance conrinues and is successfirl when it results in what Schon calls

"convefgence of meaning" (sch6n 1985). As the two persons approach

convergence of meaning, their speech becomes more economical, they use

shorthand in word and gesture to convey ideas that might seem complex to an

outsider; they communicate with greater confi.dence: rhey finish one anotherrs

sentences, or leave sentences unfinished, confident that the other has gasped

their meaning (schon 1984). success, then, in the student-master dialogue

occurs when they "speak the same language". \7hen this occurs the student's

performance and words are recognised by both srudenr and master as thinking

and doing "like an architecr" (Schon 1985).

Quist, Petra and the Desk Crit

To better comprehend what happens during the student-inaster interaction it is
practical to observe and analyse an "actual" conversation berqreen a snrdent and

a studio master. For this we will use Donald Schcin's well-known ptotocol of a

design review of a snrdent's wofk by the srudio master. schon's protocol akes

place in a loft-like design studio where twenty or so students are working on the

program for the design of an elemeflrary school. The student in the protocol a

first year student named Petra is "stuck" in rhe eady phases of her design. euist
is the studio rnaster and the conversation ukes place at petra's desk where she

displays some drawings and a model. euist examines these while pera

describes her predicamenr. Afrer a while, euist places a sheet of rracing paper

over her sketches and begins to draw over her drawing. As he draws, he tarks.

His words do not describe what is already rhere on paper, but parallels the

process by which he constructs what is there. This happens throughout rhe

review. According to schrin this drawing and talking are parallel ways of
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designing, and together make up the "language of designing" (Schon 1985)'

This language (to Schon) is a meta-language where the master describes some

features of the Process he or she is demonstrating. The student is then

encouraged to reflect on rhe mastef's parallel act of designing with the aim of

imitating it. In this way the master acts as a "master to apprentices modelling

appropriate behaviour, values, design strategies, and thought Pfocesses" (Schon,

1e83).

The design review described by Schon contains this language and is broken into

several phases:

1. Petra presents her preliminary sketches and describes the problems she

has encountered'

2. Quist analyses and reframes her presentation in his own terms.

3. Quist demonstrares the working out of a solution to her problem.

4. There is a brief interval of reflection on the demonstration to date.

5. Quist sets out the next stePs Petra will have to undertake'

6. Finally, both panicipants reflect on all that has gone before'
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Figure 4.5.

In phase one Petra shows Quist her drawings, a model with an exaggerated

slope and a list of problems. she speaks of uouble gening beyond the

diagrammatic phase. Her problems involve the geomeury of the building

f'shape" according to her), the contours of the site, layout of various fooms'

consolidating classrooms to relate to an educational idea and a space that can be

outside and inside. During the presentation Quist internrpts her to ask

questions about scale, orientation;

Quisu This is to scale?

Petra: Yes.
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Figure l.iluist's D-;; (Source: sch6n 1eB5)

Q: okay, say we have introduced scale. But in the new setup, what about north-south?

(FIe drarvs his odentation diagram.)

Phase t'vo sees Quist reframing the problem. From peffa's drawings and the

ansu/ers about scale and orientation, Quist figures that the problem is not the

finirg of the shape of the building to the slope but rarher coherence rnust be

given to the site in the form of a geomery - a "discipline" - which can be

imposed upon it.

Q: Now this would allow you one private orientation ftom hete and it would generate
geometry in this direction. It would be a parallel...

P: Yes, I'd thought of twenty feet...

Q: You should begin with a discipline, even if it is a$itrary, because the site is so screwy
- you can always break it open later.

119

In his opinion the required design move is to coordinare a consrructed

geometry with the "screwy" contorrs of the slope knowing that the g€ometry

can be "broken open" again.

Phase three is the demonsuation of this idea. First he draws the imposed

geometry on the "screw/' site, the consequence of the move in section showing

a step like configuration ftom the near end of the classroom Hng highest on

the slope to the far end of the classroom which is lowesr on rhe slope. He rhen

draws another sketch udth the tesultant "nooks" created by the roofs of
adjacent classrooms. Quisr contjnues sketching ending up eventually with a

floor plan that takes its cue from the "nooks" leading [o .,precincts,,, retaining

walls (with multiple functions), gardens and finally a gallery and cafeteria that

takes advantage of the north-south orientation, which urill cause the sun to fall

on the slope at different angles in summer and winter. His demonstration is

accompanied by "tellingr'. His telling sounds like this:
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Q: Now you would give preference to that as a precinct which opens out lnto here and

iito here'and th.n, if .ourr", we'd have a wall - on the inside there could be a wall or

stegs to relate in downward. \{/ell, that either happens here or here, and you'll have to

inJestigate which way it should or cao go. If it happens this way,- the gallery is

nor*nv'ards - but I think the gallery mrght be a kind of garden - a sort of soft back area

to these.

The kindergarten might go ovet here - which might indicate thatthe administration over

here - just son "f 
[ki what you have hete - then this works slighdy with contours

Q: Then you migbt carry the gallery level through - and look down into here - which is

nice.

6t the land generate some sub-ideas hete, which could be very nice. Maybe the cafeteria

needn't be such a formal function - maybe it could come into here to get summef sun

here and winter here.

The design session panially confinns Quist's reading of the situation

(something Petra had not seen PefhaPS because of her inexperience) and

demonstrates the implications and oppornrnities attached to his design moves.

QuisCs suing of moves ends uP in a richer scheme with elements not only

frnfling one domain but dso going betrreen several domains'

A period of reflection occuls in the next phase as Quist and Petra discuss the

last series of moves with the drawings (?etra's and QuisCs) before them as

evidence.

P: Where I was hung up was with the original shape; tlris here makes much more sense.

Q: Much more sense - so that what you have in gross tenns is this.ftrc points to his

gaLty) It is an arti.Sce - the sort of thing Aalto would invent iust to give it some order'

iL', don" that on occasion. So in a very minor way, that is the maior thing. This

repetidve thing is an organized way - there is this which is not repetitive' It is very nice

"od lrrra th. ight scale. It also has a sort of verbal order that you can explain to

someone,

Sch6n adds the following cofirmentary:

The gallcry, which had begun in Pera's mind as a minor element of the design, a
,.g.rrial pass-through- has-now become "in a minor way - the maior thing". Quist's

,Jfr"r.i"j and rewo-rking of the problem have led to a reappreciation. of the situation,

which hJ now evaluates'in terms of oomrs drawn from several domains - form, scale,

and verbal explainabilitY.

Phase five finds Quist giving instructions to Petra about her layout problems

with the adminisuation atea and the gym- He implies that her ideas about it

would not necessarily go with the ideas genefated in the Previous phases, and

implores her to use &awing as rhe means of looking at the problem from

different dfuections.

Q: Now the calibration of this becomes imponant. You iust have to draw and draw and

try out the different grids.
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P: Well, there seemed to be a strange correladon between the two.

Q: No - look at it sideways. It looks much steeper in sections. You see, sections always
seem much steeper T...+ry. Try dividing r.rp 

" 
ten degree road - you thiok yor, *oid

never make it (draws his slope di"gr"m)

At the end of the session euist and petra discuss the design process that has

gone before:

P: Yes, this was the main thing to get down - how that basic ,nit - I was thinking in
much closer rerms coming through the thing,

Q: (cuts her off) Yeah, and the other thing is the subjection to a common set of
geometry. You'll see that that will be a comrnon problem which will come up witl
evervone, eitier too much constraint or oot enough. How to do that, that is the
problem of this problem.

P: It's amazing - intuitively you look ar tITe shape and you know it's wrong, but it's very
hard to get down to the reason

Q: Yeah' we[ that is what you are here for. So - I'd worry about rhe basic geometry of
the site. I wouldn't concen8ate on the roof.

The principle is that you work simultaneously from the unit and from the total and then
go in cycles - back and forth, back and foih - which is what you've done a couple of
times stuneringly. You have some ideas of the whole which is the grid thing, but you
don't know its dimensions. You've donc something about this by eliainaring that idea
which I think is a good decision. you keep going oo - you iue going to make iL

What Petra Learned

In the review above Petra is relieved of her problem and is armed with ideas to
go forward. The solution however is of less imponance to the crit than her

ability to learn from what Quist has done in the process of arriving at a suitable

solution. In the session (according to Schrin) petra leams about designing and

learns to design. She also leatns about the issues and elements that constnrct

architecture. Petra learns abour designing by observing euist's demonsrradon.

In Quist's demonstration she observes the manipulation of the images, the

movement through design domains and a specific approach to design and also

the kinds of critical quesrions (that euist asks) that she can ask of herself. In
addition she learns what ro expect from a desk crit, what is expected from her,

how she should present her problems to get usefirl suggesrions for the design

tutof.

In the same arena Petra leams about design. She observes that designing

involves judgemenm about what is "nice", "good", "interesting,r, ..rircs q/rr.g

Aalto has done on occasion", or what is "horrible", ,.spoils the whole idea',,

"screwy" (schon 19s5). she begins to become aware of her own Iikes and
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dislikes, values and preferences, by which she judges the results of her design

experiments. To these ideas Schon adds the following:

fPetra] leams how the studio mastet makes his iudgements of desiga qualiry, and

,o*"*ittg of what entets into those iudgemenm, and she leams (with greater or lesser

independlnce) to make her own iudgements. She also leams to be anentive to certain

norm. of derigning - for example, the nomr of fidelity to the implications set up by

one's priot mo,o", - and to see the connecdons of those norms to the qualities she has

leamed to like in her own and other's work (Schiin 1985)'

Complementing Schon's two elements of design and designing is the wisdom

peua gains about how archirecrure is constructed. This wisdom includes asPects

of architecture that produces buildings rhat afe fit-6or-purpose, cost-effective,

envifonmentally ftiendly and pleasing to clients and users' She observes how:

- various issues and elements ale used' (fuue a'5)

- how the implicarions of thefu use produces oppornrnities, (6gure 4.5)

- where examples can be found of their use'

Although this aspect of Petra's leaming is downplayed somewhat in Schon's

pfotocol, it is a pan of most crits. Even though Quist does not explicidy sute

the practical implication of his demonsuations this is shown in his &awings

(Fig.rfe 4.5). More often than not the master Points out or develops these

elements fot the student. Quist also encounters similat problems among the

students and expends a lot of time repeating his instruction. He confi'rms this

by making the statement:

.yeah, aod the other thing is thc subjection to a contmon set of geometry. You'll see

that that nill be a commoriproblem which will come up with everyone, either too much

constraint or not enough. Horv to do that, that is the problem of this problem."

Concrete and Abstract

This leaming happens by the master using singularly or more often than not in

combination, the suategies of telling and showing. The mastel in telling and

showing moves from concrete, physical instances related to producg to mofe

abstract norions related to process. Belkis uluoglu offen his observation of

how telling and showing is used in this way:

\?henever the studio master's choice was coaching the operative koowledge [is]

proceeded with associative knowledge. If, instead, his choice [s] demonstration,
'op.otirr" koowledge was preceded with reflective knowledge' In the filst case, the

,*dio ,rrr",., tretps the student to think about the conclete or the specific, i'e' the
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solution, via txamples, analogies, and scenados, instead of demonstrating one speci.6c
solution. In the larter case, thi SM demonstrates a solution and helps *r. jt,rna"irt*a
the succession of his actions via interpretations and descriptions, in other words, the
mechanisms that lie behind that rp.ii6. course of action. In short rwo kinds of
performances were observed while motivating the ST rowards a solution; [1.] to show
the way and associate it with a concrere siui'tion, [2.] shov one speci6c solution and
explain how you perform - interplay of the concret; witir ttre abstr"ci (Jluoglu zooi1.

At the end of the desk crit it is hoped that Perra has leamed, ar leasr, two things.
Abstract ideas about designing, and practical ideas about elements used to
create responsible design.

Zone of Interaction

123

As stated earlier, the reflective dialogue between master and student can only
begin once the student has begun to design. Most of euist's acrions - telling
and showing - v/ere made therefore in the context of Petra being in the midst of
a task (and perhaps stuck i" it). It is in rhis conrexr of doing that the
transference of design knowledge takes on grearer meaning. The rhings the

studio lnaster says in these contexts have a potential for communication to the
student rhat they would not have in other contexts. If the tutor talks about
issues that consider window size (for instance daylighting) the student vrill listen
in a special way since he/she is engaged in a siruation where the window sizes

ate important. As a result the instruction takes on a special meaning. In Schrin,s

protocol PeEa "gets" what Quist says because she has been grappling wirh the
problem of fitting the building to the conrours.

rt is here in the midst of doing, that the sudent starts to learn about making
architectute (both the act of making and the rhings that make architecnre). The
area where this learning takes place is that ..space,' in rhe crit that student and
teacher engage in a reciprocal reflection-in-action. It is the ,.space,, 

where
convergence of meaning takes place. This "space" influences the knowledge of
practical issues by exposing students to the construction of environments whilst
engaglng with the master. we will call this the "zone of interaction,,. Because of
the importance of the reciprocal reflection-in-action to design learning this
"zorre of interaction" should be considered central to design teaching and
leaming. The processes that Schon talks abour showing and telling, imitating
and listening exist in rhe zone. The quality of the educational exchange is
therefore directly reflected in the quality and composition of the zone.
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Flgure 4.7. The sites of antiqulty provlded context tor the zone of lnteraction'

The zone of interaction has always been a part of the master/apprentice model

of teaching. On the sites of antiquity this zone would have been located on ot

in the buitding itself. The apprentice leamt by watcbin$, listening and most

importantly participating while having dfuect exposufe to the relationship

betnreen design ideas and their built consequences. Because dre subject matter

(architecn:re) was not broken up as it is today, into craft, science, and aesthetics,

the apprentice learnt all three integrally. These tbree things could not be

separated because the nrles of reality dictated their co-existence. The zone,

therefore, influenced the knowledge of practical issues by exposing students to

the conssuction of environrnents whilst engagng with the master.

Flgure 4.8 Today the zone of Interactlon exlsts outside of the reallty of the

buildlng.
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Today, the zone of interaction is reliant on a virnral environment. when the
teacher acts as a "master to apprentices modelling appropriate behaviour,
values, design suategies, and thought processes,' (schcin, 19g3) the zone exisrs
in the realm of a hypothetical project. The ..building" 

does nor have to follow
any of the rules found in the real making of architecrure. Due to the o,l,ty of
exposure to the built idea, it is therefore rhe rcsponsibility of the teacher ro
make these rules apparent while showing the student how to adhere and
creatively operate within the rules. This environment or virnral building thar
they interface with is, rherefore, defined by such representationar tools like
drawings and moders. Drawings and models have an advantage over real sites in
that they allow experimenhrion and focus. The cost, however, is the fact that
the studenr's leaming is displaced fiom the rearities of architecture. Drawing (as

a broad term) hence becomes rhe medium for the zone of interaction and the
element that controls irs success (Figure  .g).

Another Dimension I

Before we explore the concept of &awings and models, let us examine other
pedagogical dimensions to rhe zone of interaction. connected to the idea of rhe
zone of interacrion is vygotsky's idea of the zone of proximal deveropment.
This zone of proximal development is the scope of potential each person has
fot learning, with that leaming being determined by the social environment in
which it takes place' This potential ability is greater than the actual ability of the
individual when the learning is faciritated by someone with greater expertise

Qrlicholl 1998). simply put, vygotsky's theory of learning implies that cognitive
development (or learning) occrus thto"gh the interaction of the leamer with
mote capable or knowredgeable members of the same culn*e (in our case the
design studio).

within rhe design studio suppoft for cognitive development is provided by the
studio master and more capable students. Because the studio is comprised of
students of various individual strengths and weaknesses, a particular student can
theoretically be located in a higher or lower point in rhe zone (depending on the
task at hanQ (conanan and pinkard z}}r).Assuming this, the zones of leaming
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potential are not only created by interactions between student and instmctor

but are dynamically created when students infornally interact with each other.

This presents us with opporrunities for architectural knowledge (or

information) that originate from sources other than the studio master'

Another Dimension ll

In Donald Schcin's protocol and subsequent Promodon of the design studio as

an excellenr educational model (Schon 1983) there is a noticeable absence of a

discrrssion about the social relationship beween his two subiects. Duttoo

criticises this aspect of Sch6n's study by indicating that he (Schtin) fails to

recognise the asymmetrical power relationship in tutorials (Dutton 1991).

According to Dutton 0987) the hierarchy of power in the studio between

students and teachers ultimately affects dialogue' He claims:

Real didog (sic) rarcly exists across the boundary between teachers and students, even in
the desiga sgudie. lJsuqlly smrctued in venical relations, teachers tend to speak in ways

(often unconsciously) that legitimize (siQ their power and students orient their speech

and work to that which is approved (Dutton 1987).

karning design is "successfirl" otly to the extent that the student understands

and accepts the master's language and fiame of reference. As a result the

student tdes to make connections between his/her issues and the teacher's

expectations, reinforcing a dependency on the teacher (Dunon 1991).In this

way studio becomes a teachef-centered environment (Dutton 1987; Webster

2002).

This, in facg runs contfary to rnodem learning theories and constructivist

notions of the persond natufe of knowledge and leaming where student

centered learning is considered ideal flWebster 2002). To Webster, this (tutor-

centered desk crit) pfactice, which is the tesult of the historical master/Pupil

lineage, is currendy frusuating rathet than promoting deep and transformative

student learning (ffebster 2A04. Her reseatch has found that tutors who

employ student-cenued teaching and learning techniques, provide students with

rewafding tutorial experiences and assist them to construct their outn learning

1rWebster 2002). Allowing the student conuol over his or her leaming and

providing supporr to the student's individual development could help students

recognize ideas and theories embedded in their work. This would encorrage
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reflection, thinking about and comprehension of the "discovery-invention-

production processes" of design (Dutton 1991) producing a new generation of
'critically' reflective archirecs flVebster 2002).

The Sketch as Context and Medium.

In the student-master zone of interaction the student's drawings and models are

essential. The snrdent cannot meet the master without first anempting the task.

Evidence of this anempr is rherefore needed. For the master to grasp the

student's understanding of the task there must be somerhing on which the

master's observations are based. Drawings and other visual matedal satisfr both

needs. These materials, usually manifested in the form of sketches, determine

the outcome of the student master dialogue. It is the basis on which the

conversadon hinges. A bad sketch or visual infotrnation makes for a bad desk

crit, since there isn't much the master can work with or interpret in order to

sr. qualiry feedback. with no visual basis on which ro carry our a

demonstration, it is sometimes difficult to conduct a productive discussion.

In Schcin's desk crit with Petra and Quist, the sketch acts as evidence of Petra's

performance, acts as a means for reciprocal reflecting-in-action, becomes a put
of the zone of proximal development and legitimises euist's dominant

relationship to Petra. During rhe protocol the following points are observed:

- Pefta's drawings were used as the basis for commencing the discussion.

- Quist demonstrates his design process by drawing.

- Quist's telling occurs in the context of the drawing.

- Quist's sketches illustrare the practical implications of his experiment.

- rffhen Quist and Petra discuss the outcome of his experiment it is to the

&awing they refer.

- when Petra reflects on her session after euist is gone, it is ro rhe sketch

that she refers.

!(iith regards to the other dimensions of the zone of interaction the following

can be argued:

Her prior engagement with the sketch helps her to construct and

explain her own view of the wodd.
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- Quist uses the sketch to impose on her his values and ftames of

reference.

- Quist suppofts Petra's zone of ptoximal development through the

sketch.

- The sketch facilitates Petta's cognitive development.

From the evidence presented it is clear that design therefore is Aught througtr

the sketch by showing demonstrating and speaking to it. It is in the zone that

she learns to manipulate the sketch and reflect on het design activity. She leams

that the qualiry of information contai-ned in the sketch influences the level of

interaction and stimulates reflection-in-action. It is through the sketch (direcdy

and indirecdy) that Petra leams how to think architectually. The sketch then

becomes an important tool that Petra will use *uougbout school and when she

entefs the profession. Tlee quality of the zone and the level of learning are

therefore inextricably linked to the sketch.

Inffuence of the Quality of the Zone

Teaching and leaming in the design studio occufs in the zone of interaction

between student and master. The quality of such teaching and learning is

dependent on *re quality of the zone of interaction. The quality of the zone is

dependent primarily on the information wealth of the medium of the zone - the

sketch. What the sketch contains or offets, detemrines the basis for qudity and

effecriveness of the zone. It follows therefore that for the quality and effect of

the zone to meet the challenges facing architectural education the role the

sketch plays in the encountet has to be reconsidered.

The oppornrnity for rhe sketch to influence learning occurs before and during

the period of interaction:

Before - Productivity in the zone of interaction is dependent on the first move

by rhe student. The initial move and its reptesentation have to be of such

qualiry that it generates the required feedback from the tutor and directs the

natufe of the encorurter and its success. A htgh quality "informed" move

provides the tutor vrith more matedal to critique and allows the mastel mole

time to teach the student how to propedy synthesise and manipulate the
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disparate parts of the problem/solution. It also allows the student more rime

for reflection on the design process. The resulting informed move allows the

student more room to define an individud view of the wodd, and gives tutors

less oppomrnity to impose thea values and frames of reference.

During - The sketch plays an important role during the master/student

dialogue. If Petra "knew" of the moves that were available beforehand, she

would then be bemer able to value and appreciate euist,s moves. Her

understanding or intetpretation of Quist's moves would also be easier if she

could see rhe connections or possibilities involved in his decisions while he was

demonstrating. Her acceptance of his criticisms and fudgement would not be

attdbuted to mystery and suspense in belief (Schon 1985) but rather from an

informed position. The conversation would be elevated to a higher level

faciliating an earlier convergence of meaning.

Conclusion

For Donald Schon, the design studio (as a metaphor for design education) is

whete students learn to be aware and critica! by questioning aod challenging

personal assumptions, and where they learn to be innovative, by experimenting

and exploring new phenomena (schon 1985). The informal reviews or desk

crits that take place betrveen individual students and instructors occgr wirhin a

zone of inreraction. In this space the sildenr performs, the master intelprets,

demonstrates and tells the student about the process in action. The student then

tests his/her understanding of the demonsuation and instnrction and generates

a new perfonnance. The activity that occurs in the zone interestingly closely

resembles the activity of sketching where the designer makes a rlove, evaluates

the move, decides on a forward strategy or correcdons and then makes another

move (influenced by the evaluation). Schon refers to both panicipants' activities

as reflection-in-action. This reciprocal reflection-in-action in located in the

context of the sketch. Therefore, the qualiry of rhe reflection-in-acrion and

subsequendy the zone of interaction is determined by the sketch.

!7e have arrived at lasq at the nucleus of design education - the sketch. This is

the element in design educarion (it would seem) that conrrols how the student

views rhe "wodd". The sketch to the student becomes a vimral wodd where
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design is conducted. Practical knowledge is gained if interaction happens in the

context of reality (or the rules of such teality). If this wotld does not follow

rules (or at least refer to them) of the red world the student has difficulty

adiusting to "real" problems and has to "felearn" these rules much to the

aflnoyance of his/her new employer. If the sketch controls the outcome of

design learning then it has to be reconsideted for education to meet the

challenges of the 21st centurY.

One of the issues facing teachers of desigO in today's fast moving society is

keeping pace with information and archirectural ideas, and transferring these to

their students while at the same time teaching them basic fun&mental

principles about making architectue. The rules of the culfent world afe too

much for the teacher of design to inform the student of whjle teaching the

student how to design. Some educators (a few in reaction to this) teach the

academic and cognitive sides of education leaving practitioners with the

responsibility of teaching gtaduates the realities of architecture. Practitioners'

however, have little time to give the students the structured education requfued

to adequately teach them. Other teachers try to instruct students about the

practical aspects of architecture. This however deprives the student of adequate

critical thinking and problem-solving skills. The answer lies in a balanced

approach to impaning rules and techniques.

It may be necessary to sePafate both approaches by delegting each activity to

separate yet concuflent activities \I/ithin the zone. One action is the

demonsuation and instruction of the student about design. The snrdent leams

about designing and learns to design' The other action instructs the student

about the aspects of architecture that produces buildings that ate fit-for-

purpose, cost-effective, envftonmentally friendly and pleasing to clients and

users. The student undersAnds how elements fit together and how subsequent

implications affect the design. The tutor could play the first role, since this rcle

is dependent on iudgement, exPoswe and a panicul ar waY of viewing the world;

while the other role could be a part of the sketch rhe student interacts with

before and during the desk crit, allowing a student centred leaming. The final

solution therefore is to embed the rules of reality in the sketch or empower the

sketch to reveal the nrles of reality. This involves understanding how the sketch
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5. Sket.hing

"The sketch is communication

- between 'me'and'i'

- between me and you

- betwcen student and teacher

- between architect and client"

(Cold 1995:60)

he sketchrt, a special form of drawing used by anists and designers to

investigate ideas, originated during the Renaissance when the

"fundamental codes for design drawings and construction drawing no

longer coincided" (Herbert 1993).It was used formally ar the Ecole des Beaux-

17 
lt should be noted that while. this chapler relers primarily to the marks made on paper, by the designer, in a.two

dimensional" way, there are other equally valid and signilitant means of "sketching". One such thiniing" can include the
use of rough three dimensional study models.
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Arts as a means of capturing and documenting the primary concePtud Parti

during the en loge porton of the cnflcuilrs.Its importance then was eclipsed only

by the elaborate presentation drawings produced as finished products to be

considered by the competition itry. I.t the tecent past (1960s) the sketch (or as

J. Chdstopher Jones (1992) labels it - design by drawing) was firrther devalued

by the desrgn methodologists, who mistrusted "drawing as some sort of

irrational ritual..." (Lockard 1982). Drawings, fot them, wete considered to be

misleading, less dependable than models, less informative than quantitative

analytical information and "the neutral printing-out of decisions arrived at

prcviously in the clear light of logical 'ptoblem solving"' pockard 1982). The

desrgn method movement then went on to Plomote the introduction of the

computer into the field of architecnue as a "superior" tool. It is therefore ironic

that during the age of the comPuter and the pervasiveness of digtd tools that

an awareness of the sketch as an aid to architects' thinking and crearing is being

revived.

Evidence of this "fevival" is seen in the increase in volume of reseatch about

sketching. Conferences and literature ove! the last decade ar,Ld z half have

testified to this (Goldschmidt 1994; Tang and Gero 2001; Grazdys 2002;

Tversky 2002). A recent symposium hosted by the American Association for

Arti{icial Intelligence (AAA} acknowledged sketch understanding as an

emerging research field and confirned the fact that researchers itre increasingly

investigating the phenomenon of the sketch (Stahovicb Landay, and Davis

20OZ). Books have been written solely on the theoretical basis of &awing

paseau 1989; Herbert 1993; Robbins 1994; Fraser and Henmi 1994; Lockard

1982) and Bryrn Lawson has even added a completely new chapter, dedicated

to design by drawing, to the third edition of his valuable book, How Designert

Think Q,asvson 7997).In the book Arcbitectural Graphits, Francis Chitg iustifies

the currency of a book on graphic techniques today by claiming that:

While digital technology continues to augment and enhance (the) traditional drawing

toolkit, hLa at"wing -ith " 
p.tt or pencil remains the most direct and versatile means

of leaming the language of archritecural graphics (Ching 2002)'

The abundance of such works has established the importance and validity of

sketching as a field of study and by extension an essential pan of the designer'
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Flgure 5.2. There is nothing as simple, toose and disposable as a traditional
hand sketch.

It is widely recognised that the most important tool rhe archirect has in the

design process is the hand sketch (Lockard 1982; Herbert 199; Do 1g97;

Lawson 1997; Do 2002; Goldschmidt 2002). This iterative way of testing ideas

and informing the design process with images fruldilnsntally directs and aids

the architect's decision making. Because the sketch is such a crucial part of the

designer's activity it dso exists at the cenue of the zone of interaction between

student and teacher dudng the deskcdt. It provides the student and master with
visual evidence of design thinking and provides the instructor with a means of
showing the srudent how ro design. As a result of this dependence, the burden

therefore rests on the sketch to assist architectural education in facing the

challenges oudined in chapter 2.

Pan 2 of this thesis is about the sketch and its potential as a pat of the

revitalisation of education. In this first chapter, we will demonstrate the value of
the sketch as a means of thinking, understanding and, most importantlr
learning. we will explore the dialogue that designers engage in with the media

they use and through analysis indicate that skerching is a conversation involving
two components - the head and the hand. we will conclude by placing the

sketch in rhe contexr of design education. In the next chapter, empirical data

will be presented from a unique protocol analysis rhat investigates the nvo roles

(head and hand) being played by human subjects. A related design studio
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conducted in New Zealand and Jamaica is also Pfesented. The conclusion in

chapter 6 will discuss the necessity of making the sketch an essential part of any

tool or method that is used to aid design teaching. It will also speculate on the

form of such tool which can only (it *ill be argued) exist in the digital realm.

The final chapter of the section examines experts and novices and their telation

to the existence of an empoweted sketch.

The activity that separates architects from other membets of the building team

is the predisposition to a certain kind of designing. Design pfocess is seen

largeiy as fhe activity of organising ideas and issues in ofdef to produce a

desired result. It involves analysing or synthesising various Palts of the

design/problem in order to understand or reveal the overall "essence" or

solution. The informarion that the designer receives when analysing these parts

is important in revealing mofe about the problem. As the designer Proceeds

thtough the process, different ideas or pieces of information are revealed. The

designet "sees" patterns and possible solutions based on the information

revealed. This information when put in the right places or turned the right way

helps to teveal still more information. One of the most challenging aspects of

designing therefore is the need to keep in mind and consider the many disparate

Figure 5.3, Mies van der Rohe sketching (Source:
www.desi g nboom.com/portraiUmies/bg. htm l)

Figure 5.4 Design sketch of Tugenhadt House by Mies van der Rohe.

lmages and the Design Process

Design
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factors of atchitecture. The architect is therefore rrained to ake available

information and filter, store, tetrieve and manipulate relevant parm to generate

an appropriate result.

For the architect to make judgements about the kinds of information that needs

filtedng there must be adequate feedback from the situation. Feedback is

thetefore necessary to make decisions towards a workable solution. Designers

get feedback by communicating intentions and testing them. The architect has

to communicate intent to him or herselfl, the client, consultants and the public

at large in order evaluate the validiry of a solution. In design, this

communication is done with the use of images. Decision-making in the design

process is therefore hbhly visual.

lmages

Human beings have always been visual creatures. Idioms like "seeing is

believing" and a "picture is worth a thousand words" are testimony to the value

we place on visual imagery. Researchers generally agree that benveen 70 to g0

percent of what we learn is facilitated by our eyes. The means by which our

environment is experienced through the use of our senses is called perception.

Through our eves perception is influenced and codified by the images we srore.

A detailed discussion on the effects and psychology of perception is beyond the

scope of this work, however, we can conclude that visual perception is critical

for our understanding of the wodd around us. The proliferadon of computets,

television and film is sufficient evidence to indicate that visual communication

is increasingly becoming an important force in today's society. Images are,

therefore, an important means of experiencing and learning about the wodd in
which we live.

ra
In architecnrre, images are the primary means by which ideas and percepdons

are cornmunicated. Unlike spoken and written forms of communication, images

have the advantage of "conveying visuospatial ideas directly (...) to convey

elements and spatial relations in the world" (fversky 2002). comprehension

and inference using images is much easier than in a more abstract medium such

as language (ibid.). !7ith the use of images the architect communicates spatial

ideas and intendons to him or herself, clients and any consultants involved in
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the process. Since architecture is "shafed" by clients, usefs, consultants etc. the

nature of the image is determined by the context it finds iself in. The images

shared on the wider level therefore have to be faidy conventional as against the

personal images used by the designer to communicate with him or herself.

Figure 5.5. Three images of Foster's bank In Hong Kong illustratlng the levels
of image "sharing" - the private schematic, the drawing for the client and the
building for the public. (Source: www.greatbuildings.com)

Images therefore exert Eemendous influence on design operations. This

influence is related to the amount and type of information embedded in the

image. It dictates the flexibility for decision-making and the viewer's perception

of the situation. For example: images that lack enough information for an

effective decision usually restricts the designer's options. As decisions are based

on image, the level and types of information in an i-^g. have to be appropriate

to the arnount of information required by the situation. This level and type of

information is usually controlled and manipulated at the disctetion of designer.

Drawing

It must be clear by now that the most imPortant and corunon use of image in

architecture is the drawing. Ever since paper became a ubiquitous part of

society, drawings have been similady ubiquitous and necessary tools in the Eeld

of architecnrre. Drawing is such an imporant part of architecture that schools

of design will go to considerable lengths to teach and develop drawing skills in

their students (I-awson 1997), despite the growing use of comPuters in the

profession. At Harvard's Graduate School of Design for instance, students afe
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taught both perceptual freehand drawing and rigorous, hard lined descdptive

geometry (Gruzdys 2002). At the columbia university where rhe "papedess

studio" is a fact of life, students are taught drawing jn order to understand and

follow more closely the functions of the computer (Gruzdys 2002).

As explained earlier the information conveyed by an image is directly related its

use. This is reflected in the drawing. In their book Entiioning Archin*tn - An
Analsis of Drawing Fraser and Henmi (lgg4) have suggested a classification

system for drawings based on their uses. The categories are as follows:

Fjsure 5.6 Example of a referral drawing. A House in Georgetown, Guyana.
(Source: Patrick Forbes)

- Referentid drawings are drawings used by the designer ro record

other designs and the wodd around rhem (fig 5.6). These are kept in the

form of sketchbooks and help the designer attain a knowledge base nor

easily gained by simply looking at or photographing an object or place.

Referential drawings also expose the prejudices of their author by

offering clues to the perceptions and nuances of the maker. In this way

they are as particular and revealing as a signature (Fraser and Henmi

1994).

- Diagrams are drawings that use abstract representation to indicate

relationships and orher phenomena through rhe use of symbols.
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Diagrams usually do this without gi"g "detailed descdptions of scale

(...) o. realistic pictorial reptesentations" Q)o and Gross 2001) or

space. A r.ty good example of this is the London Undetgtound map

(fig s.7).

Drawings used by the designer to think about and deveiop ideas are

cdled design drawings (fig. 5.9) or study drawings (Flerbert 1993).

Images used in study drawings are akin to personal shoncuts and are

necessarily private. Elements from otber categories (diagrams especially)

are sometimes used and incoqporated in design drawings.

Presentation &awings (fig. 5.8) are the devices that architects use to

communicate design ideas to third panies. Using more conventional

means to convey information th"y determine rhe third Party's

perception of the design and consequent reaction to it. Compared to

design &awings, presentation drawings ate more closed, premeditated

and deliberately composed. The information contained and its format

plays a great role in its effectiveness. As it is presentation drawings are

usually teliant on feedback and assessment (ftom clienq developer, and

teacher). Also included in this category are working dtawings that

describe how the design will be constructed.

Visionary drawings (fig. 5.10) ate intended to communicate general

indications of some of the intended qualities of the proposed design.

They are primarily intended to gtve the viewet an idea of how the design

might feel or look. They usually break drafting conventions in their

concem "nrith the what of design rather than the how, and there is litde

if any technical accuracy'' pawson 1997).
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Figure 5.7 Part of the London Underground Map - a diagram (Source:
www.thetube.com)

Figure 5.8 Presentation Drawing, Modern Art Museum, Tadao Ando (source:
www.arcspace.com/arch itectsi/an do/modern_afi_m useu mltest. htm)
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Flgure 5.9. A deslgn studY drawlng

Flgure 5.10 Thomas ilayne, Slxth Street Regidence, Ocean Farlc, Gallfornia'
screenprint after composlte drawing, 1988 (source wrtrw.weeleyan.edu/dac/
exhHpastl2fllld.html)

Although all the categories descdbed have varying degtees of impact on the

desigu process, design dnwings or shrdy dfavings are the focus of our

investigations. Accotding to Fraser and Henmi:

Desigil d"a*ings [.) "o 
dooe prirmdy as 4 way to study architechte, to find and test

ideas, to enter and develop the process ofinspitation" inverition and explotation (Fras"t

and Henmi 1994).

Design dtawingp are tegarded by Lawson as an attemPt to o'freeze" and hold

constant sonre lirnited aspects of the design so that other design issues can be

thought about (Lavrson 199-f. The dnwing is made when the designer

underands and makes a decision about aa idea by puning it doqm on PaPer

"to see if it wotks". Thus design drawing rePresents a sort of hypothesis or

"what if' tool For design dmwings to be effective in this sense, Lawson

suggesB that they display uro imporant characteristics:

Fist, it is usually helpful if the drawing does not show or suggest answers to questions

which are not being asked at rhe timc. Second, it seems helpfirl if the drawing suggests

only a level of ptecision which coresponds to the level of certainty in ttre designds
mind at the tirne (Lawson 1997).
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The process by rvhich drawings and images are used as fundamental objects for
design decision-making can be called design drawing (Lockard lg82),graphical

thinking (I-aseau 1989), or simply skerchingra.

The Sketch

+_
\:...

Figure 5.11. Sketching

Even though the designer uses orher tools when designing e.g. rough physical

models, the central instrument of graphical thinking is the sketch. The sketch is

such a narural part of the designer (many designers are ,,unable to think without
a pencil in their hand" (I-awson 1997)) that it is usecl without question, relegated

to the background, and not given much thought. Sketches are taken for granted

probablv because they are easily made and iust as easily discarded. Despite its
apparent simpliciry the sketch is actually a complex phenomenon. Rather than

simply being a method to record ideas, the designer uses the sketch as a means

to reason with (Goldschmidt 1999) or *rink (I-awson 1997). It is powerfirl

enough to control the information transaction involved in designing ultimately

controlling the design process itself. According to Herbert:

" ' the origrn, narure, and mcthods of'obtaining knorvledge in architectural design can be
cxplained largelv in terms .f rhe properties and working processcs of rhe [s-ketch] inrvhich design problems are f<rrmulatecl ftlerbert lggg).

Several writers have added weight to the theoretical argumenr that sketches are

the "principal graphic instrumenrs of thought in architectural design" (Herbert

145
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The words sketching and drawing will be used interchangeably throughout this work to mean those drawings thatdesigners use in the early stages of the design process.
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1993) gving credibility to the effon of undersanding it. Other writers have

gone beyond considering the sketch as a tool to looking at it as a Partner in the

design Process. Birgit Cold underlines *ris:

A tool becomes a medium as it is used for things that rverc not its orighal intention'

When a tool becomes a medium, it gains immeasruably in potency and in its ability to

help for our thinking - aod thus to take a role as a partnet in enhancing our creativity

(Cold 1995).

Drawbacks of Sketching

Despite being an important tool for design, there are some limitations in the

acrivity of sketching. The sketch is a passive partner and relies on initiative ftom

the designer. Skill in consolling the sketch can deliberately provoke specific

thoughts and direct thinking to promote imagination and innovation paseau

1991). The effectiveness of the sketch is therefore dependent on the designer's

asseftiveness. The sketch is also labour intensive. Ideas usually require lots of

reworking or re&awing to achieve an interesting result. This usually results in

information loss with each iteration (Flerbert 1993). The extent of rhe

information loss is dependent on the designer. Only the designer can determine

what elements of the iteration to keep for a successfirl process. The designer,

therefore, has to be experienced in ordet to identifr and react effectively to

some of the multiple design issues embedded in a sketch'

Conversations

The manner in which information is processed by the designer during the

activity of sketching is both interesting and complex. It will go through

nurnerous forms when moving from concept to teality indicating that the

sketch means a lot rnore to the designer than iust imagery. It is seen as

generative and evaluative, the manipulation of an idea that needs further

development towatds certainty. The consequence of this is a process in which

designers make a mark, respond by examining and criticising the mark, make a

decision based on dris criticism (with a desired result in mind)' makes furrher

marks and so progress in design. To the designer the sketch is not simply a

representation on PaPer of the images held in the mind but rathef it is a

dialectic process (Goldschmidt 1992). As Goldschmidt puts it:
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[t is] the oscillation of arguments which brings about [al gradual transformation of
images ending when the designer judges that *f6.i..tt .ohit"tr." has been achieved
(Goldschmidt 1992).

Goldschmidt goes further to state that the design process is an interaction of
arguments and moves. "Arguments" are explorations of the task and the

reasoning about it while "moves" are the physical motions brought about by

the arguments. The drawings of the designer that are essentially produced by
moves supply new food for the argumenrs (Arnheim 19g5). In other words

architects often engage in sketches not to record an idea (that does not yet

exist) but rather to he$ generare one (Goldschmidt lgg4). Researchers have

defined this activity as conversations being held with rhe materials of a design

(Schcin and wiggins 7992) and have given value to the idea of ..6"g1-rark,,

(Goldschmidt 1999) in which the drawing ircelf acts as a catalysr to propel the

design process forward. It can be firrther suggested that the designer explores

the drawing looking for clues as to the way forward. In this wan the sketch is

responsible for rhe architect's decision making.

The sketch can also be a tool for reflection. In his book rhe Design studio,schcin

(1985) speaks of the act of sketching as a kind of reflection-in-action whete the

designer shifts stance fiom exploratory what-ifs (the first mark) to recognition

of implications and evenrual commirrnent to a way forward (schrin 19g5). The
sketch records this shift offering rhe designer more material to reflect on. By
obserning and critically assessing previous moves designers are best able to
comprehend and be conscious about their own design process. Birgit cold puts

it like this:

Reading and- interpreting sketches make you recognize what you have .chosen to
emphasise': rhe fearures, the space, and the lighr To op"tr up to tie phenomena and to
make ' the unconscious' strearn' flow between the senises, the mind,'the hand, pen and
paper' a deep concentradon and a conscious attitude towards the power of this
unconscious cooperation is neccssary. Exercising this 'intemal cooperation'is crucial in
the design process (Cold 1995).

By being aware of the sketches designets make and having the oppornrnity to
reflect on them, rhe aware designer can make designing a conscious activity -
this is achieved by reaching design as a process that requires .,thinking" 

and

reflecting through images and visualisation.
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The main reason for encoutaging hand sketching [in education] is the imporance of
leaming and knowing how 'to catch, keep and cteate' environmental impressions and

conceptions dirccdy in time aod on the spot (Cold 1995).

It is partly through the sketch that the rnaster Pfoduces behaviout that the

student mirrors in reflection-in-action.

Sketching therefore can be referred to as a teflective conversation with images

and ideas conveyed by the act of drawing. In his book Graphit Tbinking for

Arcbitect and Desigters, Paul Laseau 0989) agrees with this premise by claiming

that the process of graphic thinking can be seen as conversatioos with ourselves

in which we communicate with fhe use of sketches. Sketching can then be seen

as a pefsond "convefsation" that the designer engages in vith the use of images

(and related information).

Eye+Mind+Hand=Sketch

b**-Q Wbs

Figurc 5.12. Having a design conversation. 1) Seelng the image with the eye.
2) Creating an image in the mind.3) Generating a modified condition.4)
Drawlng in relation to the modified vision wlth the hand. Number five (not
shown) woutd be the action of "seeing" the modified image and starting the
cycle again.

The value of the sketching conversation lies in the cycle of information ftom

paper to eye to mind/brain to hand and back to PaPe!. Consequendy the more

information involved in these "transactions", the more oPPorhrnities there ate

for change, which will result in a dcher outPut. In the illustration above, Jack

our designet starts by sketching t'wo rectangles to fePfesent the pati of a house

as yet ro be designed. Jack looks at the sketch [1] and translates this into forms

in his mind [2]. The ease of rhe translation is dependent on such factors as his

experience, particular interests and ultimate aim. The translation is essentially a

filtering of the image with Jack choosing to see certain asPects or implications
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and ignoring others. Jack takes the uanslated fotms and based on what he

knows of the contexr considers manipulating the corner of one of the solids [3].

He then transfers this "what if' to paper [4] where he considers the new image

and the cycle begins again.

This is of course simpli$ing what can be tegarded as a complex cognitive

process that can take place in less than a second and as the hand is drawing.

using schon's argument that design is a reflective conversation (sch<in and

Wiggins 7992), we can infer that a reflective conversarion is about the designer

seeing what is there, dmwing in relarion to ig seeing what is drawn and so

further informing the design. To put it simpln Jack makes a matk, cridcises,

analyses and makes a decision based on that mark. He rhen makes a new mark

influenced by this decision and the process is repeated. This operation is

possible only with the use of rhe eye, brain and hand and manifested in the

sketch (Laseau 1989). The imporance of this combinarion cannot be

overstated.

If we consider the role each entity plays in the convenation it can be argued

that the eye and mind works as one unit since the mind relies on what the eyes

see in order to filter, translate, and make decisions. The hand does not

necessarily rely on the eye, more rhan as a device *rat relays what it is doing to

the mind Otuir). It however works rvith the brain to Eanslate the images for

examination. we can in essence distil the conversation from three parties to

nvo: the head, comprising eye and mind and the hand, comprising hand and

mind.

Conversation Dimensions

The dialogue between head and hand can best be managed by a definitive

understanding of their interaction. Four interelated characteristics of particular

interest to this thesis define the conversation bet'ween head and hand. They are

(in no particular order);

1'. The domains of language in which the designer describes and

appreciates the consequences of his/her moves. Domains afe contexts
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that determine the choice of the representation, for example, drawing of

a cross-section for considering ceiling heights'

Z. The implications the designer discovers and pursues determines

whether a new irnage is produced or the same image is marked.

3. The implications discovered might also change the designer's stance

toril/ard the situation with which he/she converses'

4. The search for clues rhrough which the problem can be undentood

and a suitable approach developed'

These characteristics will be explored frrlly it the next chapter where these

dimensions wiil be used ro analyse empirical daa. Before we do this however it

is appropriate now to locate the sketch within the context of the issues we are

trying to address in this work.

The Sketch and the Student

Drawing as a legitimate tool for thinking has been largely neglected by design

schoois (Lockard 2000). Even though some schools actively encourage the

teaching of drawing, the drawing is usually seen as a means of cornmunication

e.g. presentation dravuings, as a means of proiecting an idea e.g. visionary

drawings or in most cases as an end in and of itself. If tutots do in fact

encourage the use of drawing as a thinking tool, it is often overlooked when

students present designs fot criticism. This view ot consideration of drawing

reinforces and influences the many chdlenges facing architecrural education

today. It also affects to large degree the interaction between student and

teacher.

Product or Process?

One of the many challenges facing education - product valued above process

(Chapter 2) - greaiy influences the student's approach to drawing or sketching.

The lack of emphasis on Process hinders the student's productive use of

sketching. This is reflected in the inability, or lack of confidence in the ability, to

externalise ideas in an accePtable graphic form (I-ockard 1982). Even though

the student may feel that his/her ideas are comparable to those of fellow
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students, he/she may be intimidated by the gtaphic qualiry seen in other

students' sketches. Because the student does not view the sketch as part of a

Process, but rather as an object that reflects his/her ability, he/she is afraid to

sketch. This affects srudenrs' ability express their thoughts and ideas through

drawing as they feel that the sketch has to be somehow ..beautiful',. This

attitude which resuks in srudents feeling "stuck', denies srudents rhe ability to
freely and actively manipulate their concepts and ideas. Without conrrol of the

changes and refinemenm that are part of sketching, students have a limited

range of options fiom which ro select their path.

High Art

Considering architecrure as "high art" affects the perception of sketching in
schools' There exists within schools the myth that creativity is about rhat ..one

big idea" or full-blown concepr. The emphasis placed on theories and concepts

(in lieu of process and pragmatism) sometimes hinders the student's exploration

through sketching. Students sometimes wait until there is "something to dravr"

not rusting the potential of the sketch to suggest or initiate a way forward.

The Zone of Interaction

The sketch makes the workings of the crearive mind visible. According to

Arnheim:

They not only supply the designer with tangible images of what his or her mind is trying
out...h_t't they also permit the observer or theorist ro catch a few stop-motion glimisei
of the flow of ceation (Amheim 1995).

Because design teaching depends on "tle extemalised printout of the

conceptual process" teaching cannot begin until the student offers a co[rmon

refetent for discussion (r,ockard 1982, Schon 1985). As teachers and peers react

to the drawings they sometimes expose issues that the student had not seen

before. As a result, students who are good at extemalising their thought

Processes through sketching tend to get more teacher/peer anention. c)thers

unfomrnately get proponionally less feedback. The chalenges described

therefore inhibit the open communicable process that benefits rhe zone of
interaction with peers and teachers (Iockard lggl).
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VirtualWorld

Another educadonal challenge that is reinforced by the student's use of

sketching is the notion that architectural education exists within a virrual

environment (Chapter 4). Because the contemporafy studio cannot provide

srudents with an actual building to test and experience first hand; the testing is

performed in the virrual world of the sketch. The study dtawing or sketch

embodies a vimral world rhat represents something that is not yet constructed

and, in the case of design studio, something that may nevet exist ot be

constnrcted. \ililhen immerced in the virtual world of the sketch the student

(who has little experience of the "real" wodd) struggles to define an accrrate

model of the problem o! come to terms with the rules embedded within it'

He/she has no idea how the design will perform in the physical world and so is

more willing to suspend "physical rules" and ignote limitations. This is replaced

by aesthetic rules, which require no tesring. Consequendy the student designer

has no appteciation of the issues concerned in making the environment cost

effective and responsive to rhe user. It is therefore the teacher's responsibility to

reproduce real proiect conditions lacking in the students' sketches. This

subsequently reduces the time afforded to other asPects of teaching design.

Lack of information

An additional challenge involves the qualiry of information embedded within

the student's sketch. Because students often fail to see a connection between

lecture courses and design studio, the sketches executed in studio are usually

devoid of infornation learnt elsewhere. This lack of information restticts the

options affotded to the desigoer. For the sketch to be effective it has to

"contaifl" adequate and relevant information that gives the shldent enough

scope for designing or decision-making. Again, it is the teachef who provides

this information, usually during the deskcrit. Unfomnately rhe student needs

rhis inforrration during the process of design when he/she would benefit from

it most. This would allow more time for a quality deskcrit'
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Challenges for educators in relation to the sketch

It is dear that the sketch has to play an important role in the revitalisation of
architecnrral education. Ifthe challenges facing architectural education are to be

met then there are prerequisites that have to be addressed for the sketch to play

its part. One of the most imporrant is the recognition of the sketch by the

student as an essential part of the design process. It must be emphasised that

concePts can only be developed and evolve by using the sketch as an incubator.

It is also important for the student to remember that it is not the qualiry of the

sketch, but what it imparts to the designer that is crucial. For this to occur the

value of the sketch must be explicit Another challenge involves providing

adequate connection with the realities of architecture. The sketch in this case

has to contain ot project some elements of reality for the studenr to ger a solid

undersanding of how architecture works.

Gonclusion

Successfirl design relies on the designer's abiJity to peel away, analyse and

synthesis design issues. Dtawing in architecture is the fundamental activity that

facilitates this process. The drawing as an obfect is one of architects' most

powerfirl tools of thought and communication. As a tool of thought, the

drawing in rhe form of the sketch seems to be essential to many designers. It is
not simply used as an appendage but rather is an integral part of the designer.

Not only is it a way of "exrernalizing ideas, of tuming intemal thoughts public,

of making fleeting thoughts more p€finanenr" (fversky 2002) but it mediates

creative thought processes. It facilitates the design process. It is the

"conversationt' rhat the designer engages in 'ildth the use of images (and related

information).

This conversation (or interacdvity) involves chiefly rwo rhought processes - rhe

production of ideas and the interpretations of those ideas and represenring

them in a physical sense and spatid sense. These interpretations rhen facilitate

the production of mote ideas. The brain through the eye reacts to the sketch

the hand has drawn. This has been uanslated into two players - the head and

the hand.
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In design education students have uouble coordinating these elements and

realising the potential of the sketch. Valuing product over pfocess, their

consideration of the sketch as an end in itself prevents deliberate exploration.

Students think that somehow their sketches have to be beautifirl or have a "big

concept" in it. As a result, srudents are hesitant to utilise the sketch as a

thinking tool. Even when the sketch is used for thinking, the students'

unfamiliarity with the real wodd and lack of experience in interpreting and

seeing ideas ptevents positive use of the medium'

This negative sftuation has serious implications for design education. S7e have

seen (Chapters 3,4) how, in the ideal and real interactions that occur in design

education, sildents are encouraged to develop critical observation skills, to be

flexible, and to develop self-knowledge. Perhaps the most influential of these

interacdons is the student-master diaiogue that embodies the desk cric At the

centre of this zone of interaction is the sketch' The sketch and the zone of

interaction are therefore inexplicably linked. Unless the sketch is used by the

student to its firll potential, the effectiveness of any changes ol strategies for

enhancing the zone will be diminished. By improving the capabilities of the

sketch we can consequently improve the natue of the zote of interaction' By

enhancing and enriching the zone of interaction we can effectively improve on

the srudent-teacher dialogue allowing higher quality learning and a greater

response to the challenge of education.

Understanding the act of sketching, therefore, is crucial to understanding how

we might use it to enhance the student's abiJity to caPtufe' manipulate and

teflect on ideas during conceptual design. Understanding the conttibutions of

the head and the hand might enable us to define a means through which

sketching might be used to help students gain practical knowledge that would

otherwise be denied. The means to achieve this would be through the ptovision

of an environment rooted in the interaction of designer and media; head and

hand.

Lockard in his book Dutgo DrawingPresents leads to this environmenl In it he

describes what he observes when helping design srudents in the early phases of

the design pfocess. Using an "eyemindhand" wheel as a metaPhot, Locketd

claims that the design Process may be triggered by aoy of the three components
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(eye, mind or hand or in our case, rhe head and hand) of the wheel or by

indistinguishable combinations of rhe three componenrs. He goes on:

This initial overcoming of inertia may be very dif6cult or very easy and most design
teachers push very hatd on nvo ofthe three components. They tease and provoke tf,e
mind verbally and show the eye-mind visual examples. This "teacher push', rarely
includes the hand, bur it should, perhaps by simply asking students to draw a graphic
abstraction of the problem. Most times, teachers are more interested in talking 

"Uo"i 
.1.

direction of the rolling wheel. Students respond to this pushing of their conceptual
wheel in various ways, depending mostly on the expedence-and confidence they have in
using the three components of the wheel (Lockard 1g82) €ig. 5.13).

Figure 5.13. Moving the eyemindhand wheel (Source: Lockard t9g2)

To Lockard, the struggle to overcome the inertia of the conceptual wheel may

indicate a flat tfue rhat represents the student's least confident ability grc^/,ng a

continuing problem to the smooth rolling of the wheel. $7hat is needed is a

means of p"mping up the flat areas of the wheel so the student can roll it
confidendy and smoo*rly. Students and teachers may then spend most of their

time in deciding the most promising direction to roll it

Lockard's analogy is relevant to orr argument. By supponing or pumping up

one aspect of the wheel, particulady the hand, one can ease the difficulties

strdents encounter when using the sketch in education. The challenge,

therefore, is to encourage greater interaction between head and hand

consequendally countering the challenges facing educarion. h is imponant to

realise that there is much value in empowering the symbiotic relationship

between the head and the hand. The question is - what is it rhe "hand" should

know to bener inforrn the "evemind" or..head"?
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6. Heads and Hands

Do we think while we draw or draw while we think? Does the hand guide the head or
head the hand? Was there an idea before we began designing or did the idea arise dudng
the design process? ftIertzberget 2000)

EEHw
I
I
I

>-______-/

Figure 6.1. The eye and brain, hand and sketch. (Source: Faruque 1984)

ketching is a conversation with the materials of a situation (Schon and

Wiggirrs 1992).Iike a conversation, the activity of sketching is interactive

and highly dependent on feedback This interactivity involves chiefly rwo

thought processes - the creation and manipulation of ideas and the

representation of those ideas for criticism and further manipulation. Writers on

graphic thinking define this another way: the brain through rhe eye reacts to the

sketch the hand has &awn (Figure 6.1) (I-aseau 1989; Faruque 1984). This

thesis distils this to an interaction between two elements - the head and the

hand.

To move beyond this definition and begin to develop strategies to enhance tfre

zone of interaction tfuough the sketch, it is imponant to ask the following

questions: What does the "head" do? What does the "hand" do? What is the

interaction between the t'wo? \What is it the "hand" should know to represent
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the ideas of the "head"? Finally, how can knowledge of this relationship assist

sketching and by extension architectural education?

The description of a series of experiments employing human subiects in these

rwo roles, is the cenual theme of this chapter. It stans with a design studio that

aftempts to teach students about the potential of the hand sketch. Next, a

subsequent exercise in Jamaica, reveals an intercsting developmenfi students

tended to design with more intensity and with mote confidence when paired

with a senior colleague. This idea was fufiher investigated, employing a

practitionet and a student.

To aid in these investigations a quasi-experiment (a modified protocol study)

was designed to determine the relationship bet'ween the head and the hand in

the conversations that define sketching. It was discovered from this experiment

that the head indeed benefited from having a senior hand in the conversation.

The question then became - How can the "expeft hand" better inform and

assist the "novice head"?

Head and Hand Studio at Victoria University of Wellington

What is the nature of the interaction between the head and the hand in

sketching? In response to this question, an exetcise about sketching and design

thinking was designed as a proiect for design studio. The studio had nvo

purposes - one experimental and the other educational. The purpose of the

studio, therefore, was to:

1. Investigate the interaction between head and hand;

2. Illustrate to students the likeness of matks on a page to conversations whilst

demonstrating other approaches (courtesy of their peers) to design;

The Studio Project

The project was inuoduced at the stan of the second semester in an

architecturd design course at Victoria Univetsity of Vellington. ARCH 212

comprised of 60 second year students enrolled in the S-year Bachelor of
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Atchitecrure pro$am. The project took place over a period of 5 teaching daysro

for a total of approximately 18 hours (including initial lecture and review

sessions). on the fust day of the project a lecture on design process and

sketching was presented to the students. This served as the rheoretical

underpinning of the exercise. A demonstration of the proposed activity was

then performed and students received the rules of engagement for the exercise

(see Table 6.1). During rhe next two days, the design activity took place in four

sessions. In each session each student acted as either head or hand in the design

of an "inner city srudio" and as either head or hand in the design of a ..rural

house". Students, who designed or played the role of the head, told the ,.hand"

what to do. The hand then had the responsibility for sketching images to assist

the head in grasping the problem and progressing towards a satisfactory design

outcome.

Snrdents were divided into four tutorial gtoups - A, B, C, and D. In the fust

session (see table below), rhose students in the fust group mentioned (A & B)

acted as the head while those in rhe second group (C & D) werc hands.

Proiect Session 1 Session 2 Session 3 Session 4
Studio - inner citv NC DIB ctA B/D
House - rural B/D ctA D/B NC

Table 5.2 Heads and Hands session configurations

ts Teaching days mentioned are the scheduled studio sessions for ARCH 212- 4hours Mondays and W€dnesdays.-- The hand had a right to ask what projection/representation to illustrate (plan/elevation/section/3D) and what scale if
any,
21 ihe nand hada right to point out potential problems and discrepancies overlooked that had to do with the obiective
(practical) side of the design.
" The head had a right to tell the hand exactly what was necessary in the image and what was redundant.
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Hand
Follow instructions of the head; only asking
questions as they relate to the image.

Draw or illustrate concepts that the hand
thought would enhance the understanding of
lhe head.-"

Advise on the consequences lo other design
domains that were not being investigated.''

Head
Design a response to the design problem
relying on images and information presented
by the hand.

Ask specifically for the imagefinformation
needed to make decisions."

Set out and specify the kinds of questions the
head wanted the hand to ask.

Request any'non-visual" information from the
hand i.e. ergonomic distances, max. room

Table 6.1 Rules of engagement tor the head and hand studios.
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For example, suppose a student (Pedro) in group A, begun in Session 7 as a

head for the design of an "inner city studio" and worked with a hand friona)

from group C. In Session 2, Pedto acted as the hand for a student (Saul) in

gfoup C who was the head designing a "rural home". In Session 3, fuelled with

the experiences of Sessions 1 and 2, Pedro was the hand in the design of the

studio and in Session 4, the head for the rural home. In the end Pedto was head

and hand in the rual home and head and hand in the inner city studio. The

result was an experience in both asPects of the two problems. This setup v/as

done to negate any preconceived bias or preferences to any particular proiect

permitting rhe student to experience both proiects in different capacities (as

heads and hands).

All sessions were approximately t hout long. Students wefe allowed to use their

preferred "design tools" (marker, pencil, scale rule etc.) and faculty supplied

them wirh A3 bond paper. In addition to the design problem and paper for

drawing, rhe hands were given some basic reference information in the form of

an "info booklet". This booklet contained information about planning rules,

anthropometric data, etgonomics, excerPts fiom ChristoPher Alexander's

Pattcrr l-.angtage and space use data. The idea behind the booklet u/as to provide

students with adequate on the spot reference rnaterial for the task. It was

thought that this would save time (spent looking up information) for the

participants. During the sessions, tutors went atound observing the process and

gritrg advice where needed. At the end of each session day, students met with

their group tutors as two large glouPs - (A+B) and (C+D) - to discuss the

sessions.

At the conclusioo of the final session, srudents had to choose the design

solution (either a studio or rural home desig") of one of the heads for which

tL.y acted as hand. The student would then work with the chosen

sffategy/pfoposal, criticising it and taking it to a further level of development'

In other words, create a Pfoduct consistent with the design stfategy employed.

On the fifth and lasr contact day, students met individually with tutors to tdk

about progress and ways of presenting their information. The comPutef was

used to create presentation dra'qdngs figure 6.2) that showed the process and

ourcome (rvith commentary) of the interaction experienced, and the process
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used and outcome achieved as a resulr of developing the design srrategy of their

peer. The review of the work took the form of an inforrnal crit or discussion.

From casual observation it was evident that students demonstrated a willingness

to criticise and engage with the ideas generated by their peets. overall, srudents

responded positively to the review, and some lively discussions took place.

Evaluation of the experimental component of the exercise was done by

questionnaires and casual conversations with the students.
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Figure 6.2. Presentation of one of the "results" of the exercase.

Informal Observations

A number of interesting observations arose from the exercise:

Some students tended ro rreat the project as a firnction planning

exercise. More effort was placed in "getting the plan dht" and not on

the "architectutal" concepts or issues involved. This could have been

attributed to the limitation on time and the very prescdptive nanue of
the design brief.

Stronger snrdents (students with some experience in the field and

students who usually get the best grades) as the "hand" attempted to

control and lead the outcome of the scheme (usually out of impatience

with their partner). The partners or heads in these circumstances
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responded either by accepting or resisting the attempt at control

somedmes ar rhe deuiment of the scheme. This revealed the stong

influence the hand had over the head.

- As the head, some stronger students expressed frusuation with their

partner not "delivering" suitable images. These students were forced to

be explicit with their wishes/ideas of to wait (a few seconds) while theit

pafrner generated the required information. This also emphasised the

influence the hand has with the head'

- The use of two sites, which each student "visited tsrice", meant some

strong thematic repetition of ideas. As some students became familiat

with the issues involved they wefe directed, ot rather consented' to

entef into scenarios that they had aheady wofked thto"gh. Schemes that

reworked previous ideas tended to reach furrher in the ptocess'

- Students who were heads for some proiects still felt "ownership" of the

schemes during the review and were in most cases in tgfeement of the

projected outcome. This indicated a sUong connection benveen the

head and ideas generated.

Formal Responses

A week after the proiect students were given a questionnaire to answer' The

questionnaire comPrised of 33 questions;22 of which werc fixed response using

a S-point scale. The first 12 questious on the questionnaire wefe about the

srudents' "design habits" while the test wefe about their appraisal of the

activity. Of the sixty students, fifry returned the questionnaire for evaluation.

rJ0hen asked how they found the activity, most of the students found the

process frustrating. Despite this, they were mostly positive' According to one

student it was "interesting and frustrating at the same time." Other students

indicated that it was an interesting way of communicating design ideas while a

few expressed surprise that they actually enioyed the activity. Among the

aspects students found panicuiady interesting were:
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- It was usefirl to experience how "another's brain works". Students were

enlightened to see and expedence the way other students viewed and

approached design.

- Through verbalising their ideas and seeing someone's interpretation of

it, they leamt a lot about their own limitations.

- It highlighted the design process and how important the sketch was.

- It was a good way of leaming to communicate

Intetestingly, when asked how ofren they referred to the info booklet on behdf

of the head only two ansq'ered a lot or less dran a lot (scale: one and nvo) while

19 were neutral (scale: three), 21 answered very litde (scale: four) and eight did

not refer to the booklet at anytime. This indicated what educators have

suspected: students are reluctant to check reference materials when designing.

Of significance was the discovery that the projects using the stronger students

as hands tended to be more resolved. This evidence vras purposefrrlly checked if
this was the case in a similar experiment inJamaica.

Head and Hand Workshop at Garibbean School of Architecture

At the Caribbean School of Architecture in Jamaica a similar exercise was

undenaken. The differences, however, were the duration of the exercise - 2

days (of 8 hours each) and the nanue of the subjects. To test the notion of the

more experienced hand, third year students ,rre partnered ''vith snrdents ftom

the postgraduate years2r instead of using subjects ftom the same design year.

t3 The Caribbean School of Architecture uses a 4+2 education structure. Four years are used to attain a Bachelors of
Architectural Studies and after a lear ouf, the final 2 years (of design and research) is used to attain a Masters of
Architecture.
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Figure 5.4. Students of the Carlbbean School of Architecture taklng pail In
workshop.

The Sessions

On day one, the first two houts of the exetcises wefe sPent intfoducing the

students to the wotkshop. This included a lecture on design processes, and a

demonstration of the head and hand exercise. Junior students were then paired

with senior sftdents and vice vena for two design sessions. Each student was

dre hand for one proiect and the head for the next. Both sessions were

approximately sixty minutes long. Students were allowed to use any drawing

tools (paper and drawing instruments) th.y desired. No info booklet was

disuibuted-

On the second day the sketches from the sessions the &y before were pinned

up and the hands took turns to descdbe the ideas and direction their Partner

took. The schemes were voted on and the 4 schemes that were deemed most

*workable", rnost intetesting and most clear were used for the next Phase of the

workshop. Students were invited to arrange themselves in fout gtouPs to

develop the design work frrrthet on these fout ptoiects. The hands on the

particular schemes that were selected became the group leader by default

Interesting grcups wete formed - in the lone scheme done by a iunior head" her

Soup comprised of masters students. In another groupr a senior student ended

up in the Soup for a proiect for which she was the head. The workshoP ended

with a review and a quite sPfuited discussion.
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Flgure 6.5. Heads and hands during the CSA workshop.

Observations

Dudng the sessions the following were observed:

- Junior students parmered with a senior colleague for hand generdly

presented "refined" schemes that were comparable to schemes with

senior students as heads.

Sketches done by junior students as "hands" lacked the refinement and

richness of similar sketches by senior "hands".

Snrdents, particulady junior srudents, admined to an appreciation of the

design process and in particular the nuances of sketching. The claim was

made that "they had nevef thought about" the conversations with

themselves that "exist" when sketching.

Senior students as heads expressed frusuation in getting their ideas

across and on the paper of their junior colleagues. Junior students,

however, were am^zed by the intensity of the task. They claimed that

they were able to think "straight" because they "(had) someone

prompting (them) and requiring input to go on". These students also

had the perception of designing faster, illustrating the old adage rhat

two heads are better than one.
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- One senior student who had seen the issues involved in the design

earlier as a hand finished well befote the prescdbed time as head since

he made it a point to address the same issues his junior Partner (as head)

had encountered and struggled with before.

Conctusions of the Head and Hand Studios

Some common themes and interesting differences ernerged ftom the nwo

studios. In New Zealard where students were of equal (more or less)

capabilities the output v/as no different from a regulat design studio at that

level. Snrdents were frusuated with fieir colleagues but appreciated the

exposgre to the nuances of sketching. In Jamaica, fhe reaction of the students

ro a more "educated" hand was worthy of note as it was discovered that iunior

students:

- had the perception of designing faster,

- perceived that their design activity was mofe "intensive" than normal,

- considered questions that wouldn't normdly be considered,

- perceived a rise in the level of their design proposal'

The ideas of the "more capable" hand appeared to help tremendously in

making the o'less capable" head aware of some of the issues involved in design-

Despite this support, the head retained the perception that it was in control of

the design. These observations indicate a relationship between the relative

education of the rwo parties and the "success" of the activity.

The Double H ExPeriment

The relationship of the head to an o'educated" hand is an interesting premise. It

relates to the discussion in Chapter 4 about the zone of interaction and the

relationship between student and master' It demands the questions: to what

extent is the master the hand, to what extent is the hand's role in the zone and

what is the natue of the information that is cornmunicated bet'ween the parties.

To examine this relationship in the context of the sketch and designing, a

unique experiment employing protocol analysis was designed to understand the
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conversation that characterises sketching and determine the nature of an

"educated" hand and its effect on the process.

Protocol Analysis

Protocol analysis is a research methodology used in the field of psychology to

study human problem solving and information processing techniques. It has

been used extensively, since the 1970s, by design researchers as a method to

elicit design thinking (See Akin 1986; Eastrnm 1970; Anders and Simon 1993).

Since then, it has become the prevailing experimental technique for exploring

and comprehending aspects of designing.

Protocol analysis offers design researchers a potenrially effective (aod

debatable) method for observing and analysing design problem-solving

behaviour. !0hile this reseatch method usuaily involves sole designers

verbalising their thoughts while they sketch and tackle the design problern" since

the 1980s, single person srudy has crossed over into team design activity

pawson 1997). Protocol analysis has also recendy been used to investigate

techniques in computer-mediared collaboration (Gabriel and Maher 1999).

A protocol is the recorded behaviour of the problem solver or (in this case) the

designer under controlled conditions. This usually takes the form of "sketches,

notes, video or audio recordings" (Akin 1986). According to cuffent lirerarure,

there are two \yays of obtaining design protocols: concurrent (or inuospective)

and retrospective Q)orst and Dijkhuis 1995; Gero & Tang 2001). In the

coocrutent protocol, subjects ate requfued to design while verbalising their

thoughts. fn conuast, subjects are asked to design fust and then retrospectively

report the design processes in retrospective protocols. This is usually done with

or without the visual aids provided by the video and audiotapes documenring

their design processes (Gero and Tang 2001). Portions of the recorded vetbal

protocol (in both cases) are then assigned, or encoded, ro "previously defined

categories in a model based theory of cognition" @ckersly 1988). Recent

research has shown that both produce similar results in terms of exploring the

process otiented aspects of designing (Gero and Tang 2001).
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Criticisms of Classical Protocol Analysis

Despite its populadty in eticiting understandings of "design thinking" classicd

protocol analysis has been criticised by some tesearchers. Cdtics usually say

that:

The snall saryPh dow not pmdaa enough data. Critics argue that protocol analysis

techniques lack sufficient subiects to get a large enough sampling in which to

make generalisations. Arguments to the contrafF suggest that the dozens of

obsernations found in the protocols of subiects offset the small size of the

sample (Akin 1986).

Concanent uerbalisation alters subjects' bebadosr. Again, it is atgued rhat being placed

under a "microscope" in this way makes designers conscious of their actions

and so tend to engage in activity they think the researcher wants to see (rather

than action they normally engage in). This criticism isn't easily refuted and can

only be minimised if special care is aken to avoid this. This is helped if the

obser:,''er is as unobtrusive as possible. This can also be regarded as a limitation

of the experiment since it is the only way to "capture" designem'thoughts.

Expeinents are not nflutiw of real design epindes. Supponers of this view point to

the fact that there is no negotiation with clients, no discussion of ideas with

peers and no oppornrnity for reflection (away ftom the task) (IJoyd, Lawson,

and Scott 1995). This view while being valid doesn't take into consideration that

only the period of specific activity is under investigation and not the factors that

indirecdy influence design Process.

The data obtained is unrckable. Some critics argue that because thought is not a

directly observable activity, coocuffent and retrospective accounts of human

thought can be regarded as unreliable data for scientific enquiry. They claim that

subiects - tend to forget (in retrospective ptotocols); tend to qualify their

thoughts (in relation to what they think the researcher wants); and apply

reasoning (to the thoughts) in some instances. Howevet, it has been ptoposed

that under controlled conditions, individuals (when trained to concurrendy

verbelize their thoughts) can reveal a remarkably accwate picture of their

cognitive processes while engaged in problem solving (Eckersly 1988).
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A different approach to protocol analysis

Considering these criticisms and pursuing the aim of gening a clearer picture of
the head's expecrarions of the hand, an unexampled variation of the protocol

analysis method was developed to determine the interaction benreen hand and

head in design activity. This variation, which integrates classical analysis with

that of collaborative environments, sets out to discover how "intelligent'' the

hand should be to enhance design by reflection. In the protocol study descdbed

in this research, t'vo subiects are used. Like previous snrdios - one plays tle
role of the "hand" while the other is the "head"- nvo elements that are involved

in the design "conversadon". The designer or head tells the hand what to do.

The hand then has the responsibility of coming up with images that would

$eady assist the head to grasp the problem and progtess towards the design

solution. In other words - provide "food" for the arguments of the head.

The goals of this modification, which we will call double h, are as follows:

1. To verifr the imponance of hand sketching to the designer.

2. To examine the role images/sketches play in design activity.

3' To validate the purpose of an expen "design partner/assistant" in the

design process.

4. To determine if there is a difference between what experts look for and

what novices seek.

5. To find what is the narure of the knowledge base that helps the designer

"sketch".

Advantages of this method

Concentrating on the contents of the head and hand interaction was considered

more important than solely concenrrating on the design strategy employed by

the designer. This approach was expecred to easily identifr rhe narure of the

images and informarion requested by the designer, to inform the process (and

enhance the designer's strategy). Approaching the investigation in this rnanner,

has its advantages. By allowing ftee dialogue berween the subjects and looking

at the questions the subjects ask each other, one can begin to specr,legg on the
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sort of dialogue that occurs when the designer is alone. In addition, by using

this technique one subiect has the benefit of sketching without the added

disuaction of verbalisation (except to ask for clarification which itself can

indicate importance of elements to represent data). The other subiect verbalises

without worrying about sketching. ft can also be argued that the behaviour of

the subject is less affected by this arrangement. Data collected would illusuate

two different approaches to design instead of one, providing more data for

analysis.

The Experiment

Figure 6.6. Double h experiment in session: Practitioner Amanda (head) and

Student Amy (hand) engaged in design'

Two subjects - one, a practitioner (Amanda) with over four years pracdce

experience and the other, a third year atchitecture student (Amy) - participated

in the experiment (Fig*. 6.6). As stated before, the decision to use a

practitioner and a student, stemmed from a desire to closer witness what effect

experience (or the educated hand) had on the activity'

The experiment consequendy was done in two design sessions. In the first

session, the practitioner was given the tole of "hand". The student as the

"lxead" was given a design Plogfam for an architect/artist's studio and gallery
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on an inner-city site. In the second design session the roles were revetsed and

rhe practitioner as the "head" was asked to design a 4-bedroom residence on a

beach site. The choice of the task, in addition to being similar to actud design

studio proiects, was based on the kinds of tasks given to students on the same

design level as the iunior panicipanr

The experiment is similar to the head and hand studios. The subjects were given

various sizes of paper (bond and uacing) as well as a uride assorrment of pencils

and pens. In addition they were furnished with a scale rule and a 30cm nrler.

On average, each session took one hour (this was the time specified by the

reseatcher; however, this was not stricdy enforced). On both occasions a video

camera was used to record marks on paper (by th. "hand') as well as any

gestwes by the "head" in directing the sketching operations. The sessions were

also recorded on audiotape, while the obsenrer took notes of the activity and

the sketches made by subiects were retained. Prior to the experiment the

participants were given a short questionnaire (that covered personal

information about design experience and their drawing preferences). Aftet

rerurning the questionnaire, the subjects were allowed to read the design brief

for about five minutes before beginning the design ask. Dudng the session, the

subjects were asked to adhere to the "rules of engagement" used in the head

and hand studios. The subjects were also asked to ignore the observer (and

recording apparatus) as much as possible, yet not hesiati.g to ask questions

about issues that posed a problem in achieving the starcd objectives of the

exetcise.

The head was instructed to take the design to as far as the end of the schematic

design stage i.e. when the scheme was considered ready for "drawing up" (i.e.

ready for technical drawing/entering on rhe computer). The following

minimum, however, was required: floor plans, site secdon, and elevations

and/or another section (to some scale) and 3D sketches (which were optional).

The "finished" product was intended to reflect rhe level of desigu usually

pres€rited in a design studio. At the end of the session the subjects were given a

questionnaire and spent a further fifteen minutes discussing the activity with the

researcher.
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Amanda Amy
Occupation Prastitioner Student
Education (vears) 7 2
Practice (vears) 4 0

What do you understand
by the word Sketch

Draw experimentally,
thoughtfully to test and
Dlan

Hand drawn, fairly
rough, not necessarily
measured

How often do you sketch
when desiqnino

1 1

How oflen do you sketch
when communicatino

3 3

Representation use
most when designing

Plan-2O"/o
Section - 20"/o
Elevation - 20"/"
Perspective - 20"/o
Other-axo-20%

Plan-20o/o
Section - 20%
Elevation - 0ol"
Perspective - 600/o

Other - 0"/"
How much time in one
sitting do you spend on
da.sion aclivilv

2-3hrs 1.5-2hrs

How often do you
consult outside sources
when designing

2 - less than all the time 2 - less than all the time

How early do you use
reference material at
start of Dr@ess

1 - very early 1- very early

How early do you use
the scale rule

1 - very early 3-

What scale do you starl
desion at

Other 1:100

(A 1 -5 scale. 1 = dl the time and 5 = never)

Table 6.3. Proflles of subiects used in experiment taken from answered
questionnaires.

Figure 6.7. An exampte of the sketches produced durlng the experiment
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Student as Head

Even though there were two sessions in the experiment the student's session as

head was the focus of the exercise. The session using the practitioner as head

was considered a control experiment to check for similarities and differences.

Below is a short sunmary of the student's acrivity as head.

The session for which the studenr was head can be divided into three phases.

Phase one, the longest, involved locating and resolving the issues of entry,

vertical circulation and the 1.5m change in level Phase t'qro involved locating

the other spaces in the proposal. In phase three, the development of an

elevation for the design was the focus.

The design session began with the "head" establishing an entry to the building.

The ftst moves involved setting up a reception on the minor of the two streets,

establishing a sair that goes "underground", recognising that there is a 1.5m

difference bet'ween both streets. A stair to compensate for the level difference

(1.5m) was put in u/irh its dimensions determined by the use of the building.

The first question for the head pertained to the width of the stairs. The student

started with a srraighr flight but with the help of the hand soon ..discovered',

that a "IJ" stair was more appropriate given the space the straight flight would

have required. once the stair was established (or satisfactory) the head moved

on to developing other spaces that were determined by and arranged around rhe

stait. The domestic firnctions came fust and were subsequently followed by the

public spaces. on the next floor, the orienation of the site determined the

location of gallery, workshops and studio with a balcony. The head spenr some

rime before deciding that more light was needed in the grll.ry and so added a

skylight' The final moves of the session involved designing the elevations. Time

was sPent here considering the character of the adiacent sructures as well as

materiality of the surfaces.

Observations

After the experiment the participants discussed the previous activity with the

researcher. Both panicipants expressed delight in the exetcise and thought it
was a novel way to look at design. They were surprised at their ability to
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verbally communicate design ideas well enough to get the needed feedback for

firther development of the design. Both in the role of "head" claimed full

authorship of their respecdve schemes despite having no physical connection to

iq meanwhile the "hands'n claimed to have felt no stake in or connection to the

design despite having Pfoduced the images. Interestingly the hands (who

sketched) asserted that there was no "thinkinS" involved in their activity. They

admitted difficulty in keeping track of sPaces and elements despite physically

interacting with &awings. It can be implied that to the "hand", events in the

design task held no meaning and so wefe not retained in memory or "owned".

It can also be assumed that the hand only considered the task on an event by

event basis.

The subfects also saw the task as an exercise in planning with no architectual

conceprs involved. It was mentioned that they usually sPent more time doodling

(sometimes not "building things') befote staning to design at which point

codes and ergonomic issues "take over". This anitude could have been

atUibuted to the time limit imposed on the sessionsz4. Although a financial cost

q/as attached to the proiects both the practitioner and the student largely

ignored it.

Participants felt their usual process (whether sketching or designing) had to be

modified in order for the other person to understand intentions but not to the

detriment of the design. The student as "head" expressed appreciation and

benefit from having the answers "spat at me", in that it "made it easier to get

your head atound the problem". A firrthet claim was made that the design was

more "purposefirl" when questioned (by the practitioner) as to spatial and

physical aspects of elements. On rhe other hand, the pmctitioner found it

frustrating having to specify precisely what image was needed. Both subfects

reported the now confirmed frustration at not using their hands to &aw.

Analysing the Data

The ptotocols of the subiects were transcribed and examined in coniunction

with the video evidence by the researcher. Usually the techniques of recording

to This was a common complaint in the studios and became a common complaint in subsequent experiments. This

finding can be seen as a limitation of the experiments'
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protocols generate a great amounr of raw daa as confirmed by this experiment.

This is usually too much data to deal with and so has to be broken into smaller

manageable units. These units or "chunks" or "segments" (Gero and Tang

2001) are usually divided aiong the lines of the designer's intentions and actions

instead of verbarization events or syntactic markers. The method of
segmentation employed in this analysis was to divide the protocol based on

episodes benveen points where the hand "fixed" and embellished elements on

the sketch. This indicated where a decision had been made and a deliberate

direction taken. In order for segments to be properly scrutinised to determine a

suitable model of the activity, it is usual for a coding scheme to be developed.

This influences how information derived from the experiment is examined and

described. The developmenr of the code is usually dependent on the

researcher's view on design merhodology. According ro Dorst and Dijkhuis,

there are t'vo different paradigms for looking at design methodology (Dorst and

Dijkhuis 1995). one paradigm sees design as a rational problem solving process

and so is more interested in descdbing the process and examining concepts like

acts, goals, contexts etc. The other viewpoint takes a constructionist approach

and is influenced by Donald Schcin's theories of design as a process of
reflection-in-action. This takes a more conrent orientated approach while

mainaining some link to process. Since we have aligned our theoretical stance

with that of schcin (chapter Four) our approach to analysing the data, while

being interested with the design process, u/as more interested in the interaction

between the t'wo subjects and how they interacted with rhe images and

information uaded between them.

In the protocol generated by Amanda and Amy, the segment of interest to us is

what we will refer to as the "5tair 5gqggnce". The obsenrations and resulu

presented below, are based on this sequence as a sample of the data from the

whole session. This sequence, which starts at 1:02 minutes in the protocol and

ends 12 minutes later, (while not containing all the examples discussed) is used

because it contains the richest source of a problem being identified and dealt

'vi*r. other sequences, while sources of design behaviour, were 4J a reult of
moves made during the stair sequence. Due to the nature of the investigation,

analysis is limited to a general observation of the whole data by a relation of the
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selected sample to Schon's theories. Other sections of the transcript will be

referred to as the need arises.

Observations of Activity during the Protocols

The physical interacrion of the subiects during the exetcise was indicative of the

activities involved in sketching. The content for analysis was genefated by the

physical

activity

interaction of the subjects demonstrating the close link between the

and the content generated. In the experimeng the subiects looked,

pointed,labelled, asked questions and gave advice, in addition to dravdng. This

activity can be grouPed into t'wo categories - communicating and

searching. The interaction and subsequent dialogue were as follows:

Searching

main

Head
Looklng and examlning
This included watching the hand's sketching
activity, and the comparison ol images.
Information gathered lrom examining was
seen as cues that trigger decisions or further
moves. lt was also noted that subiects
tended to examine images side by side.
Looking and examining usually resulted in

requests.

Requests
This action on the part of the head included
requests for information as well as requests
to see particular drawings (or marks on a
particular drawing). Requests usually
entailed asking for distances and heights and
requests occurred more frequently in session
one where the student was head. Information
gained from requests was used to make
design decisions that related lo "existing"
elements. Gesturing and pointing usually
accompanied requests.

Hand
Advace
Requests and examination usually resulted
in advice. The hand for the most Pafi
advised or questioned the head as to
aspects of the design (especially when the
practitioner was hand) that might not work.
This usually included information that could
only be known when measuring and
drawing.

Head
Gesturlng, Pointing or touching image with
hands
Pointing at the image and moving the hand
over it to indicate spatial and directional
movement (like movement through a door)
usually ocrurred when participants referred to

a physical element.

Hand
Clarification
During the experiment, the hand would
repeat pieces of information uttered by the
head. This usually occurred when placing
elements for the first time.

Labelllng
The hand would use labelling (text or
othenvise) to identify elements e.g. stair,
void, studio or drew fumiture. This provided
context for the head. Concrete decisions by
the head were "darkened in" i.e. made
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Table 6.4 displays an exceqpt from

actions.

bolder, to depicl and emphasise that a
decision or commitment had been made.

Gesturing (as per the head)
the uanscripts that illustrate some of these

Person

Amy Storage space is going to be under there so entrance is
from this side, so coming in there at the back of this
space, we are going to have another staircase which
will lead upstairs.

Amanda Is it going to be running this way or is it going to be
that way.

Amy Yeah running this way.
Amanda That way.

Amy Towards us yeah.
Amanda Okay so how high do you want your floor to ceiling in

the ...

Amy In the reception ar€a um lets call it 3 meters which is
the height of the ...

Amanda How wide do you want this staircase?

Amy Ths staircase is going to be 3 meters wide. No. ..it has
got to be in the middle of the....

Amanda In the middle of here?
Amy Yep.

Amanda Okay,3 meters wide.
Amanda All in one direction? It's not wrapping around?

Amy How much space does that give us?

Gestures in direction

Gestures in direction
Repeats gesture

Amanda draws stair
and calculates teads

Looks around room

Points to halfivay
line on drawing

Starts to draw stair

Measures and counts

Indicates/gestures
tuming stair around

Amanda darkens
stair, Amy thinking
by looking at
drawing.

Observations

Spatial Gesture
Clarification

Info for stair
representation based
on height
Seeks relationship
for dimensions
Info for stair
representation
Conects hand

Clarification

Expert Advice
Request for
infonnation
Expert Advice

Confirmation

Responds to
information and
counting on image
Expert Opinion
Confirmation

Spatial Gestures

Examining

Amanda Ahhhh, ifyou have got to go up 3 meters, that is, how
many? 15... about l8 steps generally.

Amy Okay
Amanda 17.5 so 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9.

Amy Oh... goodGodno

Amanda You could wrap it
Amy Yeah we are going to have to wrap it.

Amanda Okay
Amy Which way though? It is going to have to be in so

maybe we should bring it around this way. Which way
is this, that is the little building so, ,.. but that is not ui
there.
(silence)

I want the to be south lit so um.

Table 6.4 Transcript excerpt from design session 1. M = Head and H = Hand
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Four Dimensions: a detailed analysis of a Double H protocol

Using Schon's constfuctivism theodes we will attemPt to breakdown and

analyse the protocol. This analysis will be given four dimensions: domains,

implications, shifts in stance and the search for clues. Most of the terms we will

use afe SchOn's terms. These dimensions, however, ale ngt exclusive to the

sketch but rather are a Part of the general design Process.

Domains

The designer combines drawing and speaking into what Schrin terms "a

language of designing" (Schon 1983). In this language, words have diffetent

roles. In Schon's protocol, Quist (the master) speaks of a cafeteda that could

"come down into here to get surnmer sun here" and "steps to relate in

downward". In the double h protocol, Amanda asks Amy about the stair, "fs it

going to be running this way or is it going to be that way?"

Amy: Storage space is going to be under there, so entrance is ftom this side so coming

in there at the back of this space, we are going to have another staircase rx'hich will lead

upstairs.

Amanda: Io it going to be running this way or ie it going to be that way.

Amy: Yeah running this way (Gestures in direction)

Amanda: That way (RePeats gesture)

Amy: Towards us yeah.

In both cases "spatial action language" is used. Actions ate attributed to

elements of the design as though they were "creating forrn and organizing

space". Simultaneously, Amanda's question seeks to determine the path of the

user of the building and their interaction with the suir. !(/ords ate also used to

label elements of the design ('staircase', 'reception area) to describe the

consequences and implications of moves and to re-appreciate the situation.

In his book Daigx Studio and other publications Donald Schon has identified

welve groups or domains into which he grouped elements of the language of

designing (Schon and Wiggins 1992). These design domains for Schon contain

the names of elements, feah[es, relations, and actionS, and of nofrns uSed to

evaluate problems, consequences and implications. We will use these domains

to help us in analysing the double H protocol.
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As Amy and Amanda interact over the design, they draw on a repertoire of
design domains to fulfil a variety of constnrctive, descriptive and normative

functions. In the program domain they consider spaces according to their use

and role in the program. e.g. "storage space", "reception are ,, and..gallery".

They also consider "dght sizes" for erements based on their predicted

experience. For example, "the staircase is going to be 3 meters uride,'. Table 6.7

illustrates some domains.

Normative Des Domains
Domains
ProgramAJse

Siting

Building Elements
Organisation of space

Form

Structure/Technology

Scale

Cost
Building Character

Precedent

Bepresentation

Explanation

Definitions from Protocol
Functions of building or building Gallery, studio, reception
components, uses of building or site;
specification for use
Features, elements relations to
building site
Building or components of buildings
Kinds of spaces and relations of
spaces lo one another
(1) Shape of building or component
(2) Geometry (3) Markings of
organisation of space (4) Experienced
felt-path of movement through spaces
Structures, technologies and
processes used in building
Magnitudes ol building and elements
in relation to one another
Dollar cosl of construction
Kind of building as a sign of style or
mode of building
Reference to other kinds of buildings,
styles or architectural modes
Languages and notations by which
elements of other domains are
represented.
Context of interaction between
designer and others

"Main entrance will be lrom Johns
Lane."
Stair, roof skylight, wall
"some kind of walkwaf

"south lighting won't ruin computer
screen", "curlain wall system"
"kitchen will be small"

'tight budgef
nve are looking at glass and concrete
(as a type of building)"

Section, elevation, '\A/here is our floor
plan"

Table 6-5 Deslgn Domains (source: terms - sch6n iggS, examples - double hprotocols)

often moves can have consequence and imprications thar transcend design

domains. For example, the stair at the front is a function of the program - a
means of geming from gro'nd to second floor. It rhen develops, by the end of
the sequence, as a means of organising the space. The use of the word o.stair,,

subsequendy refers to a particular building elemenr, a functional pan of the

Progfam and a means of organising the spaces, students of design learn to
detect mulriple references, distinguish particular meaning in context and use

these as an aid ro undersrand and transcend design domains. The use of specific
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domains indicates a structure of priorities for addressing desrgn situations. The

relative ftequency of reference to design domains, reveals the designers

priorities for attention at this eady stage of process. In our protocol, Amy

seems intent ftom the start to allow users to interact with the stait. This is seen

where most domains in the exchange focus on moving through the space and

the organisadon of other spaces to accornmodate this. Domains, therefore,

represent contexts for the designer to locate his/her "conversation". These

contexts define the particular priorities, meanings of multiple references and

space for arguments to develop and be appreciated. The interaction betureen

head and hand therefore exists within domains ot contexts.

lmplications

Amanda: Do you want me to leave that much for your landing?

Amy Yep, Yep' We could go thatwaY

Amanda: Or we could wind uP furthet

Amy: Wind up fiuther, yeah

Amanda: And then just come back a litde way this side which means people could walk.

Amy: I think yeah we will go like that. Keep the walbway rhough because I want to be

able to ggt around the other side.

Aman&: Arotrnd there? No.

Amy: Um.

Amanda: Because you can wdk -...

Amp This will be floored over so that is all dht'
Arnanda: That is actually only going to be able to be flooted over ftom about there.

Amy Yeah.

Amanda: So do you want to move that that way so that is going down here we are on

that level.

Amy: Okay because we are still on the basement plan, um we need to be able to get

from this front lobby space thtough to the back so tlere is going to have to be some

kind of walkway.

Amanda: fue you are going to need to get to the stair so you could ' ' "

Amy How can You get to the stair?

Amanda: So you could .. '.

Amy The stait is going down this way, Yep'

Amanda: So if you want to go up this sair you probably don't want to walk right around

it.

Amy Yep okay so what we need is actually a wee area here to staft going up the stairs'
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The sketch acts as a "what if' tool for the designer and involved in that ..what

if is the subsequent acrivity of "rhen". The implications for larer moves are

influenced by the moves done presendy. when Amanda says, "Do you want me

to leave that much for yout l2lding?" and Amy says, "okay because we are still

on the base plan, run, we need to be able ro get from this front lobby space

through to the back, so there is going to have ro be some kind of walkway,';

they are "noring rhe implications of earliet moves for larer ones', (Schcin 19g5).

This indicates that a pattem of "if...then" connections exist which "relates the

cumulative sequence of prior moves to the choices now confronting the

designer" (ibid.). The web of moves has many offshoots as wirnessed by Amy.

She sees that the move of rhe landing has implications on the space for persons

to walk, the flooring of the landing access from the lobby space, and access to

the stair. There are decision-poinrs which rhe hand (Amanda) makes easier by

pointing them our and inviting a discussion about the implications of the

decision. Hidden in some of the quesrions asked by Amanda is the uee of
further choices to which a particular decision leads. Amanda's question about

the landing indicates tlat somehow the width of the landing is important

enough to be considered, hinting that there are implications in such a move and

subsequent consequences for Amy's decision.

At some point the designer has to make a decision and move forward. The

acceptance of this decision is based on duee things:

1. the desirabiliry of their consequences judged in categories drawn from

the normative design domains,

Amp Wind up further, yeah

Amanda: And then just come back a litde way this side which means people could walk.

Amy: I think yeah we will go like that. Keep the walkway though because I want to be
able to get around the odrer side.

2. Their conformity to or violation of implications s€t up by eadier moves,

Amanda: So do you want ro move that that way so that is goiag down here? s7e are on
that level.

Amy: okay because we are still on the base plan, um we need to be able to get ftom this
front lobby space through ro the back so rhere is going ro have to be some lcind of
walkway.

Amanda: Arc you are going to need to get to the stair so you could ...
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3. The designer's appreciation of the new problems or potentials they have

created.

Amy Yep okay so what we need is actually a wee af,ea here to start going up the stairs'

In the first example, the head (A-y) accePts Amanda's suggestion to'kind the

stair further" because she finds that it has produced the desirable implications

in the domain connecting sPaces through user access. In the second, the head

finds that the earlier move of the lobby has a beadng on the configwation of

the stair. Finally the designer accePts a new situadon presented to her (as a

consequence of the eadier move) in the form of a 'kee tt*d! afea" to start

going up the stairs (or when one comes down). Schon (1983) expands this

notion by saying

In the designer's conversation with the materials of his design, he can never make a

move which has only the effects intended for it. His materials are conthually talking

back to hirn" causing him to apprehend unanticipated problems and potentials. As he

appreciates such new and unexpected phenomena, he also evaluates the moves that have

created them (Sch6n 1983).

At the end of the sequence the hand embellishes and darkens the stair' She uses

the convention for stair (ines and arrows) "flgszingl' the element This then

becomes the context for the next sequence. The decision then becomes

according to Schon "a design node with binding implications for further

moves." The sAir in the case of our protocol goes on to de6ne the organisation

of the subsequent sPaces as well as otganise the building vertically. Thus during

the design process there are a series of decision Points with impJications that

the designer considers and values continually evolving into a suitable solution.

The hand in the protocol assists in making the head a'ware of them.

Shifts in stance.

As the designer moves thtough the web of domains and implications, his or her

stance to the design situation goes through a series of changes. Schon speaks of

three such shifts:

- The designer "shifts from a tecognition of possibility and freedom of

choice to an acceptance of the imperatives which follow from choice"

(Schon 1985). In our pfotocol the designers speak of placing the stair in

relation to the recePtion, and then discover that a sUaight flight would
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not work. she then accepts that the stair would have to be ..wrapped"

and begins to reconsider the direction of the stair, later accepting it as

inevitable.

- The designet shifts benveen rhe unit and the whole. He or r6s sssiilates

berween inciting local moves and viewing how those moves fit within
and affect the whole idea. This is seen in the protocol when Amy leaves

the stair to consider the whole building.

Amy: Okay, ahight, we will worry about the saircase in a second.

- Finally, the designer "shifrs from tentative adoption of a strategy to
eventual cornmitrnent." The tentative adoption is supported by the

perception of the designer, in that his/her steps can be tetraced which is

a separate stance from a position of no rehrm (the designer .novms, the

move or decision.). Amy does this when she srares "okay, aldght we

will worry about the staircase in a second". She then looks at other

issues before coming back to the sinradon and committing to it

changes in stance have the advanage of providing the designer with a fresh
perspective or a different domain to consider the situation. changes in

perspective prevent the designer from being "bogged,' down and initiates

multidimensional investigation. In the protocol, the hand created insances for a

shift in stance, by highlighting difficulties or situations that required special

anention. The hand also took the initiative to draw a section for an altemate

view of the stair.

Clues

clues are important in the solution of problems. rffhere would a crossword

ptnzle be urithout them? clues ate usefi.rl only if they are associated with
something that is relevant to the problem under consideration. The clue must

trigger some pertinent information stored in memory that is difficult ro get at.

Gabriela Goldschmidr uses the recall of a name as example of this:

If.y.ou are thinking of someone's name, it may help if you are told that the name starts
with an A, but this clue is useless if you nevei knew dre name in the fust place
(Goldschmidt 1994).
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Unlike the crossword puzzle and the problem with names which ate "well

defined" (i.e. has a predetermined outcome or solution), design problems ate

"ill-defined" or "wicked" (Rowe 19812s. In this case, the design problem is

defined through the process of solving it. As a result of tlis, the designer in the

early phases of problem solving fesorts to generating images ftom which

aspects of the problem is gleaned in a search to form an imptession of the

problem. Goldschmidt believes that the PurPose of this gleaning (eady

sketching activiry) is primarily to ptovide the designer with "potentially

meaningfrrl clues". She further claims that if detected, these clues can be used to

form and to inform emerging design concePts (Goldschmidt 1994)'

During our protocol the pnctitioner as "hand" asked questions in such a way

as to give the student clues to direct her thoughts.

Aman&: Do you want me to leave that much for your landing?

The student responded to these "clues" or hints enthusiastjcally. She mentioned

after:qrafds that it was

-...good to have another opinion. '..(She) would have thought about it (herself) ftut)
the hand was quicker - more expert".

!ilhile this was encouraging, it was viewed with sorne caution since there was a

danger of the sudent being too acceping of the practitioner's infornation.

lWhen it was the student's turn to be the hand, het questions tended to refer to

the representation rather than the design situation and the ideas involved, e.g.

"Put the doot here?" - a question of confirmation, when asked by the head to

define a specific opening in a wall. In contrast, the practitioner's question was

"Do you want the door here or here?" when asked to define a paniculat sPace.

In the fust instance the student responds to a specific lequest and goes no

further. In the second, the ptactitioner addresses the desrgn situation by

suggesting (through a question) that the position of the door (something that

was never requested) was important to the act of defining the space'

tu 
For a detailed discussion ol the nature of design problems see Chapter 1'l
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Additional Double H Experiments

The Double H exercise was subsequendy repeated successfi.rlly four times.

These exercises were part of a wider experiment that required students to

design in a variety of situations. The oppornrnity was taken to caphrre the data

gleaned in the wider experiment for comparison to the original head and hand

sessions. Twenty-three students out of over seventy were selected &om the

second year design studio course (ARCH 211) * the School of Architecture at

Victoria University of lTellington. Of the twenty-thee, twelve took part in the

experiment and of the twelve; four took part in the double h sessions (two male

and t'x'o female). Design experience of the nvelve ranged from only first year

design (which comprised of a basic corrse not unlike rhe Vorktrs - Iittle if any

building design took place) to two years in polytechnic (doing architectural

drafting). In most cases students were designing a firll building for the first time.

In addition to the students, a practitioner with thirty-three years experience in

practice was chosen to act as hand during the four double h sessions of the

experiment.

The Double H Sessions

The design task - a studio in the city - was rhe same project (wirh little change)

used in the original double h experiment. The set-up vras the same. All sessions

lasted approximately sixty minutes, excluding time used to read the brief and

answer the questionnaires given at the end of the session. The protocols were

recorded on audiotape and video with additional notes taken by the researcher.

It should be noted that the main difference was that all the students played the

role of head onlv.
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Flgure 6.8. Kelth (the practitioner) wlth Sleven and Ellen In double h sessions

The studenrs' sessions compated well to the original double h session and

differed in some aspects. Before v/e note the similarities and difference, it is

perhaps important to note paticular differences between the subiects. These

could have a beadng on some of the inconsistencies between the fust session

and rhe four that followed. The nro practitioners had vastly different

e>rperiences in practice. Amanda had only been practicing fol forx years vetsus

Keith who had been in practice for as long as Amanda had been alive! Of the

students, Amy was a third year student exposed to two years of design, while

the students used in the second experimeng wete iust saning to design.

Obseruations

The acrions of the parties during the experiments echoed the original in some

respects (subjects searched for dues, changed stance etc) and differed in others

with the differences seemingly telated to the petsonalities involved.

Some observ"ations of the second experiments r*tete as follows:

1. All students were a litde intimidated by the practitioner, and so, in rhe

case of being the head, did not totally control the situation. Students

appeared hesiant and unsure; and trpo admitted to feeling intimidated'

This could have been attributed to the video camera or the personality

of the practitioner, who tended to be a bit matter of fact Students also

hesitated to make rnany changes that required a lot of re&awing aod

erasing. $7hen the practitioner designed and the student sketched in the

originat protocols, there was no hesitation to try ideas.
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2. some students were more wilting to regard something as

unimportant, in order to prusue a preferred direction. rn one case, a

student had the rendency to pur off issues that did not conform ro
direcdons she wanted to push the design. Every time the hand pointed

out implications that resulted in a different outcome than what she

wanted she would immediately change stance. other subjects shifted
stance' (although for other reasons) several times betrveen activities.

They chose ro assail the situation from different angles withour a

panicular focus. This could be attributed to the student's inexperience

with the design process.

All the protocols (including the fust one) confirmed similar observations about
sketching from previous experimenm (suwa, Gero, and purcell 199g; Do tggT).

These observations found that designers:

r-ayrcd itfomation on their sketchet. They labelled spaces and used gaphic symbols
to illustrate or determine design context. Designers wanted as much
information as possible pur on individual &awings. The practitioner placed
more information on his/her drawings. As a resulg the informadon q,,arigj, ,6
the practitioner's skerches tended to be a lot dcher than that of the studenr

Drawings were deliberatefi zsed to make decisions, Sketches served as extemal memory
that were revisited and provided visio-spatial cues for thinking about firnctional
issues' How they were manipulated and placed was imporant to decision

making. For instance, subjects preferred seeing drawings side by side. This was
important (especially berween floor plans) although some overlan,g of
information took place (more a shorrcur than anything else).

Deigners rclated their dnwings to tbe porrd amund then. rt was observed on several

occasions that some subiecm used the experiment room (by looking around) as

reference ro gauge scale. They then related these sizes and dimensions of
immediate surroundings to existing elements in drawing.

Limitations of Method

Even though valuable data was gleaned from the experiments there are a few
concems that could be addressed in futwe experiments. Little concuffent
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verbalisation took place by the head while waiung on the other subject to draw'

It was observed, though, that the subject was still thinking by looking at what

the hand was doing. I0hether or not this (the actual activity of drawing) helped

the designer's thinking is an area that needs to be explored. It was also observed

that the design process was not concentrated or focused enough to reveal more

of the kinds of information uaded. This could have been a tesult of the scope

of task which could be considered too broad. Assigning smaller specific tasks

(for instance - the design of two adjacent spaces to face a particular view) could

be a possible solution to this. Related to this concetn is the rigid planning

approach taken by a majority of the subjects. The correlation of the task and the

time permined could be revised. Finally, experiments did not specifically look at

coaching. In fact coaching (telling the student what to do) of the student was

discouaged. The response of the student to active coaching could be a specific

issue examined in future experiments. While these unanswered questions ate

important, they did not prevent the conclusion that the relationship between

head and hand is dependent on the relative "abililies" of the two entities.

Conclusions

We have stated that there are rwo players in the activity of sketching - the hand

and the head. By literally employing two seParate individuals in this

conversation, we were able to take a closer look at the communication between

these two players in sketching. Design studios that used students in these roles

revealed an interesting premise: the more capable the hand the more intense

and enlightening the head felt about the process. This requked a closer look. A

close dissection employed the use of a unique experiment - the double h -
where a practitioner played the role of hand and a student played the part of

head. Our empirical studies while confirrning similar research (Do 1997; Suwa,

Gero, and Purcell 1998) has also shown that there is a certain give and take that

is necessary when sketching. Designers engage in a language of domains that

situate and give meaning to this dialogUe. It also showed that designers spend

time during the process questioning and interpreting the functional implications

of their ideas in broad tefms. As a result of the questioning and constant re-

interpreting, the designer shifted stance or changed viewpoints accordingly.
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Finally' the sessions tevealed that designers rely on .lialogue and interaction

with images to produce clues for development of rhe solution.

Most importandy to this thesis, however, was rhe reaction of rhe designer ro the

"smarter" hand. If there was a single concept that emerged from the double H
experiences, it was the vast difference between the expert or experienced

designer and the student or novice in the "conversations,,. In all cases the

expert @ractitioners and senior students) as head, exhibited impatience with
their junior hands. They realised they had to be explicit and halting because

their parmer was struggling ro make sense of a design siruation they had figured
out two moves back. In the contasting position, when playing the role of the

hand, the expens were able to push the design activity along because they asked

quesdons ahead of the novice's acknowledgement of the situation. The experg

with the ability ro see more options, was in the position ro prompr rhe novice

and reveal directions the novice wouldn't otherrvise think of. This was well
appreciated by the novice and gave him/her the perception of an intense design

session. The experimenm demonsuated distinctly that the experience of the

conversation was elevated when the hand was more experienced than the head.

The hand by virnre of this experience was able to present clues, cross and

integrate domains, trigger shifu in stance and reveal implicadons. It is therefore

evident that the key to using the sketch to enhance the student's grasp of a

design situation is the employment of an expert ..hand',. This implicates the

development of design aids for sketching that consrantly question the emerging

design providing hints or clues along the way. To take advantage of this norion,
it becomes important to undetstand from literature the differences between

what the experienced or "expert" hand knows and what the ..novice,, hand

knows (or doesn't know). How do they individually see the design situation?

Aside from rhis issue of novices and experts, is the knowledge thar this

discovery forces a reconsideration of the student/master relationship. In the

zone of interaction the tutor or master takes on the role of the expert. The
exPert, in the case of the student/master dialogus, comes to the relationship

after the design act. This differs from the expert hand in the case of the double

h experimeng which was involved in the act itself. As pointed our earrier, using

Vygotsky's theories, the potential ability for learning in a particular social
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situation is greater when the leaming is facilitated by someone (ot something)

with greater expertise. It follows that this learning is a lot sffongef when the

support occurs while the task is being attempted, rather rhan after the attempt.

Unfornrnately it would be expensive and imptactical to have the design tutor

being the hand and available at all times while the student is designing. In any

case, we have already established that telling and showing are also imporAnt in

the dialogue after the student has started to design. The solution thetefore lies

in a combination of rhe ever-present exPert hand and the master who Akes a

critical approach to the design attemPt. In this way, the exPeft hand enhances

the relationship of student and master/tutor, raising the level of dialogue and

making the zone of interaction richer. The student as a result receives two

experts, each with a distinct and separate role. In order to facilitate a clear and

unambiguous learning Process, it is important to clearly define these roles.
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7. Nol.ice and Experts

Novice - somebody who has iust started leaming or doing somerhing new and has no
previous experience in the skill or activity

g*PtI - somebody wrth a geat deal of knowledge aboug or skill, training or
expedence in, a particular 6eld or activity

@ncarta !florld English Dictionary 1999)

Figure 7.1. A master and his novlces (Source: Unknown)

t is reasonable to say that due to their superior knowledge and experience,

expert designers or masters afe more capable of solving design problems

than beginners. !7ith knowledge and informed insight/experience, the
designer is able to see more creative oppornrnities in a design situadon. Success

in design is direcdy related to the level of information the designer has access

to. The greater the knowledge and experience, rhe greater the creadve reap. If
we relate the existence of creadve oppornrnities to the context of the sketch as

described in chaprer 5, then, the more experienced the designer is, the easier it
is for the sketch to inform or clue him or her about the vital aspects of the
problem. This also means that the same sketch means more to the expen than
the novice. It is therefore perceived and utilised in a different way. A fluid,
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informed and creative design process is therefore largely the result of an expert

hand.

Novice and expert cannot see eye to eye because they "see" differently. As seen

in the double h experiment, there was a noticeable frustration on the part of the

expert, as both participants engaged over the same design task. This also affects

the desk crit When the novice (student) meets the expert (master) the expert

has to spend time bringrrg the novice up to his/her level, in order to achieve a

convefgence of meaning. It would help the situation if the novice were at that

level, or at least close to it, prior to meeting the expert. This calls for a

mediating factor that supports and adds value to the novice's contribution in

the relationship.

This chapter is entided Novin and Expeftq i-plyrrrg mote than two participants

- the student (novice), the expert sketch/hand (the mediator) and the expert

tutor. After highlighting and defining the differences between experts and

novice, we search for roles each can play in the zone of interaction. Finally, it

becomes clear rhat what is required is the sketch becoming a ladder ot scaffold

that supports rhe student and allows meaningful critical dialogue between

student and master, novice and expert, about the design Process.

Novices and Experts

lmages again

The representation of a design idea at any one point in time is discemible in

images. Images affect how the design idea is understood and how subsequent

operations are caried out. The success of these operations is based on or

feedback allowed by the i-age. The idea therefore must be represented and

manipulated for the level of intent or inforrnation needed to communicate,

inform and direct the desigu process. We have already concluded that the

process of representing, manipulating, directing, controlling, testing and

informing a design idea through image, is called sketching or graphic thinking.

The influence exerted by images on decisions in the Process is related to the

crucial link between the sketch and any limiations of the designer.
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Ease of design is related ro the ability to interpret and manipulate the sketch.
Most design decisions are generally founded on the abiJiry of designers to use

their powers of visualisation to read and manipulate the sketch. Ease of use and
extreme familiarity with manipulating the sketch, allows the designer freedom to
explore design ideas, makes the designer's chore lighter, and accelerates the
design process. Manipulating the sketch is facilitated by the amounr and quality
of information intelpreted and gleaned from the sketch. How the sketch is used

- the amount of informadon perceived and how confident and conscious the
designer is of its use - is measure of the designer,s competence.

Climbing Rocks and playing Ghess

To explore this concept firrther let us use the analogy of rhe rock climber.
lfhen a climber approaches the rock face at fust it is a iumbre of cracks,
ptotrusions, and holes. To the inexperienced (who knows nothing about rock
climbing) it is simply an uneven surface. To the climber rhere are possibilities
that manifesr themselves in the confusing jumble of .,6.nger holds,, on a rock
face. The novice sees the rock face one or nvo finger holds at a time, and
spends each step searching for the next finger hold, not caring (or unable to
cate) where the route will end up. sometimes tre climber gets stuck (sees no
more suitable holds) and has to go back a couple of steps. The experg however,
sees five possible finger holds at any one time and evaruates each on the range

of possibilities they hold for the next step or intended direction. Both climbers
see the same surface, however the expen is able to see a wider field or soup
from which to choose from. The sketch is another form of ..clue,, or ..finger

hold" searching. Good finger holds lead the climber into a better position from
which to make the next set of choices. The difference between the expert and
novice is expressed in the runount and quality of "clues', or ..6nger holds,, they
see in each manipulation of the sketch.
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Figure 7.2. Rock climbing and Ghess are similar.

An analog5r of this searching pfocess is that of the chess player. In his book

Giidel, Evhn, Bach: an etenal golden braid,Douglas Hofstadter (1983) writes about

how chess novices and chess masters perceive a chess situation:

...in normd chess play, certain types of situation recut - certain pattems - and it is to
those high-level pattems that the master is sensitive. He thinks on a difennt bwl ftom the

novice; his set of coocepts is different Nearly everyone is surprised to find out that in
actual play, a master rarely looks ahead any further than a novice does - and moreover, a

mastei usually examines only a handful of possible movesl The ttick is that his mode of
perceiving thc board is like a filter: he litemlly does nol sce bad zows when he looks at a

chess situation - no more than chess amateurs see illcgal moves when they look at a

chess situation. Anyone who has played even a litde chess has organized his perception

so that diagonal rook-moves, forwatd caPtutes by pawns, and so fotth, are nevet

brought to mind. Similafly, mastedevel players have built up higher levels of
organization in the way they see the board; consequendy, to them, bad moves are as

unlikely to come to mind as illegal moves are, to most people ftIofstadter 1983, pp'
286).

If we relate this to the sketch, these high level panerns ot "chunks" are

embedded in the images that the exPert draws and these "chunks" contain

smaller subgroups of inforrration. The expert therefore sees the sketch oot as

individual elements, but rather as iflterconnected gnrPt of information from

which an evaluation is done and decisions rnade. Efficiency is achieved because

the smaller $oups of information conained in the larger gtoups require no

further thoughr In the final analysis, design exPerts (experienced designers) ate

mofe able to see of "fead" the information contained in sketches, because they

have larger "inventories of usable forrns, combinational rules, and other

organizational 'schemata"' than novices (Casakin and Goldschmidt 1999). In

other words, the ability to "read" the information embedded in the sketclq

separates the novice ftom exPen.
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The Expert and the Sketch

According to Goldschmidq in the search for clues, the designer ..reads off the

sketch more information than was invested in its making,' (Goldschmidt 1994)

and "success in [serial sketching] depends on the ability ro ,.read" sufficient

relevant information off each newly created image to instruct the next move,,

(Goldschmidt1992). The key, therefore, to rhe design expert's effective use of
the sketch lies in the ability to "read". The expert reads orakes more

information from the sketch in relation ro amount of clues detected by the

novice. As a result, the expert is able to see and bridge domains easier, visualise

elements in rerms of moves and implications and be able to alter positions

(change sance) easily throughout the design process.

Researchers have claimed that the expert is more active and productive than the

novice in the conceptual design process (Kavakti et al. 1999; Kavakli and Gero

2002; suwa and Tversky 1996).Their empirical srudies have demons6ated that:

The expen engages in much more cognitive activity while sketching, that is visual
reasoning, than the novice...

The expen modifies existing depictions by revising and manipulating them while the
novice draws more new depictions in the form of symbols ,o.i 

". ariows and lines or
symbols with special meaning...

The expert discovets new or revisits old spatial or organisational relations while the
novice discovers more implicit spaces... flGvakli et al. t999;.

They have also suted that rhe expert engages in more focussed and progressive

visual reasoning (Kavakli et al. 1999) and the "expert's cognitive activity and

productivity (in terms of image generation) were rhree times as high as the

novice's in the overall design process" (&vakli & Gero z00z). This indicares

that a highly otganised and focussed visual reasoning process is associated with
the sketching activiry of an expeft architecrual designer.

To relate this information to the discussions of pat one; casakin and

Goldschmidt (1999) determined ftom an experiment involving architecrs,

beginning snrdents and advanced students that while there was marked

difference bet'ween design ideas and solutions generared by the architects and

beginning students, there was no significant difference between the advanced

students and the other 2 gloups. From thisn casakin and Goldschmidt
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coniectured that a considerable amount of information was required before a

designer was able to design economically (i.e. with the shortest possible seatch-

cycle) (Casakin and Goldschmidt 1999). The content of this information is

provided by Lockard (1977), who proposes that the ability to "diagtam" of

represent a context in a skerch, depends largely on the designer's knowledge of

related issues in a setting, such as climate, environmenq toPogfaPhy or

ergonomics pockard 2000). A mote experienced designer, knows the issues

involved in the design situation, and reads the sketch to discovet the "truths"

hidden wirhin the problem. The student/novice is unable to do this effectively,

because the sketch contains information that the student 1) isn't avarc of,2)

doesn'r know how to manipulate, and 3) doesn't understand. The aim therefore

is to improve the "literacy'' of the novice/student.

It can be acknowledged thar the length of the search cycle and success in design

depends on more than the literacy - experience and inforrned insight - of the

designer. Other facrors like the nature of the problem and the intrinsic

characteristics of the designer (thinking style, talent etc.), while importang are

beyond the control of design education. However, design education controls

the way in which literacy is gained.

The Expert Hand in Design Education

!7e have already concluded that the transfetence of the skills the novice needs

to develop in architectual education is embodied in the zone of intetaction. Let

us go back to the chess game. A novice is trying to learn how to play and as yet

does not see the chunks of information the expert perceives. In an anempt to

teach the novice the expert does two things: 1) shows the novice the rnoves fhat

are available, sometimes reminrling the novice about legal moves; 2) instructs

the novice as to the quality of each move as it relates to the game situation.

Similadn in the zone of interaction, the master shows the student the issues

available in the design situation, and simultaneously criticises and qualifies the

issues embedded in the student's attempt'

The medium for the zone is the sketch. Designers use the sketch by

representing concePts and examining them by reading the information (or

clues) embedded within. In other wofds, the designef uses the sketch as a
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means of understanding the implications of a design decision. As argued

extensively, the same sketch therefore means more to the master than to the
student as the master sees more into the sketch. As demonstrated by Schrin
using Quist and Petra and observadons from the double h experiment, the
teacher (rand) uses prompts (quesrions, commen$) to guide the student. These
promp$ become clues that point to the next step or at to least cte te a

favourable environment for the next step. This guidance allows for greater
readability of the sketch. The value of the clues to the student,s literacy and
undersanding of the design siruadon is dependent on the timing of the offer.
clues at the moment of conception allow for greater understanding than clues

that occur after the design activity.

This dichotomy is acute when referring to the evolution of design teaching. In
the contempomry desk crit, any advice or prompts that are given occur after the
act of the designing and outside of the realities of building. This compares with
the relationship of student and master on rhe sites of antiquity. There, the
nuster gave prompts and advice in the contexr of the building whilst the
student or apprentice u/as engaged in activity. Therefote, for the novice to read
the inherent possibilities embedded in the sketch, and effectively learn about
the issues involved, this information has to be revealed to the novice within the
virtual wodd of the sketch.

One Novice, Two Experts

The student in design education is at present being served by one expert - the
design tutor. This tutor sees the student after the design actempt and uses the
session to instruct the srudent about designing, how to design and about the
aspects of architecture that produces buildings rhat are fit-for-purpose, cost-
effecdve, environmentally friendly and preasing ro clients and users. It has been
demonstrated (chapter 4) that integrative knowledge cannot be adequately

achieved without depriving the student of adequate cdtical thinking and
problem-solving skills or knowledge of the realities of architecrure. To achieve a

balanced approach to design teaching it may become necessary to separate *re
function and timing of the activities involved in the zone.
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As verified by the double h experimeng this implies two exPetts alongside the

novice. All three parries would exist within the zone of interaction. The sh.rdent

engages with one expert during the design, concentrating on the specifics

relevant to the 'ovirtual building" and engages with the other after the design

attempt, accepting criticism where relevant. The roles would be specifically

Expert one: demonstrate and insmrct the student on the means and

methods of design. This involves shovdng and mosdy telling the student

about the value or quality of the student's design effort. Expert one

would reveal to the student the best approach, or general principles

involved in tackling the task, cdticise the reconciliation of the specifics

and direction the solution is going while demonstrating how to iudge

and criticise the attempt without dwelling on the specifics. In other

words, expeft one is responsible for the intellectual worth of the worlc

Expert two: demonstrate and instruct the student on how architectural

issues fit together, and the subsequent implications of their connections.

Without iudgement, exPert nvo should be able to, through prompting

and hinting show and tell the novice information about the task being

gfappled with. This information can be particular to that task or (the

better option) be common to several tasks. E.g. the notion that

windows admit daylighting is corunon to most tasks ftom classtooms

to laboratories and offices (an infinite set). The idea that aluminium (as

suitable material for a window) does not mst is specific to seaside

buildings (a finite set). Expert nro would be responsible for the practical

worth of the design.

In the end, two exPefts with vasdy different roles support the student. Not only

is the difference in the roles characterised by function but they also differ in

terms of timing. One would occw duringthe act of design and the other would

occua afterln a critical Position.

It has already been argued in Chapter 4 that the design tutor is best able to play

the role of expert one, since this is dependent on iudgement, exPosrfe and a

particular way of viewing the wodd. This expen would suPPort the student after

the design has been anempted. Expert nvo would therefore supPort the act of
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Traditional Sketch
- Passive: waits for participant to reveal situation- All domains equal

- Clues have to be searched for. Abitity to find
based on expertise

- Implications are discovered
- Lateral thinking is the domain of the participant

designing ptoviding information while the designer is immersed in the act. This
is not unlike the sites of antiquity.

The sketch was deemed imporrant in chapter 4 since the student interacted
vdth it during and after design (in the deslc crit). For the sketch to fit in rhe role
of expert t'wo it has to be so empowered, that, like the practitioner in the double
h experiments, it becomes an ..expert" hand (Iable 7.1).
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Empowered Sketch
- Inforrrs participant what image could be about- Reveals and concentrates only domains relevant

to objectives oflesson
- Various clues are offered for choosing

- knplicationsarerevealed
- Encourages lateral thinking

Table 7.1. Traditionat vs. the empowered sketch

The Empowered Sketch

The value of the empowered sketch does not simply rest ar the level of assisting

the novice to perceive the issues involved in the sketch. By increasing the
novice's awareness in the siruation, the empowered sketch also sets the sage for
the zone of interaction. The novice has the oppomrnity to meet the expert on
terms mtely existing in the present desk crit. With rhe conrexr of the discussion
already established pfior to the meedng, the novice is cognisant of the issues

involved, asks the "righr" quesfions and understands the criticism and advice on
the issues. The empowered sketch therefore acts as a mediator in the
relationship.

The empowered sketch also plays an important educational role. This assisrance

where rutors or more capable peers provide information and suppon necessary
for the sudent to grow intellectually is usually termed scaffolding when
referring to vygotsky's theory of leaming. However, in many cases, scaffolds
are also used to refer to support materials and support pfocesses (open
Leaming Technology coqporation 19g6).In this case rhe empowered sketch
also becomes a scaffold for learning.
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Conclusion

The sketch is the most important tool used by designers in the design process.

When sketching, the designer interactively tests ideas thto"gh the use of images,

symbols, lines and words. The sketch is not only important to the individual

designer, but also is an important Part of the zone of interaction between

srudent and teacher during the desk crit. It provides the student and master

with visual evidence of design thinking, and provides the instructor with

material for criticism. The sketch's role in the zone places a burden on the

sketch to assist in making young designers aware of the kinds of issues that

determine an architecture that is cost effective, sustainable and acconrmodati.g

to users. The sketch is therefore essential as a means of thinking understanding

and especially learning.

Schon and Wiggins (1992) see sketching as a conversation with the materials of

a situation. Uke a conversation, it is dependent on feedback and inrcractivity.

This rcquires the existence of "separate" entities that interact and communicate

with each other. We have identified these entities as the eye, brain, hand and

mosr imponandy, the sketch (Chapter Five). !7e have distilled these entities to

two: the head - which produces ideas and the hand - which inteqprets and

represents the ideas in a spatial and physical sense.

Through empiricai evidence (Chapter Six), we have subsequendy determined

that the more expeft the hand is, the more able it is at assisting the head in

addressing the design task. As revealed in the double h experiments, students

responded well to this kind of intervention. While being a litde intimidated by

the other person (the pracdtioner) the student was able to design in a focused

and satisfactory mannef. This intervention, however, requires having

"someone" who rationally deduces the design problem/situation make-up, asks

the right questions or provides the right clues that enable the student to tackle

the problem. Since it would be expensive and time consuming to provide such a

person for every student while they were engaged (at all times) with a design

problem, it would be prudent for this ability to be embedded in the design tools

of the student. An option may be to empower the sketch, the main tool used by

students to explore the notion of architecture.
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This gives some value to advocating a reconsideration of the sketch ftom being
less passive in design to an interactive posidon where it prompts and cues the
novice designer about aspects of the design situation. prompting would make
the sketch more legible to the novice designer. This would help students of
architecture read the issues and elements of architecture existing in the sketch
and determine how they can best be put together. For this to happen the sketch
must be placed in such a position to best serve rhe novice designer. The sketch
would not be seen as a mere tool but rather as a part of the zone of interaction
through partnering with the novice. By emurating the expert hand and
encouraging literacy, the empowered sketch would assist in transcending the
novice's lirniations. The value in empowering the symbiotic relationship
between the two, lies in the benefits to the relationship benveen master and
student.

Pursuing this dtection necessitates the development of teaching aids, in which
students (who have limited design vocabularies) are exposed to the myriad of
issues involved in design. These teaching tools would exist in the empowered
sketch. Empowerment is possible thtough rhe use of .{igiral technology. !7ith
the current information explosion and the complexity of today's buildings, the
computer is a precondition for the design process. The abiliry to provide and
capture lots of information, md present faster ways of evaluating that
informadon, attesrs to this. Because of this cornpurcrs have the ability to
provide us with clues other than just represenL analyse and/or tesr what we
have done. The computer is therefore an important component when teaching
young designers essential design skins. Having examined the problems in
education and determined the value of the empowered sketch as an experr
hand, we have now arrived at the third erement in our uinity - the computer.
What will be the compurer,s conribution to the triniw?
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8. Computers and Architectural Designing
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Does anybody remember that before cAD, architecturat design also required aid? 0.Frazer quoted in Asanovricz 1999:94)

Figure 8.1 The ENtAc of 1946 (teft) and the tBM pc (righr). Noilce rhe size of
each computer. The pG was many tlmes faster ana irowertul than the ENIAC a
machine severar times rarger (source: Failon lggz:ige & lsg).

omputefs afe now a ubiquitous part of our lives. It has been over fifty
years since the ENIAG appeared n 1946 and over twenty years since

tre advent of the personal computer. Since then, digital technologies

(computers and supponing technologies such as miniaturised digial electronics

and communications) have radically transformed mosr areas of life - med.ia,

commerce' education, entertainmeng and simple day-to-day li"i.g. It is

everywhere; the telephone, c t, television and most objects we interact with in
the physical wodd. How we five our lives, how we interact with each other and
the value we attribute to information is vastly different ftom as little as twentF

years ago. There is litde doubt tl'rat the compurer is the pdmary technological

instmment at the turn of the 21"' cenrury.

The computer has been (to one degree or another) a part of architecture for
over forty yeats. During the last decade or so, it has also been a catalyst for
change in the field. It has creared new ways of realising and communicaring our
ideas significantly redefining rhe product and process of architecture. Evidence

of this is present in visualisation techniques, form making, construction,
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building technology, and the cuffent enthrdment with virrual places.

Interestingly, despite the overwhelming impact of technology on architechre,

the design pfocess has for the most part remained the same. Architects s.'ll use

pen and paper to sketch and develop ideas in the eady stages of designing.

Part *ree of this thesis is concemed with the issues that affect the use of

computers in architecnue generally and in architectural educadon specificdly. It

also completes the uinity (education, sketching, computers), which is

inexuicably at the foot of this research. It aims to define, like the previous two

sections, a recotnmendation that would allow an effective resolution to the

issues that challenge architectural education.

This chapter - Computers and Architectural Designing - argues that while the

developmen, o5 rligital representational tools (modelling, drafting) have

achieved a considerable level of sophistication, the use of the computer as

design support for the early stages of the design Process has not been as

advancedx. It ptesents this atgument by uacing the development of the

compure$ in the field of architecture. Connections are established with such

subjects as the design methods rnovement, computers for automated design

support, the proliferation of the PC, comPuter aided drafting and the Internet

These are discussed within the context of the capabilities of technology, the

relationship betvveen man and machine, and the absence of the comPuter

duting the eady stages of design'

These connections will be shown as important in defining a new paradigm fot

integrating the computer into the process. It will be argued that owing to the

complexity of architecture today, there is a need to use diglal technology to

actively support the designer. This need will define the man-machine liaison,

which, in turn, is direcdy analogous to the need for the hand to actively suPPort

the head for successful design. A tink is made between the conversations the

computer would have with the designer and a relationship benveen head and

expert hand. The chapter concludes with suggestions fot using the comPuter to

more adequately support design decision-making especidly in architectural

education.

tt This argument has gained some currency lately. lt was the theme of the recently concluded ECAADE conlerence
(Digital Design) in Graz, Austria held September 2003.
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Computers: Architecture

Like society, the computer has had a ftemendous effect on the field of
architecture. computers exist in and influence all aspects of practice. over the
past few years, 'ligital pioneers have demonstrated innovative uses for the
compurer in pracrice by developing buildings rhat embody in one way or
another technology,s effect on architecture.

Figure_8.2 This imag.e.atterpE to exprain the use of the computer to generate
forms through algorithms. Nodes wiitrin a field interac,t with each other as thecomputer calculates conditions of balance between the nodes. A state ofequilibrium is achieved as the nodes (rooms) combine into a singte surfaceincorporating the enilre program. (source: pontgratz ana peruettini 2flt0)
New forms generated using computer algorithms and rinked to the fields of
moqphology, metaphysics, ontology, cellular automata, and genetic algorithms
are now emerging in the field (Figure g.2). The process of architecture is
changrng also as the computer herps to documenq organise, and store
information' 1s visrralize design altematives and produce working drawings or
models for construction in new effective and economical ways. The integration
of cAD (computer aided design) and cAM (computer aided manufacn'ing)
enables the rapid prorotyping and flexible producrion of building components
enabling mass customisadon. Frank Gehry's museum in Bilbao, spain is a well-
documented illustration of this Fig*. g.3). New building types influenced by
digttd technologies have also appeared along wirh the reconsideradon of
existing building qpes. Among the new building rypes are cyber caf6s while
around the world librades are being redefined ro facilitate digt"l media and
other new forms of information shadng. A cerebrated example of t

211
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reconsidered and new building type given form is Toyo Ito's Sendai

Mediatheque (Figue 8.3).

Figure 8.3 From lelh The Guggenheim Museum In Bilbao' Toyo lto's
Medlatheque exterlor and interior ol informatlon floor. (Source: Chollet 2ml
and Banle 2fi)1)

Eady in the 20th century, Le Corbusier proclaimed the house as 'oa machine fot

living"; today we inhabit "intelligent" buildings - spaces and places that have

considerable computational power. The architect's pdette now consists of

smart rnaterials, responsive building components, intelligent controls and

netsrorks. Throughout the life of the building the computer is used to supPort

maintenance, monitot security and calculate energy consumption, while keeping

track of building parts for possible re-use.
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Figure 8.4. The intelligent house. (Source: unknown)
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Flgure 8.5. The virtuat and physical Floors ol the NysE (source: (onfine -
www.architect.org/featuresy'nysecc/nyseccS.html and
www.a rch ltect. org/f eatu res/nyse/nyse2. html)

The compurer has enabled architecturar debate to go beyond the physical.

Architects are now exploring Eberspace as a design problem and integrating it
with physical spaces to make "cybrids". A well-known example of this is the

New York Stock Exchange (NySE) where American design fi'm Asymptote
designed the Virual Trading Floor - an interactive architectural environment
accessed on the compurcr. Asymptote also designed an Advanced comrnand
Cenue for the actual NYSE floor integrating its functionality with the virnral
trading floor- These contemporary examples ate clear indicators that the
computer and related dgrt l technologies have brought about a significant shift
in how architectural practice is carded out and considered in the late 20th
cenrury.

Technology's influence is reflected in the computer's value to the designe/5
personal design process. Increasingly, traditional tools and design media (e.g.

physical models, drawing, and photography) are being superseded by the
computer. one reason for this condidon is its efficiency in the architects
pracdce' It is perceived as a tool that replaces existing tools and processes that
are difficulq boring redious or expensive (Schmitt 1999). with ig tool and
rnedia are more integrated and interdependent than in a traditional drawing.

The abiliry of trre computer to both create and communicate causes a blurring
between its use as rool and media. This interdependence is another of the
reasons why designers consider the computer valuable.

Enabling informed decisions by alowing easy access to infonnation is another
advantage when compared to "exisring traditional" tools. Design is an
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information rich activity. In it there is an inherent need to reconcile various bits

of information and viewpoints. The ability of the comPutet to captue and

communicate lots of information, present faster ways of evaluating that

information, allowing more informed decisions makes it valuable for the design

process. The computet, howevern tends to be mote effective at the design

development stage where more "precise" information is required to make them

truly effective.

Despite its influence and in spite of its advantages the computer is increasingly

being associated with and focused on architectural representations and the

manipulation of those representations (Iang and Gero 2001). This focus

unfornmarcly does not include a perceptioo of the comPuter as an able design

support/aid resulting in the continued use of ttaditional media (pen and paper)

to realise the fust organisational notions of design.

Figure 8.6 Digital lmage created in design studlo by a student (Source: Chris
Hay, Victoria UniversitY)

CAAD, CAD or CADD?

\0?hen someone discusses computers in architecture inevitably the acron)rms

CAAD (Computer Aided Architectutd Design) and the better-known generic

term CAD (Computer-Aided Design or Computer-Aided Drafting) or CADD

(Computer-Aided Design and Drafring) confuses the discussion. Before we

discuss the use of computers in atchitecture it is important to give definiu.ons

for CAAD and CAD in relation to this thesis.

Research into the use of computers in the field of architecture is quite young

having been around for less than 40 years. The original idea behind using

computers in architecture (termed CAAD) was to enhance the built, physical

environment by "providing the best instruments and methods fot the creators
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of architecture" (Schmitt 1999). Since the 1970s and 19g0s CAAD wenton ro
become associated with productivity, communication and representation. When
one spoke of computers in the office then they were referring to compo1er
aided drafting (cAD, CADD). The power, speed and vetsatirity of the
computer ftatdware and software) has moved it from being a rather expensive
drafting tool to the position today in architecture where it is sometimes
considered by some as a medium (Schmitt 1999; McCullough 1996). Today the
meaning of the "word" CAAD is still relevant even though the role of the
computer in architecnrre is constantly changing.

In rhis thesis, the acronyrn CAAD win be taken as a synonym for the use of
comPuter tesources in the architecrural design process generally. esmFuter
applications that act specifically as tools for the designers will be referred to as

CAD software' This includes applications for representation (drafting, 3D-
modeling, rendering, rapid protorypi"s animation, etc.) while apprications for
simulation and analysis will be referred specifically as evaluation softrpare.

A concise History of computers in Architecture
The previously mentioned confusion between cAD and CAAD is rooted in the
dual histoties of the compurer in architecrure. This duality is based on two
different amitudes to research in the field of atchitectural computing. one
attitude is based on design thinking and views the computer as a potential
thinking design machine while the othet is based on the visual nature of
atchitecture and views the computer as a represenadon tool. Hwa-Ryong Lee
elaborates:

"'the frst direction has tded to solve design probrems by representing design

f*:jq:^*',-:'_l:".pt.s in computerc,.# ,..onJ arr.*ilni* 
^*ed 

ro helpoeslgner (stc) to draw faster, or produce photo-realistic renderings and animadon in realtime (Lee 1999).

In the context of this thesis it can be suggested that the first attinrde is related
to the role of "head" in the design process whilst the role of ..hand,, is
embodied in the second approach. The two approaches have emerged paraller
to each other with one or the other dominating the attention of researchers
ftom one decade to another.
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The Early Years

\ilfdters and cornmentatofs on the Visual use of computets in architecture

consider Ivan Suthedand's doctoral thesis at the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology O[IT) in 1963 as one of the primary staning points for CAD

(Schmitt 1999; I-ee 1999; Fallon 1997). In his thesis Suthedand suggested

several areas where computer graphics could be usefirl fallon 1997) namely

- Cteating highly tepetitive drawings

- Making changes to existing drawings

- Gaining scientific or engineering underst 'rding of operations that can

be described graphically

- As graphicd input to computational progtams requiring topologicd

data, e.g. structural analysis Programs.

The work was seminal and far reaching as concePts like interactivity, modulat

design, and object-oriented modelling that Suthedand presented in his thesis are

still valid today (Schmitt 1999).

Sutherland's ideas contributed to the fust computer gmphics Program

SKETCHPAD, which was developed at MIT on a TX-2 comPuter @allon

1997).'Drawing:' was done on the display with the use of a light pen and

commands were entered using push-button controls - there was no keyboard

or mouse. SKETCFIPAD was used to create a wide variety of drawing types:

electrical, mechanical, scientific, mathematical and animation, and while it

supported only lines and arcs it had some of the capabilities and indeed

requirements of modern day CAD programs, for instance - grouPs, symbols,

copy, rubber banding, and snapping (Fallon 1997).
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Figure 8.7 A similar system to Sketchpad (Fallon 1997)

The application of SKETCHPAD as a "&awing tool" was hindered, however,

by the lack of speed and power needed for the gaphic capabiliries of the

computer. Graphical capabilities would have made such a tool desirable and

widely used. The lack of speed and power was eclipsed however, by its number

crunching capabilities. This was evident from as early as 1958 when the

cornputer was used in usks that firlly exploited the calculation power of the

machine. These included such tasks as accounting; space programming and

inventory analysis; project firanagement and scheduling cost estimadng; enelgy

analysis; specifi cations and plan optimisation.

Design Methods Movement

Parallel to these developments, was an increased interest by researchers in the

possibilities of systematic design methods. The rapid advance of technolog;r and

consequential complexity of the design task in the late fifties and eady sixties

incteasingly rendered the traditional process of design unable ro cope. New and

larger scale design rasks, new building types and new materials for which there

was no precedent demanded a means of design appropriate in application to

these new design tasks. Christopher Alexander oudined the problems facing

designers in the introduction to his book Notes on tbe Slnthuis of Forn wrinen in

7964:

Today more and more design problems are reaching insoluble levels of complexity. This
is true not only of moon bases, factories, and radio receivers, whose complexity is
internal, but even of villages and teaketdes. In spite of their superEcial simpliciry, even
these problems have a background of needs and activicies which is becoming too
complex to grasp intuicively.
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...the problems increase in quantity, complerity, and difficulqa they also change faster

than before. New materials ate developed all the time, socid pattems alter quickly, the

culnue itself is .h*g"g faster than it has ever changed before.

The intuitive resolutioo of conteurporary design problems simply lies beyond a single

individual's integrative grasp (Alexander 1964).

He went on to claim that this confusing afi y of information had an effect on

the forms produced at the time:

To match the growing compleity of ptoblems, there is a gtowing body of information
and specialist experience. This information is hard to handle; it is widespread, diffuse,

unorganized. Moreovet, not only is the quantity of information itself by now beyond the
reach of single designers, but the various specidists who retail it are narrow and

unfamiliar with the form-makers' peculiar problems, so that it is never cleat quite how
the desigper should best consult them. As a result, although idedly a fotm should reflect

all the known facts relevant to its design, in-fact the average designet scans whatever
infonnation he happens on, consults a consultant now and then whes faced by extra-
specid dif6culties, and introduces this randonrly selected inforrnation into forms
otherwise dreamt up in the artist's studio of his mind. The technical difEculties of
grasping all the information needed for the construction of such a form ate out of hand
- and well beyond the fingets of a siogle individual.

... if we look ar the lack of organization and lack of cladty of the forms around us, it is
plain that their design has often taxed their designer's cogrr.itive capacity well beyond the
limit (A,lexander 1 964).

To deal with the increased complexity in design, tesearchers made a determined

attempt to develop Processes that were relevant to these new tasks and that

went beyond the limitations of the traditional design process. Though their

research they sought ways and methods of enabling architects to deal with the

amount of information and processes in efficient and tational ways. In the

search for more explicit and rational processes of decision making design

researchers discovered the systems or mission oriented aPProach.

Systems research or systems analysis was basically about developing techniques

for examining existing systems as well as the designing of new ones (Cherry

1998). It emerged from the increased scientific activity of the "space race" as a

means of flawlessly coordinating the various technological systems required for

space uavel (Cherry 1998). According to Rittel:

It was the outsiders who had heard about this and read about this in the emerging
literanre. I think that in the beginning, outsiders from architecture, engineering and

business heard about the methods of the systems approach and thought that if it were
possible to deal with such complicated things as the NASA programmes then why
couldn't we deal with a simple thiog like a house in the same way? Shoulda't we actually

look at every building as a mission-oriented design obiect? (Rinel 1972).
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The resulting research which responded to the question of how designers

(should) design and related it to systems analysis was called design methods

research or design methodology. some of the earliesr work in the field took
place in Europe (Britain and west Germany in panicular). In lfest Germany

work was done at the Hochschule fur Gestaltung (HfG) ulm, under Horst
Rinel, who later moved to Berkeley in the 1960s. In Britain, research was

documented through the work of Bruce Archer, John christopher Jones,
christopher Alexander, Geoffrey Broadbeng and others. of the Britons, the

two most significant figures of the movement were Jones and Alexander
(though their work developed independently). Jones co-organised the first
conference on design merhods in London n 1962 and in 1970 published the

first edidon of Design Metbods, a compendium of thirty-five different design

methods that was to become rhe sandard textbook on the subject (cherry
1998). Alexander anendedJones's conference and rwo years later published his

own book Notes on tbe slntbesis of Form, whichwas influential rc the ongoing
debate of the design methods movernent.

Aims of the Movement

A,lthough the main players had different ideas about defining design methods

there were coflunon intentions. Among these intentions:

- Th.y intended to design berter by understanding the design process.

- Th.y hoped by understanding the process they could exrernalise it
enough ro allow large teams to collaborate from the conceptual phase

allowing more complex designs.

- Th"y also focussed research on the teaching of design, It was assumed

that:

"'cleat descriptions of the process of design decision making could be communicated
to design students. The leaming of procesi in lieu of the leirning of a designer's style
was seen as- healthy and applicable to more situations. A student Jho *., exposed to a
variety of design methods^could select the process most suited to his or her personal
characteristics (Cherry t 998).

To achieve these goals researchers attempted to alter

'..the narure of the design process itserf by replacing the principal design technique of
the industrial era - 'design-by-drawing' - u,itt 

"tf,.r, ,'or. 
"bro".g- 

methods rhat
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permined 
^ 

grc ter "perceptual span" than was possible with uaditional design methods

(Mitchell1993).

One of these absuact methods implicated the use of computers to automate the

repetitive parts of the design Process as well as develop new strategies.

CAAD and the Design Methods Movement

The application of computers to the design Ptocess was partially a consequence

of the design methods movelnent. While CAAD was not the main concetn of

rhe movement a few researchers theorised that the chaos at the stan of the

design process was the natural consequence of information overload, in which

case the po\ver of information ptocessing machines might prove useful (It4ilne

1,975). They beteved *rat the computet provided the means of significandy

changing the way design was carried out. The real potential of the computer in

architecnrre was not made clear until Christophet Alexander in 1963 presented

his paper on the design of an Indian village in which he illustrated how complex

design problems could be broken into simpler comPonent sub problems. In his

paper he made specific tefetence to his use of an IBM 7090 computer in

calculating the breakdown of his components (Alexander 1963). Combining

systemic design methods with computer technology revealed the possibility of

the computer radically transforming the design Process. As a result of this, the

goal of automated design was actively pursued.

The Design Machine

By the end of the 1960s, research into architectural computing went in the

direction of intelligent envkonments that tried to solve design problems by

representing design knowledge, rules or principles in the computer (ke 1999).

The model of designing used by these gtoups focussed on an understanding of

design as postured by J.C. Jones and others in the design methods movement.

In addition to this "understanding2', CAAD research utilised ideas from other

fields - such as artificial intelligence - and energy v/as sPent developing

algorithms that 'oautomated design". A well-known example of this approach

was the Archincnrz Macbine by Negroponte and others at MIT. Taking the
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position that"a machine could do anyrhing better rhan an architect could do id,
(Negroponte 1970), the purpose of the goup was ro:

"'achieve intimate machine - environment interaction (where environmeot could be
butldings as well as people) such that a machine could enioy, or at least undersand,
some of the meanings we as people and users of archite.trrre (anach) to our bult
environment (I\.legroponte 1 975).

Figure 8.8 The Archltecture Machine (Source:
http://depts.washlngton.edu/tlmgmerlia/0.ntt_cs/l.lntroductlong.ArchMaq.html)

The possibilities of design automara were investigated by both academia and

practice. Due to the price and expertise needed to run the machines, only a
handfirl of academic laborarodes were engaged in this research, for example the
ABACUS lab at the University of Suathclyde, and the Architecture Machine
Group at MIT. In practice, the expense of the large machines meanr only a few
large design firms had access to them deveroping rheir own sofrwa-re to help in
the design Process. In both groups the capabilities of technology facilitated the
use of the computer as calculation tools related to systemic analysis and

evaluation' $7hen implemented, design decision supporr by the compurer
tended to be either generadve or evaruative. Generadve software usually
produced 'Jumping points" (optimised floor plans, structural diagrams) when
relevant data was input by the designer. Evaluative software on the other hand
analysed the design data input in the computer and retumed a score (degees of
good, bad or ok), which the designer used to infonn the next iteration.

An example of a generative program is the Building optimisation program

@oP) developed by skidmore, owings and Merrill (sol\O, one of rhe more
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active 6rms in this area. When given the desired square footage and the

dimensions of a site, BOP used rules of thumb to deternine the number of

floors and number of elevators; it then designed the cote, optimised the

strucnral bay size and generated a preliminary cost estimate. In the beginning it

would output a floor plan on a printer, and then later on a plottet. Another

generative progtam SOM dso developed was a hospital programming

application (that generated detailed sPace Programs for hospitals on a

department-by-deparunent basis). A helpful Program also developed was

SARAPI (Storage and Retdeval of Atchitectural Programming Information).

This was used to store and analyse Program information gathered in client

interviews ffallon 1997).

One instance of an evaluative Program was Package for Architectural Computer

Evaluation GACE). Developed by the Building Performance Research Unit at

the University of Strathclyde, PACE undertook the appraisal of a set of criteria

relevant to built form layout and was intended to be used at the oudine

proposal sage of design S{arkus et al. 1972). T\e atchitect inputted

information about the ptoiect being considered by means of a teletypewdtet

into a timeshare computer. This information included building type, location,

number of occupants, geometrical inforrnation ftroken into spatid elements,

floor height, shape etc.), site geometry, construction Gl*itg, insulation) and

activity. The computer then presented to the designer: costs (capital and

running), spatial performance, environmental performance and activity

performance. The computer at the end of the output invited modification of

the input information, asked the designer to qualifr the design performance

(good or bad) and printed a paper tape rhat could be used to generate eight

perspectives of the proposed ptoiect. In light of the outPut the designer then

chose to redesign or re-examine the original scheme.

The initial energies of the researchers promised an improvement in the qudity

of architecture through the possibility of afl automated design Process.

Researchers strove to discover a means of modelling how designers think so as

to produce software (or hatdware) that executed all or parts of the process. The

apparent numerical, logical and rational capabilities of the computer facilitated

this exploration and thus the role of drawing or visualising was not paid much
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attention. The search proved difficutt however since most of the models
prescribed and coded had litde to do with how architects actually designed. This
was ultimately the stumbling block of this research direction.

Fallof Design Methods Movement

The 1970s witnessed a waning in interest and change in aninrde tov/ards design

methodology. Despite lots of *itirg. and academic posturing, rhere was no
practical evidence of acnral use of the methods that could iustifr the arguments

of the protagonists. Horst Rittel (1972) himself when asked what kinds of
ptoblems design methodology had successfirlly tackled replied thar he did not
know of any building that had been "done discemibly better than buildings
done in the conventional way'' @ittel 1972).In 1977 Alexander himself felt that
the development and study of design methods had failed to contribute to bener
design. His advice at the time to other researchers was to ..forget it; fotget the
whole thing" (cross 1gs4). Archer himserf regretted wasting time:

In reuospect, I can see that I wasted an awfi.rl lot of time in trying to bend the methods
of operational research and management rechniques to design p*ior", (Archer 1979).

The unpredictable and contradictory nature of the design process contributed
to this new attitude. Even though the movement had been going for about a

decade, the first knowo anempt to discover how designers actually designed

was in the early seventies when a group of designers were analysed designing a

bathloom @astrnan 1970). With this and similar research, researchers slowly
tealised that the systems engineedng techniques of military and space missions
were not suited to the "wicked" problems of planning and design (cross 19g4).

one example of this questioning influenced by the new evidence is the ever
changing "models of design". The more researchem observed designers, the
more design models were redefined. In the sixties when the field tended to be
prescriptive (mosdy on paper) the design task was separated into nvo srages -
analysis and synthesis or progamming and design. This model however was

based on the assumption that a design problem courd be examined and

understood before designing itself took prace. After observing and interviewing
designers the later analsis - yntbetis - eaaruation model was refuted by some

reseatchers who claimed an ahernate model of coryiecture - analsis (I-awson l9g4;
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Broadbent 1984) or in the case of Darke (198a); generator - conjectuw - analsis

parke 1984).

Despite empiricd studies, researchers still attempted to apply science to design

methods. For instance, Broadbent (1984) offered confecture - andysis as a

model for a third generation of design methods. He based it on Kad Popper's

"conjectures and tefutations" model of scientific method. In Broadbent's

opinion, the role of the designer u/as to make expert design coniectures, making

them open to refutation and reiection by the people for whom they wete made

(Cross 1984). This opened the door to particiPatory or argumentadve design.

These revelations sought to redraw the problem of automated design. The

design process at this point had been developed and promoted within

theoretical frameworks as rational and capable of being programmed into the

computer. In trying to present (or prescribe) the design Process as rational ot

logical, researchers discovered the following:

- Design processes take several forms depending on the individud' It

cannot be predetermined.

- The design process according to commentators is neither linear nor

logical (Lawson 1997).It is an iterative process that involves a lot of to

and fto before even the fust presentation for cdticism.

- An exact methodology was limited to the solution of functional

problems (Asanowicz 1999).

These facts influenced researchem to radicdly rethink CAAD.

The Second Decade

Coinciding with changes in the approach to design methods was a significant

change in direction of CAAD. The "fall" of the design methods movement

dwing the 1970s, meant disillusionment with the feasibility of an intelligent

machine, which was based on a rationd model of design @azianac 1975).

Research shifted from the ingglligent machine that in Negroponte's wotds

"generates design with [tde human intervention, inteqpret sketches and

diagrams and modify occupied envkonments" (iriegtoponte 1975) to the
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comPurcr as a graphic tool' The difficulty of realising intelligent systems based

on design reasoning thus contributed to increased research interest in simple
drafting systems.

The advent of the storage tube graphic display from Tekuonix figure g.9)

contributed heavily to this direction also. This was reinforced by an increase in
the number of in-house minicomputer systems that were powerfi:l enough to
handle graphics.

Figure 8.9 Tetitronix 4014 (Source: Fallon 1997)

Maver reminisces about this:

These de'ices_ ttiggered frantic research and development effort to encode the
mathemarical laws of- perspective geomefy in order to generate 3-D tire-tine,
representadons of building.; tl-rg erly argorithms were not iophisticated enough to
suppr€ss the "hidden-lines" which had to be removed m*.olly, one by one! 1fraver1e98).

The most popular use for these machines in add.ition ro engineering tasks

(strucmral analysis and design) was 3D mass modelling. The t'sks however
tended to be evaluative as they were somedmes used to investigate visual impact
in urban and rural contexts.

Design support continued in the form of purpose built integrated GAAD
systems which found actual everyday use in real public sector organisations like
the scottish Special Housing Association (ssHA) (fweed and carabin e 1999).

unfornrnately the difficulries of mainaining sofrware to meet the escalating

expectations of the end user marked the end to large-scale university based

CAAD (rweed and carabine 1999). commercial sofrware developers in
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contrast concentfated on more generic Pfoducts (mainly 2D drafting) that

appealed to a much wider market than architects. Architects and engineers still

developed their own design soft'vare with some using the commetcial ptoducts

as platfoms for their own softwate development The Primary use of the

computer consequendy became a tool for representation.

The PC Revolution

In 1981 IBM introduced the 5150 PC and redefined the notion of computing.

The personal cornputerzt €C) removed the computer from special rooms in

academia and coqporate headquarters and placed it onto the desks of the

workers faciliating the personal workspace and individualised computing. The

introduction of the Apple Macintosh in 1984 brought the Graphic User

Interface (windows, clicking as against tfplng) and the mouse as the main

interaction with the tool eliminating the command line and improving ease,of

use. The PC also turned the computet industry on its head making the

development of softwate into the most lucrative sector of the industry and

negating "personal programming". Twenty years later, the PC is as ubiquitous

as a household appliance (more than half of all U.S. households have one).

Architecture and its relationship with the computef changed dramatically with

the introduction of the PC. ln 7976, 30 percent of the 2500 most active

architecturd and engineering firrns in the United States were involved in

computing S.adford & Stevens 1987). By 1981, the year of the PC, the number

of firms using computers greur to 65 percent @.adford and Stevens 1987). The

increase in architectural consumers created a market for the wide variety of

commercial CAD softrvare with a broad price range fallon 1997).

The 1980s also oversaw a gradual divetsification in computer use in practice. At

fust, the use of computefs for office management tasks like 'word processing,

specification writing spreadsheets, and project scheduling and cost

flranagement far outweighed the use of computing as a standard tool in the

architecrtrral design process. Drawing boards and sketchpads existed for some

" The personal computer was not a new concept as Apple Computer had released a successful 'desktop' computer 5
years ea1ier and Hewlett-Packard had used the term "Personal Compute/'as far back as 1968. lt was however the enlry
of IBM into the market that gave legitimacy to the concept of the personal computer and hence its popularity.
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period alongside rhe new tool. The steady increase in power and reduction in
the cost of hardware eventually made commercial cAD sysrems poprrrar 1r,

design practice pee 1999). This popularity created vigorous compedtion
betrreen CAD vendors ensuring rapid improvements in usability and features

along with steady price reductions. Design firms evenrually retreated from
developing their own software to buying off-the-shelf ..solutions', bolstering the
commercialisarion o f CAD.

In due course, the driving force behind computers in architecture became

productivity. The perceived benefits of the compurer outside of being a

management tool were efficiency and speed and thus it was used almost
exclusively for production drawings. Firms set up special .,depaftrnents,, 

made

up of CAD personnel (somewhat like architectural draftsmen) who would input
design da'" manudly generated by the designers into the computer. A cursory
review of mainstream architectural magazines of the 1980s reveal debates about
whether the computer v/as worth the investrnent, hype and promises of
academics and enrhusiasrs. such was the attirude towards computing thar the
worrhiness of the computer in practice was evaluated by comparing its relative

cost (still expensive) to a drafting table. Little was said however about the
computer's worth as a suppoft for design.

If the 80s witnessed the inauguration of architectural compudng in the
mainstream of architectural training and practice, the 90s firmly established

digtt^l technologSr in rhe field. with fasrer, cheaper hardware and multi-featured
software, the affordabiliry and flexibility of the personal compurcr moved it
from the oflices of medium to large sized design firms and into small or single

Penon firms and architecrural schools. The prevalence of three-dimensional

(3D) modelling rendering animation and multimedia presentations broadened

the emphasis ftom only production ro incrude schematic design and design

development. cAD became a necessity in every architectural office; in much the
same way word processors completely substituted rypewriters. By the end of the
90s, in relation to advances in technolog;r, rhe use of the computer focused on
more sophisticated data representations. In this environment, the cAD industry
prospered, relegating the use of the computer to a little more than an electronic

pen. The design of new standardised, general-use cAD applications for pcs
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were focussed on enhancing the production of images, rather than helping

architects design in the eady, conceptual stages of design.

The I nformation SuperhighwaY

The globalisation of architecture and firrther developments in technology

moved CAAD fi-rther away from the design machine scenado. The Interneg a

globai network tinking millions of computers, gterdr in the 90s ftom a

govefirment and academic niche to a mainstteam communications medium. Its

effect on architectural computing was evideng as architects turned to netvrork

collaborarive tools and Internet-based cornmunication to facilitate project

coordination in the mid-1990s (Allbritton 2002; Laiserin 2002). The benefi.ts of

extranets (private networks on the intemet) seemed obvious and proiect web

sites were touted as a necessary part of practice. Proiect extranets wete said to

allow everyone on the project team the ability to work from the latest set of

CAD drawings, with a recotd of e-mails and othet documents for all to see'

creating a reliable paper trail.

Design Research during and after the 1980's

In the field of design methods, the period of the 1980's ititi"lly saw a marked

change of focus or interest. The study of design was no longer directed towards

an improved or effective ptocess. Rathet, it was directed towards the

development of cognitive models that could aid in the development of

computatiooal design tools. The field of design studies had once again become

closely aligned to the field of CAAD.

This was seen cleady in the formation of reseatch centres that focussed on

integrating both fields. The centre that demonstrates this uend quite distincdy is

the Key Cenue of Design Computing and Cognition at the Faculty of

Architecture, University of Sydney. The goals of the centre iaclude:

- developing "theodes, models and methods of designing as a process"

(Gero and Maher 1997).
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- using the theories, models and methods of design as the basis for
'considering computer supporr or automadon of specific design rasks,,

(Gero and Maher 1gg7).

The emergence of advanced hardware and sofnvare technologies supported this
ditection, as researchers saw the potential for the expen support systems that
developed from techniques already established in artificial intelligence (Lee
1999)' The main goals of artificial intelligence, a long sranding branch of
comPuter science, is/was to build machines that demonsEate the ability to leam
and reason, Pattern recognitionn understanding of speech and consciousness, all
of which are features of human intelligence (Zarnowiecka lggg). These goals
hence found form in exPert systems (which at present perform such complex
tasks like financial problems, air route planning, and playing chess).

The development of expert or intelligent systems in architecture, however,
evolved very litde. Despite new AI technologies like neural nerworks and finzy
reasoning, researchers found expert systems unable to deal with ambiguous
information (much like that fiound in the design process). progress requ1ed a

closer understanding of how designers actually design. To develop this
undersanding, projects in design methods research included d.irect observation
of designing, surveys of designers' perceptions and, protocol studies of
individual and collaborating designers. The expected result of this u/as a
determinadon of design behaviour, .,which has significance for the
development of computational tools for designers" (Gero and Maher IggT).

This determination, however, revealed the dif{iculty of applying compurers to
the design domain. CAAD research as a consequence shifted ..from the
automating or reasoning of design to the more sophisticated design tools,, (Lee
1999) of CAD.

Current State of the field

In architecture, at the stan of the rwenty-first cennrry, the computer is
responsible for imptessive images, the analysis of proposed solurions and the
communication of ideas. The role of the computer in architecture (practice,
research and education) has expanded ftom being a dream of select researchers

to encompass four main roles:
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Visual Rrprcnntation - In 2003, the speed and Power of technology has fostered

rhe proliferation of multimedia tools and tevolutionised how architects present

and propagate their ideas. The computef is increasingly being used to replicate

drafting, simulate perspectival views and "construct" sophisticated, photo-

realistic images. Architectural experience is futther represented tempordly

rhough the use of walkthroughs and associated animation sofrware that create

fully immersive virtual tedides.

Irfomation Pmcessing - The number crunching tasls afforded the computer in

the past has been enhanced with an exponen'd increase in ptocessor speeds

and vast memory storage. This incease in the information processing

capabilities of the tool has been recognised and exploited through the use of

specialised databases, facility management software, project nunagement

software and other tools that add value to practice. Not only has the ability to

manipulate information enhanced practice, but also the ability to numerically

translate information has allowed the construction of previously "unbuildable"

forms tlrough Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAlvD.

Similation nodelling - Increasingln the computer is being used as a design aid

that evaluates prepared solutions. Increased sophistication in these evaluation

tools has produced exuemely accurate lighting simulators, embodied enefgy

simulators, environmental analysis tools, toom acoustic simulators and other

such tools. It is widely acknowledged that access to this information allows the

designer the oppornrnity to make more informed decisions about the design of

buildingp. Unfornrnately, for this information to have value, quite precise

information has to be supplied attlater stage of the design's development.

Commnnication and eollaboration - The advent of Intemet technologies and

innovative web tools has ueated the proverbial global practice. The

connectivity afforded by these digtt l tools has boosted new levels of

coordination in the building industry as Computer Mediated Collaboration

processes connect industry players separated by space and time.

This array of impressive applications establishes the computer at the centre of

the architect's craft. Despite this significance, computers exist in architecture

today without challenging or reassessing how the early sages of design could
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generate atchitecture that was sustainable, cost-effective and a delight to users.

Direct and early use of computers as design tools in the architect's office is

virtually nonexistent,

CAAD Research

A similar circumsance exists in the realm of CAAD research. CAAD research

has expanded phenomenally to become a significant part of most schools of
architecture. CAAD research units exist wirhin leading universities and mosr

schools have at least one faculty member who teaches and conducts research in
CAAD. As a result CAAD teseatch at present is exuemely diverse and muld
faceted. Research areas include:

can Band Rcanning- using previous design episodes as starting points for new

design.

sbape Gmmnars - realising the potentiar for automadon of the design process

through the definition of sets of grammar rules and vocaburades.

computer Mediatcd collaboratiae De$gn - investigating the combination of
comPuters and the Intetnet to facilitate collaborative design between vadous

designers.

wntal spacu - exploring the meaphor for physical spaces in the virhul
environmenl f91 

('5scialising,', ..working,' and ..learning".

Euolutiorary ggtcms - using genetic algorithms in design to search for suitable

values of design variables which achieve the best performances in a resulting

design or designs.

Drawing Rmgnition - investigating represenrarions of design information
(graphic and non-graphic) for information retrieval, processing and

interpretation.

Qabi200l; Gero, chase, and Rosenmanz}}r;Dokonal and Hinchberg 2003).

As demonstrated, CAAD research has cerainly been impressive and far-
reaching. uke pracdce, horvevern priorities in research have focussed on the
integration of design and construction tfuough better infornation management,

communication and the imptovement of visualisation tools. Any research that
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deviates from this nonn tends to be forwatd tlinking and separated from

existing challenges. While it is true that most mainstream softwate tools are the

result of a ten to fifteen year research and development cycle, there is a need for

research today to be more related to or immersed in defining a grc ter role for

the computer in the design pfocess.

A New Paradigm

It has been argued elsewhere in this thesis that design is analogous to

conversations. If we use this analogy in the context of CAAD we will see that

the computer has to some extent been involved in the conversations of

designers. Originaly, the proponents of the design methods movement

observed that dre quality of design convetsations in design had deteriorated due

the demands of technology and other factors. They sought to make these

conversations more effective and efficient by prescribing systematic ways of

designing and dealing with the content of the conversations. The comPutet, a

logical systematic tool, was recruited as an intermedlafy in the conversations

between designer and desrg''2e. Eventually researchers admitted that desigo

conversations u/efe "wicked'. Design was no longer seen as rational or logfcal'

but rather messy and indeterminate - something the computer simply was [ot.

This nature of the design activity proved the computet was a bad candidate for

direct intervention into design conversations.

Technology's capabilities (graphic$ facilitated a different approach to the

computer's inclusion into design convetsations albeit in a somewhat lesser role.

Focus was also directed towafds other sUengths of the tool, and cornPutefs are

no longer seen as potential desigo supporg but werc rather used for the

"priotitrg out" and evaluation of concepts and ideas.

For the computer to be btought eatlier into design conversations, the

relationship between man and machine has to be re-evaluated. Accotding to

Terzidis (1999), there are three possible scenarios for the machine to relate to

man in the design process. In the liaison, the computer can:

1.. Complement the human tlTinker.

28 During the 70s the building user was included in lhe conversations through participatory design.
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2. Extend the process of thinking.

3. Replace rhe human thinker

In the first scenario, the computer provides usefirl information, advises,

appraises and assists the designer. This scenario adminedly is the cuffent
situation of cAAD. It is especially seen in the use of cAD rools, evaluation and
visualisation software. The current form of expert systems also exists within this
sphere by providing the designer vdth useful information to be used as leverage

during the design process. The computer becomes an amplifier (or rool) for the
conversations.

In the second, the computer extends the designer's perspective by allowing the
exploration of alternative possibilities. The introduction of new electronic
media, fast computarions, and large memory capacities has made it possible to
visualise abstrac entities, verifr their existence and project behaviour. This is
done tfuough rl,e use of mathematical models and simulations projected on
screens as if they were physically there. In this scena.rio, the computer becomes

the environment where the conversation takes place.

The computer has far superior intellectual capabilities rhan the human designer
in the third scenario. This has been the main thrust of researchers as they strive
to realise compurers that simulate human thinking to such a degree that they
petform asks which are highly intellectual like design (rerzidis 1999). This,
however, is a vision of the future and remains elusive, as long as there is still a

lack of understanding of the learning, the creative, and judgemental processes

that comprise design. In this siruation, the designer is excluded from the
conversation.

In 1970 Negroponte took rhe position rhar "a machine could do anything better
than an architect could do it" (INegroponte 1970). In hindsight (and after j0
years of trying), this can be seen to be quite far from the truth. The human
designer is no longer regarded as replaceable by the computer. Because we
know litde of the design process and we lack a comprehensive model for
integtating the abilities of man and machine into a complete process, ways of
amp[fung the products of the conversation has been the focus of research.
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The scenario advocated by this thesis is to facilitate design, not automate it. It is

proposed that this might be achieved by developing a practical symbiosis

(berveen human and computer capabilities) where the division of labout is

based on the suengths of the participants. The result would be a

complementary, integrated relationship facilitated by the fi:nctional allocation of

man-machine tasks. This is by no means an original idea, however, it needs

festating. If this idea is pursued, the computer becomes a Partner in the design

conversadons rather than a tool, environment or Pfoxy.

It, therefore, becomes imponant to deterrnine what properties of man and

machine can be best exploited to facilitate of suPPoft design decisions. It has

already been established that computers are poor at dealing with infonnation

that is half formed, fluid or partially defined- Unfornrnately this is characteristic

of the information used in design. Qualities like iudgement, interPreadon and

creativity, that are needed to handle such information, are unique chamcteristics

of human thought. On the other hand, humans are very slovr in complex

calculations or in memorising large amounts of information, while a maior

advantage of the comPuter is high-speed computation or sifting thrcugh large

volumes of information.

This association implies a role for the designer that emphasises the processing

of highJevel absuact information. A complementary role fot the computer

would be to sifting through vast relationships, calculating and making

connections benween pieces of information'

\)flhile it may take time to adequately allocate the optimum tasks the notion of

suength dlocation is relevant to the notion of experts and novice. This

partnership is direcdy analogous to the need for two "expert hands" to actively

support the novice head for a leaming design conversation. The tutors abiliry to

use experience and innrition to qualifr a given design situation is best supporred

by the computers ability to sift through lots of information'

It is argued that owing to the complexity of architecture today, there is a need

to use digt^l technology to actively suPPort the designer. r0fhile it seems likely

that computefs can co-exist or complement in the design environment wi*I

man, it is irnportant that the comPuter plays an integral Part in the transmission
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of knowledge and assisting the designer grasp the issues that affect design
today' Similar to the nodon of the design conversation is the student/tutor
conversations. The role of the computer can therefore extend to play an active
and complementary Part in the dialogue. The strengths of the human tutor lie in
judgment and inruition while the strength of the compurer expeft lies in
presenting informadon about the issue for discussion.

Conclusion

Cotat Q Prla Kznt*t, AfA, ol C.onhfllge Srrur lnorilc, lr,

Figure 8.10 The Gomputer - before and after (source: pressman 1997)
computers have been a pafi of architecture for the better part of 40 years. It
has developed from the calculation tools of engineen rhrough dafting systems

to being the quintessential tool in the practice of architecture. During this
transformation GAAD research has shifted between trvo alternating foci: the
computer as a rhinking machine (to emulate design - generation, analysis,
evaluation); and the computer as a representadon tool (drafting, modelling,
representing environments). of the two approaches, the latter prevails today as

the primary application of CAAD.

In the early years of GAAD, computer graphics was snrnted by the lack of
speed and power needed to manipulate information graphically. Instead, and
using related research in design methods, researchers used mathemadcal models
and systemic design methods in a bid ro automate a (perceived) rational design
process. This proved difficult as researchers soon d.iscovered that their

0v|i,G0t1t3ru1tul.P
A 9t5t4N...AnDng<
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assumptions about and prescriptions for design did not reflect the "vricked"

problems that characterised architectural design. At the time of this realisation,

graphics technology became faster and more powerfrrl shifting the utilisation of

computers to favour visual tasks. The emphasis of CAAD reseatch

subsequendy changed ftom number cmnching intelligent systems to mofe

graphical uses like 3D wireframe modelling.

The introduction of the PC in the eighties brought an increase in access, speed

and power which intensified this change. Widespread comPuter use in practice

was influenced by the quick develoPment and populmity of computer gqPhics,

the simptification of CAD systems for personal computers and easy to use

hardware and softvare. \7ith the use of commercial CAD software, drafring

and visualisation dominated use while rendering and animation technologies

made possible the production of sophisticated, photo-realistic images and

virtual environments.

Technology advances in the nineties reignited an interest in artificial intelligence

and expert/intelligent systems which even though it remained restricted to

academic reseatch, sought to investigate issues of automated design. The

inherent difficulties in automating design beyond a few labour intensive tasks

were highlighted through the failure to make uP any meaningful ground. Since

rhe turn of the century, the increased capabilities of technology notably in the

area. of graphics and communications (internet and related technologies) has

helped to shift focus further 
^way 

from design decision suPport.

At the start of the 21" cenhry, it can be argued that computer aided

architecnual design (CAAD) has made litde impact in terms of actually *idi"g

design. Experiences u/ithin research communities have shown that the

implementation of computer applications in an early stage of the architectural

desiga process still seems to be limited. The power of the comPuter as a design

tool and as a design stimulator is still to be fully exploited.

Fresh effort needs to be directed at exploring a new paradigm where the

computet is seen as complementary suPPort to the designer in design

conversations. Using the computer to exPand the capabilities of the designer

can only enhance the design Process. Similarly, energies need to be invested in
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determining and exploiting the strengths of rhe computer needed to enhance

and extend the zone of interacdon.
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9. Co-puters and Architectural Education

Changes in the architectural anefact on a social, cultural and technological level implies a

change in the ways architects are educated (Asanowicz 1997),

Figure 9.1 Students and computers around 1993. From Left to right Missourl
State University, New Jersey Institute of Technotogy, Texas A & M Unlversity,
University of Oregon, University of South California. (Source: Architecture
September 1993 pp. 147-153)

omputers and associated technologies afe generally considered

important tools in the training of architects. Consequendy architectural

schools are increasingly embracing technology, relegating the drawing

board and t-square into the background, by providing students with the

opportunity to gain literacy and competence in di8lrl craft. since the 1980s

when academic associations were established to promote "good practice and

sharing information in relation to the use of computers in research and

education in architecture and related professions" @AADE &), rhere have

been several examples in conference proceedings and joumals about new design

studios that explore digital approaches to design (Gross 1994; Moloney 1,999;

Nieman and Do 1999). Evidence from these sources indicates desigu education

has been firdi.g imaginative ways of bener integrating dgttul media into the

design process. The srudios, as oudined in these papers, also display a rich

diversity of approaches that contribute to keeping digtt"l rechnology at the

forefront of school curricula.

Despite this technological immersion, however, students are still lacking in their

traditionai area of weakness: an understanding of materials, details, construcrion

methods, building codes, and other practical issues Q.{ovitski 1999). The

teaching of architectural design proceeds much like it has done before

computers were introduced into design schools. Students learn through a
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hypothetical project in situations that make it difficult to link acquired

knowledge with application. As argued in Part 1, this is inadequate in educating

students about the issues that make buildings work.

The failure of technology to assist in dealing with the current challenges in

education demonstrates that there is a need for a reconsideration of the role the

computer plays in education and the desrgn studio in particulat. Computers can

achieve a lot more than produce impressive images, analyse proposed solutions

and communicate ideas. According to Tweed and Carabine (1999):

The perfect CAAD system for education would facilitate a leap of understanding
students must make if they are to relate their imaginings to the physical realisation of a

building (fweed and Carabine 1999).

The use 6f digital technology in schools of architecture is the subiect of this

chapter. As a consequence of this investigation it v/ill be suggested that the

curent use of computers in schools of architecnrre has not assisted students to

connect with building of real proiects. Digital technology is a part of the tools

students use to realise architecture. Teaching, howevet, is done using

conventional tecbniques. The consequence of not using technology to aid

teaching is the further shifring of education away from practice and the real

world. As argued in chapter 2 this is one of the greatest challenges facing

architecrural education today. Not using the computer to change the way

shrdents learn to design, build and perceive architecture is counter to the

widespread effect technology has on society. As Asanowicz (1997) states in the

opening quote:

Changes in the architectural artefact on a social, culnral and technological level implies a

change in the ways atchitects are educated (Asanowicz 199f .

The chapter finishes by recommending that digt"l technology has to be direcdy

used as a teaching tool (and combined with the empowered sketch) to enrich

architecnrral education. It suggests that by looking at the cornputer as a

legitimate tool for teaching in addition to design support we may enhance, even

revolutionise, design teaching.

Digital Technology and Architectural Education

To the student of architecture the computer is not simply a tool; nther it is a

key partner in architectural design. Students see the comPuter as necessary and
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so competence in digital craft is seen as an advantage in design smdio.

competence is also accepted as a major advantage when graduates seelc iob
placement in the competitive design industry (I.Jovitski 1999; Do and Gross

1999). It is not surprising, rherefore, that computers are an integral part of
mosg if not alt schools of architecture. No longer is a school's digital prowess

marketed by how many computers are in their computing lab or whether they

are teaching the latest available software but rather, how well digital media is

integrated wirhin design studios and other parts of the curriculum (cmmer and

Guiney 2000).

Ilgf-* 9.2 Gomputer tab at the schoot of Architecture, victoria university of
Wellington.

The degree of physical implementarion and integration varies from school to
school. In one school, studios are firlly netrrorked along with multimedia

facilities, 3D scanning, rapid prototyplng, video editing and other capabilities

(Balfour 2001). This school has also embarked on a program to equip every

student with a laptop whilst providing network connections for all students in
all major classrooms (Balfour 2001). In another school, due to limited
resources, faculty were trying to extend creativiry (n a foundation year design

snrdio) by using hybrid media (computers along with sketching and physical

modelling techniques) (Moloney 1999). The degree of cutricular
implemenation is also diverse. programs range from a few classes on how to
use AutocAD to "paperless" studios. By finding new and innovative ways in
using digital technology in design schools, educators are giving students of
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architecture the ability to rePresent ideas as well as easily manipulate and use

this new media to convey their ideas in a visually convincing manner.

Figure 9.3 Digital lmage created in design studlo by a student (Source: Chris
Hay, Victorla UniversitY)

Despite innovative integration, however, the assimilation of the computer into

the culture of studio has done litde to Prevent sildeflts from genetating

seductive irnages, which embody "litde understanding of strucflrre,

construction, building systems or even function" (Cuff 2001). With the

advanced capabilities of digital technology to creating rich virnral envfuonments,

students are likely to be "concerned with instantaneous graphic impact rather

than long term experiential gratification of teal architecture" (Suchanan 1989).

This is a reiteration of the challenges described in chapter 2 that require action.

The computer has to play a gre tet role in educating the architecturd student. It

has not been linked direcdy to the teaching of architecture. Considering

computers for the PurPose of educating the student has the potential to

enhance the students' understanding of an architectute that is cost effective,

environmentally friendly and a delight to users. Meeting these challenges

requires the reconsideration of the attitudes towards the uses and deployment

of computers in education. This is not a simple endeavour. Design computing

in schools has a history that has been rooted in academic researctq the

capabilities of technology and the requirements of the profession.
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A History of Computers in Architectural Education

The use of computers in schools of architecture by students (and not
academics) in the first instance was driven by faculty research. During the mid-
sixties it was restricted to the capabilities of the tool and research interests of
faculty (chapter 8). Teaching about design computing was therefore limited to
learning programming. An example of this focus existed at MIT in 1965 where

all architecture students wete required to take at least one semester of computer
programming as a prerequisite to the Bachelor of Architecture degree

(l{egroponte 1970). These classes were conducted by other departrnents e.g.

computer science and students applied this knowledge back into the projects

developed by the academics. The extent of computer use in schools therefore

existed only in the realms of research.

During the rnid-seventies, architecture faculty responded to the increase in
comPuter use by teaching courses in undergraduate programs udth names like
"computers in Architecture". These courses included .,how computers

worked", some BASIC, programming, and some rudimentary graphics
(shannon and Radford 2001). Because of the rapid developments of the decade,

the value in the specific skill5 lsarnl had a short lifespan even if the students
benefited ftom the process of learning. By 19g5, the commercialisarion of cAD
created the need for employees with requisite skills. This placed press're on
architecture schools to create cAD courses that taught commands and

procedures so rhar srudents had the requisite cAD skills to be hireable upon
graduation. $7ith easy access to cAD sysrems and good drawing graphics
programs, drawing or visualisation formed the basis of computer courses. This
included the teaching of geometric modelling, graphics and image editing and

their application in the design studio. In some schools, brave stud.ents sarted to
use cAD in design studios, much to the disapproval of conservadve members

of faculty (Shannon and Radford 2001).

with the advent of the internet and the world !7ide !fleb (w!flw), the
computer shifted from being simply a tool that carried out specific tasks and

* gRstc is a. high-level colqr{91 nrogramming language conceived as a simple language for students first leamingabout computers' As such, BASIC usJs Englisfi wofus t-or many ol itslunctions and allows programmers to use decimalnotation (Grolier Electronic publishing, lnc.'i ggS).
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produced images for a class, to being the communicarion environment within

which much of the class takes place (Shannon and Radford 2001). Aided by

advances in CAD and visualisation technologies that allow the effordess

communication of data, images and real time video, the 1990s witnessed the

setting up and experimentation of several electonic mediated studios that

linked schools of architecture ftom Tasmania to Btitish Colombia (I-aiserin

2002). Researchers and educators began to use the communication technologies

of the Internet to conduct spatially separated design studios in which

geographically separated students worked on design projects together. Between

1995 and 1997 papers about these experiences began to apPear in iournals and

major conferences gi"g cuffency and reaiity to the idea of Virmal Design

Studios flfDs) paisedn 2002; Gross, Do, andJohnson 2000).

Today, matket forces have placed many firms under Pressrre to integrate

information technologies into ptactice, and so th"y prefer to employ

architectural gladuates with experience in IT. The skills most in demand are

skills in computing apPlications relative to design especially visually and

production based, for example architecturd drafting, 3D modelling and

animation. As a result, uaining in CAD and other tools have become ap ft or

the standard curiculum in many schools (Gross 1994). The core toolkit of

many schools of architecture therefore, usudly, consists of 3D modellets and

renderers fformZ,3D Snrdio Y'u),a 2D drawing/drafting Prograrn (AutoCAD,

VectodJ7orks), some analysis softq/are (Lightscape), image processing

applications (Photoshop), Page layout applications (CorelDraw) and 
^rr

integrated application Mcrosoft Office) for general computing task. There is,

however, usually no evidence of digital teaching aids for studio. Much of the

implementation, however, exists in the realms of representation - rendering,

animation, and 3D modelling and calculation - energy simulation, lighting

studies, acoustic analysis.

Admittedly, there is a significant integration of the comPutef in education as

evidenced in confetence proceedingp (eCAADe 2001). Intemational

conferences have presentations that show that digrtal technology does not only

inhabit studio but has become pervasive in other subject areas from strucnral

design to enefgy perfotmance and practice management. However, this has
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been influenced primarily by the capabilities of the tool. According to Susan

Shannon and Antony Radford:

It is [the] rapid development of the underlying technology rather rhan educarional forces
that has driven change in both digital making and teaching using computers (Shannon
and Radford 2001).

cutting edge integration is in the realm of research and experimentation, and

despite new and innovative pedagogical approaches to digjtal media, how design

is taught and learned has nor been changed. An example of this is the recent

phenomena of Virtual Design Srudios flrDs), which use the latest infomration

and communications technologies (ICT) and the rnternet for design

collabotation. Despite their novelty, these 
('virtual" 

studios differ very little in

their educational structure and outcomes from traditional ways of teaching

design. Research has therefore produced tools for reaching rhat are linked to the

capabiliries of the technology, and not expressedly aimed at improving the

results of design teaching. Since its introduction into education the computer

has not played a significandy direct role in inforrning the young designer of
much of what must be considered during the design process.

2003: The Computer in the Design Studio

with a few exceptions the use of the computer in design education today

generally focuses on rhe representation, communication, simularion and form

of architecture and exists mainly in the design studio. According to Do & Gross

(1999) in their paper entided: Iztegrating Digital Media in Deign studio: six
Pmadigns fhere are six models of integtating the computer inro studio: The

cAD Studio, The cAD-Plus studio, The virnral and web Design srudio, The

Cyberspace Design Studio, The Intelligent Buildings Studio and rhe Tools and

Toys Studio.

$7hile the last three are important models they are highly experimental, not very

cofirmon and deal mainly with the widet issues of digrtal technology in

architecture. Th.y are generally concerned rvith issues such as the integration of
virtual and physical communities, embedding computation and smart materials

into the built environment, and experim.nsl .ligital design media or future

tools of practice (Do and Gross 1999). These issues while being important to
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the ubiquitous natrre of technology in society do not direcdy impact on the

ptoblems facing education today.

The fust three models, cotntnon elements in most design schools, are the most

widely used and reflect the standard use of the computer in design studio. The

CAD Studio is a computer augmented design studio. As the name implies this

studio uses the computer in much the same role as a drawing board or physical

model would be used in a conventional studio. In other words, up-to-date

design software is used to teach a conventional desigO studio (Do and Gross

1999). The value of computers as predictors of building petformance is given

prominence and tecognition in The CAD-Plus Studio. In rhis snrdio the

integration of knowledge in design is ad&essed ril/ith the use evaluation

software. Finally, the Virual and Web Design Studio explores nerv

oppornrnities for collaboration using the Intemet and web technologies'

Although Do and Gross 0999) have chosen to separate the studios into

separate paradigms, in reality they can be combined to form hybrids.

In arguing about the use of the computer in studio it would be wise to take a

close look at its present uses in the context of these studios. In addition to the

many diverse approaches to the integration of the comPuter within the design

studio there are three "general uses" or embracing themes that can be strongly

linked or mapped to the three studios. The CAD studio for insance acts as

context for the use of the computer for imagemaking and visualisation; The

CAD-plus studio deals mainly vrith evaluation software and using the computer

for communication and collabotation mainly occuts in web and virnul sftrdios.

These uses (alrsady examined in chapter 8) can ttanscend the vadous studios

and are closely related to similar uses in practice but have their own set of

problems related to learning design.

Representation: lmage Making, Form Making and Visualisation

The use most associated with the CAD studio (and indeed design computing) is

that of represenrarion. In the CAD studio students realise their design projects

using the latest 3D modelling and other visualisation software to generate

multiple views and viewpoints as well as develop elabotate ways of

communicating ideas, sometimes exclusively and sometimes with taditional
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tools. The teason for this stfong association is not obscure or new.

Architecnrral design has always had a visuar bias, which is evident in the stong
pteference for visual representations. This strong visual culnrre is based on a

pdmarily visual interaction with the built environmenr and, as pointed out in
chaptet 5, the reliance on images has been a constant factor in architectural

practice, design and education.

Although visuelis2lisr is one of the prime skills demanded for practice it
exacerbates the challenges encountered in education. Increasingly fiflal teviews

(output from studio) zrre computer generated, however, the images produced

have not shown any gleater understanding of architecnrre. Sorne teachers argue

that the use of cAD in schools encourages more studen* to work in three-

dimensions from an eady stage. According to them, it tests and extends rhe

students'imagination offering them the oppornrnity to include things that are

often left until the end or never considered at all, such as colour, lighq texture,

and materials (I.Jovitski 1999; Fenar 1gg7). Regettably it also ..encourages

shape-making at rhe expense of intemal planning and a preoccupation with
presentation rather than content" (Ferrar lggD. This also places undue

emphasis on the product. The ease with which rhe softvare allows the student

to manipulate forms and produce unnecessarily elaborate views fabricates

imaginative strucrures which ultimately loses its grounding in reality.

Modelling and rendering have nothing ro do with helping to nurnrre the
student's concept of use, comforg context or necessarily how these things are

brought together to form a sufficiently rich design solution. According to Gross

"powerfi.rl image-making tools can give novice designen a false sense of
achievement and thereby inhibit learning" (Gross lgg4). Alan Balfout (2001)

expresses his concern in what he terms o'software and hardware driven,' design.

He states:

All represenational softwares and the machines on which they run have theit o,vn
formal and, in some ways, sensual characteristics that, when -a.tl..d, ,roi o.rry produce
convincing artefacts but also persuade tle user that they are personal creations. They
give the uset remarkable confidence and a sense or ruimment, so much so tbat the
desire to build is potentially diminished. This is exaggerated by a condition in whichpj".+.,. are increasingly more effective than place G esabts'hing status and power
@alfour 2001).
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Students usually go for more appealing forrns ignoring environmental and socid

contexts that cannot be represented adequately. Eventually the proposd

becomes more about the product and less about the Process and content of

architecture.

Another problem with this attinrde to using the computet is the sophistication

of the software needed to achieve the sated goals. The mote soPhisticated the

program, the more tools and commands it possesses. The more tools and

commands the steeper the learning curve. Producing elaborate rendering and

photo-realism requires time to leam and use forcing students to spend more

time mastering programs and less time leaming architecture.

Evaluation: Simulation and Analysis

Evaluating design performance (ighting, thermal, acoustical, etc.) is an

important part of design. Instruction in this important element is usually

relegated to speciality couses/lectures, guest lectures in studio, or a specialist in

the design review (Do and Gross 1999). The CAD-Plus snrdio catets to this

need by providing computational tools in studio that allows the integtation of

knowledge about building perfotmance into the design process. A collection of

evaluation tools is used in studio to provide infomration and/or analysis to the

student as part of the project while they wotk. Two types of tools are used:

simulation tools (ighting, energT, structur4 acoustic analysis) and design case

bases.

An excellent example of an evaluation software used in studio is ECOTECT

S.oberts and Marsh 2001). ECOTECT is an interactive performance analysis

tool developed and used at Cardiff University fot use during the eady,

conceprual stages of design. It provides a thrce dimensional modelling interface

rvith a range of analysis functions. These functions include:

ovetshadowing and solar reflection;

sun penetation and shading device destgU

solar access and photovoltuc /heat collection;

hourly thefinal comfort and monthly space loads;

natural and artificial lighting levels;
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acoustic reflections and reverberation times;

project cost and environmental impact

In ECOTECT, a relational modelling sysrem is used in which rhe role of each

element and its relationship to orhers is automatically dedved from the way ir is
created. Being interacdve, the tool allows students to quickly select and

comp,ue different surface materials, changes to intemal lighring levels,

reverberarion dmes, heat loads and internal temperatures at different times of
the day and year. For more detailed analysis, data can be exported to a range of
application-specific tools. For insrance; the RADIANCE tadiosity-based

lighting simulation package from Launence Berkley Laboratories; vRML for
interactive 3D visualisarion; the DoE-2 and Energyplus thermal simulation
tools fiom the US Departrnent of Energy (noberts and Marsh 2001).

Not all cAD-plus snrdios have shown much evidence of improvements in
teaching and learning; or any differences they have made in the studio. one
explanation for this could be the tirning of the application. There is usually a

minimum arno'nt of information that is needed by evaluation applications

before it calculates its analysis. Most evaluation software, while being

Bemendous help, are used after the project is in advanced stage or at least when
the geometry of rhe project is known. students usually need to learn about the

environmenral consequences of their actions before the geometry is known or
even contemplated. This doesn't help much when the student is trying to
acquire innitive knowledge and integrate rhat knowledge into design at an early
stage.

Communication and Collaboration

The use of the computer as a tool for communication and collaboration has

created interesdng developments in the design studios of architecture schools.

The ubiquitous presence of computer communication networks, fhe rntemet,
web-technologies and virtual environments in studios have contributed to the
development of virnral Design Studios (vDS).virtual design srudios are:

' "design studios whete panicipants are spatially sepatated and work collaboratigely on a
single project or work independently but use-the studio as a forum for belping each
other, peer-criticism, and discussing design issues. In the vDS, all communication
between separated participants takes place ii" ,.-ot communication technology, all or
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pan of the desigtr process is computer-supponed, and the final products are comPuter

documents (Woitowicz et d 2001).

These studios allow students to cofiununicate, select, and share information

with colleagues at different locations. Sudents from t''vo or mofe geogfaPhicaily

displaced schools of architecnrre would work on the same design Proiect or

sepafate parts of the same Proiect using sofware tools for video conferencing,

shared whiteboard drawing, chat rooms and multi-uset domains to exchange

ideas, critiques and dialogue. Reviewers usually offet criticism by email or make

virtual visits (through video conferencing) without being in the same room (if

indeed a room is used) as the other participants of the crit.

One interesting VDS called CoOL Studio (Collaborative Online Studio for

Architectural Design) mkes the form of an on-line Intetnet community' It

supports studenrs'learning by facilitating input by distant consultants; providing

access to online cases and reference matedals; encouraging students to be cleat

and articulate about their projects; and supporting collaboration among

students and design studios. CoOL Studio, through the employment of a

CoWeb (an easy way of creating and modiSing Web pages without any security

measures) allowed students to Post their designs in a collection of Intemet

"rooms" during the terrn. The "studio" then solicited and monitored feedback

from six distant expert consultants (Zimring et al. 1999). Unfornrnat.Iy th.

studio merely provided a means for which the "tuto!" could be in the studio

vimrally.

According to its protagonists, advances in technology tlrat permit/allow the

safety and communication of data, images and real time video mean that

students no longer need to be in the same place at the same time to tackle the

same design problem. In the papet entided: UnderstanditgVitsal Design Sndioc,

Mary Lou Maher, Simeon Simoff and Anna Gcognani argues this point by

proclaiming the irrelevancy of designers' Iocation "because the workspace of

the studio is distributed across the [nenvork]. Designers are able to enter the

studio for intetactive and non intetactive sessions connecting to the lilTotld

!7ide Web, multimedia mailers, andf or connecting to a video conferencing

session." (Cited in Laiserin 2002).It has also been argued that VDS have the

potential to "favour collabotation over competition, diversifr student
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exPenences and redistribute the intellecrual resources of architectural educatron
across geographic and socioeconomic (siQ divisions" (Laiserin z114.While rhis
may be true it does not change the fact that VDS use the same teaching
methods as found in the conventional studios - teaching sftategies are problem
based, learning takes place through conversations in reviews and crits.

The difference bet'ween this and conventional sudios is that VDS tend to be
more about collabotative experiences versus the significance of the design

Process and the quality of the product. This is fine when teaching reamwork as

part of practice ot the building team but it does not recognise that some design
are personal endeavours. Leaming design or developing a personal style tends
to be an individual punuit on the part of the student and is sometimes
successfirl without the "interference" of others. These studios also undemrine
the pedagogical telationships inherent in studio. Face ro face .rialogue with
tutors ate minimal and as demonstrated in chapter 4 this is the most important
aspect of education that can bring about change.

A Teaching Tool

It is generally agteed that the compurer is (or should be) an integral part of the
studio experience today. However, cufrent uses (representation, evaluation,
communication), while imporanr, do not remedy the existing situation in
education (a need for the easy transition of graduates into the world of
practice)' Despite the inuoduction of computational technologies, the design
studio is still characterised by the faults of product orienration, complex
building technologies, lack of integration, the pedagogical disrance of the rucor,
and a non-immersion in reditv.

Technology is intoxicating. Balfour (2001) argues that electronic /drgrtulmedia
makes designing "an internalised, constrained and virtual experience in which
the creative relationship to the tools and information held within the machine
seem to be more stimulating and to hold more promise', than the reality of
architecture with its extern4 diverse and physical stimuli @alfour 2001).In rhe
experience of rhe pre-electronic srudio these stimuli would be historical,
technical' environmental, social and phenomenal. creating rich imaginative
environments that are not well connected to building real projects invariably
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produces graduates insufficiendy prepared for employment, further removing

the academy fiom practice and from building (Cuff 2001). This makes it

important ftx1 digital technology does more in informing the young designer of

much of what must be considered to make approptiate architectue.

There exists in the computer a great potential to significandy enhance how

architecture is aught and understood. Architectural design is more than playfirl

interaction with geometric forms, supported by increasingly attractive comPuter

tools. The mere presence of computer-based media in studio does not ensrue

that snrdents leam that architecture is more than the playfirl interaction with

geometric forrrs. It is time that the computer goes beyond functioning as an

instmmental tool (e.g. in representation and visualisation) to becoming a

"socratic machine" that provides an appropriate environment for design

leaming. This envLonment can best allow the student to conceptualise from a

wide array of influences, historical, technical etc. that contribute to an

architecture that is cost effective, sustainable and a delight to users. The

increasing propensity for sudents to use digt"l technology in their work dso

demands a teaching tool that is immersed in an envitonment closely connected

to the design studio and its methods. Thinking about the comPuter in this way

transcends its current uses and uansforms it into a tool that actually interacts

with the student designer.

Advantages to using the Computer to teach

As a teaching tool the computer offers many advanageous characteristics:

Spad and reliabiliry - As an information Processor, the computer retrieves, sorts,

connects, relates and presents information prompdy and more accurately in a

fraction of the time it would take the designer. It also reliably responds to

queries providing a quick "knowledge of results" or feedback, a characteristic

that has been shown to be a most important factor in learning (Lawson

1980)(Chapter 11).

Abiliy tu cncnarage student centred harnirg (self leaning)- When teaching, a lecturer

or teacher has proceed at what he or she iudges to be the most suitable speed

for the class as a whole. The computet, on the other hand, dlows the student to
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determine a personal speed for learning. The potential to allow rhe user to chart

his/her own design path through a problem means that the student is able to
isolate each of the issues in his/her own way or time and discover about the
problem for him or herself rather than being taught or instructed.

stilderts are not intinidated - During the double h experimen$ observations

showed that tl'e students were a bit intimidated by the pracdtioner. An
explanadon for this response or their resultant passiviry could be a fear of
seeming foolish to the pracdtioner. Students often make rnisrakes, when
leaming, which seems reasonable at some point only ro appear foolish later.

According to Lawson (1980), the fear of making such mistakes and appearing

silly often inhibits the learning process (-awson 1997) (First edition 1gg0). An
idea may be ill-formed, half-baked and on the surface seems silly but may also

contain some productive elements. The computer, because of its impenonal
natufe' alleviates this problem by allowing designers or students ro try our ideas

without rhe fear of seeming silly.

Ittfomation and Media Diaersig - The ability to contain and combine different
forms and types of information and me.lia allows greater integration in studio
of other coruse content directly related to ptojects. Inrer-connectivity betqreen

media, while not ideal, allows greater flexibility and more shadng of
information.

Inteface - Computers offer the abiliry to personalise an expedence. similar to
selfJeaming they are able to learn habits and preferences of the user (agents).

The ability to interface by voice and other recognition strives to help the user
interface easily with the information that is personal to him or her.

Examples of Teaching Tools currenily used

using the computer as a teaching tool in architecture is not a new idea.

Research effons already exist that attempt to provide instruction/learning tools
to assist with the informational needs of the student.

A good example of such a system is DyNAMo (fig. 9.12). DyNAMo (which
stands for Dynamic Architectural Memory on-line) is a web-based design

assistant for snrdent-architects. It can also be considered a case-Based Design
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(CBD) tool in so far that it was inspired by the cognitive view undedying Case-

Based Reasoningso (CBR). DYNAMO does not use AI for its CBR model but

instead aims to facilitate and nunrre this way of reasoning within the human

designer's mind. The idea is to provide a platform for interaction and

knowledge exchange between designs and (student) designers in various

contexts and at different levels of experience. ftIeylighen and Neuckennans

2000). There are similar tools like DYNAMO and other tools that approach the

same objective using different envitonm€nts.

Figure 9.4. A screenshot of DYNAMO

These tools while helpfirl to snrdents and allow access to information in new

and novel ways, are not particularly compatible with the architect's designerly

way of thinling during the early stages of design. There exists a gp @hysically

and mentally) between the actual sketch of the designer and the digital tool. The

designer must fifst dmw the sketch, then realise that similar examples (in the

case of DYNAMO) may provide usefirl information' The designer then

consults DYNAMO (or a similar system) to search for televant cases. In

DYNAMO, this requires going to the computer, switching to a web browser,

typing in the URL for the site, specifring one or more selection criteria,

screening the cases that meet these criteria and picLi''g out the relevant
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information. The designer then cardes the information back to the paper and

pencil environment of the sketch. Each step of the process - realising that cases

may be usefirl, fitditg televant ones, and transferring the cortesponding
knowledge to the design - intemrpts rhe design process considerably. In
addition to this, the systems rely on the inidarive of the designer by siping
passively and waiting for the designer to interact with it. In order to frrlly
integrate the information into the ac of designing users must be able to
interact with the material in the design environment. In this respect, an ideal
situation would be to locate the teaching tool within the design environmenr
itself instead of through a !7eb browser or other interface.

Gonclusion

Despite impressive progress made in design computing in the past decade, rhe

impact of computers on practice has not affected much the way architects think
and design. In other words, the design process (especially in the eady stages)

has remained sructurally the same. Architects, in some cases, sfiil use pen and

paper to work frst ideas. Likewise, rhe presence of digital media in design

studios does nor necessarily mean that it has changed in any immense way

students' understanding of the design process or even their understanding of
architecture.

The integration of the computer in design studio in panicular takes place in
three main realms: image making and representation in the cAD studio, analysis

and simulation in the cAD-plus srudio, and communication and collaboration
in the web and virtual studio. Driven by emerging technologies, these realms

help the sudent determine how architecture is represenred, analysed and
communicated in srudio. c'rrent technology, however, has not been used to
exploit and enhance existing teaching methods and processes. while it is clear

that there has been tremendous effort to integrate digital media into the sftrdio,
there is no evidence that these tools are being used to directly inform and

educate young designers about much of what must be considered during the
design process. There needs to be a ransformation in how students and
teachers perceive the computer. Thinking of the computer as simply a

reptesenation tool, an analysis tool or a communication tool, affects the
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potential role the comPutet can play in architectural educatjon. It projects or

favours an architecture of form-making, at the exPense of an architecture that

embraces ptacticd issues.

We have suggested the use of the comPuter as a teaching tool in design studio,

with a mandate to teach students how to design habitable sPaces fot human

endeavour. This is not a new idea, since it has been attempted by others. In

these attempts, however, the computer is passive and acts rather 51s 2 .ligital

book. Rather than being a passive instrumeng the computer needs to become a

"socratic machine". It has to interact with the student, responding to ideas,

allowing self-paced learning, while quickly providing feedback. This activiry has

to occur within the design environment. Using the computer as design teaching

suppoft and in coniunction with another intemctive tool - the sketch could

prove to be the key to producing graduates that can make an easy transition

into internship and practice while facing the challenges outlined in chapter 2.

The sketch, however, is a suicdy manual tool. Engaging the computer with the

advantages of the sketch, in the manner referted to, requires therefore that the

sketch becomes digital.
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10. Sketching in the Digital Realm [or Drgital Sketching]

It is only wonhwhile to make dtawings on the computer if you get somethiog more out
of the &awing than iust a dtawing (Suthedand 1963, p. 17 cited in Landay 1996).

Figurc 10.1. Sketching directly on a LGD screen. (Source:
http:/Arww.wacom.com)

n architecture today, the traditional draudng board and tactile skills

(sketching and model-making) of designets are increasingly displaced by

the skills needed for digital craft. These skills - computer drafting design

and model simulation - are now considered essential for architectural design. In

the early stages of design, however, the irrelevance of sketching seems to be an

illusion. Physical models are still produced (probably using laser cut laminated

objects or by computer controlled milling), and hand sketches are still used. It is

clear that designers, to a large extent, still prefer to use hand-drawn sketches to

vi5ualizg the fust notional organizational ideas @ontgraa and Perbellini 2000;

Do 2002).It can therefore be concluded that current digtd tools, while being

excellent at the communication and visualisation of ideas and concepts, have

not been able to facilitate the kinds of design thinking enhanced by the sketch

(fang and Gero 2001). It appears that none of the digtd rools available "can

bypass creative visual rhinking" (Goldschmidt 1994). In reacrion to this,
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software developers and design computing reseatchers have laboured to

investigate and address the problem of bringing the computer into the early

phases of design. Research aftempts to define and refine comPuter interfaces

best suited to sketching have ranged from examining emetgent shapes (Soufr

and Edmonds 1996) to applications that recognise sketch diagrams made on

screen (Gross 1996). Demonstration applications have been built that recognise

sketches and provide analytical tools to the user @o 1998; kclercq 2001) and

prototypes now explore the direct generation of three-dimensional form from

fteehand drawing input (Gross, Do and Johnson 2000). Sketching applications

are also now available to designets from commercial soft'ware developers.

Regardless of all this innovation, however, it seems that much effort has been

concentrared on making the products of sketching digt"l. The ptocess of

sketching (i.e. thinking by drawing), while being neglected, has the potential to

be exploited. Using digt^l technology to boost the interactivity of the sketch

can take bener advantage of its ability for graphic thinking and - by extension -
teaching.

In this chaprer we will examine the existence of the sketch in the dtgt^l 1galm.

Since this concept is not new, the fust part of the chapter will simply acquaint

the teader with the field. It will comprise of a short history of the digital sketch,

an explanation of how the technology works, and a look at current applications,

as well as some prorotypes implemented by other reseatchers. While this

chapter does not claim to put forward new knowledge, it will restate the

computer's potential as a partnef in the desrgn process. It will teinforce the

notion of the sketch as an integral par of a computer teaching tool because it

is well positioned for empoweflnent and amplification by digial technology.

Recogn ition Technology

While it is not the intention of this work to go into much deail about *re

technology, it is beneficial to the readet to know in someway how it works.

With the benefit of this knowledge the reader can best appteciate the suength

of the argument in this chapter as well as the state of the technology today.

Simply pug recognition technologies work by translating input into a form that

the computer undersands. This input could be speech, handwriting drawings,
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and/or gestures. This input would be in formats similar to that used for human-

human communication. Using knowledge that is statistical, linguistic, ot

deductive in natue to ptoduce associations, the recognition system is trained to

associate input data with symbols, These symbols are then used to instruct or

elicit some response from the computer. This response is detemrined by the

task of the particular application that requires such input. The task is usually

one that requires the "natural" interaction that a keyboard and mouse cannot

provide.

Dtgt^l recognidon is rarely one hundred percent acflrrate. Since the forms of

input are inherendy ambiguous, the biggest problems lie in resolving this

ambiguity and/or informing the user of it and allowing the user to correct it

panday 1996). Errors can result in incorrect results (based on the symbols

returned or impropet translation of input) or no results at all. Since errors are

inevitable, the accuracy required by the ask is usually carefirlly considered. A

great proportion of research effort is usually dedicated to reducing errorc and

faciliating more efficient translation.

Digital sketch recognition tries to interpret the matks designers make when

sketching. These marks are translated into a form that the computer can

understand and respond to. The recognition of drawings and sketches are

particularly susceptible to inaccuracies due to the individual, multivalent nature

of the sketch. Sketch recognidon as determined by research is therefore best

implemented when based on context. Fortunately, research has shown that

designers represent architectual concepts in a consistent and conventional way

(usually based on context) and use a limited set of diagrammatic elements (Do

1998). It is therefore possible to associate symbols and spatial arrangements in a

drawing with the designer's intention, or ask context @o 2002) allowing an

easier, more accurate means of uanslating input.

A Short History of Digital Sketching

The coupling of digrtal technology and hand sketching is not a new

phenomenorl. T.ike most areas of user intetfaces and CAAD we can trace this

research back to Ivan Suthedand's SKETCHPAD where a light pen was used

to dtaw structured diagrams on display screen (Landay 1996). Digitd sketching
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technology (or the promise of it) was used in a limited form as part of

Negroponte's Architecture Machine and despite some loss in interest during the

70s and 80s, digital tools for architectural design have arrived at a point today

where "pen based interaction will allow architects to use the pencil again"

(Gross, Do & Johnson 2000). Current reseatch has provided computational

systems that support sketching (-anday 1996, Do 1998) or use fteehand

sketching as an interface to intelligent systems for design. Itonically, today the

main interface for these tools is changing ftom the use of digttising tablets to

instances where one can sketch direcdy on the LCD display screen. So assured

is the field that researchers have now started to experiment \il/ifh interfaces the

size of drawing boards fig. 10.2). So diverse is the field that tesearch has also

shifted from the mechanics of the idea to possible areas for implementation, for

example, as an intetface for tools that use diagrams for knowledge and image

retrieval, building performance simulation aod thtee dimensional model making

@o 2002). So advanced is the field that dtgttal sketching has now entered

mainstream architectural use as AutoDesk, the maker of AutoCAD, has

incorporated it in dreir new product - Arcbitectaral Studio. The difference,

however, between Sutherland's SKETCHPAD and the sketching tools of today

is significant when consideti.g the motives behind the development of the

digt"l sketching.

Figure 10.2. The designer sketching on a digital prolection the slze of a
drawing board. (Source: hft p:/luvww.lema.u I g.ac.be/)
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HUNCH

Sketch recognition can be uaced as far back as the Architecrure Machine

Group's HUNCH in 1970 (Iaggan 1975; Landay 1996). HUNCH was

developed at MIT by creators who were "trying to develop (siQ means of

communicating architectural intentions and ideas in a usefirl way to an

observing compute!" (Iaggan 1975). According to Landay (1996), this was one

of the eady anempts at using inferences about a sketch to transforrr it into a

mote finished design. The sketcher, at the time, used a pressrue sensitive tablet

to record stylus data. As the name implies, HUNCH (fig,tt 10.3) used guesses

about implied intentions to determine what the sketcher probably meanL These

"guesses" included: what was meant graphically, in 2-D, what was meant

physically, in 3-D, and whatwas meant architecturally {-anday 1996).

Figure 10.3 Photo of HUNCH in use (Source: Taggart 1975)

The concept of HUNCH was based on the researcher's recognition that the

amount of information contained in the dialogue or "interaction" between

architect and sketch was "grearer than that which could be contained in the

sketch alone, or which the person could carry around in his head" (Iaggart

1975). The desire therefore was a computer system that was:

,..alen enough to be able to effect a dialogue with the user. It needs to be
knowledgeable enough about the subject matter being sketched to be able to ask
reasonable (intelligent?) questions, and perhaps to offer some information of its orrn. In
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short, the computer should be ablc to enter into a didogue rvith the user, in much the

sarne wav as someone observing the sketch being created might interact Gaggart 1975)'

lnterface and Hardware

HUNCH was iust one of several experimental sketch tecognition systems

generated by interest in machine processing of hand drawn diagrams during the

1970s @o, Ellen Yi-Luen and Gross 2001). During the 1980s the decline in

general interest in sketch recognition coincided with the advent of the

Graphical User Interface (GUf that used the mouse and menu as the main

inpur for &awing. Interest revived in the 1990s with the availability of

inexpensive and cordless digitising technologies. The Apple Newton PDA

(Personal Digrtal Assistant) was one of the fust applications of handwriting

recognition and paved the way for the current set of pocket sized PDAs' These

PDAs use pen swluses for pointing, entering text and some graphicai input.

Recognition is enhanced by using a prescribed writing format called Graffiti (in

the case of PaIm PDA|. By the year 2000, the technology used in PDAs and

touch screens opened users to the concept of marking or pointing direcdy on

the display screen. This created a new market for the use of pressure-sensitive

LCD flat screens where you literally draw on the screen with the pen. The best

example is the Cintiq LCD tablet sold by V/acom (Fig, 10.4, Fig. 10.1).

Figure 10.4 The Wacom Cintiq LCD tablet allows the designer to draw directly
on screen. (Source: http://www.wacom'com/lcdtablets/Architecture.cfm)
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The interacdve pen displays ftom Wacom3r combine an LCD monitor with a

patented cordless, batteryless tablet technology. The user is allowed to work

with the pen direcdy on the screen, adjust the incline of the screen, and, in

some cases allow the rotation of the work surface as one would a pad of paper

for a completely natural work approach (in the opinion of the manufacturer).

The baneryless, cordless *Gtip Pen" features 512 levels of presswe sensitivity

(allowing the designer to control line thickness and pressure). Wacom also

claims that the LCD screen promotes a tactile experience:

... to achieve a natural paper-like expedence. The surface has t'vo coatings, one to
diminish glare and another to provide a texture simulating the feel of papet. These

surfaces are also hardened to provide durability and longevity. The LCD itselfhas been

structured to eliminate any screen distordon when the pen tip is pressed against the
surface. The result is ^tr incredibly natural and intuitive experience

ft ttp:/ /www.wacom.com/ lcdtablets,/index.cfrn).

The development of Wacom's LCD tablet presents an oppornrnity for a

powerfirl way of initiating the design process on the computer without gi"g
up the ease and flexibiJity of hand-eye coordination (sketching) which designets

are familiar with.

Sketch Recognition Today

Designers' preference to shun the computer in the eatly stages of design has led

to the development of "concept software". This represents a new direction in

computer aided design/drawing applications and interfaces, and is made explicit

as major CAD developers begin implementing this new generation of softi*rate.

AutoDesk's Arcbitectural Studil (AAS) is a computer-based sketcher that is

intended to replace pen and paper. Promotional material claims that it captures

original design intent through freehand sketching and volume modelling. It

does this by "consciously and deliberately" imitating the process pre-computer

and non-computer designers used when they "worked with pencils and markers

on multiple layers of uacing paper, perhaps with underlays of photographs, site

plans ot hard-edged &afted work" paisedn 2002). Laiserin Q002) claims

however that AAS:

tt Wacom is an American Hardware and Software company that produces graphical tablets and lcd tablets.
www.wacom.com for more information
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offers werything that was good about [the] process, along with much of what was not

so good, too. Plans are plans and elevations, elevadons; assembtring them into models,

whither by extruding ftom them or pasting them onto the faces of Boolean solids, is not

very different on an AAS-equipped comPutet than it was on a bumwad-equipped

dnfting board (Laiserio 2002)'

AAS is often compaled vtith Sketcltup, a Pfoduct developed by @Last Soft'rate

(Fig. 10.5). Sketcbtp was developed to fill - in the words of the developer - "the

growing need among design professionals for a more intuitive and accessible

3D design toof' (rttp://www.sketchup.com/). J.rry' Laiserin speaks about

Sketchup in his teview:

Whethet the user is wo*ing ir pl"tt, section, elevation or perspective vievs, Sketchup

continuously infers 3-D geometrf from 2-D input. Viewed in perspective, any volume

cao be s6etched or squeezed by gopp-g its edges or by pushing and puling on its faces.

Consrructions of effecrively limidess 3-D complexity and deail can be crafted dmost as

quickly as one can think and draw. In fact, Sketchup is the ideal embodiment of most

architects' "thinking by &au,ingl' design process paisedn 2002).

Figure 10.5. A screen capture from Sketchup (Source:
http ://rvrvw.sketch uP.com/)

Another application that goes further and integrates both hardware and

sofnware is Nemetschek's D-Board. D-Board is a software /hndware

combination that offers an advanced, integrated approach to sketching and

drafring. The distinction is important in that D-Board has t'lro modes - a

sketching mode and a 2D-dtafting mode similaf to "traditional" CAD. Users

draw with a pencil on a pfessrue-sensitive monitof: freehand and in real time.

The description from the developer's website states:
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The D-Board, a pressure sensidve graphics tablet and pen, opens a new era in drawing.
With the D-Board, you design and dtaw direcdy on the screen with a stylus. The screen

surface is completely flat, so the experience between ushg the D-Board and drawing oa
paper is quite similat.

Developed with Plan Quadmte dtafting software, D-Board becomes an expressive,

innridve and precise drawing and freehand sketching tool for Architects and designers.

It allows ideas to move from initial concept to useable 2D CAD drawing.

You can easily modiS all the characteristics of the srylus: colour, stroke, grade of
hatdness, thickness, and so on. The presswe sensitivity of the stylus lets you manipulate
the color (sic) intensity, coverage, and stroke marks. Just as with a real pencil, the upper
end of the stylus works like an eraser. Simply run it over the screen sutface and remove
the undesired parts of the drawing (hnp://www.nemetschek.com/).

It should be evident from the thrce examples that coflrmercial uses of digt"l

sketch technology are aimed directly at getting the designer to use the computer

earlier in the process. Effort is understandably placed on easing the entry of

data and reducing the rigidity associated with most CAD sofnvare. Software

packages are therefore more like "electronic markers" or "digital paper" and

limited to the capture and interpretation of rough or schematic architectural

sketches rather than conceptual sketches. lVhile most research is concenuated

on making dgtt"l sketching easier and more powerfirl than sketching on paper

(I-anday 1996) it does not go far enough to consider and boost its interactivity

as an aid to thinking (and by extension - teaching). Despite this oversight the

results of current research can easily be adapted to the use of the digttd sketch

as a means of design thinking and decision making rather than a means of

simply capturing, interpreting and editing information.

Relevant Research

There are three research projects in particular that show tremendous poten 'al

in relation to the approach advocated in this work. One is rhe Electmnic Cocktail

Napkh (Gross 1996) developed in the mid-nineties by Mark Gross then of the

University of Colorado. It allowed architects to sketch their designs on an

electroaic pad with the computer attempting to recognize corunon graphic

elements found in architectural drawings. The Elecuonic Cocktail Napkin was

then extended by Ellen Do as the basis of the NghtToolNgbtTine Manager.The

Right Tool Right Time Manager basically used the existence of special symbols

or confi.gurations to trigger an intention recogniser, which activated sPecific
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digtt"i tools. The third interesting ptoject is EspWsE by Piere Lecletcq, which

is a geometrical inteqpreter of descriptive architectural sketches (Leclercq 2001).

Electronic Cocktail Napkin

Mark Gross and Ellen Do have designed, since the mid-nineties, a number of

systems that use freehand sketching as an interface to intelligent systems for

design. These systems include using diagrams for knowledge and image

retrieval building performance simulation, and three-dimensional model

making for early stage of design. Two systems are of particular interest to this

thesis - the elecuonic cocktail napkin and the right tool right time managef.

The Elecuonic Cocktail Napkin (ECN) proiect was designed to be a PrototyPe

diagramming environment that argeted eady design activity (Gross 1996). The

aim of the proiect was to support designers in the incremental formalization of

the design idea, from concePtual designing to schematic designing' It provided a

pen-based interface @ig. 10.6) that supported ambiguity and non-commitrnent,

parsing and recognition systems analysed the sketches created by the designer

and their spatial reladonships, and consraint management toutines kept the

highJevel relationship between designer's diagrams (I-g and Gero 2001). At

the most basic level of symbolic processing, the system captured stoke data

from a digrtising tablet and used the pen path and stroke features (speed,

comer, aspect ratio) to identify the symbols drawn by the designer (a symbol

could consist of a single-stroke mark, or consist of multi-saoke marks). A low-

level recogniset started the processing and display recognition uPon a Pen-uP

action. Designers could also turn off the recognition display, or ask the

background processor not to resolve ambiguous symbols until firrther

information was given that helped the program identify the context. It was

generally agreed by the reseatchers on the ptoiect that the resolution of

ambiguous intentions and the identification of context was an imponant pan of

the tool. This was necessafy because the same drawing symbol could mean

different things in different contexts (Gross and Do 1996)' Fot example, a

circle on a floor plan could mean a column, while a circle outside and above a

building section with a line peneuating the building envelope, would be *re sun
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and light ray. Ellen Do futther investigated the relationship between intention

and context in her work on the Right Tool Right Time Manager.

Flgurc 10.6. The Electronic Gocktail Napkin drawing board

Figure 10.7. The Right Tool Rlght Tlme manager - The symbols and the tools
they activate clockwise from left: (1) 3D modelling, (2) Case librarles, (3)
Skelch book, (4) Visual Analysis, (5) Slide libraries

(Source: http://depts.washington.edu/dmgmedla/0.intultlve/3.sketctr/02RTRT.html)

Right Tool Right Time

Using ECN as a foundation, Ellen Do (who worked as assistant on the

aforementioned ptoiect) examined through her Ph.D. thesis the viability of an
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intelligent sketch environment that provided designers with the right tools at

the right time @o 1998). Rather than asking the designer to find and select

tools for specific design tasks, she exPloted the notion of automatically

invoking various computational tools based on the designey's draudng. Do

demonstrated in her lnvg5rigations that designers used cornmon symbols and

markings in their drawings. For example, using Do's own words: "... ill

Organization activities, architects often draw a bubble diagram to exPlore

firnctional affangement of spaces; they draw sight lines and viewsheds when

wotking on visual analyses" (Do 1996). Dubbed RT2 (Right Tool Right Time)

the environment used the drawings of the designer as a refl.ection of the task

being worked on. It identified (as oudined in Do's thesis) context based on the

existence of specid symbols or configurations. An wrderstanding of the context

then aiggered an "intention recognisef". Once design intention was recognised

in the drawing, the system would automatically provide the designer with the

appropriate tools for the task at hand. For instance, the system can use the

intendon and context inforrnation dedved from the drawing to activate a

keyrord search on a web search engine or a database. The designer draws a

configuration of a computer (monitor and hatd drive) and a suffay (sun symbol

with arrow that indicates light direction). The system recognises an intention of

"monitor glare" and activates the browser to launch a keyword search using a

web site. The same interaction can be applied to other knowledge-based

systems, a slide library, or a case libmry (fig. 10.7)
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Figurc 10.8 EsQUlsE developed by Plerre Leclercq. Cloclrwise from left: 1 -
Capture, 2 - Synthesis, 3 - Topologies, 4 - Analysis, 5 - 3D modelling.
(Source: http;/lwww.lema.ulg.ac.be/Tools/EsquisefEsquise-Home.html)

EsQUlsE

Pierre Leclercq also has developed 
^ 

diglt^ tool that exploits the potentials of

4rg digital sketch. Irclercq describes the aim of his reseatch on his website:

The aim of this prototype consists of composing the spatial semantic representation of
the architectural proiect in order to fecd a computer architecrural design environment

Q-edercq 2002).

leclercq's sofrware prototype called EsQUIsE interprets the geometricd

characteristics of descriptive architectural sketches (Leclercq 2001). EsQUIsE

works by using a Wacom digtd sketchpad or tablet to capnue and inteqpret the

lines of the designer's sketch. It is then capable of deducing in real time, the

spaces enclosed v/ithin these lines by "locating its architectural concepts"

(functional space, topology) (Leclercq 2002). In addition there is a text

recognition and semantic atuibution feature for captions that identi$ the

function of each space. Finally, there are nro procedures, carded out

successively, to compose the spaces and deduce the topological relations in the

architectural project being conceived. The resulting architecnrral representation

can be then sent to the usual softtrirare programs for assessing building

performances (e.9. thermal and lighting evaluators).
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A Design Partner

EsQUIsE, the Cocktail Napkin and the Right-Tool-Right-Time manager

demonstrate 4r^g x .ligrtal sketching interface is possible. They also demonstrate

that a pen-based or "calligraphic" interface can be used in a vadety of domains

or contexts in the design pfocess. Designers crn now use freehand sketches and

diagrams to index and retrieve databases or to activate knowledge-based

informarion systems and provide information for simulation Programs. Most

importandy, rhese investigations show that it is indeed possible to have the

computer act as a design partner where the language of "conversation" is the

sketch. According to Do, these tools are ftameworks of knowledge caPtuJe.

One can use the graphic recognition of the system and add to the ftamework

more modules and functionality to suPPort design (Do 2002).

With the appropriate approach and use of the framework, the interactivity of

rhe digiral sketch can be considered and boosted as an aid to thinking (and by

extension - teaching). A digrtal design partner would take an approach that

takes advantage of the "information exchange" inhetent in the sketch and

employs the ideas of Do, in particulat. It would help design thinking by

"guessing" the intentions of the designer and making information available for

appropriate design decisions to be made. As demonstrated in RT2 it is possible

for intention to be deduced by the compurcr. Intention can be connected to

related activides or information and fine-tuned as the designer reacts and adds

more information to the sketch. The ultimate aim of the digiul sketch would be

to provide the right information at the right time.

Conclusion

From the argumenrs presented in Part 2 it is clear that the sketch is a part of the

designer; not a tool to be used as an aPpendage. As argued, the importance of

the hand sketch as a means of communication, thinking and leaming makes the

act of sketching (in whatever form) an essential ingredient in the interaction

between designer and ideas, student and teacher, and novice and expert. This

interaction or dialog involves the constant interpretations of the sketched

image, (and then the inscribing of (re) interpretations of this idea over the

original), which makes up the design Process. This dependence of the sketch
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has tesulted (until recendy) in designers' delaying the use of the computer in the

design process to the later more defined stages. In an effort to inttoduce the

computer earlier in the process, commercial softwate developers have employed

a number of approaches to the situation. These approaches have ranged from

simple "sketch" interfaces to inpuning geometrical (2D and 3D) data direcdy

on the display area. Recent hardware advances enhance these approaches. For

instance When used with a Wacom Cintiq (an LCD tablet), sketch-based

sofrware like AutoDesk Architecturd Srudio and SketchUp from @Last

Software provide a calligraphic work envitonment for architectural designets.

This sketch-based approach bypasses the process of scanning and tracing paper

dtawings, and releases the designer from adapting awkward technicat precise,

digttd drawing tools. Unforrunately this direction does nothing to inspire or

enhance the usefulness of the sketch.

Current approaches to the digt"l sketch focus on representation and &awing

procedures, rather than the cognition based capabilities of the sketch. With the

Elecuonic Cockail Napkin and similar proiects like EsQUIsE, we can now

consider using sketching in the fuitd realm as a direct means of thinking and

decision-making, rather than as a means to automatically generate forms and

shapes for consideration. A result of this is the idea of a cognition based digiul

sketch, linked with ideas of teaching design by providing young designers with

valuable information at the appropriate moment in the design process. By

displacing (or changing) the sketch ftom a passive to an "interactive and smart"

medium we can open up greater oppornrnities for the sketch in the zone of

interaction. At this point we can propose the development of a digital teaching

tool for young designers (students) that would use the sketch as the method of

leaming and interface. This would link the three areas of this thesis -
computers, sketching and design education.

I ntelligent Sketching for Education

In the preceding sections of this thesis we have argued the following

- Due to the magnitude of reasons, design education is finding it hard to instil

in students responsible anitudes towards an architecture that is cost

effective, meaningfril, constructible and a sensory delight to its users.
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- Design studio relies on the sketch - the premier thinking tool of designers -

as the central element of the zone of interaction fot the transference design

knowledge.

- Unfomrnately the sketch today is not potent enough to handle the vast

amount of information needed to make design decisions especidly when

employed by students that lack the experience needed to make quality

iudgements.

- The sketch needs to be empowered so that it can act as an exPert "hand"

that gives prompts and clues, ensuring that students at least catch on to

important issues in design.

- Too often is the computer used for visual tasks not related to cost

effectiveness, constructibility and sensory deltght but rather related to issues

of theory, form and aesthetics. A new attitude needs to be developed

towards the use of computet in atchitecrural schools.

The resolution ro these issues lies in the existence of the intelligent sketch - a

combination of the computer and the sketch. The computer's ability to process

(connect, telate, store) large amounts of information with the ability of the

sketch to reveal more information than invested in it makes a valuable

combination. In this combination, the computer reads sketched images,

"knows" what the designer is investigating and offer the appropriate advice for

the sketch shown. This information would be souced patallel to the sketching

process and include design issues, technical information, theoretical concepts,

or building standards/codes. The intelligent sketch in turn forrns a part of a

diCot"l design coach in the design studio. This would present the computer as a

teaching tool and design partner for students of atchitecture. The computer

would no longer be perceived as altemative media to physical models and pen

based systems but rather as a tool to be used in the learning of design ability

which is the primary purpose of design education. This tool would be an

excellent way of erposing srudents to the benefits of visual thinking as well as

informing them of some of the oft-neglected fundamentals of architectural

design. The sketch, for the student, becomes lnlglligen! supponing and

informing exploration while allowing the student to make more intelligent, well-
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informed and confident decisions about architecture. The intelligent sketch

then reinforces the thinking capabilities of the sketch, changes attitudes in

computer usage and helps design education produce students that are confident

in designing buildingp that are practical, sustainable and constructible.

\0fe have now defined the acceptable situation for meeting our challenges - a

digital teaching tool. We already know that it will employ the intelligent sketch,

it will teach students about design and will change attinrdes about computers. A

design assistance tool that provides clues would allow the student to look at

sketches in a different light showing or exposing them to hidden treasrues

embedded in the sketch. Using this experience, students will look at the

sketches that they make carefirlly and expectandy, in anticipation of recognising

unintended patterns and relationships. The students would then take this

anitude and knowledge to the "zole of interaction". The tool would then

contdbute positively to how students use and perceive the sketch. It would also

provide a means of revitalising design education (through the relationship of

student and master). The question that now remains is - what would such a

tool look like?
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1 1. Defioirg aDtgptal Design Coach

design cooch

tr€ffijL
L--------- ----Jcopv,lght rOOl

Figure 11.1. Opening screen for design coach prototype

he transformation of architectural teaching aod leaming, ftom the

building site to the studio, in academia has come at a price. This has

resulted in the cenual relationship between student and teacher in

design education, being proven inadequate to deal with the rapid

changes in technology and society in the 21" century. At the cenrre of rhis

relationship is the sketch. It has been proposed so far in this thesis that by using

digttul technology to empower the sketch, we can allow students to confidendy

use (through reading and analysis) their sketches to design buildings that are fit

for purpose, cost effective, sustainable and a delight to clients and users.

Specifically, in this thesis we have so far:

7. Highlighted the current challenges facing architectural education.

2. Drawn attention to the imponance of the "empowered" sketch and its

potential influence on architecrural design and education.

3. Demanded a teaching role for the computer in design studio that was linked

to the direct learning of design abiJity.
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The intersection of these three domains (desrgU educadon, sketching and

computers) is the key to creating a system, tool, or aid that helps students

develop conceptual ideas that reconcile disparate elements into a habitable,

environmentally friendly and architectwally responsible whole. The

, development of such a tool if implemented properly would also enrich the zone

of interaction, facilitating a renewal in the architecnrral education process. The

form and embodiment of this solution can take different forms. The form

supponed by this work is a digital teaching tool that infen design intentions

from the sketches students use when designing. The system (which we will call

rhe Design Coach) rhen informs the student about the design situation by

presenting the sudent with issues related to that partic"lar situation. The

student reads the sketch in coniunction with this and is made aware of the

implications and consequences of his/her moves. He/she then changes stance

or acts accordingly. When meeting with the rraste!, this awareness allows a

higher level of student-master dialogue culminating in a higher convetgence of

meaning.

This pan (comprising three chapters) presents the concept for a rligital design

coach; a teaching tool for atchitectural design studio. Chapter Eleven oudines

the concepts or principles that the design coach should adhere to. These

concepts acknowledge the importance fot rhe tool to reflect the nanrre of

design tasks, facilitate learning and be accessible to dl learning types. Chapter

12 describes the tool, as it is intended to be. Mention will be made of a current

prototype of the tool, although it should be noted that the design coach in its

cuffent forrn, was built to investigate the kinds of information that would

stimulate students and therefore vrill not be presented as the proposed system

ready for implementation. Chapter 13 describes two experiments designed and

conducted to investigate students'reaction to the information embedded in the

protorype of the tool. This chapter will also discuss the strengths and weakness

of the cuffent implementation, the future of the coach, and tecommend suitable

reseatch directions.
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Behind the tool
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Figurc 11.2 Using the Coach

Consider the following scenario. John, an architecturd student, is designing a

kitchen. He designs on the computer using a drawing tablet or screen for his

task, making a single mark or series of marks on the drawing surface. For each

mark John makes on the screen a prompt appears and offers a list of issues

influenced by that mark or series of marks. As shown in figure 11.2, our

designer draws a box on the screen, a prompt appears and asks questions about

the nature of the box - is it a room, or a buil.Iing or just a shape (rectangle)?

These questions seek to give cunency (in the mind of the student/designer) to

issues of scale and size and the implications thereof. John responds verbally

(using speech recognition), 'circles' the issue that interests him or ignores the

prompt and continues to sketch (firrther defining a context for the design). The

prompts change accordingly. He defines the context by writing rhe room name

and adding dimensions. The computer then "asks" questions about odenation,

nature of adjoining room, egress, etc. as well as provides information from

alternate sources (in the example pattern 184 from C. Alexander's Pattetn

l-anguage (1977) is offered). The orientation of the diagtam is indicated and

subsequently information appears relating directly to rhe consequences of

odentation to the design task. Issues such as ventilation (wind direction) and

Iight (sun paths) feature in addition to further issues about room layout. These

are all presented in such a way for John to ignore and simply carry or\ or accept

and investigate. This "conversation" (making a mark and responding to the

prompts) continues throughout John's design. W'hen John meets with his

design tutor to discuss his design, he is able to articulate his problems

specifically, ask relevant questions and accept/understand some of his tutors
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statements. This discussion is faciliated by the coach which revealed to John

the issues involved in his scheme. He asks the tutor about the importance of

ventilation in relation to his ideas about space and home. The tutor responds by

demonstrating the moves of validating such decisions or givingJohn feedback,

in the form of criticism, on his attempt at rcconciling his issues.

The scenario presented, though simplistic, is the suggestion of a teaching tool

located at the meeting point of design education, sketching and computers. As

observed in the scenario, conceptually the design caach detects and interptets the

marks designers make when sketching in order to determine a context for the

issue being investigated. It then presents the designer with related issues,

additional information about the issue or offers connections to higher or lower

level issues. The student subsequendy reads and extracts mofe infonnation

from his sketches than before the coach. The information gleaned also makes

the student more a\vare of the interconnectedness of design issues eliciting

more balanced responses to design situations.

th
deaqner'E Eketch

Flgure 11.3. Coneeptual diagram of a design coach.

The design coach therefore comprises of two main comPonents (figwe 11.3).

The first (a sketch recognition component) involves recognising the sketch and

inferring an intention or issue under investigation and the second (an

informarion component) involves relating specific information to the inference

and the cornmunication of such information as clues about the design situation.

It has been proven that it is indeed possible for a computer Program to

"recognize dtawing symbols and, based on those symbols, activate different

design tools." (Do 1998). As work on the sketch recognition component has

recoqn\on I rnformatton th- I I tevtes

ol ntent | | to rntent
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akeady been done (Chapter 10), the main discussion in this chapter, as regards

to the design coach, will be prim"rily about the content of the tool.

The nature of the tool's content is significant. While it is crucial for the tool to

tecognise architectural intent from a personal sketchn the information

communicated determines the toofs value. It ascertains how far students will be

exposed to the kinds of issues that are involved in the design of real buildings.

It is this information that determines the extent to which the design coach will

respond to the challenges of architectural education.

Concepts of the Design Coach

The previous tfuee parts of this thesis have laid out the basic aims that the tool

must seek to satis4r. These are:

- To make architectural students aware of the issues that contribute to

sustainable, responsible architecture.

- Recognise the importance of the sketch as a means of thinking and learning,

and empowering the sketch through the use of digital technology.

- Institute a new anitude tou/ards computers in architecnral education

To achieve these broader objectives the proposed tool has to be based on its

own "local" principles.

The content of the design coach is based on several assumptions. First in order

to be usefrrl to the design process and teach students about the issues involved

in designing, the structure of the content must somehow relate to the structure

of design problems. Secondly, for the student to leam, the issues revealed by

the coach must contain the kinds of information that serve as dues to ground

the student in the realities of design. Third, use of the computer as a teaching

tool must be consistent with theories related to computer assisted teaching and

learning. Finally, design learning is personal and idiosyncratic therefore a

universal approach must be found so that all designers are included in the

learning advantages of the tool.
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Design Problems

The nature of design problems has implications for the design coach. In

architecture school, design studio is seldom comparable to other subjects or

coutses offered to students. It is also different ftom what most students have

experienced in prior educational environments. Previously, when a problem was

given in a course, the students know that a soiution or set of solutions already

exists for that problem. This solution was usudly found by applying (in

accordance with a leamed method) acquired knoudedge to the problem. The

problems encountered in design studio, on the other hand, have no known

results. They cannot be solved by a process of logical reasoning or by applying a

series of leamed formula. While some technical aspects of the design problem

may be predictable, the context, nature and emphasis of the problem (which

sometimes is not clearly defined) determine the emergence of the solution

(which is expected to be original). Providing students with a design coach that

assists in design studio therefore, cannot be as simple as providing a tool with

the answers. For students to fully appreciate the diversiry complexity and

multivalency of design problems, the design coach must reflect the inherent

nature of design problems.

The Nature of Design Problems

Design problems are specid. Unlike crossword puzzles and mathematical

problems, design problems ate considered ill-defined, indeterminate or

"wicked". According to L Bruce Archer (1979):

An ill-defined problem is one in which the requirements, as given, do not contah
sufficient information to enable the designer to ardve at a means of meeting those

requirements simply by ransforming, teducing optimizing, or superimposing the given

information alone. Some of the necessary further information may be discoverable

simply by searching for ig some may be generateable by experiment, some may tum out

to be statistically vadable, some nury be vague or unreliable, some may arise ftom
capricious fotn:ne or transitory preference and sonic may be actually unknowable. In
addition, once known, some of the requirements may tum out to be incompatible with
one another (Archer 1979).

ln 1972 Horst Rittel identified ten properties of "wicked" problems (Buchanan

1995) *rat are consistent twenty-five years later with what Bty- Lawson (1997)

considers important characteristics of design problems and solutions as they

relate to the nature of design today. For the design coach to reflect the natue
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of desigr:, these characteristics pose limitations rhat determine the approach of
rhe coach.

In the content stfucture of the coach the information cannot be seen to be

definite because "design problems cannot be comprehensively stated" (Lawson

1997). According to Rittel, they have no definitive formulation @uchanan

1995). All pieces of informarion or aspects of the problem can never be stated

at the stan but rather should emerge wirh the formulation of a solution. It
should be clear to students that problem and solution are dynamically related.

It should also be cleat that design problems have vadables and influences that

change as the situation, context and events, making "every udcked problem is

unique" pawson 1997).

unlike puzzles or mathematical problems where the task ends when a correct

answer is recognised, design problems have no definite end. As Rinel postwes:

"wicked problems have no stopping rules" (Buchanan 1995). Lawson (1997)

describes the design process as endless and acributes identifring an "end" to

experience and judgement. This implies that the coach cannot have boundaries

or stopping points, but must be perceived as "endless".

Design problems lack definition. It follows therefore that there can never be a

complete or definite list of solutions. Since the solution depends on a myriad of

variables chief of which is the biases of the designer dren there will be a vaded

amount of valid solutions. If there is a multitude of solutions, there will also be

an equal amourit of valid approaches or "methods". This corresponds to Rittel

stating that "in solving wicked problems there is no exhaustive list of admissible

operad.ons" (Suchanan 1995). The coach should be flexible enough ro allow or

accommodate different approaches to design. It should provide multiple

directions to the same problem. For as Rinel says; "for every wicked problem

there is always more than one possible explanation" @uchanan 1995), meaning

thete can never be a right answer, true or false, but rather an appropriate

response, good or bad, which is based on an adequate balance of the concemed

variables.
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Structure

The design coach has to teflect the uniqueness of design problems, have no

boundaries, cannot be 6xed, have no stopping rules and accommodate the

uniqueness of the designer. This, however, demands a structure. Both Rinel and

Lawson agree, "Every wicked problem is a symptom of another, 'higher level',

problem." (Suchanan 1995; Lawson 199-f. Lawson confirms this further by

stating, "design problems tend to be organised hiemrchically''pawson 1997).

This particular quality relates mosdy to the structure of design problems and so

presents the best oppomrnity for a cortesponding stmctule for the design

coach. The organisation of the design problern, therefore, embodies the

multidimensional and interactive natute of design.

The design of a building is a kind of multivadable problem. Along with

technical issues, there are issues of human occuPancy and human use to be

ad&essed as well as a level of responsibility to a larger context (clieng users,

physical setring, or socio-cultural condition). These issues are themselves "mini-

problems" that the designer has to solve. A good illustration of this is the

multidimensional qualities of windows.

The Window

PSi\/O{O-Pf.rye6 P5V4{4OOY
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Figure 11.4 Some of the complex array of issues concerning windows.
(Source: Lawson 1997)

When examined closely, it is obvious that there is more to the lowly window

than that which meets rhe eye. The issues that confront the designer with

respect to windows can be divided into pragmatic issues, social (ot

psychological) issues and a mixture of both. Pragmatic issues relate ro, among

other things, the orientation of the .vindow and the amount of sun that

panicular window will be exposed to. This affects light and heat, in nr.m

determining the size of the windows, which also establishes the amount of
ventilation allowed. Poetic or social issues involve such issues as view,

connection to outside, privacy and the symbolism atached to windows in a

particular culture. Both types of issues simultaneously have ramifications on the

size of the window, its orientation, its position in the wall (cenue, one side,

whetl'rer it is a window wall or not), and the activities that surtound it All this is

indirecdy related to the size of the room, the activities that take place in it, the

height of the space and where you enrer the space. This firrther affects the

position of the room involved, its relationships to othet rooms in the house and

so on making the myriad of issues involved in one 'rrindow more than what the

beginning designer can adequately visualise during design.

!7hen given a project in studio students of architecnrre are expected to deal

with a vast affay of information that charactedses the design task. In order to

make appropriate decisions they are required to draw on an extensive body of

knowledge derived from the other parts of the curriculum and seek out

additional information appropriate to the task. From this they are expected to

exttact the information relevant to each particular design task. This is difficult

since the student usually has none or litde appreciation of how to relate the

issues or even what the factors initially are. It is beneficial to the str.rdent to be

somewhat aware of most of tlle issues Qridden and obvious) involved in the

design sinration as well as how they are connected. An awareness of these issues

while not gti"g the student a ready solution will allow a competent reading into

the tealm of possibilities ensuring a richer solution for cricicisrn-

The pedagogical basis of the design coach should therefore entail breaking the

design problem down and presenting or revealing its smaller "problem states"
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(or its position in higher level context) to the student. This would give the

student a gteatef appreciation of the issues involved in the desrgn situation,

allowing him/her the oppornrnity to comprehend the design Process as an

accumulation of problems rhat need to be considered individually and

collectively.

Pattern Languages

The idea for breaking design probiems into malleable pieces is by no means

original. Christopher Alexander in his seminal essay - The Detennination of

coaponent of an Indian Vilhge (Alexander 1963) - and book - Na/es on the Sltthesis

of fornt (Alexander 1964) - fust suggested breaking down or decomposing

problems into smaller inter-related issues or problem states as a means of

solving design problems. Alexander in his work of the time spoke of bteaking

desrgn problems down as one would an adthmetic problem. He uses the

example of adding nvo and two and calculating the seventh root of a fifty-digit

number. The fust can be done simply in the head while one has to find a simple

way of *iting down and breaking the laner into smaller simpler problems

before a solution can emerge (Alexander 1964). In his essay and book"

Alexander oudined a method of listing the requirements of the design and

stating which pairs of requirements interacted positively or negatively. This

information would then be fed into a computer that would determine workable

clusters (in which requirements were heavily intertelated but relatively

unconnected to other requiremenn). This resulted in breaking down the

problem into independent sub-problems, simple enough for the designer to

understand and solve (Lawson 1997).
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Figure 11.5 Decomposition of issues related to the design of an Indian village
(Source: Alexander 1964)

tVhile Alexander's method was rational and reasonable in the early years of rhe

design methods movement, he was subsequently dissatisfied with the rarional

direction of the design merhods, which resulted - in his own words - in an

increase in the 
"gdity 

of the design process and a worsening of the quality of

design (Nditchell 1993). This disappointrnent saw him (since his denouncement)

addressing the more qualitative aspects of architecture resuhing in the

publication n 1977 of A Patten l-.angaage, "a dch, huge, and instructive set of

guidelines" (Saunders 2002). This work, carried our with his team at the Centre

for Environmental Structure at the Universiry of Califomia, Berkeley,

formulated a "pattem language" which consisted of 253 paftems ranging from

the largest scale - towns - throogh buildings and down to constructien dstails.

Alexander gave each pattern a narne, a diagram of its spatial layouq the rationale

for its inclusion, and a specificarion of the links between the given panem and

those related to it at a larger and smaller scale (Mitchell 1993). The information

was presented in such a w^y that readers could judge it for themselves and

modifr it "without losing the essence that is central to it" (Alexander 7977).

Alexander's eadier methods has been heavily criricised over the years (I-awson

1997; Saunders 2002). chief among rhe criricisms is the notion that the problem

has to be well defined for us to deterrnine all the components and their

relations. As discussed earlier, design problems are rarely well defined, therefore

it would be difficult to cteare complete, defined clusters from inadequate
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information (that changes as the solution is forrnulated). Another criticism is

the fact that Alexander's requirements and relationships all have equal value and

equaliy strong connections. This runs counter to the tfue natule of design

problems. With design problems it is more imporant to satis$ some

requirements than others and some requirements are more closely related than

others (Lawson Dgn. While these ctiticisms are valid, they however do not

discount the notion that design consists of several interconnected problems. A

Pattern Language illusuates this by becoming (perhaps unintentionally) 
^

"smorgasbord for selective consumpdon" (Saunders 2002). Treated as a system

of intedocking parts, users of the patterns can pick and choose ideas, connect

them like l*go'u blocks, and end up with idiosyncratic compositions of odds

and ends that work together. The designer, in addition, gains an appreciation of

the relative position of the "favourite" Pafterns within the whole composition.

'With reference to Alexander's method of decomposing the problenl design

issues in the design coach must be connected to other issues that reveal mote

about the ptoblem as you explore them. As determined eadier every variable in

design is linked in one way or another to every other design issue. Therefore

each piece must be connected to one other (or tqro other pieces) and revealed

as you trace the connections, for example, the problem of ventilation is related

to opening, which is connected to light and view; light is connected to

orientation, size, and height. The solution then, is fioditg a suitable method or

approach to cfeate a "map" of the problem that the student can use to navigate

his or het way through the ask.

Structuring the information in the coach in this way has sevetal advantages:

1. It gives students the abiJity to "read" design issues connected to design

situations whilst learning about them. This reinfotces the issues in the mind

of the student permitting an appteciation of related problems.

2. By undetstanding or gaining an appreciation of the "pattern" of issues

involved in certain aspects of the design problem, the student is best

equipped to recognise similar Pattems, even in remotely related proiects.

3. The most important premise in teaching design is to let the student

understand that design is a conscious activity (Jluoglu 2000). Being
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deliberate during the ptocess makes fot a more skilled designer.

Approaching the stnrcture of the tool in this way, demonstrares to the

student that the changing nanre of the problem is dependent on decisions

taken, hence encouraging more conscious "moves" in the design activity.

4. The student has the opportunity to construct knowledge based on his/her

own biases. By presenting multiple issues there is no danger of regulating

design response since it is totally dependent on the value the designer places

on each issue.

5. The student has the oppornrnity to reflect on the task by reviewing each

issue and their connections.

Gomputer Assisted Learning Theories

While it may be novel to implement a digital tool that assists in studio ro expose

students to the issues that affect architectue it is also prudent to make sure that

such implementation is done with due consideration to the relationship

betrreen Computer Assisted Learning (CAt), Computer Assisted Teaching

(CAT) and relevant learning theories. The development of CALrz has been

inextricably tinked with the developmenr of learning theory, as it has evolved

over the last twenty years. While the link between the tu/o is not necessarily

straightforward cause and effect, there are a mnge of issues and influences in

leaming theory that deterrnine the ditectjon one tal.es when employing a

strategy for CAl. In order ro be successfi.rl rhe designer of the CAL program

has to understand the task, determine the model of leaming used, and ascertain

whether the proposed tool will be appropriate for the type of material and/or

the type of learner intended.

At present there are nvo dominant learning theories: programmed leaming

(instructivism) and constructivism. The programmed leaming model, which has

been linked to behaviourism, rheorises that for success, the task to be learned

should be broken down into small steps. Each step would then be practised,

P Broadly speaking Computer Assisted Leaming (CAL) is achieved by an interaction between a sophisticated program
and the student(s), with no human teacher being involved (in theory). Computer Assisted Teaching (CAT) on the other
hand occurs when the computer is used by the teacher as a sophisticated presentation tool whersdifferent media can
be combined into one multimedia. In this work though we are dealing with both CAL and CAT, we will use the term CAL
to reter to both.
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vrith correct responses rewarded by offering the next step. Continuous review

of what has been learned reinforces the learning until the whole topic has been

mastered. In constnrctivisrn, it is argued that students are individu"lt (bti"gtg

with them different experiences and cognitive abiJities) and only learn things

they see as relevant to their own needs. In order for leaming to be meaningfirl,

they should be allowed to construct their own model of the topic being learned.

In other words students learn "deeply'' by adding new knowledge to their

existing knowledge that already "fits" theif ctufent framework pnknown

2000). This would be achieved by "holistic" teaching at the student's own rate

while involving the student in decisions about urhat is being leamed. Compared

to instructivism, constructivism is a meta-theory (made up of lots of influences

and perspecrives) -d is widely accepted as modem cognitive theory

(Anonymous 2000). It should be noted that this latter leaming model reflects

that method of teaching advocated by Donald Schon and employed in design

studio.

Different forms of CAL are based upon these two pedagogical philosophies.

For example; programs based on instructivism ([n."t programs) Prcsent the

user with small pieces of information Per screen. This is followed by a question

and a set of options. If the student answers the question correcdn he or she is

moved on to the next screen. An incorrect fesPonse would lead to the question

being repeated. On the other hand, programs that embrace a constructivist

viewpoint provide the oppornrnity for different learners to learn at different

speeds and in different directions. These "branched' Progfams give students

the chance to explore the consequences of their decisions (ike a game of chess,

where decisions made early on influence the whole direction of the game).

These pfogfams are often used when there is often no cleat-cut answef to any

particulat question (Unknown 2000) as in design.

Despite the fact that there is such difference between these t'n/o philosophies

and others, there are colnmon asPects of each that are used in modem teaching

(and fit well into CAL applications). For instance; though largely discredited,

techniques from behavioural theory, Iike repetition and reinforcement through

feedback and motivation, are still recognised today as important in the Process

of learning. The point is, in developing sofnvare tools for learning the sofrware
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designer must be prepared to refer to different theories or explanations of
leaming. All theories of learning, whether they are "psychometric, humanistic or

behaviouristic" 
^re 

valuable in comprehending certain kinds of leaming (Open

karning Technology Corporation 1996). By aking a varied approach the

software designer can discover the most appropriate way of addressing a

panicular learning situation. It is therefore acceptable that the design coach

should incorporate aspects of various learning viewpoints. The design coach

should include @ut is nor limited to) th. following principles:

Student centred leaming - The idea of student centred leaming is associated

with cognitive views of learning and constructivism. This teaching approach

emphasises the importance of providing conuol over the leaming experience

with the learner, rather than udth the teacher or instructor (Open karning

Technology Coqporation 1996). Design srudio uses this approach since srudenrs

are required to find their own way through design with only periodic

intervention from the snrdio tutor.

In order to facilitate and maintain this independent understanding the design

coach must embody and support studenr centred leaming. This would, among

other things, allow the student to develop a position or positions towards

architecture influenced by his/her own experiences and biases. To achieve this,

the tool must allow enough flexibility for experimentadon yer be structured

enough to emphasise motivation and rewards, keys to developmental learning.

This structure must employ scaffolding:: to enhance the snrdents' grasp of
concePts. Through the use of prompts, the coach must present information in

pieces prompting studenrs thinking as they participate in design and allowing

them to build up knowledge.

Feedback - Feedback is an importanr concepr in leaming. It involves

providing learners with information about their responses, since knowledge of
performance is necessary to corect mistakes and develop new plans, Feedback

can be positive, negative or neutral and is almost always extemal (i.e, provided

by the tool ot teacher). Critical variables when employing feedback include the

length of time berween the response, rhe tone of feedback, the choice of an

s.Scaffolding 
is the term used in learning theories to define the form of guidance that helps students carry out tasks that

might ordinarily be too difficult.
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appropriate 'step size' (i.e. how much information to Ptesent at once) and how

often feedback should be provided.

While it is important for the tool to provide feedback on issues of choice it is

crucial that the tool permits adequate feedback to be given by the design tutot.

It must be clear enough to allow srudents the ability to articulate information

about the design situation (when discussing their choices witl *re tutor) to get

valuable feedback. It has to be also closely supported by the nrtot.

Dual coding - According to leaming theories about dual coding leamers are

much more likely to learn effectively if information is presented both verbally

(or in wrinen fotm) and visually, simultaneously (Open karning Technology

Corporation 1996). This reinforces the notion of the powerfirl language of

designing which, as claimed by Lawson (1997), comes about through the

combination of words and pictures and echoes Schcin's 0985) metalanguage

where the master describes (*itg words) what he/she is demonsuating (using

pictures).

Images are usually represented in CAI software as an illustrative medium and

not as an application of dual coding theory. In the design coach images coupled

with words must play an essential role in the cognitive Processes of learning.

Lawson in referring to Nigel Cross sates that by studying both together the

development of design ideas will not be "creative" leaps but rather "bridges"

between ideas. This happens as words enable transitions between ideas, which

"look abrupdy different if we only look at drawings" pawson 1997). This

combination will also give the student command of his/her visual library and a

bener grasp of reading and representing issues in the sketch.

Motivation - Motivation is a pivotal concePt in most theories of learning.

Behavioural theories teod to focus on rewards while cognitive theories deal with

goals. In many instances, motivation is closely related to feedback. Receiving a

reward or feedback for an action usually increases the likelihood that the action

will be repeated. For example, a person needs to be motivated enough to Pay

attenrion while learning; inadequate feedback about pedorrrlance can decrease

motivation to leam. Computers are often cited as a means of improving

motivation for leaming in students through feedback.
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The design coach should employ at least four qualities for the motivation of

students. It should challenge by providing information that involves uncerain

outcomes, hidden information or randomness. Second, it should arouse the

curiosity of students. This happens when they believe their knowledge

strucnres are incomplete or inconsistent. The tool's informadon should be

relevant to rhe studio task, as srudents need to see the relevance of any

endeavour. Finally, the information should also be engaglng so as to pique the

interest of the student.

Ttansfer is defined as improved performance on one task as a result of

something acquired on a previous task. It is essential in leaming as dmost all

theories of leaming consider transfer in one way or another. For instance,

behavioural theories usually discuss transfer in terms of stimulus/response

generalisation while cognitive theories tend to discuss transfer in terms of the

restructuring of knowledge. Social learning theories often deal with transfer

through modelling or imitation (Open Learning Technology Cory. 1996).

Regardless of the approach to learning, it is imperative for the coach to present

infotmation in such a firanner, that the student can reassemble the acquired

information in a different conrexr.

Reflection is a crucial part of learning. Fundamental to the constructive

approach to learning is the idea that meaning canoot be imposed or transmitted

by direct action (i.e. teacher hanrting out knowledge), but rather, that knowledge

has to be created by the learner through the uansformadon of personal

experience flMebster 2001). Considering and reflecting on the learning process

promotes deeper learning and the ability for the snrdent to review an

educational journey is an imponant characteristic of a CAL tool. The design

coach as consequence of this idea must allow and promote reflection.

Scaffolding is also an important part of computer-assisted learning. With

reference to Vygotslry's theory of learning; the assistance students receive when

tutors or more capable peers provide information and support necessary for the

intellectual growth of the studenr is termed scaffolding (Open Leaming

Technology Corporation 1996; Nicholl 1998). Scaffolding, when used in the

context of CAL, however, can also rig"iry support materials and suppon
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processes (Open Learning Technology Corporation 1996). To adequately

provide the educational benefits of scaffolding the design coach is rnandated to

give active support to the srudent rather than exist as an assistance tool.

Towards a Design Coach

To summarise; in order for the design coach to conform to selected learning

theories as they apply to CAL applications, it has to:

1. Allow students to independendy construct their own knowledge (student

cenued leaming).

2. Adequately motivate students.

3. Facilitate the uansfer of ideas from design situation to design situation.

4. Accommodate instances of both visual and textud information.

5. Facilitate student reflection.

6. Provide oppornrnities for a richer teacher/srudent feedback.

7. Utilise the notion of scaffolding.

Dealing with Learning Styles

One of the most important components in the construction of leaming tools

and techniques is the learner. lVhen considering the learner it is essential that

the learner's style as well as their approach to learning is well considered and

accommodared before any attempt at implementation. Failure to do this can

result in the exclusion of a significant portion of the intended leamers. As

discussed in Chapter 4, designers are taught to develop an idiosynctatic and

extremely personal design process. It has been argued that different designers

have differenr views of the world @ittel & !0ebber cited in Powell 198f and so

view and assimilate information in diverse ways (Powell 1987). These two facts

are reflected in the myriad of different approaches students take to learning and

doing design. Ooly one on one coaching by the most flexible of design teachers,

rherefore, can frrlly support students' individual learning needs. As we agreed

earlier, providing each student with such support would be prohibitively

expensive. Undetsanding how students leam, why there are differences
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between students' Iearning and the characteristics of learning styles allows for

greater inclusion or specific exclusivity when designing tools and techniques for

teaching. Comprehension could also be used to predict what kind of

instructional strategies or teaching methods would be most effective for a given

individual and learning task.

Learning Styles

Learning styles are determined by several factors. The general theory of

measuring and determining leaming styles indicates that students' learning

preferences are a factor of varied environmental, emotional sociological,

physical and psychologrcal conditions price, Dunn, & Dunn, 1991 cited in

Open lrarning Technology Coqporation 1996). Different combinations of

these learning conditions come together to form an individual leaming style

profile. Since preferences are largely biologically deterrnined, it would be

difficult to change a learner's leaming style. It would be wiser therefore rhat

CAL development takes into consideration leaming styles rather than nrying to

modify them (Open Leaming Technology Corpomtion 1996). The design coach

thetefote is mandated to consider and accommodate various learning styles.

Powell's Learners

J. A. Powell (1987) provides a comprehensive means for rhis consideration by

suggesting fout private frames of reference through which designers assimilate

information. Through research and studies at Portsmourh's Design Information

Research Group, Powell (with some reference ro Kolb) suggested "an

improved, but still realistic, strategy to make arcbitects to learn (ic)" powell1987).

Through rigorous study, Powell and his team descdbed "architects particrrlat

learning predispositions and their handling of their interpersonal engagemenrs

in the world..." (Powell 1987). According to Powell, each learning rype or

"style" by creating "its own inherenq self-susaining, perceptual bias, will

capture a particular mirroring of reality" powell 1987). His four "leaming"

types gives us a reasonable way of predicting architectural snrdents' response to

the sorts of information contained in the coach. It can be atgued that using this

knowledge would increase the chances of students learning from the coach.
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Powell's "learnets" are as follows:

The rigorous designer leamer understands the real wodd through "abstract

thoughts and mental constructions". They attemPt to construct a teasonable

understanding of the world by seeking out underlying pattems in information.

"Information properly organised and fed into their minds bit-by-bit will be

rerrined by these mernories" powell 1987). ril7ell structured, logical infotmation

is therefore seen as valuable. Powell adds:

In linguistic terms simile is the most appropriate form of meaphor for these designers,

where a new idea or topic is explained by likening it to anothet e.g. the wall insulation is

like a blanket Inforrnation is sought that is reinforcing (Powell 1987).

Dynamic leamers view the wotld as concrete and physical. Th"y can only

cope with information in short bursts and therefore enioy fast acting learning

processes like brainstorming Powell 198D. Because these leamers require quick

feedbaclq information that is challenging, immediate and gives a, general sense is

favoured above clarity and accuracy. Case based reasoning (examples of similar

situations) usually helps in the understanding of basic principles. Dynamic

learners are also independenl assertive, do not like to be led, and prefer to be in

control. Their learning therefore has a propensity to be self-directed discovery.

The focussed leamet's world is also concrete, physical, and objective. Th.y

evaluate the world through their "extfaordinary physical sensory abilities of

sight, hearing touch, taste and smell" Powell 1987). Their generic leaming style

is that of reflective observation where they understand their reality as a mofltage

of information ftom which useful Parts cao be removed. As a result, they

readily accept relevant information.

Conveying information to the focussed leamer requires metaphors that are

practical usefi.rl and strongly conservationisr Such metaphors should be direct

and hard-hiaing having no potential to change form, alluding to similarities

between objects and employing direct substitutes of one obiect for another to

aid description.

The contemplative designer learnet's real wodd is the abstracg non-physical

world of feelings and emotion. Their generic learning style is a combination of

absuact patteming and reflective observation. Th.y are team workers, and as a
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resulg the sharing of information is an identifiable characteristic making them

easily influenced by inforrnation.

All contemplative designer learners strive to find the existence of a unique

wholeness in life, by carefully studying the many facets of thar whole. For them,

the fluid, ambiguous flow of information can be perceived as having latent

patterns waiting to be found through proper analytical exploration. The use of

allegorical metaphor (describing subjects in the guise of others) enables them to

make sense of seemingly unrelated sets of information or objects. Their abiJity

to dislocate themselves from the wodd gives them the potential for faidy

dynamic innovation in such respecrs @owell 1987).

Universality

In defining these four learners Powell's concern was only in improving the way

in which information is uansferred to designers. He claimed:

...this desLe extends to our development of all systems and processes that will help ra

make dcdgnen to kan bettet; ow leamer description should be seeo in this light as
summary communication strategies to aid this process of transferring information
towards architects @owell 1987).

These categories therefore, do not represent the individuality of students'

design learning processes. A furrher claim was made that the behaviour of
designers could at least be given a "toletable degree of approximarion". This

approximation represented by the four categodes "could be used to enhance

information transfer" if communication to designers was adapted to conform to

the four learning types. Powell makes rhe disclaimer:

It is not our intention for it to be seen as a new educationrl design metlod, showing as
the ultimate perspective, our four designer contexts. On the conEary, the four wodd
perceptions presented here try to create an ttessential plualism", to show us how many
other rypologies can be brought ro bear on the problem (Powell 198-f .

If we map and consider these four groups in the information generated by the

design coach, there is a good chance that the srudent will not reiect the

information. The information in the tool rherefore should:

1. Allow self directed discovery (dynamic learner, rigorous designer

learner)
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Be quick and relevant with litde tequired commitrnent (dynamic leatner,

focussed learner)

Be generalised and applicable to similar situations (dynamic learner)

Employ different fomrs of met4phors as a means of transmitting and

reinforcing ideas (rigorous designer learnet, contemplative designer

learner).

Demonstrate clear connections between pieces of information showing

the big picnue where possible (rigorous designet learner, contemplative

learner and focussed learner).

Have the ability to shate infomration and incorporate inforrnation from

other sources (contemplative designer leamer)

Allow teflection (focussed learner)

Allow a dual existence of abstact concepts and practical facts.

(Contemplative learnet, rigorous learner and focussed learner)

Sketching

At the risk of contradictioq the eadier statement that the natrre of the content

of the tool is significant to the tool's value is only half the story. It does not take

into consideration a much deeper tenet. The use of the sketch as interface is a

very importanr paft of the tool. It is a fundamental guiding principle. As

declared in the inuoduction, the digital sketching and intention recognition

component of the tool has dready been examined and demonstrated by the

Right-Tool-Right-Time system developed by Ellen Do and reinforced by the

work of others in the field. The RTRT system "detects drawing syrnbols and

configurations, uses them to infer the designer's intent and task contexg and

then provides appropriate design tools to support decision making for that

rask" @o 1998). It is intended that the RTRT system (or similar technology)

become the "engine" for the design coach or rather, the softwate architecture

on which the teaching tool will be based. Although the benefits of this intention

have been discussed in Chapter 10 it is important to reiterate them here.

6.

7.

8.
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The sketch as a base or engine for the tool is founded on several reasons. It is

the most efficient and effective way of compelling the student to direcdy engage

with the design information. When the srudent is engaged and otherwise

immersed in the information (embodied by the sketch), he/she can begin to

control the output. This control results in experimentation, as the student

understands implicarions, connects or relates responses to coffesponding

actions and sees the sketch as more than just a tool for representation. These

connections and implications ake on greater meaning because the student is

immediately engaged in the task. It becomes personal because it responds to the

students own parricular way of representing the wodd. The student begins to

read into sketches (even without the computer) and retdeve the hun&eds of

questions and issues embedded in the visual image. In the end the shrdent

achieves a g"iding pdnciple of architectutal education - learning by doing.

Conclusion

Using a design coach to teach students of architechrre about design issues

should be established on selected (often unrelated) principles and use the

sketch. These selected tenets, which range ftom overarching leaming theories to

the structure of content, govefn the effectiveness of the tool. If we pool the

requirements from each tenet we can arrive at a more comprehensive

prescription for the basis of the teaching tool (fig 11.f. Providing suppon for

this would be the interface - digt"l skerching.

One of the most important tenets is encouragemenr of student cenued leaming.

For the coach to firlfil this aim of self-directed discovery it must motivate,

challenge, arouse the curiosiry and command the interest of the student. This

would be facilitated by information that is, among other things, relevant to the

studio task. The knowledge ceated by the student courtesy of the coach would

be more meaningfirl to the student since it is based on the student's own biases

and values (placed on the issues and connections presented by the tool).
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A. Content Structure

+ Break up problems for easy
r€ading
+ Connect and rehte issues
+ Facilitat€ awareness ol
conscious dgosions
+ Equip Sludenl with ability to
recognise similar pattems
+ Dependent on student's biasas
and experienca
+Allow review of decisltn map

B. CAL Learning Theones

+ Student cenued
+ Facilitate feedbac*
+ Dual Coding
+ lrotivate Student
+Allow easytansfer
+ Fosler R€fl€c'tion
+ Scaflolding

C. L*aming Styles

+Allow self <lirected discovery
+ Informalbn Appli:able to similar
situationS
+ Employ metaphors
+ E!€monsfrate dear conn€clbns
+ Ouick relevant infomation
+Allow renection
+ Dual exidenoe of absbact and
concrele information

I A. Dependent on studenl's biases and experience
Student Centred I B. Moiivate Student

I C. Allow setf direcled discovery

I A. Allow review of decision map
Promote R efl ecti on 

| 3. [iSliiSiJ5[t"ltacir itate reedback

I A. Equip Student with ability to recognise similar pattems
Facilitate Transfer I a. ntbvi easy transler

I C. Information Applicable to similar situations

connecrlnformatio"lS:331{L*ili'i!119Jf"Y,T*"",

Multi-format informarion | 3: B[|i!:fi!fl"e of absrracr and concrere

Figure 11.6. Gonsolidated prlnciples on which the deslgn coach should be
based.

Information from the coach would also allow easy assimilation and

acknowledgment of the relationships and connections that make up the

stmcture of design problems. This can be offered as a decomposition of issues

that the student can "assemble" according to his or her personal creativity. This

will enable a deeper understanding of the nature of each piece and the variety of

combinations possible.

Promoting the construction of knowledge through the cdtical review of actions

is an important chatacteristic of atchitectural education. The design coach

should provide the student vdth the oppornrniry to review each issue and their

connections. This can be achieved by presenting a history of moves that reflect

on the task being attempted.

The ability for the student to transfer knowledge from one design situation to

another is another goal of the coach. Design information has to be encountered

in one "space" and reassembled in a different context. For this to happen the

coach should present information (issues and combinations of issues) in such a

manner that it is easily read in other situations. This can be achieved by

inforrnation that; is not context specific, is generalised and applicable to similar
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situations, employ different forms of metaphors as a means of transmitting and

reinforcing ideas. Presenting design issues for effective uansfer reinforces rhe

issues in the mind of the srudent permining an appreciarion for related design

problems. The snrdent, by understanding or gaining an appreciation of the

"pattern" of issues involved is best equipped to recognise similar pattems even

in remotely related projects.

For the tool to be inclusive and accessible to a vadety of users with different

learning and design styles it musr amempt (at least) to be universal. Added to

dris requirement is the presence of dual coding - the use of inforrnadon

presented both verbally (or in written form) and visually (image$. The tool

therefore must employ multiple forrnars for the infonnation offered. The

information therefore, as far as possible, should be simultaneously, a

combination of words, pictures, absuact concepts and practical facts.

Emulating the stnrcture of design problems has as its primary goat the

illusuation of connections. For the coach to be of value to the education of the

architect it must reveal the connections or relations between design issues. This

can be done by breaking the design problem down and presenring or revealing

its smaller "problem states" to the student. Demonsuating clear connecdons

between pieces of information and showing the big picnrre where possible will

illusuate to the student or provide the means of understanding how the pieces

come together. This would give the student a stronger grasp of the vadous

issues involved in the design siruation, allowing him/her the oppornrnity to see

the design process as a means of combining and reconciling (connecting)

disparate design considerations.

The master also plays an importanr parr. while we have advocated student

cented learning as a desirable feature of the tool, we cannot ignore the value of
the design tutor to the coach. The coach will open the student to self discovery

and present ideas for pursuance. It would be the tutor's duty, in relation to this,

to "validate" the student's own decisions and directions instilling confidence in

the student.

Answering the challenges facing architecnrrd education involves recognising

the value of process and the issues that make architecture. A design coach that
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enhances the interaction between student and teacher can support this. For this

digtd design coach to be of great value to design education it must use the

sketch as the means of interface. It must encourage student directed learning,

and allow the uansfer of ideas by clearly connecting issues through different

information forrnats. The sudent should also have the oppotnrnity to review

and teflect on the information acquired. Based on these statements or

assertions, vre no$/ have a set of principles on which to guide and base the

physical embodiment of the design coach,
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1,2. Trtting the Digital Design Coach

The proof of the pudding is in the earing (unknown)

digital design coach
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Figure 12.1 Starting matrix for design coach

rounded theories eventually have to be tested. In parts one, two and

three of this work, the challenges and opporruniries that face

atchitecnual education, sketching, and computers were examined and

highlighted. It has been determined that the implementation of a reaching tool,

a design coacb, cotld be a possible catalyst for the enhancement of the design

studio. In Chapter Eleven, we defined a set of concepts or principles that

should serve as the foundation for a design coach. It is presumed that based on

these concepts, the resulting system will gready assist the student of architecture

gtasp the relevant ideas needed to make architecnrre work. In turn this

awareness will also enhance the zone of interaction between student and

master. This presumption, however, remains coniecture, unless it is proven to

be feasible. Conducting usability studies was the approach taken in this research

to predict the feasibiJity of the sysrem.

This chapter illusuates the implementation of nqio usability studies conducted

with diffedng versions of the design coach. The first was performed on a

preliminary prototype and involved four architecture students. Tesring was
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done in a pseudo-experiment format that resembled the head and hand

experimenr inroduced in Chapter 6. The tested model was tevised, upgraded,

and retested in a design shldio of seventy-plus students. Daa collection for the

resrs consisted of design protocols and questionnaites in the first case and

questionnaires in the second. After presenting the results, the chapter inteqptets

fie data, and ends with recommendations for further upgrading and testing.

Experiments

The design coach proposed by this study will be capable of processing and

intelpreting a freehand sketch. Having determined an intention from this

interpretation, it would present the student with concerns, connections and

references related to the issue under investigation. The sketch recognition,

interpreation and intention recognition abilities of the coach has already been

investigared and tested extensively by Gross, Do and others (Chapter Ten). It

can be readily acknowledged, therefore, that this aspect of the tool has been

generally proven viable. The reaction of the student to the issues, connections

and references - in sho4 the content - embedded in the tool has nog howevet,

been tested. This aspect of the tool is by far the most importang and therefore

requires inves tigation.

ln this research, investigating the usability of the design coach would primarily

entail examining its effectiveness as a means of providing relevant infotmation

to students. Such an investigation should seek to detennine:

1. How students tespond to the specific information stnrcture proposed'

2. How students react to diffetent inforrnatioo formats.

3. If the use of teaching assistants (computer based) affects the student's

knowledge base used in the designing Process.

4. How the design coach compares to a human tutot.

5. If the use of the coach affected or was affected by, the passivity or proactive

aaitude of the student.

Determining this information can only be achieved by exposing the subiect

(snrdent) to the tool and testing his/her reaction to it. Two such situations were
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set uP, using prototypes of the content and structure of the information

component of the tool.

Preliminary test

The fust usability study chose to evaluate the student's response to "strucnred"

obiective knowledge in the form of a "rigged hand". Using the double h

affangement described in chapter six, rhe subject (snrdenQ played the role of

head while the researcher assumed the role of hand, and operated a desktop

computer that contained the design coach prototype. During the interaction,

the hand (researcher) supplied the head (student) with information via the

computer, with various questions and suggestions related to the design task.

The hand, in this sense, could be regarded as "programmed" or 'origged" w'ith

information relative to the usk. This circumstance was used in t'uro distinct

situations or condirions. In the fust condition, the hand (researcher) sketched

whilst operating the prototypex. In the second condition, rhe head (student)

ptoduced his/her own sketches while the hand (researcher) operated the

prototype only. The rationale behind using rhe nvo situations was to:

- Determine how much influence sketching has on information retrieval.

- Deterrnine how much influence the student's level of initiative has on

retrieving in formation.

In both conditions, the researcher anempted to be as impanial as possible to

limit any influence on the tesults. The main reason for the researcher operating

the computer was due unforh-rnately to practical reasons: fime and scheduling

(the time required for training the studenr ro operate the system and know what

information was available was limited) and maintaining some conuol

(compensation would have had to be made for the added handicap of the

student struggling vdth the sofware).

Subjects and Setup

Four subjects participated in this study. All four were srudenrs from the second

yeat of the B. Arch course at Victoria Universiry of Vellington. Design

* 
Similar to the practitione/s activity in the heads and hands experiment in Chapter Six.
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experience of the four was therefore limited only to fust year design (whete

litde if any building design took place). It can be safely noted that the students

were designing a full building fot the fust time.

Figure 12.2 Set-up for the first testing of the design coach.

Whilst the interacrion of the subjects was somewhat similar to the double h

experimeng the set-up was vasdy different Fig"r. 12.2). As pan of rhe physical

set-up, the monitor of the computer was "embedded" in the drawing desk so

that the screen was on the same viewing and working plane as the desk. The

information was therefore presented aloryside any sketching activity (emulating

the idea of the LCD graphic screen). It was hoped that this change ftom a

oonormal" monitor set-up, would prevent the designer from looking up from

paper to the screen (an activity which intemrpts the designer's interaction with

the sketch).

The design task - a studio in the city - was the same project used in the double

H experiment discussed zt length in Chapter 6. All sessions lasted

approxirnately sixty minutes excluding time used to read the brief and answer

the questionnaires given at the end of the session. At the end of the exercise

students were given a questionnaire asking to evaluate the set-up, experience

and content they were exposed to.
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The Prototype

The design coach protorype was a simple sysrem developed for rhe experiment.

It was basically a collection of HTML documenrs (web pages) containing

graphic and text based information on vadous design issues. A manual system

equivalent would be flash cards with images and pictures on each card. The

major difference between the prororype and flash catds was the

interconnectedness of the information Fipt 12.3). In the flash card system

each card is an entity in and of itself. In the prototype each screen had (along

with images and information) hypedinks that when clicked, connected each

issue to every other issue.

f l-atllrr-.,rrq.ad

Flgure 12.3 The interconnectedness of the intormation.
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Figure 12.4. Opening scnBen of prototype.

During the test the subjects interacted with the design coach through screens.

The opening screen of the PrototyPe (Fgot 12.4) broke dorvn the task into

two categories (siting and space otganisation), effectively presenting the student

with two options for "enteringt' the coach. These were further divided into:

- Organisation of space Primary sPaces, suPPorr sPaces, circulation

- Siting: environment, cofltext, forrq and access.

Clicking on one of these options revealed the standard screen layout that ttre

uset interacted with for most of the design session (Fig*e 12.5). This layout

had the main issue (and subsequent sub-issues) to the right, and on the left

presented wider issues related to the issue being contemplated. At the bottom

of rhe left "side bar", program information (the bdefl was provided along with

basic human &ta.

$arr pge fr ht*rlom oflcict't, Clore I dit*tio
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Flgure 12.5. A page from the preliminary prototype

The common screen layout u/as further divided into t'wo types of screens. Th€

ftst tlpe consisted of a list of information relevant to the task ffigue 12.5).

Clicking on an item in the list moved the user to another list screen rhat

provided more options or to the second screen type. This latter screen rype

contained information in the form of rext and/ot images Fg*. 12.6).1"he

materiai used was adapted from several soufces, for instance C. Alexander's

Patten I-,anguage, and consisted mainly of dimensional and ptactical information

such as: stair dimensional information, room dimensions and layouts, kitchen

plans, ceiling heights, dimatic information and anthropometrical information.

After accessing the required information, the user had the oprion of retuming

direcdy to the start (opening) page or retracing his/her steps backward a screen

at a time.
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Figure 12.6 Screen with Information

Greta and Ben

Experience

Two students (Greta and Ben) took part in the fitst situation (where the hand

sketched). As observed in eadier subiects (the double H studios and the double

H expedment), both snrdents were initially uncomfortable with the

affangement. Both subiects reported extreme frustration initially (3en's

cornmerit was that it felt "unnaturd') with not using their hands to design.

They eventually got used to the situation after the fust ten minutes, and

progressively interacted positively with the rigged hand. In addition to not using

their hands, both students also got used to the idea that" during the session, the

"hand" would constandy refer to the coach as a means of helping design

decisions or as a means of raising questions.

Of the complete experience, Greta commented that it was challenging and

interesting while Ben found it "befter than working alone". In both cases they

found the prototype extremely helpfirl. Both reported that they believed that

they designed faster than usual. They also indicated that they had, in fact, leatnt

from the experience and qrere made awate of some asPects involved in

architectural design.
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Figure 12.7 Ben (on the right) directing the hand.

Content

With regard to the content of the design coach, the students indicated that

some asPects of the tool could be improved. Both students at various times

during the exercise requested "re l" examples of the issues presented.

According to Ben, "It [the prototype] was a useful soruce of ideas, but could

have [used] actual examples". Both students also commented on the graphical

content. Ben tequested more graphical inforrnation and claimed that the text-

based information took too long to read. Interestingln this was contrary to the

fact that he requested inforrnation from "pattern language" (which was rext

based) ftequendy. This contradiction indicated the value of the particular

materid to the student. Greta on the other hand, thought the diagrams

presented were "too detailed" for the level of informadon she needed. She

claimed to use the dimensional examples to get a "feel" for the requirements.

The students did not comment about the structure/presentarion (infomration

layout and connectedness of the information) of the prototype. In fact, they

seemed not to notice it.

David and Louise

Experience

The second condition that involved the other rwo srudents (David and Louise)

consisted of the subjects producing rheir own sketches while rhe researcher
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operated the coach (at their tequest). Because they were in control of the

sketching there was no frustration with regards to using their hands. It should

also be noted that in this condition the researcher had less impact on the

students' interaction with the coach since the reseatcher's contribution was

limited to presenting infotmation when requested. The interaction of the

snrdent with the rigged hand was therefore a lot different than in the first

episode.

Both students to sorne extent ignored the design coach and so had less

interaction with the rigged hand than in Ben and Greta's experience. It was

observed that the students designed for long stretches (48 minutes) without

consulting ot looking at the information on the screen. Sometimes they covered

it with the drawings. They, howevet, consulted the rigged hand when they

appeared "stuck". These "consultations" tended to be for technical information

mostly e.g. dimensions for entries, ceiling heights, toilet dimensions, etc. This

lack of interaction did not, however, diminish the value of the tool to the

subjects. David (who used it more than Louise) didn't look at the sceen for

much of the session but he admined that it was a "cool" idea.

Of the complere experience, David and Louise exhibited different reactions to

the exercise. Louise thought it was a bit distracting as she usually researched

first then designed. She then remembered (according to her) during the design

process imponant things when or, as she needed them. David felt that the

exercise went well to the extent that the PlototyPe could answet the problems

that arose. He did feel pressuted to interact with the computer though' In

contfast to the first experimental condition both subiects did not feel they

designed any faster than usual. Responses to learning were also mixed. David

was neutrd when asked about exposrue to asPects of designing and Louise did

not fhink the experience exposed her to asPects of designing but as she

explains:

"I wouldn't have thought about cefiain aspects if they weren't there, but I neglected to
use them."

lfhen asked if anphing was learnt from the exetcise, David indicated some (he

did not elaborate) positive effects while Louise did not think she learnt because:

"I didn't use the design coach."
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Figure 12.8 Louise sketching with the researcher observing. Note drawing
coverlng scl€en.

Content

With regard to the content of the prototype, the students mainly requested

information that would assist them with situations they were unfamiliar with.

Both lkened the coach to a sort of dictionary (to "look up information') or a

checklist (to "check whether you have taken all the design aspects into

account'). They also demanded more gaphical material and more inforrration

to choose from ('broader database'). The idea of connecred information was

appreciated (according to the students).

Results from the exercise

Generally, the students were receptive towards the component of the coach

tested. The following issues, however, emerged out of the four tests:

- The need for actual examples

- The need for graphical information.

- The information offered should be relwant to rhe level of investigation.

- The appreciation for diversity of information.

- The requirement for the coach to be proacdve.

319
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Actual Examples

Three of the four subjects requested actual examples of the desrgn issues

offered to them by the coach. This indicated a need fot concepts and ideas

embodied within an existing situation. This also relates to the student lseking

around the physical room of the expedment to "visualise" scale and materials.

This phenomenon may also be related to the use of precedents in classes or the

need to process and understand new information by "seeing" it in a "fatnjliar"

contexL Regardless, this inforrnation suggests that to get the design information

across to the user effectively, it might be essential to place it in some forrn of

reality or "feal" context.

A Graphical Coach

During the tests, students requested more visud material and spent litde time

reading the text-based information. One possible explanation for this

preference, could be the visual nature of the task. Anothet explanation could be

the need to Eanslate and incorporate such visual inforrration into the sketch.

Such requiremeots suggests that it is beneficial to indude visual representation

of the information conveyed, reinforcing the notion of dual coding as discussed

in Chapter 11. For the tool therefore, any textual infotmation should be

accompanied by (at least) an explanatory sketch or image. Such gaphicd

information must also have the potentid to be assimilated easily into the sketch.
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Figure 12.9 A detailed graphic (left) and a more general graphic (rlght) from the prototype.
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Scale of information

During her test, Greta complained that some of the presented images were too

detailed for adequate use. The other students spent some time studying the

images requested before moving on in the process. This complaint and delay in

designing implies the need for the user to readily use the information without

having to slow the process. As with graphics, the students needed to easily use

(ot incorporate) the information accessed into their design sketches. Any delay

could result in the student being frusuated, abandoning the idea and moving

on. In the case of the design coach, if the level of information u/as more than or

Iess than the information required, rhere would be a high chance that the

student may reject it. The information available has to be tailored to the design

siruation or scale of investigation, ar a parricular point in rime. It has to provide

just the relevant information at the right time and at the right scale (of

thinking), to preserve the efficiency of the acriviry.
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Diverse forms of information

The case of Ben and the pattern language content illustrates the need to allow a

diversity of information types and sources. Even rhough Ben complained about

the textual natufe of the Pattern language information, he still insisted on

locating and using it. One reason for this, could be that the information

appeded to his personal thinking style and notion of how afchitectufe comes

together. In contrast to this, I-ouise did not refer to the pattern language, but

rather referred to the dimensional information avaiiable. The information

provided therefore has to be universal so that it can accommodate different

thinking styles.

A Proactive Coach

The contrasting experiences of Group One (3en and Greta) and Group Two

pavid and Louise) demonstrate that the system cannot be passive nor can it

rely solely on snrdents' initiative. In group one, both subiects used the desrlgn

coach a lot more than the students of the second condition. This could be

attributed to the insistence of the tigg.d hand (researcher), who presented the

desrgn coach information at every decision point. It could also have been

aruibuted to the scfeen of the comPuter being always in their field of vision

(they could not cover it by &awing on toP of it because the rigged hand

sketched on the other side of the desk).

Group one also had the perception of designing faster while Group ttro felt

they did not lea.rn or design any faster. One explanation for this response is the

fact that in the forner case, the riged hand was constandy prompting and

questioning - pushing the process along. In the latter situation this was not so.

The apparenr reason for this lies in the fact that the design situation had hardly

changed or was no different ftom their usual design situation.

As pointed out in Chapter Six, students responded positively to prompting,

especially when it came from an exPeft "hand". This therefore indicates the

need for the coach to be proactive. The student can then choosc to ignore or

accept its advice. This idea is supponed by Do (1998) (Do 1998) when she

states:
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Embedding information tools into drawing environments is a key strategy for getting
designers to use them. If information is not ready-to-hand, a designer will be reluctant to
stop drawing to look it 

"p. 
(..J it would be helpful if needed inforrnation werc

accessible thto"gh sketches and diagrams.

For the coach to be readily used, it also has to be within the field of vision and

an integtd part of the expedence. For it to be effective ir has to be a part of the

design environmenr - as part of the sketch.

The Revised Design Coach

Prototype

The prototype was subsequendy revised and upgraded to accommodate those

finrlings related to the informadon element of the coach. The conclusions takeo

into account included; the use of diverse forms of information" graphical

information, and scale of information. This revision is the most curent

version of the design coach and is supplied as an appendix in the fonn of

a Compact Disc. See appendix 5 for instructions for use.

At present, and conuary to our arguments against the passivity of the sketch,

the design coach still relies on the user's initiative. The proactive nature of the

tool (advocated for earlier in this thesis) could not be implemented because it
was the part most determined by the sketch component. The current prototype

employs more graphics than before bur also mahtains some text-based pages.

The data was organized into categories related to scale and design concems. It
also has a wider diversiry of information adapted from several sources, for

instance: Sun, IYind dz Ught: Arcbitectural Design Strategiu by G. Z. Brown;

Arcbitectun: Forw, Space and Order and Bailding Con$ntction Illutrated by Francis

Ching; Patlerv Langnage: Towns, Buildings, Constnrctior by Christopher Alexander;

Haman Dimendon and Iderior Sparc: A Source Book of Deign Rtfewnce Standardsby J.

Panero and M. Zebtk and Room In Context: Design Bgond Boundaiu by Katherine

Benzel.
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Flgure 12.10 Examples ol graphic information and text based information

The curent protogpe also uses web technology (based on the notion that

hypertext - being non-linear - facilitates the idea of making connections) as the

primary method of delivery. $7eb technology dlows the combination of

traditiond media, such as text, images and graphics, with 3D-models, computer

anirnation, video and sound. Due to time consuaints in preparation of the tool

for testing, however, the coach prototype only included uaditional media. The

information format available to the coach therefore, was text, images and a

combination of both.

There were several advantages to continuing with web technologies. In this

manner, the options presented on the screen will allow the user the oppomrnity

of following whatever thread of interest that is relevant to the investigation of

the moment. For user experience, the web tools were easy to use due to the

users' familiatity with the web browser interface. The advantages for hardware

are in the web system which allows multiple users across a network with the

possibility for direct access over dial up lines (students didn't have to access it

from school labs). \i0ith access from other points outside of the schools the

coach had to be easy to use wi*r different platforrns. From a content creation

perspective the web format allowed a short creation time (using temPlates) and

the ability to include graphic images and text directly in the web pages without

expert helP.
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digital design coach

choorc a positbrr on tbc matsh o sert projcct

form -
spoce -
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Figure 12.11 Starting matrix for design coach

The frst screen encountered in the coach presented to rhe designer is a matrix

of design ideas based on ideas about form, space and sensory at 4 different

scales (site, building room and element). Organising the contenr of rhe coach in

this way is based on the premise that architecture is made of qualities or issues

that are determined by need and extetnal forces. These issues can divided into

several categories depending on each designer. For ease of set up and

comprehension the coach is divided into three as follows:

- Physical (Form) - constmction, structure, massing.
- Spatial - space requirements, ergonomics, layout.
- Sensory - thermal, light, view, sound

The information was also considered in terms of 4 scales:

Component or elements - walls, doors, windows, fittings,
Room - Living dining privare, public, circulation - a collectiotr of conponcnts.

Building - Single storey, rwo srorey, solid, open, I shaped - a colhcrton of
m0mL

Site - shape, orientation, vegetation, context, urban, rural - a context for
buildirys.

In other words - Sites are defined by buildings composed of rooms with

components as boundaries.
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The choice of categories were also inspired by the course ARCH 212 where the

coach was eventually used. The content was also divided into a hidden

hierarchy (-"ioly for file organisation) consisting of five levels of infomration

from the general which wete basically decision Pages to the specific which

contained most of the details. A typical decision page would include a list of

options or issues from which to choose. The designer would then be taken to

another decision page or information page that oudines the issue under

consideration, higtrlights connections and recommends further literature. (See

Appendix 5 for firrther descriptions).

Also available was additional suPport information where the designer had the

option of going to various scales, checking a bibliography or using the seatch

page of the site to find specific information. This information was made

available by a menu @ig12.12).

CONSTRUCTION
orchlleclulol chollenge mop a

-----J

Insulation

Single-Sided Ventilation

Figure 12.12. Menus avallable In the deslgn coach

The Coach in Design Studio

The revised prototype of the design coach was tested in a design studio course

dudng rhe second semester of 2001 at Victoria University of Weliington School

of Architecture. The studio (ARCH 212) is a cofe coruse for the second year of

the five-year professionally recognised Bachelor of Architecture degree; hence it

was mandatory that they participate in the studio. ARCH 212 consisted of 70+

snldents, divided into six gfoups. The studio was coordinated by a senior

member of faculty who was assisted by five tutors (three ftom practice and two

practitioners who were also postgraduates) each supervising a group of

deslgn cooch
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students. The theme of the design studio was "Incorporating the Sensory into

the Making of Architecture" and its central aim was to provide a basic

gounding in environmental science and its use in informing validating and

enhancing architectural creativity. This was achieved by encouraging students to

explore how architecture is perceived and understood through our senses.

Specifically, the focus was on thermal, acoustic and visual sensory inputs and

how they can be used in making architecture. The course used the concept of

bome as the vehicle for these explorations (manifested in fow assignments). The

first assignment dealt with site analysis and visual spaces; the second assignment

focused on acoustic spaces; the third, thermal spaces and the final sought to

bring all these aspects and other spatial elements of house together on the site

into a holistic, resourcefirl home. In addition to tegular studio teaching, the

course was suppofted by t'qrice weekly lectures on the principles of building

science, environmental conuol and sustainability used in the project. Students in

the course were also tequfued to use the computer to evaluate building

performance, and at least generate presentation drawingr, in otder to gain skill

in the use of a range of computer programs in developing architectural ideas.

The assignment used to test the idea of a design coach was Assignment Three -
Thermal Delight. For the assignment, students were asked to design a house for

two people, a musician and a glass artist. These "clients" were the same that

they designed spaces for in the previous rwo assignments (visuai and acoustic)

on the same site (explored in assignment one) in Khandallah (a Wellington

suburb). In this project, students were asked to design living and bathing spaces

from both quandtative and qualitative viewpoints to achieve thermal comfort

and delight in the principal inhabited spaces. The accommodation u/as to

include a living, formal dining, casual dining/kitchen, two to three bedroom

suites, a barhing space, storage, entry, space for two vehicles and circulation.

Part of the challenge to students was the incorporation of thermally related

rituals into the design by creating a strong thermal focus to the living space and

a bathing space that celebrates sensuality.
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Procedure

The design coach designed for this srudio was, as stated before, a revision of

the prototype used in the first usability test and supplemented with infomration

of relevance to the assignment. This included reference materid from thermal

textbooks, information on houses, and other ergonomic information. The

design coach was rhen placed on the school's Inuanet and Internet network

(intemd and extemal web site), so that it could be accessed not only from the

computef lab at school, but from any comPuter connected to the Internet.

Access however, was limited to srudents of the ARCH 212 design studio.

During the first lecrure of the proiect, where students were introduced to the

progfam and procedure of the proiecg sudents were given a toru of the coach

(a demonstration of how the prototyPe worked) and advised as to its location

on the school website. All students participating in the studio were allowed to

use the tool for as long and as often as they liked, without feat of punishment

or reward. At one point prior to introduction, it was suggested that the class be

split into two groups - one using the coach and the other not' However, this

was denied by the coufse coordinator on the basis that some students might

have viewed this as an unfair advantage. If this had been done it would have

allowed for a direct comparison between using the coach and working in the

uaditional modes, with the acknowledgment that the different utofs would be

the variable between the two grouPs. Help support existed in the form of a

bulletin board (ot forum) in the digrtal teaching environment -
BLACKBOARD - used by the University for supplemental course delivery.

Students were invited to post comments and suggestions, have questions

answeted, and report technical problems.

Aside from having access to the design coach, the design proiect was conducted

as usual. Students met in the studio roUghly eight hows per week for the next

three weeks, spending much of this time either working alone or discussing

rheir project with the studio tutofs. It is important to note the fact that the

teaching context was not disrupted by the use of the coach and it was easily

accessible for snrdents to integrate it with their usual Processes'
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Evaluation of the coach was carried out by questionnaire and casual

conversations with the students. The questionnaire, gven after students had

submitted their proiects and were being assessed, examined whether the design

coach succeeded in engaging students and helped their project ir *y way. With

an eye to future improvements, the questionnaire also asked how students liked

aspects of the too\ such as the interface, choice of issues, images or selection

criteria. Based on the students' responses to the questionnaires, we will try to

answer (among others) the following questions:

1. Did the Design Coach succeed in engaging students to explore the

design issues involved?

2. What factors stimulated or hampered this engagement?

3. W'hat information content and format was most preferred?

Student Reaction

Based on students' replies to the questionnaires we will attempt to evaluate

elements of the coach that students prefered and what elements didn't work.

Of the seventy-plus students who participated in the srudio, only thirry-seven

(3f (more than 50%o) filled in the questionnaire. While this could represent a

reasonable response, these results cannot be assumed to represent the opinions

of all the students in the studio in general, nor all architecture students as a

whole. It does however provide a good basis to determine the kinds of things

students will look for in a design coach.

The questionnaire comprised of fifteen (15) fixed response questions. Srudents'

responses (where relevant) were measured on a ranking of 1 to 4. 1 being "a

lot'' and 4 being "not at all". It sought information on how reference matedal

was used (2 questions) and how the coach was used in relation to the project

(13 questions). A writen section of the questionnaire, which comprised of four

questions, sought specific information about content. See Appendix 4 for firll

results.
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Experience

Of the 37 students who completed the questionnaire, 31 respondents examined

the Design Coach for the ptoject and six did not. This statistic suggests that

garnedng interest in the coach was teasonably successful. 16 ot roughly 50o/o of

respondents said they used the coach upwards of 40oh for their thermal design

proiect (Q4)". Respondents were hampered from using the Design Coach more

often for a variery of reasons; "too complex infomration", "too much

information" and contfastingly, "not enough information". 50o/o of the reasons

fell under the heading "other" (Q5). The reasor\ however, given by those who

did not use it was mainly time consuaints (Q3).

The coach also made a good impression on the students. \7hen asked how they

liked the design coach, 86% found the information in the Design Coach

adequate (Q16). The question whether they planned to use the coach for future

studio projects, was answered positively by ull tespondents (89% said yes

(Q15), except for one. With regards to leaming,93o/o of the students felt they

learnt something ftom the coach and of that portion, 620/o were in the mid to

top range (Q12). 82% found the Design Coach helpfirl in informing their

nrtorid sessions, vrith half of this finding it very helpfirl (Q13).

Compatibility of the coach to individual design processes was positive. 93oh felt

that the Design Coach (in its current form) is slighdy to vefy compatible to their

design process (Q12) and that the Design Coach exposed them to aspects of

the design process (Q13).

Content

The coach was considered a good reference soulce. To establish the coach's

conftibution as a reference soufce, students were queried about consulting

outside soulces or other reference material. 33 of the respoadents usually

consulted outside sources/reference material when designing (Q1). 28

respondents said they consult outside sources/reference material most or all of

the time and do so in the early stages of designing (Q2), and 960/o of

respondents consulted external sources/refefences when doing the thermal

s These (Q#) references relate to questionnaire in appendix 4
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design project (Q7). 25 out of 29 found the information adequate for the

project (Q16) and more speciftcally 97% thought that the Design Coach

exposed them to issues involved in designing a thermal house (Q14). 66%

however felt that the Design Coach did not inspire them to seek other reference

material (Q6). This could mean that the design coach did not do a good job at

showing the way to other reference soruces; or alternatively it could mean that

the coach contained all the information the students needed.

The structute of the content was appreciated and proved simple to undentand

and navigate. The interconnectedness of the information was well appteciated

as 60oh felt the system of hyperlinks between different ideas and issues helped

most of the time to a lot (Q8). 65% did not find it difficult to locate required

information while 6% found it very difficult (Q17). There vere som€ dissenters

however that requested a clearer path to the informationl more links to the

starting page; a clearer, more informed cross-referencing system (perhaps with a

description of what issues link to or "maybe an expandable Iink uee (ike on

discussion board etQ').

In an effort to appraise the information choices, students were asked to list

informarjon that most assisted with the development of their projects (Q17).

Among the information listed were:

- Informadon related to the theme of the studio - thermal design

(insulation, R-value data, sun spaces, solar gain, passive solar designs)

and ventilation (wind speed information, wind sheiter by trees, ideas

for cross and stack ventilation).

- Climatic information (orientation, solar and weather data, prevailing

wind direction)

- Spatial Information (room sizes and room organisation (..try,

circulation/connecrions))

- Information about fireplaces and hearrhs including sizes and examples

of hearths, and the rituals of bathing.

- Anthropometric information (stair heights, kitchen heights/reaches)

- Explanation of the proiect information.

- Patterns from Christopher Alexander's pattern language
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Students were also asked to list information or content that they thought was

missing. Among those listed were:

- Specific examples of applications/refetences to actual atchitectute -
"...so one can see the information in modem context and ptactice",

"photos of houses as examples rather than diagrams" and "photo

images of exa:rrples to help inspire students". One student was quite

specific:

"I would like to see some form of present day context. These ate good methods and

inspirations, but a lot of uS need to see actud architecture to further explore and

understand the ideas. Examples of houses, virhral tours of such methods ate the next

step of understanding for us - a complete understanding, not iust the analysis, but that is

a huge ask! But it would be an absolutely frrll and brilliant resource thenll"

- Outside links and paths on the Vorld til0ide Web to such inforrnation.

- Calculations (or capability to calculate) or formulae for some of the

thermal information (e.g. R-values).

- Information on single sided vendlationsr.

- "Perhaps some more fheotetical information"

Students also requested that the inforrnation should be "less straight from the

books" and be standatdised vithin the design coach:

"Maybe sandardise information to one overall format? Unless it is intended to be a

collection of othet resources."

It was also compared to reading a book:

"Excellent range of material. I find looking thrcugh a book easier, howevet' I guess,

because this is new, it will ake time to refine and make it an option for me in
researching material"

36 The prolect assigned three types of ventilation to students - single sided, cross and stacked. Single sided ventilation

was not represented in the design coach intormation because of an oversight.
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Information Format
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In the design coach there were four main types of information format.

- Graphic information with text accompaniment (A),

- Information from C. Alexander's Pattem Language @),

- Textual information on abstract ideas (C), and

- Information that consisted of only diagrams @).

In addition there were hybrids of these types.

When asked to choose the most design-friendly formaq the students responded

well to type D. This could have been attributed to the visual nature of the

formag and as explained earlier, the need to incorporate such information into

visual thinking. There are however, dangers to this as one student pointed ouu

"I found a tendency to almost direcdy follow illusttations in my design and not dwelop
them firrthet, i.e. tended to use those shapes and sections without exea development."
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Discussion of Results

The information received was enough to answer essenriel questions about the

coach. However, the questionnaire was by no means perfecg and there was

more that could have been learnt about the experience, content and

presenadon. Additional information could have included:

- Elements that may have influenced student engagement with the tool,

such as whether or not students had a PC at home, enioyed sutfing on

the Interneg or used CAD software to model their proiecr

- If the student used the teferences recommended bv coach and if those

refetences helped in any way.

- Whether the extensive links and visual graphics helped to extend

knowledge.

- If the shrdents could visualise other uses for the coach

- Did the coach affect the student-teacher relationship

Using the advantages of web technologies, mofe information could have been

gathered through elecuonic data gathering. Fot instance:

- By assigning each user - student or studis teacher - a user name and

password, we could have kept track of who logged on to the web pages,

when, and for how long

- Registered the most popular pages and

- Determine a map of the stePs students used to access particular pieces

of information.

Reaction

Reaction to the prototype was positive generally, howevet, the following issues

came out of the questionnaire results:

Acttal examplet - Students needed to see actual physical examples of the issues

presented.

l%ider netuork - The information in the coach needed to be more connected to

wider sources of inforrnation. This could be clearer references, and a closer

connection to the Internet.
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Crapbics - Students responded to more gaphical material. Perhaps a means of

quickly conveying information gaphically that fits in with the student's sketch

is needed.

Nauigation - A much clearer map of the information was needed. A means of

tracing the path or thread of information would have eased any navigational

problems.

Not a book - The tool had to be seen as supplementary information to books

and as mote contextual (related to the task itself). Sandardisation of the

informatjon for the digrtal environment seems to be a solution.

Gonclusion

Determining the feasibility of an idea is an important activity. In this way one

can chart or revise a course of action towards making the idea concrete. After

layttrg down some principles for the design coach (chapter 11), t'vo usability

studies were conducted to determine student's reaction to the information

component of the digrtal design coach. A prototype was designed that lacked

the sketch recognition componentrT, and depended on web technology for

communication. In the frst test, four students were given access to the

prototype of the tool and closely monitored. The test used two situations -
"rigged hand" and sketching for themselves. After this study, the tool was

upgraded and tested in a design studio. The srudio (which looked at issues of

thermal design), incorporated the ptototype which was oriented towards the

main theme.

The tool was well received on both occasions with some reservafions. In the

first instance there is significant evidence in students' responses that they found

the coach valuable and beneficial (or at least rhe idea of it). In the second srudy,

three-quarters of the participants effectively made use of the tool, and nearly all

of the respondents would like ro use ir again in the furure. Vhen asked how

they liked specific aspects of the prototype, sfudenrs were eirher neuftal or

positive. Positive reactions to the coach included:

"I thought it was a very useful tool, and it certainly made the rescarch project much
easier."

tt since this component has already been proven to work only the information component was tested.
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'The design coach is a great way of sarting off an assignment (gaining ideas and

information)."

"I felt that the desigo coach covered the basics rcally well but lacked more advanced

infotmation,"

Specific aspects of the tool that were viewed favourably by the student

included:

- Access to information on the cornputer

- Intefconnectedinformation

- Diversiry of infotmation

Specific aspects that was seen as important to sfudents'were:

- Actual examples of the issues presented

- Graphicalinformation

- Relevant information for the scale of inveetigation and the task at hand.

- Links to wider information sources.

go.o 1fis.gh the results imply that the majority of students found the design

coach to be a usefi..rl contributor to their design process during the proiect,

wider questions however remain unanswered. For instance did engagement

facilitate leaming? This seems to be related to the students'attjtude to engaging

with the coach. It is a worry that students would not have engaged qdth the

coach more if it were not part of the study. Perhaps the student needed to be

convinced of the benefit of the coach. As stated by Zimring et al (1999) "...the

most effective approach to getting students to use a learning environment is to

convince them that it is useful for getting their tasks done, firsg and then for

leaming" (Zimring et al. 1999). Other asPects that needed further investigation

included the quality of students' 6nal proiect, the influence of factors like

frequency, dwation of use, comPutet skills, etc. and the contribution of the

tutor in its success or failure. Questions about the tool developing and

improving long-term artitudes to and understanding of architecture, cannot be

determined, as it is too early to tell. Monitoring and interviewing shrdents

during their time in school (and after) could help in determining if the coach

made any impression on them.
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The ptototype presented here cannot be seen as representative of the proposed

design coach, as the usability studies outlined in this chapter concern only the

information component of the design coach. As discovered in previous

chapters, students respond more readily [o prompting and sketching is an

imporant pan of any tool. The current prototype lacks these feanrres. The tool

is still to be upgraded and tested with both components together in a studio

situation.

Despite this lack of information (or need for more studies) there is enough

here, to indicate a feasible format for the information component of the

teaching tool. The tests have demonstrated drat the final tool must include

relevant information (right information at the right time), in a mainly graphical

forrrat. The information must be as diverse as possible, to accornmodate broad

preferences. The information must be intemally as well as externally connected

and highly relational. Finally and most importandy, the information must be

firrnly connected to reality, providing actud, concrete examples of the

information in use. With these characteristics the coach can be developed and

tested, so as to play an important paft in architectual education.
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L 3. The Design Coach

'"The idea is simple: alking, pointing and looking should work together as part of a

multimodal (sic) interface that is less about messaging back and forth (the basis of time
shadng) and more like face-to-face, human-to-human conversation" (Negroponte 1996).

Figure 13.1. Digital Design Coach. (Source of original image:
http:/lwww.wacom.com)

his dissetation advocates establishing the computer as an integral and

complementary part of the "space" where the student meets the

master (the zone of interaction). The form of this intervention, as

proposed, would be a dr.grml teaching tool ot exPert that detects and interprets

the marks students make when sketching. In detecting and interpreting the

students' intentions, the tool would provide suitable clues to allow a

comprehensive reading of the design issues embedded in their sketches. It is

intended for this "reading" to subsequendy enlighten the atchitectual student

about design issues that create affordable, sustainable and liveable architecture.

The enlightened student (with an acute awareness of the issues involved) then

€ngages in a more intelligent and well-informed dialogue with the tutor in the

zone of interaction. The zone of interaction, as z result, becomes a richer

educational experience for both student and tutor.
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In Chapter 11, we oudined the assumptions and principles that governed the

spirit and creation of such a tool. In chapter 12, we tested a PrototyPe of the

information component of the tool. This chapter contemplates the futwe

physical (or digual form) of a digital deign coach that fulfils the assumptions set

out in Chapter 11 and implements the findings of chapter 12. It should be

noted that the tool described in this chapter is not an existing artefact. This

description should therefore be accepted as speculative, restricted and not

necessarily acflrrate. It does, however, offer an ample vision of the design

coach. For brevity, the description will strive to highlight some of the mote

important featufes expected of the tool. The chapter ends with a revisit to

Schrin's sudio with Quist and Petra. This tirne, howevet, Peua has the design

coach at her disposal. Through this scenario, we will describe the tool's

intended operation and the expected tesults.

The Design Goach

The design coach we will describe assumes the role of an "expert hand"

(Chapter 6) that "observes" and monitors the student's sketching activity. As

the hand sketch is entered into the system, and as ideas develoP, the desrgn

coach highlights the issues that may need consideration, for example: spatial

qualides; heat gain; light; orientation; ventilation. It "injects" information that is

fit for purpose, cost effective and meaningfrrl into the drawing action by

displaying questions, clues and promPts about the design sinration. The design

coach aims to make the student more aware of atchitecn:ral consequences by

highlighting and emphasising these issues effectively, providing the student with

an ability to read, acknowledge and balance the hun&eds of factors that

influence design.

While the coach assists in designing, the primary value of the tool, however,

occufs when the student sits wirh the design tutor. With an awateness gained

from the coach, prior to the meeting the student is cognisant of the issues

involved, asks the "right" questions and understands the criticism and advice on

the issues. 1hg digital sketch, therefore, acts as a mediator in the relationship.

Th€ tLltof's contribudon to the discussion then centres on validating or giving
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credit to the student's attempt and demonstrating, to the student, various ways

of criticising and engaging with it.

Fundamentally, the design coach is a large flexible database that presents

relevant information based on the sketched information of the user. Achieving

the results oudined above contributes to the form being significant.

Any effective description of the tool and how it is expected ro work involves

breaking the tool down into its functional operations. The tool would have ro

be a seamless integration of software and hardware that fits unobtnrsively into

the design process. As with odtss .ligitd tools, the coach has to have a means of

gathering information from the user, and a means of giving feedback. In order

to provide feedback, the tool has to detect the intentions of the user (or at leasr

determine what the input is about). User comprehension and value is dependent

of the structure of knowledge in the tool and maximum effectiveness is

govetned by the expedence of using the tool. These operations could be

categorised as distinct parts, namely - interface (input and output); recognition;

knowledge (or content) and experience (fig. 13.2).

tu
Figure 13.2. Parts of the design coach.

rVhile it is convenient to adequately describe the coach as separate parts, it

should be noted that there exists an acute inter-dependency among the parts.

Input (or sketching), while being open at first, becomes dependable on each

subsequent fesponse by the coach. The tool's response is dependent on the

quality of the input gleaned and the accuracy of the recognition components.
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Response is determined by coordination bet'ween the information structure and

the "perceived" intention gleaned ftom input. Data outPut (clues, hints,

prompts presentation of the information) determines the use!'s

comprehension of the situation and subsequent sketch marks (ioPuQ,

completing the cycle. The experience of this cycle determines whether the

student accepts or reiects the validity of the coach.

lnterface

As stated, especially in chapters 5 and 10, sketching has to be an essenti"l p"tt

of the ge6l. Tiks the sketch, an important aspect of its fotm has to be its

"conversational" nature. The interface (or corrmunication) with the design

coach hence becomes an important part of its opetation and will accommodate

the user through various forms of input and output (fig. 13.3).

Figure 13.3. Intertace with the coach should be like having a conversatlon.

Input

To take advantage of the vetsatiJity of the comPuter and capture the multi-

modal nature of conversations, information will be enteted into the system in

three ways:

1. Sketching on an LCD tablet.

2. Using voice (through voice recognition technology).

3. Clicking or upping on menus, tool palettes, icons, and buttons'

stehl^

<=rq 3 
' c/,res
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LCD Tablet - The sketch u'ill be the principal means of interfacing with the

tool. The main intedace for the coach would then be an LCD Tablet that

allows the user to draw direcdy on the scieen. While an "ordinary" tablet and

stylus could be used, this would require the user to look ftom ablet to screen

continuously, an action contrary to actual sketching. The digital sketch would be

used in three ways. The fust would be to determine or establish fust intentions,

providing data for the "clues" or suggestions. Secondly, subsequent sketch

marks would confirm or refine the user's intentions generating othet

suggestions fiom the tool. Finalln sketching gestues (or marks) could be used

to issue commands.

Voin Rengritio,r - Voice is increasingly being used today as an intuitive means of

interacting with technology. In the coach, voice recognition urill be used to issue

keywords - context, scale, and subject etc, - to support the recognition of

intention. Voice will also be used to confi.rm or issue commands. choose clues

or hints, or refine inforrnation.

Paletlu, mentts, icons and diahg boxu - In addition to sketching and voice, the uset

vrill communicate with the tool through WMPy flWindows, Icons, Menusn

Pointing) technology. Here, the stylus (or pen) is used for pointing clicking and

dragging in addition to drawing or sketching. Through this interface, clicking

(or tapping) will be used to select clues or tools as regulated by menus, icons

and dialog boxes. This interface provides familiadty with the current WMPy

interface used by modem computing.

Output

It has been stated elsewhere in this thesis that the passivity of the sketch is one

of the factors that limits the potential benefits of the sketch to leaming. An

"assertive" role (offering information to the user through cues and prompts)

was suggested for an empowered sketch that would inform the student of the

issues embedded within a particular design situation. The output plays (what the

user sees) an important part in conveying this assertion since it determines the

level of assimilation (whether the user accepts or rejects) of the information

offered.
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Figure 13.4. Proposed Interface Layout.

The proposed coach is intended to be a part of a digral drawing environment

that the user uses to sketch (ng 13.a). To retain the sketching envitonmeng the

display of information would therefore be as unobtmsive as possible, yet

constantly udthin the visual field of the designer's drawing. The coach's output

would be represented as an oveday (a transparent '(window') on top of the

sketch envkonment. Information would then be Presented as a list of choices

connected to particular marks. These lists would include information clues,

options for conuolling the interface, and links to other reference sources. The

user would then respond by speaking clicking or continuing to draw. To reflect

the changing nature of issues, the information displayed would change with

every stroke and mark as rhe context is developed and determined by the

designer. After making suggestions the coach would wait for a "reply'' to

confirm or refine a particular clue. If none wete forthcoming, the coach would

retain the list at the particular mark for a specified time (fig. 13.5).
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Figure 13.5. Sequence of events while using the coach.

As the designer chooses to refer to a particular piece of information (precedeng

strategy, fact) the small unobtrusive window widens to an information "card" of

window that is no bigger than an index card. This window would not be

transparent since, here, the information is the focus.

Recognition

If sketching is the major means of input for the coach, then recognising the

marks the user makes and translating these marks into intentions becomes an

essential function of the tool. Other researchers have demonsuated this

function and have proven that it is possible for a computer program to

recognise symbols in a sketch and, based on those symbols, activate different

design tools (Chapter 10). The coach would therefore use similar principles

(used by a number of such tools - notably Right Tool Right Time and

EsQUIsse) as the "engine" of its operations.

Accuracy (and speed of recognition) is important This is dependent on whether

to program attempts to recognise the idiosyncratic sketches and diag'ams of the

user or uses a "standard sketching language" for easy recognition. The coach

would employ one of the other of these two approaches. The first method

'vould be time consuming because the coach would have to be "ftained" to

recognise the user's sketch style. Its advantage lies in allowing the user to sketch

naturally. The latter method would be similar to the handwriting system

employed by the Palm operating system for handheld PDAsrs. In the coach,

"standard" diagrams or symbols would be predetermined (e.g. a rnan, the sun,

wind) (fig. 13.6). The user then learns, combines and uses the symbols

Prograrnmed in the coach to communicate intentions. While this method allows

for faster error-free recognition, it has the disadvantage of using symbols and

diagrams that are not personal to the designer.

ffi This system employs an alphabet that is essentially the single-stroke version of the Latin alphabet. This means the
user writes each letter without lifting the stylus.
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Figure 13.6. "Standard" Diagrams.

As postulated in Chapter 11, the content of the coach determines the value of

the tool. It was firther stated that the content of the coach must resPect the

smrcnue of design problems and the naftue of atchitecturd ideas. Accnring a

high value for the tool requires breaking down design ideas (or issues) into

independent "sub-ideas" or simply employing the idea of chunking.

Chunking as an idea, is consistent urith concepts discussed eadier in Chapter 7.

It was discovered that the expert visualises information or knowledge as

segments of relevant and coherent units (or chunks) to be retrieved for

manipulation. The designer in using the chunks, constructs his/her o.rn

syntactic and semantic nenvork or ftamework of knowledge based on personal

biases and experiences. This netv,/ork, hence, becomes a hierarchical tree utith

nodes and connections to nodes that represents in its constmction an

atchitecnrrd knowledge personal to the designer only. The netwotk is given

form through the designer's conjectures and its physical manifestations

(sketches, models) allowing didactic criticism from a mote capable peer of tutor.

The aim of the coach, therefore, would be to provide the televant pieces and

connecrions (tnowledge) for the students to assemble or construct chunks. The

student would then 'opresenC' these chunks (or their construction) to the tutor.

Chunks

The building blocks of the coach that contributes to the construction of chunks

would be knowledge urrits (KI-I), nodes and information units (fig' 13.7). In the

coach, each unit of information 'urould represent a part in the hiemrchical tree

of an entire design idea or what we will call a Knowledge unit (KU} At one level, a

Content
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NQrbL

KU can represent a combination of any number of issues. At another, that

same KU can be a basic unit in a larger structure (I(U or chunk). For instance,

if a single design idea (or Ku) is about allowing light in a space for reading. This

could comprise issues that deal with windows (opening size, opening shape),

artificial lighting, ambient lighting task lighting, orientarion, etc. At another

level, this design idea would be a part of a wider idea - designing a reading room

- which would also include in combination with ow fusr KU, issues for making

a ioom quiet for reading, and comfortable fumiture for reading. This chunk, a

space for reading, would then become a part of the designer's knowledge about

the much wider issue of designing a library.

kl-tDvuaDqL Cfu\rK
Figure 13.7. Nodes, Knowledge Units and Chunks

Chunks are therefore a combination of knowledge units (e.g. allowing Iight for

reading). Knowledge units (KtI) are a combination of nodes (windows), which

in turn consists of information units (opening size to light ratio) and

connecdons. A chunk can be thought of as a network of connected KUs and

nodes (each node being a piece of information and its connections) creating a

complex tree of knowledge. Chunks would be user-composed and occur

outside of the tool (in the head of the designer). What characterises the chunk

and opens it to criticism is how the KUs are combined and the determined path

or map of connections that defines the chunk and the manifestation of that

chunk as a design proposal. The analysis and synthesis of the relevant chunks ot

simply, the proposal would be presented to the tutor. The proposal - the

chunk, its connections and relations - will then become a qualitative unit for

analysis and criticism by the teacher. Oprionally, however, some chunks could

cttu\tK
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be predetermined ot "channelled" by the tutor, for instance, to determine a

special focus or lesson for the design studio.

Elements and Structure

The design coach would offer the following types of knowledge units:

Precedent licnowledge: This would comprise of examples of buildings and

other architectural atefacts that illustrate a collection of nodes being

considered. Precedents would be important as "real life" points of reference

throughout the strucnre of the content.

Conceptud knowledge: This KU rePresents ideas that are more absract and

less specific to a particular burlding ot example. Some concePts would be

universal and some would be unique to particular viewpoints or theories.

Universd concepts would include such notions like ordering principles.

Particular concepts would be user-deternined or related to the theme of the

studio. Such concepts could compdse of ideas like sustainability and green

architecture.

Design Strategies: This knowledge type is more about the combination of

issues applied to arrive at some desired result. They are the nrles of how

particular nodes get implemented in different situations. An example of a

strategy would be preferred layout strategies for solar gain.

Knowledge Units (tegardless of type) would compdse of related nodes which in

turn afe comprised of connections and information units. Information units are

single pieces of infornation (mote often analogous to a leaf in the tree) that

could include rules of thumb, ergonomic data, climatic data, typical room sizes,

design and reference data as found in selected texts. I0flhile the information

described is quantiAtive, the unit could also con'ain such conceptual ideas as

found in Christopher Alexandefs Pattern l-'angrage or Simon Unwin's Amling

Architectutt. Inforrnation would take the form of diagtams, text, photos,

references, and video/animation. In addition to statemeflts, the information

unit would also include information on further sszding and reference sources.

In order to allow the constnrction of a chunk ot KU, the design coach defines

connections and relationships bet'ween pieces of infotmation. Connections act
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as doors or gateways between related information units. They control how the

information units, both conceptual and concrete, come together, affect each

other, create nodes and the resultant knowledge units. Connections could be

universal (pre-determined by the tutor) ufi/or idiosyncratic (defined by the

student).

For cladty and usabiJity, each element (KU, Node, Info Unit) of the content

would be structured alike. In addition to the infomration offered, they would

comprise of the following seen or hidden parts:

Label or T ag - Each element will have a narne, label or ag for purposes of

indexing searching, manipulation and retrieval. Indexing implies a prcset

method of retrieval (i.e. determining relations), however, the degree of

predetermination is the prerogative of the user or design tutor.

Typ. - The nanrre of the element, i.e. node or KU or informati<ln unit is also a

stoted characteristic.

Genealogy - A list of 'oparents" (wider issues) and "children" (esser issues).

Scale - Content will be categorised and considered in terms of 4 scales:

component or elements, rooms, buildings and site.

User defined Categodes - These dlow infornation to be based on the focus

of the studio or the preferences of the use4 for example, climate, sensory or

Caribbean architecnrre.

Position - This field registers the position of the unit within the structure of the

content and within the assembled chunk of the user. It also enables

backracking.

Experience

A rewarding experience is an intdnsic part of the effectiveness of any digt l

tool. In the case of the design coach, such an experience could lead to

continued use of the too\ the ability to design effectively and efficiendn and

the cultivation of an awareness of the issues that affect architecture. Achieving

these benefits is dependent on the tool being easy to learn, easy to use, easy to
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conffol, flexible, unobtrusive, customisable, and innritive. The following

highlights some of the key elements that can contribute to this:

Graphic user interface: The graphic user interface (GUI) 6f x digital tool

includes the interaction metaphors, visual characteristics and concepts used to

convey firnction and meaning on the display. Interactions with the graphic

design, navigation buftons, location of hypertext links and ptedictability of

cause and effect would grve the coach a familiar "look and feel" to

contemporary digttl design tools.

Direct Access to Information - The coach would aim to provide the required

design information in the fewest possible steps using an efficient hierarchy of

information and minimising the number of steps needed to access information.

Simplicity and Consistency - Because the user will depend on the design

coach for timely and accurate work-related information, the interface must be

simple, consistent, predictable and logical. To achieve this the coach would use

a consistent design, with the same basic layoug graphic themes, and behaviour

among information types.

Open Modules - Employing a suategy of open modules allows expandability

and cross-fertilisation of the knowledge in the tool. In the design coaclr" the

teacher would "plng io" or install a particular module for use in a special studio'

For example, a module could address issues related to primary schools ot

libraries. This ability to be modulady additive and subuactive could allow the

user/student to add and change the connections, nodes and information units

on the fly. Cross-fertilisation occurs when users exchange their constructed

modules.

Customisation - Makes the coach flexible enough to accorlmodate individual

evolving needs, preferences and insights. This will ensure that the experience of

using the tool is personal. It would be highly valued if the student could add

new clues, make new connections, create new points of deparnrre and in

general customise the content to match their own panicular biases. Allowing

some control over content also forces the user to think about the issues (where,

at what level do they fit in to the latger context).
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Reflection - Allowing the user to save paths and events (ike bookmarks in a

web browser) ptovides for backuacking and reflection. This enables the

designer to revisit "moves" or "arguments" and reflect on decisions made so,

when needed, the coach can provide the user with an ovenriew of design

decisions and act as a reflective design diary.

Using the Goach

So far, we have examined the design coach as distinct parts. To get a clearer

picture of the vision, it would perhaps be helpfirl to "see" the sum of its

intrinsic parts in action.

Out "obsewation" takes place in the same studio as Schon's, however this time

it is wired for high bandwidth nenrork communications, students are using

LCD tablets at their drawing boards, a large ponion of the work is being

printed on a large format prhter and a laser mill is available for cutting physical

models. Petra, our design student, is developing her response ro the design of

an elementary school. Petra is in the diagrammatic phase of her proiect, she has

been working on the problem for some dme and will meet with Quist, the

studio trurster, in a few hours.

The Site

She copies the site plan from fhe studio's s€wer and imports it into the design

coach. Petra's subsequent sketched information is entered on a Wacom LCD

graphic tablet. She starts by drawing a series of rectangles that represents

classroom blocks on the site. In a comer of the screen, ilr the proximiry of the

boxes, a transparent box appeats urith a list - fsite, building mzm, complneltJ. Peva

vocally answers "SITE' (optionally she could tap the word SITE on the list).

The coach responds with another list - ftoPogropb, layat, landscapeJ. Peua

indicates topography and the coach responds with - Wt, oetp, mediunJ. She says

(or aps) "steep" and the coach searches for and presents precedent and design

strategies for dealing with topography. Looking at the enlarged window, Perra

considers design strategies for tackling such a "screwy" site. She sees that

butting forms along t}te contours would not work, sees an example of how it is

done and makes adjustrnents to her design. Petra condnues to sketch, moving
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ftom idea to idea by &awing, re&awing, and overtracing. The coach would

respond by changing the list of options, ideas and clues as Petra's ideas change'

Peua changes to dtawing a section. This is done by saylng "section" and

drawing a line actoss the contours on the screen. She then draws her boxes on

the slope to fepfesent classrooms. The coach tesponds by offering information

about cut and fill. The studio master (Quist) has already loaded a special site

module that describes the project site and the particular design issues the

student is expected to address. The module Presents various suategies for cut

and fill as well as various rules of thumb. The module offers extemal sources

for dealing with slopes (e.g. retaining wall design).

Evennrally Petra can forgo the step-by-steP questions ftom the coach and

simply say site, steep, cluster formation, precedenl Alternately, she could set

the coach to respond to a design situation aftet a considerable amount of

information is oa the screen or at her command.

Having established a sectional profile for the classroom blocks, Petra rnoves on

to the individual classrooms, To indicate her change of scale she says, "roorn".

She draws a box roughly the size of a classroom and the coach responds fnnmry,

lEtout, meaning pnndntsl. Also loaded on the coach is a module specificdly

about designing for education. Highlights of Petra's session includes the coach

showing her good architecnrral examples of schools that satisfr the size, cost

and program and context similar to the one being designed and providing

information on lighting in classtooms.

The Dialogue

r$(ihile rhe tool aims to inculcate awareness of architectural issues in the student,

success of the coach is best measrued through the ensuing dialogue betvreen

student and teacher.

Evenrually Quist meets Petra at her desk. Petra begins the conversation by

speaking about het experiences in tryrng to resolve the layout of the blocks on

the slope glven. To illusuate her activity, she presents a "rr,ap" configured by

the coach that shows the decisions she made during the design. These decisions

afe connected to her sketches and show the decisions behind her forms. Quist
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can now start to speak with Peua about her design without preiiminary probing

because most of the design decisions are displayed for examination. Quist

explains that she approached the task well and comments on the validity of

some of the decisions she made, pointing out missed opportunities and praising

novel uses of the information offered. He spends some time explaining that by

manipulating the cut/fill ratios and information on landscape, she could have

subdy created some special places that related more to the landscape. She

understands what he means having spent some time fiddling with the ratios

herself and briefly looking at the landscape option on the list. The connection

between the two that was not apparent to her before, means more now that it

has highlighted by the tutor.

Conclusion

In this chapter, we have presented the vision of the design coach that assists the

student of atchitecture in developing an awareness of design issues. While this

vision crurnot be claimed to be wholly accurate, it has strived to indicate the

important elements needed in such a tool to accomplish the ideas set out in

earlier chapters.

The design coach when developed should address four crucial areas - interface,

experience, recognition, and knowledge. A well thought out interface will allow

a conversational interaction with the tool. This would be achieved by a multi-

modal input that uses sketching, voice and a famthat GUI simultaneously and

interchangeably. Output would be assertive yet unobtrusive, constandy

changing yet simple to comprehend. Supporting the interface with accessability,

opeflness and customisation will offer an experience that is easy, flexible and

personal.

Generally, knowledge is accomplished by assembling bits of information. The

design coach must provide relevant bits of architectural information at the right

time based on the designer's intentions. Recognising these intentions and

perrnining connections between these bits of information, enables a virrud

construction of relevant knowledge to create chunks of understandtng. The

design coach that firlfils these requirements will be a valuable tool in design

studio, ultimately adding value to the desk crit.
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What is the Design Coach?

While the coach has the potential to be a valuable teaching tool in studio, it is

perhaps wise to clearly state its use and purpose to avoid any confusion. Ffusdy,

the design coach is a dgltat tool to be used in the design studio to suppon the

zone of interaction (occupied by teacher and student). It is not intended to be a

substitute teacher or learning tool in lieu of personal face-to-face contact. The

design coach is a second "expert" with a raison d'etre of providing information

to enhance the interaction between student and teacher. The first exPert (the

tutor) is still needed to emphasise the connection betqreen abstract and concete

and general and personal. The design coach will be used to supplement and

support traditional face-to-face desk based design teaching, not to replace such

contact. The coach will only establish the basis on which the tutor can

communicate with students. !7ith the coach the tutor will now have a litde

more room to nurture personal creativity in the student with the comPuter

providing the general knowledge (which does not have to be tepeated ftom one

student to the next).

The design coach will be a supplement for design studio instruction that

consists of various subjects that is useful for leaming architectural concepts.

These would r nge frorn Christopher Alexander's paftem language to

ergonomic data, climatic data or rules of thumb. It makes no value judgement

on the issues but presents them as items/ideas or possible directions fot the

student to consider and raise in the desk crit. This is similar to a book, however

the design coach is different because it does not exist outside the design Process

and cannot stand alone.

Having the computer in the role of a design snrdio aid or helper doesn't seek to

replace creativity but rathet inform it. The coach is based on definitions and

ways of breaking down architectural information into manageable units but also

seeing rhe relationships and connections bet'ween the units prior to and during

composition. This facilitates a good understanding of the obiect being

"assembled" because of the intimate knowledge of the pans and how they fit

together.
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Adding a design coach (as a second expert) to the intetaction between novice

and expert (desrgq tutor), allows students greater freedom in constructing their

own knowledge. It also facilitates the transfer of ideas from design ptoiect to

design project and dlows teflection. Through the conscious consideration of

intetface and content, this tool has the potential to ptovide opportunities for a

richer teacher/student didogue that exists in the virnml world of redity. Such

existencg it is hoped, would lead to graduates of architecture that can uansit

ftom academia to practice effortlessly.
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Conclusion

"Ideal conversation must be an exchaoge of thoughg and nor, as nraoy of those who
wotry most about their shortcomings believe, an eloguent exhibitjon of wit or oratory.n'

- Emily Post

Figure c.1. Architectural education is about conversations.

ew social and cultual norms, new materials and building types and

crrtrent trends,like susainability, have contributed to the complexiry

of architecture today. As a resulg schools of architecnue are under

pressrue to provide graduates of architectue with the requisite skills that

characterise good design thinking suategies as well as support responsible

design. Unfornrnately, the practical knowledge base provided by t}re currenr

model of architectural education has proven inadequate to ded with the rapid

changgs in technology and society in the 21" centufy.

This situation has not escaped the attention of cdtics and educators. One of the

rnost persistent criticisms of architectural education is the claim that graduates

seem to lack the skills needed to make the ransition ftom academia to practice

less arduous. \well-documented reporrs commissioned by professional bodies

over the last few yeam indicate a growing divide between the wodds of
architecturd education and practice. Most sources clairq fta1 snrdents need
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greater exposure to real and practical architectural experiences. They also

recommend thag within the context of the design snrdio, there should be a

bener bdance/integration between the srudy of design, and the study of

practical issues giving more attention to such "practical" matters like

sustainability, energy conservation and community. It is frrrther recommended

that this can only be achieved by incoqporating pragmatic experience with

realistic constfaints and issues into the current models of teaching architecture.

This thesis sought to rneet the challenges posed by the cuffent model of

education. Achieving a better balance betq/een the study of design and the study

of practical issues like susainability, enelgy conservation and community meant

providing an innovative and effective approach that integrated design education

qdth sketching and design computing. This approach was confirmed by:

7. Determining that aspect of architectural education that had the greatest

influence on the current situation'

2. Establishing the imporance of the sketch in mediating and facilitating the

conversations between head and hand'

3. Demonstrating the differences between novice and expen

4. Demanding 
^ 

greate\ more relevant tole for the computet in architectwal

education.

5. Suggesting the implementadon of an "expert" teaching tool that interacts

with the srudent through sketching, providing for a more informed dialogue

between student and master.

These steps were faciliated by an exercise in qualitative tesearch that utilised a

number of inquiry tools - literature surveys, discussion forums, questionnaires

and empirical snrdies - to define 
" 

dtSd tool that could elegandy redress the

situation.

Design Education

The Academy

Itwas established (chapter 1,2) that the movement of the architectural student

from the building sites of antiquity to design studios located in academia, was
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one of the factots that has contributed to the challenges that face design

education today. A characterisdc of this transformation is the separation of

design from the realities of building. With no investment in a tangible producg

the srudent instead relies heavily on idealised notions of architecture. It was also

suggested that a remedy to the situation might entail providing design (an

integrative activiry) with the requisite technical knowledge base (currendy

delivered in a different environment).

The Design Studio

The main instrument for the dissemination of design and technical knowledge,

and the vehicle most likely to have an effect on meeting this challenge was

determined to be the design studio (chapter 3). The design studio socially,

physically and pedagogically occupies premier position in design education. It is

the place where the student acquires the skills of integrating architectural

knowledge and the many elements of architectual education. The current

model of sordio education encompasses the identification of a design problern,

followed by a series of defined events or dialogues, resulting in a design solution

presented to and evaluated by " irrry. The success of the Socratic "give and

take" that occurs during these events is dependent on the information available

to the parties, for use during a particular conversation. Of all the conversations

the student encounters in design studio, the one that is most affected by the

na&re and quality of information is the dynamic relationship between student

and master.

Figure c.2. The teacher student dialogue is the most important part of design
education.
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Whereas design studio is the most important element of design education, the

srudent-rnaster discourse is the linchpin that gives the design studio definition

and validation (chapter 4).

Architectue today entails greater sensitivity to the needs of building users,

society and the environment. This "social" sensitiviry coupled with the

technical complexity of buildings, can only be achieved with more than a

passing knowledge of the issues. In this envLonmeng the master-apprentice

discourse has been unable to keep pace with the changing context of society

and pracrice. Sfith widespread changes in technology and society, many design

teachers srruggle to bdance teaching practicd concelns with teaching students

how to think critically and absuacdy, contributing to a shortfdl in the students'

practical knowledge (Fig. c.3).

proctlcol

Figure c.3. The master In the struggle to balance theory and practlce.

The zone of interaction

Assisting students to gain more than a passing knowledge of the practicalities of

architecture requires the reconfigutation of the mentd and physical "space"

where the student and master interact. This space - the zone of interaction -
has always been a part of the master/apptentice model of teaching. On the sites

of antiquity this zone would have been located on or in the building itself. The

apprcntice leamt through direct exposure, the connection between design ideas

and their built consequences. Today, the contemPorary studio carulot always

provide students with an actual building to test and expedence first hand, and

so the zone of interaction occurs in the virtud wodd of drawings and models

figure c.4).
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Figure c.4.The sites of antiquity (A) provided a context for the zone of
inleraction whi|e today, (B) the zone exists outside of the reallty of the
building.

The virnral wodd, while having a clear advantage over real sites (they allow

experimentation and focus), displaces the srudent's leaming fiom the realities of

architecture. In it, the student (who has lirde experience of the "real" world)

struggles to define a realistic model of the problem and is willing to suspend

"physical rules" and ignore limitations. It is therefore left to the master to reveal

rhe realities lacking in the students' proposals subsequendy reducing the time

afforded to other aspects of teaching design.

Donald Schon has wricen about how meaningful knowledge is if the

transference of that knowledge is made in the midst of the student engaging

with a task (and perhaps stuck in it). Practical knowledge is, therefore, g1en

greater currency if interaction happens in the context of reality (or the rules of

such reality). Since, in most instances, it is physically impossible ro reach within

an actual site, the altemative would be to embed the rules of reality in the virnral

environment, which is usually manifested in representations of the vimal

environment or sketches.
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The Sketch"

Chapter 5 determined that the most important design skill that a designer can

develop is the ability to create, manipulate and interpret design concepts,/issues

through the sketch. The sketch (whether two or three dimensional) is the

designer's way of "seeing" the issues involved in a design sinration. Design

decision-making tletefore, relies on the skill to identi& and recognise the

multiple design issues embedded within a hand-drawn sketch or rough physical

model. Command over sketching depends on the ability to "see". The average

beginning student of architecnrre, however, lacks the experience and knowledge

base to see the issues the expert/master can intuitively visualise. Ironically as a

passive tool, the sketch relies on initiative from the designer. It cannot tell the

student any more than his/her limited knowledge about the design situation

embedded in the sketch. This hinders flexible decision-making and prcgress.

The dissertation reported on a unique protocol experiment that empirically

demonsttated that students tespond well to an "expert" that looks at their

sketch, asks the right questions or provides the right clues that makes the design

sinration more legible (chapter 6, 7). Since it would be expensive and time

consuming to provide such a person for every student, it was suggested that this

ability should be embedded in the design tools of the student. This suggests that

the sketch should move ftom being less passive to an interactive position where

it prompts and cues the student about aspects of the design situation. An expert

sketch would incrcase the student's awareness of the situation and provide the

oppornrnity for the student to meet the teachet on terms rarely existing in the

present dialogue. Vith the context of the discussion 
"lt."dy 

established prior to

the meeting, the student is cognisant of the issues involved, asks the "right"

guestions and understands the criticism and advice (the teachet gives) on the

issues. The empowered sketch, therefore, acts as a mediator and facilitator in

the relationship. The thesis further argued that this empoverment is possible

through the use of rtigital technology.

* As stated earlier in the thesis, sketching does not only refer to marks made on paper but also other tools that help

design thinking (e.g. rough physical and digital models). The emphasis of the thesis however, is on the sketching seen in
the works of Da Vinci, Corbusier, Kahn, Aalto and others and is seen as an integral part ol the tradition of architectural

design.
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The Gomputer

The computer was discussed in hght of its ubiquitous presence in design

education and ptactice (chapter 8). Despite this, designers to a large extent still

prefer to use hand-&awn sketches to visualize the fust notional organisadonal

ideas. Current digital tools, while being excellent at the communication and

visualisation of ideas and concepts, have not been able to facilitate the kinds of

design thinking enhanced by the sketch.

Efforts to shift the computer in rhis direction have proven perilous and have

consolidated the computer's position in design education as a visualisation,

analysis and communicafion tool (chapter 9). It was argued that, engaging the

computer as an integtri p^rt of eady design required rethinking the man-

machine paradigm. Exploiting the inherent suengths of the computer, namely

sifting through vast relationships, calculating and making connections between

pieces of information, can enhance and extend the zone of interaction.

Empowering the sketch and exploiting the computer in this way mandates that

the sketch be digital (chapter 10). This is indeed possible since tesearch

aftempts at rligttal sketching have resulted in applications that recognise sketch

.tia$ams made on screen and provide analytical tools or generate *uee-

dimensional form.

The Design Coach

The implementation of a digrtal teaching aid to the zone of interaction could

help students reconcile disparate elements into a habitable, environmentally

friendly and architecrurally responsible whole (Chapter 11,72,13). While there

could be firany ways of implementing such tool, the direction advocated by this

thesis is a design coach that comprises of two main components (chapter 11).

The ftst (a sketch recognition component) involves recognising the sketch and

inferting an intention or issue under investigation. The second (an inforrnation

componenr) involves telating specific information to the inference and

communicating such information as clues about the design situation. The digital

sketching and intention recognition component of the tool has already been

demonstrated by recognirion systems developed by Ellen Do and Pierre

Leclercq. It is intended that these systems (or similar technology) could become
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the "engine" or undedying tecognition principles on which the tool will be

based.

The use of the sketch as interface for a design coach is the most efficient and

effective way of compelling the student to direcdy engage with the design

inforrnation. This allows the student, interacting '{/ith their comPuter

augmented sketches, to read into sketches the questions and issues embedded in

the visual image and perceive the sketch as more than a tepresentation tool.

While it is crucial for the tool to recognise architectural intent fiom a personal

sketch, the structure and content of the information determines the tool's value.

The content of the desrgn coach, it is suggested, should be based on several

assumptions. First, in order to be usefirl to the design Process and teach

students about the issues involved in design, the structure must somehow relate

to the strucnue of design problems. Secondly, the content must contain the

kinds of clues that ground the snrdent in the realities of design. Third, use of

the compute\ 
^s ^ 

teaching tool, must be consistent with theories related to

computer assisted teaching and leaming. Finally, design learning is persond and

idiosyncratic therefore a universal apptoach must be found to all leaming types

must be included in the leatning advantages of the tool.

A prototype was built to investigate students' reaction to the information

content and structure of the tool (chapter 12). Two experiments using this

prototype received positive responses from students.

The 6nal form of the design coach would be an integrated sketching

environment that assists the student of architecture to realise ideas that are

affordable, sustainable and a delight for users. It would be capable of processing

and interpreting a freehand sketch and, having determined an intention ftom

this interpretation, present the student with issues, connections and refetences

related to an issue under investigation. The student reads the sketch in

conjunction s/ith this information and slowly becomes aware of the

implications and practicalities of his/her moves. The system would aid this

process by actively ad&essing issues of interface, content, recognition, and user

experience. In the end, the sketch, for the student, becomes an intelligent tool

that supports and informs exploration. It becomes a ladder or scaffold that
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supports the student and allows meaningfrrl critical dialogue between student

and master about the design process. The use of the tool would enhance the

dialogue between student and teacher epitomising the use of appropriate and

innovatjve technology to create affordable, sustainable and liveable architecture.

Conversations

An elementd part of Vygotsky's theories of learning was the zone of proximal

development. The inherent value of the zone of proximal development

depended on effective dialogue between the parties involved. Schrin's notions

about reciprocal reflection in action require a Socratic "give and take" or

conversation to achieve a convergerlce of meaning. Gnphical thinking is a

conversation between head and hand. The undedying premise of this

dissertation has been the idea that these conversations have a formidable

influence on the architectwal graduates ability to transit easily from university

to practice, exhibit sensitivity to the needs of building usets, society and the

environment, and engage in architectwe that is cultutally and socially

significant, safe, purposefirl, sustainable and responds to the aspirations of its

inhabitants. The aim of the thesis, thus, has been primarily about enhancing

tfrese conversations.

The significance of this goal lies not in the definition of a tool but rather in

acknowledging or recognising the importance of conversations - teacher and

student, student and sketch, student and computer - to architectural education.

At preseng thete exists \r'ithin the zone of interaction an asymmetrical

relationship between surdent and teacher that legitimises a hierarchical

(master/apprentice) structure. This can be perceived as courter-productive to

creating a student centred learning environment. The snrdent in his/her

encounter with the master often feels obliged to accept rhe masrer's opinions,

facts and information because he/she has no information to question or

suggest alternatives. The zone of interaction with its requisite power imbalance,

and the convetsations that occur within it require reconsidetation. Effective

dialegus is achieved through the meeting of o'equals", It cannot exist when one

participant has to spend most of the conversarion attempting to "pull" rhe

other up to a comparable enough level for fruitful discussion. For srudents to
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gain more from rhis interaction, they must have an oppomrnity to raise

themselves to a level of understanding that facilitates an easier convergence of

meaning. The thesis has demonstrated &at ad&essing this inequality is an

important subiect matter for atchitectural education reseatch.

Of lesser significance is the demonsuation that the computer carr su{Pass

cu.ffent applications in visualisation and communication to become an effective

teaching tool in architectural education. The thesis has indicated that, by

enhancing available content material and delivery as well as providing a shared

body of self-access materials, computers can facilitate or prepare students with

learning strategies and attitudes that creates an efficient culture of self-leaming.

This research has also reinforced current thinking about the value of the sketch.

It has shown that the sketch is not only an important pan of architectural

design, but it is also an essential tool in the dialogue betqreen exPert and novice.

The work in this research as regards the unique protocol analysis linking

conversations between head and hand, expen and novice, l"y* th. foundation

for further studies of this nature. Furtherrnore, it has demonsuated that in

combination with digital technology, the sketch can provide the designer with

information reflecting the hundreds of questions, issues, connections and

implications embedded in the visual image'

Limitations of this Research

This work is by no means perfect. While the work has presented a new

paradigm as regards education, it cannot claim to be authoriative. The

limitations that precludes this ftom happening is concemed mainly with testing

of the ideas urith human subjects. One instance is the double h studies. Because

it was novel and unique, there existed no ptior examples of coding. A more

thorough coding regime could have revealed more scientific data about the

relationship benveen novice and expert. The study, however, was not about the

data exchanged in the protocol and the tirinking Processes involved. Rather, it

was about the exchange itself and so the information gleaned from the

protocols, while not true scientific data, was enough to ardve at a conclusion.

While this does not affect the qualitative observations of the experiments, it is
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one of the variables that prevents the information from being conclusive ot

scientific.

Other limitations exist in the design studio tests of the prototype. Despite the

positive attitude of the students, there was no conclusive way of proving that

the students were in any way better off by using the coach. Second, the tutors

were nor actively involved in testing and commenring on perceived changes to

the zone of interaction. The limited exposure of the prototype (one studio

project in one school of architecture) and the lack of a firlly functional

protoqrpe (with sketch recogniser) also precludes the arguments presented in

this work ftom being conclusive and fi-rlly representative of even general

behaviour. Despite this limitation, there is enough anecdotal evidence to

waffant and justify further investigations @robably in other contexrs).

Future Directions

Reseatch is not simply about the search for information but is more about using

the information found to generate new ideas. It is quite obvious that a work of

this natute is by no means complete. There are many future research paths that

could support and extend the scope of this thesis.

It has been stated that the relationship between student and teacher is a

significant ingredient in architectural educadon. At presenq there is no

discernable research into this important relationship. Future work in this area

would involve developing an adequate coding regime for analysing protocols of

the zone of interaction. Results and conclusions from this investig;ation could

lead to a deeper understanding of studio based teaching better teaching

ptactices and (relevant to this work) a more valuable coach.

Parallel to such study is the further development of the coach to include a

sketch recogniser (probably in partnership *ith established researchers in the

field) for testing. A crucial test of this new protorype would be ro record

students' reactions to the tool and examine the resulting dialogue between

teacher and student. This would involve t'wo situations - a teacher advising a

student who designs alone and a teacher advising a student who designs with

rhe design coach. A comparison of the quality of these encounters would

provide more informarion about the viabiJity of the coach. It would become
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important also to test the tutor's reaction to the new tool and if in fact his/her

job is made easier.

Further rcsearch can be directed towards the content of the coach (perhaps as a

stand alone product). With the ideas genetated in this wotk, researchers can

now investigate ways of presenting infomration that complements the sketch,

develop specid content and/or repackage existing reference books (e.g. Tbe

Metric Handbook).

Architecturd practice also stands to benefit ftom this work as it opens up

opporunities for the development of practice specific information tools.

Architects would have the oppornrnity to keep abreast with new technical

knowledge. A tool for practice would provide assistance on specialised fields.

Practitioners, for instaoce, could install buildireg type modules (e.g a hospial)

that provides relevant advice about the special subject while the designer works.

Specialist software could also facilitate how the architect communicates and

converses'tnrith consultants. The resulting conversation would be open since the

practitioner would be aware of the issues involved, ask the right questions and

get the televant advice ftom the specialist.

Finally, this research has opened up new directions into the fields of design

education, sketching, and computers in education. It has provided the idea of a

tool thar enriches and supports students (who have limited design vocabularies)

with practical and poetic design ideas, and enables a more intelligeng well-

inforrned and confident conversation with the studio fiuster. This idea, in and

of itself, opens the door to various other studies aimed at improving and raising

the quality of architectural conversations.

ln the End

This thesis has identified a significant chdlenge to atchitectutal education. It has

shown the difficultjes in providing students with a practical knowledge base that

is adequate to deal with the rapid changes in technology and society in the 21st

cenrury. This thesis proposes meeting this chdlenge by using digt l technology

to empower the sketch, enhance the zone of interaction and develop students'

awareness of the practical issues of design while thinking cdtically and

abstractlv.
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Figure c.5. Results ol the intelligent sketch

Having being exposed to the intelligent sketch the student then meets the

master with an acute au/areness of the issues involved in the task. This

awareness allows a higher quality of student-masrer dialogue culminating in a

highet convergence of meaning. In the end the student gains adequate cdtical

thinking and problem-solving skills while using appropriate and innovative

technology to leam about the things that make architectue affordable,

sustainable and liveable.
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Figure c.6. The computer becomes a scaffotd or support for the zone of
interaction.
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fbr Double H Studios

Name:

(Note; Youdo'wt lttntc,to wtitu.yanr narc i{you wish to rcawiaanor]rrrllrlrc)

Pleote eincle fue nwber whieh best de;scrtbes yahr rc,tpanse:

Tlu fim sa of qnastionts dcril withpur own perrotd fusign prcfenncen,,

Fl Shatdo you uudershnd by the word Skctch0

[2] How orwu*do you slerch w-hen denigning?

lenrcme ? 3somaimes Srlsl'€r

[3] How often do you sktxch wlren so'llrryfiicatiry, (exchaqge idea$ otc)?

l*tt thetime 2 3soudiiuos 4 Sneven

[4] \\rhat tu ttc av€ragc time (in one siffing) you would spend on any dasig! retiviry? IIrs

[5] VIhen sketehirqg, what medium do you use most?

'?€dl'Typo (foh dp" peocil, pen or other):_

?aped' Type (Sketc_En3i tisslrc, tracing, plaiu ol gdddod paper ororher):

[6JSrhatrcpesenudondoyouuscdostwhicadesigufug/eketching,Gapkinorderofft quencylis

most, 5 is least)?

Plan- section- elevation_ Fprspcctive_
other- 

-
Fl Hsnr eatly do y,i:rrr begin to usO a scale rulc?

lVery early 2 3

[8] Whal scale do yol E$ua[.y i$tarf dqsignin€ sfl

4 S{cqign deveterpment

None 1:100 l:50 I:25 otha

[9] When omorting !o a new idea" orrcprcsenhtion in tln process do you

AJ Redraw fnom scratch tbe main ideas
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Bl Mark the new idea on the existing sketch

Cl Trace previous sketches implementing new ideas on the trace.

[10] How often do you consult outside sourceVreference material when designing?

lNlttretime 2 3sometimes 4 5never

I U How early do you use reference material at the start of design activity?

lveryearly 2 3 4 Sdesigndevelopment

[12] How helpful or compatible to your design process would you say a computer (in its pres€nt state)

is?

1A lot SNotat all

=-:*#+{-{-##+#+++l+++-__
The nefr set ofquestions are abot* thc "head andhand" exercise done in Studio.

[13] How did you find the exercise?

3

[4] How much do you thinl the exercise exposed you to asP€cts of the desiga process?

lerct 2 3 4 SNotatar

[15] How much did you leam ftom the experience?

lnnt 2 3 5Not at all

=-:++++{-}++++i-l.#',F}++-+++=:-
Tbuc qrc$iors penaia tPtcifuolb to both nbya plqad

Hand

U6l Did you feel that you had any stake in the design?

1A tot 2 3 4 SNot at all

U7l Did you have any problems representing data?

lAtot 2 3 4 SNotatalt

U8l Did your partner(s) have any problems with your inages?

la tot 2 3 4 SNot at au
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[9J How dfficnlt was it to produce irnages thxtbe heedcould uirderstand?

lv*y234Snotatar

[20] Hon much of a difference,do you thinkit would have rnadeif you didn't see the brief at ail?

lntot 2 3 4 Salotatalt

f21] t{ow oftea did you tefer to the isfo booHet oa behalf of the }aadP

lent 2, 4

Head

SNotatdl

[22] Do you think you desiencd amy faster than normal?

1nm234Smotatar

r[23] !flas the ast achie\rable iri $e given time, peiod? Vc$ No

[24J Eit[ you feeil fr€e in alesigni{g or were you restricted in anyway? Yos No

[24b] If you ansvr yes to above, in. what ways wero you lpstricted?

[25[ Did you have auy diffculties iniutrrpreiing the inages pr-c"s€,nr€d to y,od

lAbt 2 3 4 Snot*ar

[25b] lYhat difliaulties did you havc, if any. in interpreting the inrages prrc.sened m you?

[26] How mUch do you thiuk the design belonged ro yo-u and not "shar€d.?

lltot234Slrotatatt

[24 How hrstrated wtre you by uot having ro us€]your hand to sketem

lnimmay23, 4S-wotatat

[28] Horr mueh lvas the design affcctcit by you not using your hards?

lant 2 3 4 Sxotatall
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==:===-:== f+'+t*|+ I '1'l ++ l'1 t l'11+ t-T-:-=-
Tlwte qu*stia* arerrune genaml'to tlw etcercise.

[29] Wouldit change anythiug if tbs ftarzd were acolnPut€r,?

htnt234SNotatal

[30I In whd waygdo you thinkit worrld or should chaige?

FfJ lfro the iafosration provided ia dre info Bo.oHet adequte? Yes No

AlhsisHiiinanDaa BVehicles C'Suiirs D SauiaryPrcvisions

ENZSrrfiDaa FDayliglriag GCostDaa HWorkapaccsfotArcjhitects

J Wotkspaaes Reeeptiori K Gallery aad Meettng, L Residential$gaces

MKtebeolayoutN Bathrooms O Iafoirytion ftomPetrqa Laaguage

[32J Fromrhc inf,rirmationabovg vnirc the correpondhglenen forthc ttree most and leastrelevant

to that stago of th dcsign poces$ and the most and least helpful to tb exercise (donc in sMio):

Thenost&levantinfounqdm I

Theleastdevanttufmnation I
Thcmost helpful informa$on 1

Theleastrelevaruinformation I
'Wbat informaion woutd you edan

F3J If therc,arc an-y atlditional cornncnts ebout fhe exercise.or the info pac& that pu would lih to

male yo-n can do sohrc.

Thanbfmywrcsponses!

3

3

3

3
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Appendix 2: Instructions & Questionnaire for Protocol
Analysis Pamicipants

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS to PARTICIPANTS

In order to produce valid and helpful data from the design protocol it would be

appreciated if the following were kept in head:

- Verbally teport on what you are thinking as long as it doesn't affect what you are

doing. This, however, is not essential.

- This is a pilot srudy so it's OI( to criricise the experiment and make suggestions.

- Ignote the observet (and recording apparatus) as much as possible yet not hesitating to

ask quesdons that pose a problem in achieving rhe stated objectives of the exercise.

RULES of ENGAGEMENT

This study is about the meeting of the "hand" and "head" to achieve a design solution.

One person is the"head'; this person does the designing. The other pe$on is the"hanl';

this person does the sketching.

In a nutshell:

Tlte headbasically tells the handwhat to do. The handhas the responsibility of coming up

with an image that would gready assist the head to grasp the problem and progress

towards the design solution. Therefote to proceed in the design process the bead has to

know (or at least have a fair idea) what to ask the hand for

The duties specifically:

Hand:

1] To follow instructions of the head, only asking questions as it relates to the image

(except in 3)

2] Dtaw or illustrate concepts that you think would enhance the understanding of the

head. The hand has a ight to ask ahat projectionf representation to illutrate

(plan/ ehaation/ nction/ )D) and what vale { ary.

-:l^7 -



3] Advise on the consequences to other design domains that are not being investigated.

The hand bas a ight to point oil pohntialproblems and disnepancies oaerboked that bat to do with the

objectiae (praxical) side of the design.

Head:

1] To design a solution relying on images and infornation presentedby the hand

2] Ask specifically for the image/information needed to make decisions. The head has a

ight to *ll thehand exactfi what is neccssa2t in the image and afiat is ftdilndant.

3] Set out and specifr the kinds of questions you u/afit the hand to ask

4] Request any "non-visual" information from rhe hand i.e. solar paths, distances, max.

room widths, stair configurations etc.

If there are any cornments or ideas that come up dudng the session make a note of it for

the post session discussion. Also keep in head that we ate going to look at the video

evidence at a later date.

END of DESIGN TASK

Design should go as far as the end of the schematic design stage i.e. showing the client a

rough layout of the proposed scheme. The design task ends generally when the head

considers it ready for "drawing up" f.e. ready for technical drawing/entering on the

computer).

The followingminimum however, is desired:

Floor plans (to some scale); Site section (to some scale); Elevation zndf or anothet

section (to some scde); and a 3D sketch (optional)

Brief for Experiment I

An architect and her husband who is an Artist/scrrlptor have just inherited dong with a

small sum of money, a small piece of property within the city. They want to use the other

part of the inheritance ($100,000) to build a smdl studio ftom which to work and a

g"ll"ry to display and sell artu/ork (their work along with that of othet artists). They do

not know how much space is required for the various activities but do not want spaces

that ate either minimum or too generous. Some of rhe spaces required are as follows:
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- Studio(s) for 2 (artist and architect)

- Studio for 2 employees (of the architecture fi.nn)

- Workshop

- Reception Area (and space for receptionist /g;Jlq hostess)

- Meeting Space

- Bedsit (fot overnight sessions) with nro separate "sleep spaces" along with kitchenette,

shower etc.

- Space for eating

- Adequate Storage

- Public Gallery to show work of client and other artists

. Media - 
::=':::::::Tl'I1il:T:============

Brief for Experiment ll

A writer, her husband, teenage son (19) and daughter (16) have just inherited along with

a small sum of money, a small piece of propefty by the beach. They want to use the other

part of the inheritance ($100,000) to build a vacation home on the site. They do not

know how much or how many spaces is required for the various activities. They

however, do not want sPaces that are either minimum or too generous. The spaces

Eecifca@ requested are as follows:

- Sun deck with Batbecue area

- Living/Entenainment Area

- Changtng Spaces for when they have a beach party

- Parking Space for 4-6 cars

- Five sepatate "sleep spaces" (capable of accommodating overnight guests if necessary)

- Adequate Storage for water spofts equipment

- A Study/den for the writer

- Media space - for DVD etc.

The clients also want specific qualities like good views, aidness and an informal sense of
place incoqporated.

==== === ===== {{ {f+++++++++++ +++++++======== ====
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Pre-Protocol Questionnai re

Subject Infonnation

Name:

Occupation (studenUpractitioner):

Design Education (Years):

Design hactice (Years):

1l What do you understand by the word Sketch?

2l How often do you skerch when designing?
lAil the time 2 3sometimes 4 Snever

3l How often do you sketch when communicating?
lal the time 2 3sometimes 4 Sneuer

4l When sketching, what medium do you use most?
Paper TyBe
Sketching tissue - 1A[ the time 2 3sometimes 4
Snever

Bond paper - A4 - Larger? lau tne time 2 3sometimes 4

5never

Tracing paper - A4 - I.arger? lrut tne time 2 3sometimes 4
Snever

Other?
"Penl'Type
Feh tip - let tne dme 2 3sometimes 4

5never

Pencil soft - lAu ore time 2 3sometimes 4

5never

Pencil hard - llu tle time 2 3sometimes 4

Snever

Pen - lau the time 2 3sometimes 4

Snever

Other?

5l What representation do you use most when designing/sketching (avg. percentage)?

Plan 

-7o 
section 

-Vo 
elevation 

-Vo 
perspective 

-Voother- 
-Vo6l About how much time (in one sitting) do you spend on design activity? hrs
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7l How often do you consult outside sources when designing?
1A[ the time 2 3sometimes 4 Snever

8l How early do you use reference material at the start of design activity?
lVeryearly 2 3 4 Sdesigndevetopment

9l How early do you begin to use the scale rule?
lVeryearly 2 3 4 Sdesigndevelopment

What scale do you start designing at?
None l:100 1:50 l:25 Other

====:======f f {f ffi ffi ++l-+}-+++-==:::==

Post Experiment Questionnaire - Hand

1l How did you find the experiment?

2l Do you think you had any stake in the design?
leut 2 3 4 SNotatau

3l Did you have any problems representingdata?
1A bt 2 3 4 5Not at arr

4l How hard was it to produce images that the head could understand?
lAlot 2 3 4 SNotarar

How much difference do you think it would have made if you didn't see the brief
before?
latot 2 3 4 SNotatau

Post Experiment Ouestionnaire - Head

ll How did you find the experiment?

2] Do you think designed faster than normal?
1A tot 2 3 4 5Not at au

3l Did you feel free in designing or were you restricted to one type of solution?
htot 2 3 4 SNotatarr
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4l Was tbo askaohievable in the given dmo period? YN

5l Do you thiakthe design belonged to you and not'lshared"?
lnut 2 3 4 Sr.lctatalt

5l IIow frustrated $ferc you by not having to u$e yoltr htmd ro sketch?

lrxusnety234Sllc*ot

7,1 Was tlae design a eetsd by yorr rct u ing your hands?

lE*reneryz34Sxot*att

8l Would it change anything if.frre hmdwere a computer?
lent234SNorarat

4 :
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Appendix 3: Transcript and Protocol Analysis of "Stair
Sequence" in Double H experiment

Subjects

Code

- Practitioner: Amanda Bulman - Hand (H)

- Student: Amy Matthews - Head (M)

Protocol

0000
M: Right we are going to start offby drawing a kind of replica
of the site plan but you can just draw on this if you like um
and or even yeah just draw on the actual paper itself save
drawing it up. Um there is going to be wo floors so this is
going to be the ground floor and ... main entrance will be from
St Johns Lane.

01:29 Video
M: Okay so it will be from St John Lane, the reception area
will run around to St Johns Lane and go back approximately 4
meters and on the side ofthat, lets say the left hand side, um
there will be a stair well which will go down below the ground
so will go 3 levels going to go down undemeath the ground
say it will have to be 2 meters to allow for carrying um pieces
of art so it be 2 meters wide and strerchine the entire of that
distance.

02:46 Video

M: At the end of where that space finishes interiorly.

H: Am I allowed to ask questions?

Observen Yeah

H: When you say that the stairwell continued do you mean that
the whole thing is 2 meters wide.

M: Yep.

H: And it just goes like that?

M: However long it takes to get head height down, lets call ir 2
meters

H: so2.2.2.2

M: so the depth of the stair is approximately .2 lets call it I I
steps.

H: Got 12.

M: Cool.

H: Okay Yep.

M: Alright so lets ... at the etrd of that space that we have just
drawn so approximately where you have drawn that line you
know half way along um we are going to have another
staircase which will raise up to the second floor but this one is
going to be ... . . .

Observer: You can ask her the point of where and stuff like

Actions

H begirc by drawing
site plan
Trace exbling
drawingwith marker
M waitsfor drawing
to be completed

H starts lo put in lnes

for ENTRY
Calcwlates stair
dimensions (top of
paper)
Draws stair treads

Gestures in direction
of run

Observations

Clarification

Spatial Gesture

Expert Fact

Measures and counts

H draws faint line to
break schenu in half
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Protocol

H: Yeah, yeah whereabouts sorry. So that's coming io from
the sbeet down and ftat's storage space down here is it?

M: No see that staircase will go down below the ground.

M: Storage space is going to be under there so entrance is from
this side so coming in there at the back of this space we are

going to have auother staircase which will lead upstairs,

H: Is it going to be running this way or is it going to be that
way.

M: Yeah running this way.

H: That way.

M: Towards us yeah.

H: Okay so how high do you want your floor to ceiling in the

M: In the receptiou area rm lets call it 3 meters which is the
heightofthe,..

H: How wide do you want this staircase?

M: The staircase is going to be 3 meters wide. No it has got to
be in the middle of the . . . .

H: In the middle of here?

M: Yep.

H: Okay,3 meters wide.

H: All in one direction? It's not wrapping around?

M: How much space does tbat give us?

H: Argh, if you have got to go up 3 meters, that is, bow many
15 about l8 steps generally.

M: Okay

H: 17.5 so 1,2,3,4,5, 6, 7, 8, 9.

M: Oh good god no

H: You could wrap it

M: Yeah we are going to have to wrap it.

H: Okay
06:15Video
M: Which way though? It is going to have to b€ in so maybe

Actions

Gestures as to
directuion stair will
ta*e

Puts direction arrow
on stair

Gestures in direction

Repeats gesture

B draws snir and
calculates treads

Looks around room

Points n hallwoy line

Starts to draw stair

Measures and caunts

Observations

Spatial Cestures

Symbol on page

Clarification

Reguest Info for stair
representation

Seeks relationship for
dimensions

Request lnfo for stair
representation

Head: Waiting with interet
to see what hand is doing -
thinking of other options -
due to time lapse

Expert Opinion

Request for information

Expert Opinion

Responds to information and
counting on image

Expert Opinion
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Protocol

we should bring it around this way. Which way is this, that is
the little building so ?? but that is not up rhere.

(silence)

M: See, I want lhe gallery space to be sourh lit so um.

H: Do we know where north is?

M: Yeah,up that way

H: So see it is an arrow. Looks like a large ban (laught€r).

Observer: Yeah right.

H: Ban the bomb sigu

M: Okay, alright we will worry about the staircase in a second.
The um.

(silence)

Observer: You can ask her what she is doing you know,

M: Yes.

H: This is my section.

M: Okay.

Observen Yeah you are allowed to take initiative but Amy catr
ask you wbat you arc doing ... forget about it I wail to. ..

M: Um.

(long silence)

08;45
Observer: Amy you can continue thinking you know and you
can think aloud.

M: Yeah, yeah okay

Observer: You are just waiting?

M: I am wondering how to solve this problem with the
staircase. Um, I want the gallery to be south lit um and the
studios are going to have light from the north because the light
there can be controlled through those windows nm,
9:24v
Observer: Why are you .......

H: (laughter) Am I allowed to, no I'm oot allowed ro say
anything really am l.

Observer: What was it you wanted to say? And I will tell you
whether or not that is allowed.

H: I was going to say that the gallery, the studio shoutd be
south lit because it gives better .. .. ..

Actions

tuming stair around

M thinking by
looking at drawing

H starTs to dra,s
section ight next to
floor plan M loolcs
on

H drawing secrton
M thinHng by
looking at image

Observations

Specifies Criteria info

Ilrts off decision for later

Expert Initiative

Still on stair problem when in
context of gallery position.
Wasn't considered before

-415-
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Protocol

Observer: That is an objective, is that an objective view?

H: No, no that is a sculpture gallery view. I don't know maybe

for painlers south lights are best.

Observer: I mean, imagine if, that is the sort of knowledge
base a computer would have to be able to tell you.

H: Yep, Yep so . ...

Observer: To be able to tell you think along those lioes.. ..

H: Yealr south light is good for galleries. (Note: is this
mistakc?)

M: Okay so south end so if we um we will start here.

10:00v
M: Yeah so I was going in tbe right direction so if we have the

staircase coming, it is hard to make it look good. Yeah ttat
would probably work. Okay we will have it coming around

this way. (Note: tnake wha look good)

H: That way?

(silence)

M: Yep.

(long silence)

1 1:18v
H: Do you want me to leave that much for your landing.

M: Yep, Yep. We could go that way

H: Or we could wind up frrther

M: Wind up further, yeah

H: And then just come back a little way this side which means

people could walk,

M: I think yeah we will go like that. Keep the walkway
though because I want to be able to get arcund the other side.

H: Around there? No.

M:Um.

H: Because you can walk ....

M: This will be floored over so that is all right.

H: That is actually only going to be able to be floored over
from about there.

M: Yeah.

Actions

H puts in North
anow to hclp M

Gestures and
rundholds fingers
above drowing while

figuring out stair
direction

Gestures

H drawing stair

H draws cennal stair

Observations

Another symbol

Gestures Spatially
Head: Trying to visualise
3D"

Expert Question
Head: "Good to have
another opinion - would
have thought about it
myself but hand was
guicker - more expert"

Expert Question, prompting

Expert Opinion

Expert Opinion

Expen Opinion
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Protocol

do you wanl o4re rhat that u.ay so thagts going ibwn
her€ weJ@a!trtbatlewl.

rM: Olary b€caro$e $/,e ane still on the tl,aseplan, rm we nesd to
be able to get fiom tliis Fonr lobby space Erreirrgh to the batk
so th€re is going o havc to be.some kind of walkwan

:.j.* t"o aE CarrC to ncod to g€t to tbe sau ss you pould

M: Ilow canyorr gei to the stair?

II: Soyorcould....

M: The.stair b @irig down thic way" Y'e1r.

H: So if pu w{int to go up thls std,r you probabty don,t want
to w,a[<rigbtarornd it

M.: Yop okay.. so what we ued is,acmaliy a wGE srGa herc to
s,tatgoing up tbe $afu!.

(Iang stle6e)

It OkayistbatenougS?

Mr Yep.

(sil€n6e)

l3:35 t3:35v

Actions Ob:Oervations

ErFrtQnesdon

Negpfiation

Epeftqt€sios

'Elensrcstddmvs

E'xpertOpioioa
t*, "i{gairl, no-uld have
thought ofthls but hand
was quicker in obsen/afiorf

Ftnallie eltimcnt in drawiug -
inatici*iqg.Docision

End ofSequenor

-Afi -
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[] How ofun do you consult outside sources/reference
oaterial when desieoing?

uul 2t181
Alot

1

2

I

[2] How early do you use refeteoce material when
desigp;.g?

3tsl 4t3l
Not at all

1t131
Very Early

2tlsl 314 4
Near to end

QEhn Z

[3] Did you examine the design coach?YEspq No[61
qdd3

If you aoswered No, sate one te{soo why you did not
extmine the desigo coach:

Did not have time
Not really interested in computer dra*i"g
NoTime

- 419

Coach Questionnaire Results

No Good Reasoo

Ddn't get rouad to it
Would have liked to but was working o{r cotrcqrts
mot€,

[4] To what extent did you use the coach for your
6ernal desigp proiect?

S0VoILl fivol1l Q%Ir0l n%1r21
also

t#tv%
a\il?*5%

Qi.rdd a

[5] \I/hat prevented you &om uring it more? Cnck all
that apply)
- Too complex[2]

- Irrelevant
natcrisl[41
- Connections did not
workfll

qsdo,r a

[6J How much did the coach iospire you to see& othet
reference material?rtu zIel

A lot

Not cnough
inforuadon[41
-Toomuch info[3]

- Othertl5l

3tnt 4ul
Not at all



fl How often did you coosult other outside

sources/ref,eref,ce oaterial wheo doiog this poiectr
1t3t 2tlsl
A lot

3tul 4t11
Not at all

q!.ilo 7

I

I

[8] How much did the systo of malcing lin&s betrreeo

dififetest ideas and issues help you?

rtq 2t121
A lot

3t8l 4t4l
Not at all

[9] How helpfiil or comgatible to your design process

would you say the coach (n its preseot sate) is?

ltsl 2Ir4J 3tel 4l2l
A lot Not at all

QEdo l2

[0] FIow much do you think fte design coach
ercposed you to aspe'cts of the desigo process?

{q 2u4l
A lot

3t7t 4tL2l
Not at all

q6ht3

[11] How much do you think 15s dsqign coach
exposed you to issues iovolved in the desig;n of a

fieroal house?

1t8l 21131

A lot
Q6l6r,t

{

3

z

I

[2] How much did you leara ftom the design coach?

3tel 4tu
Not at all

1l4l
A lot

2[r4t 3[1rl 4I2l
Not at all
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QEd615

[13] How helpfirl was the desigp coacb
your tutodal sessions?

rI2) 2lrr1
very

in informing

4lfl
Not ar all

3tr0I

q*ad!.r I 5

[1a] How ditrcult was it to 6nd requiredinformation?
rl2t 2I9l 3t161 4t3l
Very Not at dl

qled6It

[5] Do you plan to use the coach for othcr studio
ptoiects?

Yee[25] No[] +3 maybes

- 1'27

[6] Was the information provided in the desigo
coach adeguate?
Yea[25] Nol4l

QEtbr ll

fSao?l

[{ Could you list at least three pieces of isformation
that assisted io the dwelopmeot of your project?

l. Calculation methods
2. lnsulation, Door sizes
3. R-values, Ventilation, Room Sizes
4. Wind diiection - prevailing, Stairs -

dimensions
5. Sizes ofhearth, General information

about iosulation" thicknesses etc,
thicknesses
Orientation, room spaces
Explanation of tbe brief, Dimensioning
and sizes, Examples ofhearths and the
rituals
Diagrams of ventilation
Solar gain, Ventilation, Site
Solar information, Materials information,
Orientation information
Stack ventilation designs, Weather data
R value data
Technical information on staircase,
Pattern on heartb, Pattem otr bathing
Garage layoug Kirchen heightdreac.hes
Room dimensions, Ways of massing,
Ventilation
Venrilation analysis, Sun collection
anelysis
Sun spaces, Room organisation, entry
Ventilation systens, Room sizes,
Circulation/connections
Fireplace sizrr'ideas, Room
dimensionVkitchen layout

6.
7.

8.

9.
10.

ll.

t2.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

lE.



Dimensions of spaces, Windspeed
information, Ideas of ditTerent types of stack

ventilation, Recommend insulation values

Mass typologies issues
Site / winds
Passive solar designs, Overbangs, Wind
sheller with trees

t18l From the screen shots oghC write
correspooding letters for the three most and

relevant to the design process and the most and

helpful to the therrnal housc prc{ecc

The most relevant information
1 D[13], A[e], B[4], c[41
2 ALlzl, c[5], D[5], Bf2l,
3 B[12], c[sl, At3l, Dt1]

The least relevant informetioo
1 Bn0l, cr4, A[sl, D[3],
2 B[10], c[6], Atsl, Dtll,
3 cPl, AFl, D[3], Bl1l,

The most belpful inforoation
1 D[18],B[4], c[3], A[3],
2 B[e], A[8], c[5], D[2],
3 Am, Brrl, c[3], D[2],

'Ite least helpfirl informatioo
r Blr0l, c[8], 

^[4], 
D[0],

2 BFI, cr4, A[6], D[o],
3 

^[8], 
B[s], c[4, D[],

Whatinformation would you add?

- More pictures/diagrans
- Photo images of exarnples to help inspire studeots

- Photos of houses as examples rader thao diagrams

- More text
- Calculations
- lnfornation sq 5iogle sited ventilatioo
- Single sided veotilation
- Specific examples of applicatioos/refereoces to actual

architecnrre tbat applies rhis infotmatioo. Further links

and paths to sucb information. Some cas see tbe

inforoatioo in modem context and practice

- Eotraoce page to site. More dues as to what is where.

- Perhaps some more thmretical information
- Hard to say. It was p,robably there, but I didn't see it
- desigo coacb is alright at moment
- Many relevant?
- Not much more - it is cooprehensive eoough

F9l ughich of the screens would you consider 'desigo
frieodly''? (List aII that apply and indude aay not showo)

A
A,B, D
onc Page
A,C'D
to patteros wereo't there.
A, D 3 We like picnres.
A, D Graphics imnediate reactioo aod

connecdon
B,C
C4
C Easy to read

C,A
D4
D More visual, i.e. drawiogs rather than text

19.

20.
2t.
22.

the
least

least

Anything with not too much on

Pattero laoguage less, so maay links

D,A 3

D,C
Most
All
All interesting all useftrl
All were relevant
It's like a book. It is aot interactive. The scceens are

fine.
Clcar foot.
Graphics

datlgn cooci
r-,;;;;- -,:;i.---;;;r."r.!]|: l.:irliEii:-;1t11._,s:.:El,::{i-'i_.Il}n'ffifiilLii.ii6-

BeFeadJ.Fd.rd

Visual graphics. Diagrams help

I .-.dFb.dnhhdDFi.d!.q

-rdtdr.ffidtur$

rcK;ffi:ffi:r
L-,W 5.hddl&9or@,

tNt{&tAfr.trd6,'rit

Hffiffit
A In\ormationfrom'Form, Space and Order'
--9:_1-ei-ci-o--.I----
a focto,r t.oo lrDor.el.. rrenx..rlrlr rnoilr.l. t.9 :

&tu *6!tH&a..ear8.. .riFldsqdb 6&!td.

dtudD&F! db !*tr,bbdab{tlrEsFd .E. d
-Dbtuhrtu. r**

ffi+!-ds'-'ffi#ffioE*6H- IrrBr&@_ IsNru- ,{!A@CFm- t3t€gtrldffiffi.H

cd.d6r: ckbld-h.ffi -.dq-r.dftstubn

B Information from' A Pattern Inngwge "
datl9n cooat

I.i!!:::::'::,-: -:t":'.'ilLi-:l-i'ilF-'-=!i:='-;.'-'.t-'-::l':r'-:-rTii€mdhffis
h6UA.N*etu.

etuS+'eb-ac{.d
@&ibh$.rd.l'&d
tMq.'qbN&E@rbLF
hdj--dfrbffib
6.FiffiB6dqrdtdb
dtud.cdctd.d.fftd
tmt6&h!.(!!q&dqb
VbOaabb.'+ad-
d.lrrd@|skd?-
tul|ry.dd *drrr,tr.hs.&
i.rr*&d.Lnb&. h!*c.
Lls!.F&Crrtr&t
lqEdtu,Fd..&t
dElpdldtd&6lr
Sb&Fdbryab@.
.dnl,d@b*?.&M.
&.tu..rqqb.lanEd
.b-htqcde.q,F!d,
a6c.Eir(F&fu{ 

"ddd
ret@stru&G*wD

t6&edda66hlsf rdD
@ledrddtueF

C Informationfrom *Thc Room in Context"

cosotalN oF 49re

LL|.&7|s..8drry,d
&'.&tdF'd.it.

l.f&?trhi&-.d
dd-*rSnr&
b-..4.n{dtB

t.LH+iqt |'!EL.S
db*rfi{t.

l.&Fhd-ddr{e
r|.lb+drrbD-dd
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6arlen coocn
I r..ror r.!r. ryro..ar.r oiebtr..rlid .nrp.no. ..! i

lom Ori.nbd.tr; C$tM Cro.r t lLcl vrlfds

D Informatianfrom "Sun, Wind and Light"

[20] If there 
^re 

any additiond comments about the
design coach that you would like to rnake you can do so
here.

Pnbab! too brud and yoild k htter if toaued oa an
indiuiduat kign.

Easicr nnigation of dlt.

Ifalt that the fuigt coaeh ewercd thc baict na$ *[ bil la&ed
n on adua n $ d i rrforrT, ati on.

fuadirya bookb rtilla lntt of a b bncr.

Pictum and diagmm an mon bcpful tbat latr of uitterl
infona[on.

Tbc cxtendu linkt and uiwal gmpltict h@ to crtcad knon'hdgt
andg.initqsirk.

Tbe dxign tuch h a gnat ,rtEt of starting of an astignncnt

@ai ni ng i deas an d i nfon a tio r).

Mon !i*s to lbc homc page. Mott &ar path to fnd nbtatt
i{oma6n (a b,n of a aag)

An iill confiud abut tbc honc pagc aew pmes. I alaEt
bad to urc ilrc nanh engiac loftd abat I nudcl.

Mon cmtt nfcnncingin a chantforrz, i c liakt at bottm Ekc
tban b atnadl, bat alro a dttttiptioa ofwbat tbg link lo .., or
nEtbc an cxpandabb liak tne (Ekc on dirarion boad ct$ ro if

.yoa an lrying lo fnd eterylhing on a .wQcct 1oa can narch
thonsgbt.

I poilt Ekc to nc wmcfora of pftsert dg cnhrt. Thcsc an
good netbdt and iwPiraiow, brt a lot of at nad to ne adtal
arclrihctan to fidhr explon and n&ntand tbc i&al
Exaaphs of bouw, uiduat toln of satb nethofu an the nexl
r@ of m&ntandiagfor w - a conpbte ndentanditg not jttst
tbc analrit bel tbat is a hage atk! Btt it t,oiltd bc an absofutcly

filt and brittiant nsorm thca!!

Thc ne fu&xitgnd).

Lz r s i nJom a ti o n s tmigb t fit n b oo k-:.

Mgbc $aadardin infomatin to onc owraltfotmat? snbrt il
is itcnthd to bc a olhdion of otht nwrml

I thoqht it eN a wU ascful toot aad it cutain! aadr tln
nnanh ptE'cct math eaiex

Nne, qrih utirfed with the Dcign Coach at it it.

Exthnt mngc of naterial I fnd hokiq tbmqlt a book

easicr, hoyan I gtet hmtse thb b nev, it dll take tiae to
nfnc and nake it an optionlor nc in nseanhing aahrial

I fomd a lendcnE to alnon dind! folhv illa$mtiont itt n7
&ign and not devclE tbern f*rlhcn i c tcn&d to urc thosc

fiapr and scdiou tuilboil cxtm &wlopant

Good holittit appnach.

+

@@
#e'ffi

84."&
;tue
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Appendix 5: Using the Design Coach Prototype

First Steps

Tbe Derign Coach aill open aatonaticall1 when the inclafud CD is inserted. Otbewin fuubh clirk on the

fle 'fndrx" to access the pmtofrpe

The fitst screen of the design coach you will encounter is the tide screen as below:

design cooch

F_,€ffi-[L

To open the coach itself simply click anywhere on the tide screen. This'rdll bring you to the

start page.

design cooch

L--------- ----J
ropVrlehl 2OOl

about I credits I map I architectural challenge I search

IEIAffi [It- ii-"T WJIL
Cie bulkllng room elem€nf
tttllor",-IIIf-

rpo."-IIrI-
Hsy-,,,nj,F ",* . ,: l[lli,, u LffiW,Wr{i]t *dh{,r., *,-

lttl
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The start page is compdsed of a matdx with fout scales - site, building, room, elemenq and

tfuee factors within those scales; fomr, space and sensory. These tl"tee ate tepresented by

three colours - Bluq Red, Yellow. Clicking on any coloured block will present you vrith an

information page regarding the factot of that scale and links to firther infotmation regarding

that subject.

derlgn cooch
i foclorr rcol€ typologlor taterencer
L-- --------Space + Slte

Plannlng btegrationoJbuWagintasite

BdldingLeyout

O o*aoo, Spaces

Q fotiaUO"tcide Connectim

Orisutrtion
Activitej

Existing Site 4".o*Data Eascmant

For instance, if you click on the Space/Site red block will open a page with links to

infonnation on Building Layout and Otienation.

AIso oa the start page are auxiliary choices:

About - Gives you vital infotmation about the design coach.

Credits - Infounation about the team that wotked on the coach.

Map - List of all the pages available in the coach

Architectural challenge - an assignment bdef of tbe studio ptoiect that was used to test the

coach

Seatch - A search page for the coach

The navigation section deals with how to move around from this point and how to get the

results vou want ftom the coach.
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Navigation

Once past the staft Page, you will see a page with links to othet page5 go'ntqining

information telating to that subject. For instance, clicking on the form/site block will direct

you further to the information you requite, related topics that may be of interest, further

reading and teferences. Each page branches the subject out futther until you have narowed

down to information you requite. For example, if you want information about solat

sdiation. This would be your process:

- Click Blue form/site block then click on topography.

deslgn cooch
i-i;;1;;;--;;i"---1;;;1;;-';;---'-"-';;;;;'----;;Iiirl-.-i"1-J;;;i;;;;---;;;lfair;f;aFnv ------------r

Issues affected O, g ThermalDerigr
topo9rapny

Qndai"gLocation

QAcourtic Design

Other..,

Earth -r-heltere d Burldrngs

Connections: Form+Site - Landscape - Form -

Physical factors - topograPhy. This page shows a list of the issues affected by topogtaphy -
therrnal design, building locadon, acousdc design and earth sheltered 6silrlings. Each of

these is a link to furthet infotmation on that subiect. Also you will see a secdon called

Connections, which is a list of links to related pages. For instance, on the Topogaphy p^ge

you will see connections to Form+Site, Landscape and Form.

- Click on Thermal design.
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deslgn cooeh
i toclolr rco16 lypologlol teforencot otchlfectutol chollenge mop !
L--------- ----J

Topo graphy Thermal Design

Thermal Istues
affected by
topography

Qsona"diation

Q Topo gr"phy end llftul losr

hsigningCo4lonabb Homes, PC 35

Referencer Sun,flind&Lieht,pg27
The Climalic Dwe[ing, pg7 6

Connections: Topography - Thermal Deslgn - Wellington Sun Data - Sun Shadow - \rlfind
issues - Building Location - Acoustlcs

This page shows a list of thermat issues affected by topogtaphy - Solat Radiation and

Topography and Vind Loss. Once again each option links to ^ P^ge with futther

infornation on this subjecr

Also on this page you will see tefetences to related published wotks listed. !7hete possible

the designer has linked these references. For fulstance if you dick on the reference Sun,

Wind and Light, you are takea to the contents page of Sun, Wind and Lighg Atchitectural

Desrgn Strategies and the relevant Chaptets ate highlighted. Click on the televaot chaptet

and you ate taken to that a copy of that page - iust like looking it up in the physical book

itself.

- Click on Solar radiation.
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clerlgn cooch
1I loclofi tcolo typolo0l0! a6loronco! otchlf6clurol choll(

L-----------TopographsThermaD-&-lgri-:S-oliiHidlaft-ofi ------'lo-:---i-1P-':

Sitas on hillsidcs tend to crpencnce up?hill
airflows during $e dalt, as warmar an moves
towardr &e top of the till At niglt this fcnd
rcvcrrcr, with cool air flowing dora tho hll ad
contributing to &osts b 6e vallcys. Hedgcr md
nralls can dan tris 0os, courrbutng to local &ort
pockcts, unlcrs thcrc re opcnings to atlow tbe rdr

to low though"

Slopug sitcs also rcccivc very dfcront arnouatr
of rolar radiation North fa.iru sloper reccive
sipifican$r more solar gain trrr 0at dtes. This
means that grormd and air tempcratwor arc higher
and hcroforo hoat losr from a building is lsser on
a north faciug slope. For eraryle north facrng
Chrstcltr[ch sitc wrll erpcriooce teqcrahrc!
simlar to a flat sitc in Wellingtoa

I 
Gonnectlonsropography - Bullding Locatlon

This page shows us infornation and diagtams on solar radiation in relation to thermd design

and topogaphy. As always the Connections links are at the bottom of the page

Alternate Navigation

deslgn cooch

Searc*r design coach:

f.TfF.!".h|
lln rarrh rnglnr will fnd prgo on lh|; mbdb uly,
Fd b6t Ealb Gnbr iort sG oa lrw wotdr.
3or=lrr o m tlrro m sord r|| bo trrbd "rr r phne'.

:-:_T-::::::::::::-
o oo,o 

",.,*

Anothet method of findi"g the information you require is to use the Search function on the

staft page and dtop menu. Stmply click on Search, enter one or two words best describing

the inforrnation you require and hit enter or click search. This wil bdng up all information

on that subject held in the design coach and is linked to dlow you to click on the item you

are interested in and be taken direcdy to that page.

'N
:l-.ll:

. t\\
\\\\\\\\\\

[I.
s
m
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doslgn cooch

CONSTRUCTION
orchf loctulot chollango mop I

J

Mass

Insulation

Glass

VENTILATION

Single-Sided Ventilation

You will have ooticed by now &op down menus at the top of every pege. Th"y are as

follows:

The factots and scale menu will take you to individual scale and factor Pages.

The Typology menu shows thtee types of typologies fot construction and vgntilqtisa.

The Reference menu shows information and text fot further teading on subjects of

reference in design, such as human data and pattern language, as well as a glossary and

bibliogtaphy.

The Architectural Challenge menu shows an assignment brief of the studio project that

was used to test the coach.

If at ariy stage you want to go back to the conteflts Page thete is a poP-uP

back/next/home box in the bottom left hand comer of every page-
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